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The LHCb experiment is a spectrometer dedicated to the study of heavy flavor at the LHC. The rate of proton-proton collisions at the LHC is 15 MHz, but disk space limitations mean that only 3 kHz can be written to tape for offline processing. For this reason the LHCb data acquisition system – trigger – plays a key role in selecting signal events and rejecting background. Because the trigger efficiency, measured with respect to signal events selected by offline analysis algorithms, is not 100%, the trigger introduces biases in variables of interest. In particular, heavy flavor particles have a longer lifetime than background events, and the trigger exploits this information in its selections, introducing a bias in the lifetime distribution of offline selected heavy flavor particles. This bias must then be corrected for in order to perform measurements of heavy flavor lifetimes at LHCb, measurements which are particularly sensitive to physics beyond the Standard Model. This correction is accomplished by an algorithm called "swimming", which replays the passage of every offline selected event through the LHCb trigger, varying the lifetime of the signal at each step, and thus computes an event-by-event lifetime acceptance function for the trigger. This contribution describes the commissioning and deployment of the swimming algorithm during 2010 and 2011, and the world best lifetime and CP violation measurements accomplished using this method. In particular we focus on the key design decision in the architecture of the LHCb trigger which allows this method to work: the bulk of the triggering is implemented in software, reusing offline reconstruction and selection code to minimize systematics, and allowing the trigger selections to be re-executed offline exactly as they ran during data taking. We demonstrate the reproducibility of the LHCb trigger algorithms, show how the reuse of offline code and selections minimizes the biases introduced in the trigger, and show that the swimming method leads to an acceptance correction which contributes a negligible uncertainty to the measurements in question.
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The LHCb experiment has been using the CMT build and configuration tool for its software since the first versions, mainly because of its multi-platform build support and its powerful configuration management functionality. Still, CMT has some limitations in terms of build performance and the increased complexity added to the tool to cope with new use cases added latterly. Therefore, we have been looking for a viable alternative to it and we have investigated the possibility of adopting
the CMake tool, which does a very good job for building and is getting very popular in the HEP community. The result of this study is a CMake-based framework which provides most of the special configuration features available natively only in CMT, with the advantages of better performances, flexibility and portability.
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A Final Review of the Performance of the CDF Run II Data Acquisition System

Author: William Badgett

1 Fermilab

Corresponding Author: william.badgett@cern.ch

The CDF Collider Detector at Fermilab ceased data collection on September 30, 2011 after over twenty five years of operation. We review the performance of the CDF Run II data acquisition systems over the last ten of these years while recording nearly 10 fb-1 of proton-antiproton collisions with a high degree of efficiency. Technology choices in the online control and configuration systems and front-end embedded processing have impacted the efficiency and quality of the data accumulated by CDF, and have had to perform over a large range of instantaneous luminosity values and trigger rates. We identify significant sources of problems and successes. In particular, we present our experience computing and acquiring data in a radiation environment, and attempt to correlate system technical faults with radiation dose rate and technology choices.
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This contribution describes the design and development of a fully software-based Online test-bench for LHCb. The current “Full Experiment System Test” (FEST) is a programmable data injector with a test setup that runs using a simulated data acquisition (DAQ) chain. FEST is heavily used in LHCb by different groups, and thus the motivation for complete software emulation of the test-bench is to enable running parallel tests by sharing resources and removing all dependency on detector-related hardware. The Timing and Fast Control (TFC) used in FEST, originally in hardware, is now completely replaced with a software module that emulates the behaviour of sending trigger decisions to the test-bench. The design of a monolithic structure encompassing the former data injector and the developed TFC emulator is described in detail, and the advantages of disconnecting the test-bench from the hardware are discussed. In particular, design details for emulating (user-defined) trigger decisions and multiple event data flags are shown, and the advantages of having complete control over every stage of the DAQ chain are demonstrated using measurements made on different configurations of the test-bench done through software. The integration of the full software emulator in the run-control of FEST completes the switch. The installation of a “development” computing farm is also shown in brief, which allows the allocation of resources to different groups so that instances of FEST may be run concurrently. Additionally, the setup allows the High Level Trigger algorithms to be benchmarked on different hardware with controlled input, due to the complete software emulation of all data. Results of performance tests on the independent test setup are presented to
underline the data throughput levels in the DAQ chain and the utility of this modified design and implementation.
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**A GPU-based multi-jet event generator for the LHC**
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We present a GPU-based parton level event generator for multi-jet events at the LHC. The current implementation generates up to 10 jets with a possible vector boson. At leading order the speed increase over a single core CPU is in excess of a factor of 500 using a single desktop based NVIDIA Fermi GPU.

We will also present results for the next-to-leading order implementation.
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One of the main barriers against Grid widespread adoption in scientific communities stems from the intrinsic complexity of handling X.509 certificates, which represent the foundation of the Grid security stack.

To hide this complexity, in recent years, several Grid portals have been proposed which, however, do not completely solve the problem, either requiring that users manage their own certificates or proposing solutions that weaken the Grid middleware authorization and accounting mechanisms by obfuscating the user identity.

General purpose Grid portals aim at providing a powerful and easy to use gateway to distributed computing resources. They act as incubators where users can securely run their applications without facing the complexity of the authentication infrastructure (e.g., handling X.509 certificates and VO membership requests, accessing resources through dedicated shell-based UIs).

In this paper, we discuss a general purpose Grid portal framework, based on Liferay, which provides several important services such as job submission, workflow definition, data management and accounting services. It is also interfaced with external Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) frameworks for the dynamic provisioning of computing resources.

In our model, authentication is demanded to a Shibboleth 2.0 federation while the generation and
management of Grid credentials is handled securely integrating an On-Line CA with the MyProxy server. Consequently, the portal gives users full access to Grid functionality without exposing the complexity of X.509 certificates and proxy management. Unlike other existing solutions, our portal does not leverage robot certificates for the user credentials. This approach offers twofold benefits. On the one hand, user identity is not obfuscated across the middleware stack thus preserving the functionality and effectiveness of existing distributed accounting and authorization mechanisms. On the other hand, users are not constrained to a predefined set of applications but can freely take advantage of Grid facilities for any computational or data-intensive activity.

The portal also provides simplified access to common Grid data-management operations. Our solution manages the staging of input and output data for Grid jobs to an external WebDAV storage service. The staged data is then transferred to or from Grid SE and registered in data catalogs on behalf of the user. This approach has two main benefits. Firstly, by delegating the file transfer handling to an external service, the portal is relieved from the potential load caused by many concurrent large file transfers operations that would severely impact its scalability. Secondly, the use of standard protocols like WebDAV enables any client machine to upload and download files to the Grid without requiring installation of custom software on the client side.
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The accounting activity in a production computing Grid is of paramount importance in order to understand the utilization of the available resources. While several CPU accounting systems are deployed within the European Grid Infrastructure (EGI), storage accounting systems, that are stable enough to be adopted on a production environment, are not yet available. A growing interest is being put on the storage accounting and work is being carried out in the Open Grid Forum (OGF) to write a standard Usage Record (UR) definition suitable for this kind of resources.

In this paper we present a storage accounting system which is composed of three parts: a sensors layer, a data repository and transport layer (Distributed Grid Accounting System - DGAS) and a web portal that generates graphical and tabular reports (HLRmon). The sensors layer is responsible for the creation of URs according to the schema that will be presented in the paper and that is being discussed in OGF. DGAS is one of the CPU accounting systems used in EGI, by the Italian Grid Infrastructure (IGI) and other National Grid Initiatives (NGIs) and other projects that relies on the Grid. DGAS is evolving towards an architecture that allows the collection of URs for different resources. Those features allows DGAS to be used as data repository and transport layer of the accounting system we depicted. HLRmon is the web interface for DGAS. It has been further developed to retrieve storage accounting data from the repository and create reports in an easy to access fashion in order to be useful to the Grid stakeholders.
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The age and size of the CMS collaboration at the LHC means it now has many hundreds of inhomogeneous web sites and services and more than 100,000 documents.

We describe a major initiative to create a single coherent CMS internal and public web site. This uses the Drupal web Content Management System (now supported by CERN/IT) on top of a standard LAMP stack (Linux, Apache, MySQL, and php/perl). The new navigation, content and search services are coherently integrated with numerous existing CERN services (CDS, EDMS, Indico, phonebook, Twiki) as well as many CMS internal Web services.

We describe the information architecture; the system design, implementation and monitoring; the document and content database; security aspects; and our deployment strategy which ensured continual smooth operation of all systems at all times.

A PROOF Analysis Framework
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The analysis of the complex LHC data usually follows a standard path that aims at minimizing not only the amount of data but also the number of observables used. After a number of steps of slimming and skimming the data, the remaining few terabytes of ROOT files hold a selection of the events and a flat structure for the variables needed that can be more easily inspected and traversed in the final stages of the analysis. PROOF arises at this point as an efficient mechanism to distribute the analysis load by taking advantage of all the cores in modern CPUs through PROOF Lite, or by using PROOF Cluster or PROOF on Demand tools to build dynamic PROOF cluster on computing facilities with spare CPUs. However using PROOF at the level required for a serious analysis introduces some difficulties that may scare new adopters. We have developed the PROOF Analysis Framework (PAF) to facilitate the development of new analysis by uniformly exposing the PROOF related configurations across technologies and by taking care of the routine tasks as much as possible. We describe the details of the PAF implementation as well as how we succeeded in engaging a group of CMS physicists to use PAF as their daily analysis framework.
A Programmatic View of Metadata, Metadata Services, and Metadata Flow in ATLAS
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The volume and diversity of metadata in an experiment of the size and scope of ATLAS is considerable. Even the definition of metadata may seem context-dependent: data that are primary for one purpose may be metadata for another. Trigger information and data from the Large Hadron Collider itself provide cases in point, but examples abound. Metadata about logical or physics constructs, such as data-taking periods and runs and luminosity blocks and events and algorithms, often need to be mapped to deployment and production constructs, such as datasets and jobs and files and software versions, and vice versa. Metadata at one level of granularity may have implications at another.

ATLAS metadata services must integrate and federate information from inhomogeneous sources and repositories, map metadata about logical or physics constructs to deployment and production constructs, provide a means to associate metadata at one level of granularity with processing or decision-making at another, offer a coherent and integrated view to physicists, and support both human use and programmatic access.

In this paper we consider ATLAS metadata, metadata services, and metadata flow principally from the illustrative perspective of how disparate metadata are made available to executing jobs and, conversely, how metadata generated by such jobs are returned.

We describe how metadata are read, how metadata are cached, and how metadata generated by jobs and the tasks of which they are a part are communicated, associated with data products, and preserved. We also discuss the principles that guide decision-making about metadata storage, replication, and access.
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In the past two years the ATLAS Collaboration at the LHC has collected a large volume of data and published a number of ground breaking papers. The Grid-based ATLAS distributed computing infrastructure played a crucial role in enabling timely analysis of the data. We will present a study of the performance and usage of the ATLAS Grid as platform for physics analysis and discuss changes that analysis usage patterns underwent in 2011. This includes studies of timing properties of user jobs (wait time, run time, etc) and analysis of data format popularity evolution that significantly affected ATLAS data distribution policies. These studies are based on mining of data archived by the PanDA workload management system.
A System for Monitoring and Tracking the LHC Beam Spot within the ATLAS High Level Trigger
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The parameters of the beam spot produced by the LHC in the ATLAS interaction region are computed online using the ATLAS High Level Trigger (HLT) system. The high rate of triggered events is exploited to make precise measurements of the position, size and orientation of the luminous region in near real-time, as these parameters change significantly even during a single data-taking run. We present the challenges, solutions and results for the online determination, monitoring and beam spot feedback system in ATLAS. A specially designed algorithm, which uses tracks registered in the silicon detectors to reconstruct event vertices, is executed on the HLT processor farm of several thousand CPU cores. Monitoring histograms from all the cores are sampled and aggregated across the farm every 60 seconds. The reconstructed beam values are corrected for detector resolution effects, measured in situ from the separation of vertices whose tracks have been split into two collections. Furthermore, measurements for individual bunch crossings have allowed for studies of single-bunch distributions as well as the behavior of bunch trains, calibrated to the beam average. Run control invokes a comparison of the nominal and measured beam spot values, and when threshold conditions are satisfied the farm configuration is updated. To achieve sharp time boundaries across the event stream, which is triggered at rates of several kHz, a special datagram is injected into the event path via the Central Trigger Processor that signals the pending update to the trigger nodes. Thousands of clients then fetch the same set of values from the conditions database in a fraction of a second via an efficient near-simultaneous access made possible through a dedicated CORAL Server and Proxy tree.
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The line between native and web applications is becoming increasingly blurred as modern web browsers are becoming powerful platforms on which applications can be run. Such applications are trivial to install and are readily extensible and easy to use. In an educational setting, web applications permit a way to rapidly deploy tools in a highly-restrictive computing environment.

The I2U2 collaboration has developed a browser-based event display for viewing events in data collected and released to the public by the CMS experiment at the LHC. The application itself reads a JSON event format and uses the JavaScript 3D rendering engine pre3d. The only requirement is a
modern browser using HTML5 canvas. The event display has been used by thousands of high school students in the context of programs organized by I2U2, Quarknet, and IPPOG. This browser-based approach to display of events can have broader usage and impact for experts and public alike.
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After a long period of project-based funding, during which the improvement of the services provided to the user communities was the main focus, distributed computing infrastructures (DCIs), having reached and established production quality, now need to tackle the issue of long-term sustainability.

With the transition from EGEE to EGI in 2010 the major part of the responsibility (especially financially) now is on the national grid initiatives (NGIs). It is their duty not only to ensure the unobstructed continuation of scientific work on the grid, but also to cater for the needs of the user communities to be able to utilise a broader range of middlewares and tools.

Sustainability in grid computing therefore must take into account the integration of this variety of technical developments. Newer developments like cloud computing need to be taken into account and integrated into the usage scenarios of the grid infrastructure, leading to a distributed computing infrastructure encompassing the positive aspects of both.

On the whole a strategy for sustainability must focus on the three main aspects of technical integration, core services and business development and must make concrete statements how the respective efforts can be financed. Although not common in science, it seems necessary to use a business model approach to create a business plan to enable the long-term sustainability of the NGIs and international DCIs, like EGI.

**Summary:**

This talk presents a business plan as suggested for the national German Grid initiative NGI-DE. It is based on quantitative calculations, making it possible to forecast profits and losses, according to a set of mandatory services and “products”. The presentation also wants to solicit input from the relevant grid user communities, like WLCG, with the goal of creating a common basis for and common understanding of sustainability strategies.
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Current network technologies like dynamic network circuits and emerging protocols like OpenFlow, enable the network as an active component in the context of data transfers.

We present framework which provides a simple interface for scientists to move data between sites over Wide Area Network with bandwidth guarantees. Although the system hides the complexity from the end users, it was designed to include all the security, redundancy and fail-over aspects of large distributed systems. The agents collaborate between them over secure channels to advertise their presence, request and allocate network resources like Dynamic Network Circuits, end-host routing tables and IP addresses, when a user requests a data transfer and release the resources when a transfer finishes. The data transfer tool used by the framework is Fast Data Transfer (http://fdt.cern.ch/). It provides the dynamic bandwidth adjustments capabilities also at application level, so bandwidth scheduling can be used where network circuits are not available.

The framework is currently being deployed and tested between a set of US HEP sites, part of the NSF-funded DYNES project: Dynamic Network System (http://internet2.edu/dynes). The DYNES "cyber-instrument" interconnects ~40 institutes participating in both US-Atlas and US-CMS collaborations.

The CMS distributed data analysis workflow assumes that jobs run in a different location to where their results are finally stored. Typically the user output must be transferred across the network from one site to another, possibly on a different continent or over links not necessarily validated for high bandwidth/high reliability transfer. This step is named stage-out and in CMS was originally implemented as a synchronous step of the job execution. However, our experience showed the weakness of this approach both in terms of low total job execution efficiency and failure rates, wasting precious CPU resources.

The nature of analysis data makes it inappropriate to use PhEDEx, CMS' core data placement system. As part of the new generation of CMS Workload Management tools, the Asynchronous Stage-Out system (AsyncStageOut) has been developed to enable third party copy of the user output. The AsyncStageOut component manages glite FTS transfers of data from a temporary store at the site where the job ran to the final location of the data on behalf of that data owner. The tool uses python daemons, built using the WMCore framework, talking to CouchDB, to manage the queue of work and FTS transfers. CouchDB also provides the platform for a dedicated operations monitoring system.

In this paper, we present the motivations of the asynchronous stage-out system. We give an insight into the design and the implementation of key features, describing how it is coupled with the CMS workload management system. Finally, we show the results and the commissioning experience.
A hybrid Monte Carlo Generator for Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays from their Sources to the Observer
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To understand in detail cosmic magnetic fields and sources of Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHE-CRs) we have developed a Monte Carlo simulation for galactic and extragalactic propagation.

In our approach we identify three different propagation regimes for UHECRs, the Milky Way, the local universe out to 110 Mpc, and the distant universe.

For deflections caused by the Galactic magnetic field a lensing technique based on matrices is applied which are created from backtracking of antiparticles through Galactic field models.

Propagation in the local universe uses forward tracking through structured magnetic fields extracted from simulations of the large scale structure of the universe.

UHECRs from distant sources are simulated using parameterized models.

Interactions with background photons are taken into account per simulation step or as continuous energy loss.

In this contribution we present the combination of all three simulation techniques by means of probability maps.

The combined probability maps are used to generate UHECRs for large scale mass production, and to create distributions with realistic arrival directions and energies.

Comparisons with physics analyses of UHECR measurements enables the development of new analysis techniques and constrain parameters of the underlying physics models like the source density and magnetic field strength.

A new communication framework for the ALICE Grid
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Since the ALICE experiment began data taking in late 2009, the amount of end user jobs on the AliEn Grid has increased significantly. Presently 1/3 of the 30K CPU cores available to ALICE are occupied by jobs submitted by about 400 distinct users. The overall stability of the AliEn middleware has been excellent throughout the 2 years of running, but the massive amount of end-user analysis and its specific requirements and load has revealed few components which can be improved. One of them is the interface between users and central AliEn services (catalogue, job submission system) which we are currently re-implementing in Java. The interface provides persistent connection with enhanced data and job submission authenticity. In this paper we will describe the architecture of the new interface, the ROOT binding which enables the use of a single interface in addition to the standard UNIX-like access shell and the new security-related features.
A new data-centre for the LHCb experiment
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The upgraded LHCb experiment, which is supposed to go into operation in 2018/19 will require a massive increase in its compute facilities. A new 2 MW data-centre is planned at the LHCb site. Apart from the obvious requirement of minimizing the cost, the data-centre has to tie in well with the needs of online processing, while at the same time staying open for future and offline use. We present our design and the evaluation process of various cooling and powering solutions as well as our ideas for fabric monitoring and control.
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The Statistical Toolkit is an open source system specialized in the statistical comparison of distributions. It addresses requirements common to different experimental domains, such as simulation validation (e.g. comparison of experimental and simulated distributions), regression testing in software development and detector performance monitoring.

The first development cycles concerned the provision of a wide set of non-parametric goodness-of-fit tests for the so-called two sample problem, i.e. the comparison of two distributions. The active use of the Statistical Toolkit in real-life applications, documented in the literature, has highlighted new requirements, that are addressed by a new development cycle. The new product includes extensions of the functionality of the toolkit, refinements of existing algorithms and tools and improved usability of the system.

Various sets of statistical tests have been added to the existing collection to deal with the one sample problem (i.e. the comparison of a data distribution to a function, including tests for normality), the comparison of two-dimensional distributions, categorical analysis and the estimate of randomness. Improved algorithms and software design contribute to the robustness of the results. A simple user layer dealing with primitive data types and an improved ROOT user layer facilitate the use of the toolkit both in standalone analyses and in large scale experiments. Interface to the R package extends the native functionality of the toolkit.

An overview of the new developments is presented, along with applications to concrete experimental scenarios.
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A new era for central processing and production in CMS
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The goal for CMS computing is to maximise the throughput of simulated event generation while also processing the real data events as quickly and reliably as possible. To maintain this achievement as the quantity of events increases, since the beginning of 2011 CMS computing has migrated at the Tier 1 level from its old production framework, ProdAgent, to a new one, WMAgent. The WMAgent framework offers improved processing efficiency and increased resource usage as well as a reduction in manpower.

In addition to the challenges encountered during the design of the WMAgent framework, several operational issues have arisen during its commissioning. The largest operational challenges were in the usage and monitoring of resources, mainly a result of a change in the way work is allocated. Instead of work being assigned to operators, all work is centrally injected and managed in the Request Manager system and the task of the operators has changed from running individual workflows to monitoring the global workload.

In this report we present how we tackled some of the operational challenges, and how we benefitted from the lessons learned in the commissioning of the WMAgent framework at the Tier 2 level in late 2011. As case studies, we will show how the WMAgent system performed during some of the large data reprocessing and Monte Carlo simulation campaigns.
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A reflection on Software Engineering in HEP
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A review of analysis in different experiments
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We describe a low-cost Petabyte scale Lustre filesystem deployed for High Energy Physics. The use of commodity storage arrays and bonded ethernet interconnects makes the array cost effective, whilst providing high bandwidth to the storage. The filesystem is a POSIX filesystem, presented to the Grid using the StoRM SRM. The system is highly modular. The building blocks of the array, the Lustre Object Storage Servers (OSS) each have 12*2TB SATA disks configured as a RAID6 array, delivering 18TB of storage. The network bandwidth from the storage servers is designed to match that from the compute servers within each module of 6 storage servers and 12 compute servers. The modules are connected together by a 10Gbit core network to provide balanced overall performance. We present benchmarks demonstrating the performance and scalability of the filesystem.
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Distributed storage systems are critical to the operation of the WLCG. These systems are not limited to fulfilling the long term storage requirements. They also serve data for computational analysis and other computational jobs. Distributed storage systems provide the ability to aggregate the storage and IO capacity of disks and tapes, but at the end of the day IO rate is still bound by the capabilities of the hardware, in particular the hard drives. Throughput of hard drives has increased dramatically over the decades, however for computational analysis IOPS is typically the limiting factor. To maximize return of investment, balancing IO load over available hardware is crucial. The task is made complicated by the common use of heterogeneous hardware and software environments that results from combining new and old hardware into a single storage system.

This paper describes recent advances made in load balancing in the dCache distributed storage system. We describe a set of common requirements for load balancing policies. These requirements include considerations about temporal clustering, resistance to disk pool divisioning, evolution of the hardware portfolio as data centers get extended and upgraded, the non-linearity of disk performance, garbage collection, age of replicas, stability of control decisions, and stability of tuning parameters. We argue that the existing load balancing policy in dCache fails to satisfy most of these requirements.
An alternative policy is proposed, the weighted available space selection policy. The policy incorporates ideas we have been working on for years while observing dCache in production at NDGF and at other sites. At its core the policy uses weighted random selection, but it incorporates many different signals into the weight. We argue that although the algorithm is technically more complicated, it is in our experience easier to predict the effect of parameter changes and thus the parameters are easier to tune than in the previous policy. It many cases it may not even require manual tuning, although we need more empirical data to conclude that.

The new policy has been integrated into dCache 2.0 using a new load balancing plugin system developed by NDGF. It has been used in production at NDGF since end of August 2011. We will report on our experiences. A qualitative and quantitative analysis of the policy will be presented augmented by simulations and empirical data.

Although our algorithm has been developed and is used in the context of dCache, the ideas are universal and could be applied to many storage systems.
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Entering information industry, the most new technologies talked about are virtualization and cloud computing. Virtualization makes the heterogeneous resources transparent to users, and plays a huge role in large-scale data center management solutions. Cloud computing emerges as a revolution in computing science which bases on virtualization, demonstrating a gigantic advantage in resource sharing, resource utilization, resource flexibility and resource scalability. And the new technology comes with new problems in which IT infrastructure is deployed with virtual machines. Among these is the problem of managing the virtual machine images that are indispensible to cloud environment.

In order to deploying a large-scale cloud infrastructure within a tolerant time, how to distribute image to hypervisor quickly and make its validity and integrity is the most important thing to be considered. To address that, this paper proposes an image management system acting as image repository as well as image distributor that provides users a friendly portal and also effective standard commands. The system interfaces implement the operations like register, upload, download, unregister, delete and so on. Hence, some other features like access control rules for diverse users to guarantee security in cloud computing. To optimize the performance, different storage systems such as NFS, Lustre, AFS and gLusterFS are compared in detail as well as the image distribution protocol like peer-to-peer(P2P), http and scp are analyzed, which demonstrates the proper storage system and distribution protocol are essential to the performance of the system.

The workflow of the deployment of a cloud using virtual machine provisioning like Opennebula is introduced and the comparison between diverse storage systems and transfer protocols is discussed. The high performance and scalability of image distribution of the system in production are fully proved and one virtual machine is deployed quickly within minute in average. Some useful tips for image management are also proposed.

Summary:

This paper proposes an image management system acting as image repository as well as image distributor that provides users a friendly portal and also effective standard commands. The system interfaces implement the operations like register, upload, download, unregister, delete and so on. Hence, some other features like access control rules for diverse users to guarantee security in cloud computing. Besides, the workflow of the deployment of a cloud using virtual machine provisioning like Opennebula is introduced and the comparison between diverse storage systems and transfer protocols is discussed. The high performance and scalability of image distribution of the system in production are fully proved. Some useful tips for image management are also proposed.
AGIS: The ATLAS Grid Information System
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The ATLAS Grid Information System (AGIS) centrally stores and exposes static, dynamic and configuration parameters required to configure and to operate ATLAS distributed computing systems and services. AGIS is designed to integrate information about resources, services and topology of the ATLAS grid infrastructure from various independent sources including BDII, GOCDB, the ATLAS data management system and the ATLAS PanDA workload management system.

Being an intermediate middleware system between a client and external information sources, AGIS automatically collects and keeps data up to date, caching information required by and specific for ATLAS, removing the source as a direct dependency for clients but without duplicating the source information system itself. All interactions with various information providers are hidden. Synchronization of AGIS content with external sources is performed by agents which periodically communicate with sources via standard interfaces and update database content. For some types of information AGIS is itself the primary repository. AGIS stores data objects in a way convenient for ATLAS, introduces additional object relations required by ATLAS applications, exposes the data via API and web front end services.

Through the API clients are able to update information stored in AGIS. A python API and command line tools further help end users and developers use the system conveniently. Web interfaces such as a site downtime calendar and ATLAS topology viewers are widely used by shifters and data distribution experts.

ALICE Grid Computing at the GridKa Tier-1 Center
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The GridKa center at the Karlsruhe Institute for Technology is the largest ALICE Tier-1 center. It hosts 40,000 HEPSEPC’06, approximately 2.75 PB of disk space and 5.25 PB of tape space for the A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE), at the CERN LHC. These resources are accessed via the AliEn middleware. The storage is divided into two instances, both using the storage middleware xrootd.

We will focus on the set-up of these resources and on the topic of monitoring. The latter serves a vast number of purposes, ranging from efficiency statistics for process and procedure optimization to alerts for on-call duty engineers.
ALICE HLT TPC Tracking of Heavy-Ion Events on GPUs
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The ALICE High Level Trigger (HLT) is capable of performing an online reconstruction of heavy-ion collisions. The reconstruction of particle trajectories in the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is the most compute intensive step. The TPC online tracker implementation combines the principle of the cellular automaton and the Kalman filter. It has been accelerated by the usage of graphics cards (GPUs). A pipelined processing allows to perform the tracking on the GPU, the data transfer, and the preprocessing on the CPU in parallel.

In order to use data locality, the tracking is split in multiple phases. At first, track segments are searched in local sectors of the detector, independently and in parallel. These segments are then merged at a global level. A shortcoming of this approach is that if a track contains only a very short segment in one particular sector, the local search possibly does not find this short part. The fast GPU processing allowed to add an additional step: all found tracks are extrapolated to neighboring sectors and the unassigned clusters which constitute the missing track segment are collected.

For running the QA on computers without a GPU, it is important that the output of the CPU and the GPU tracker is as consistent as possible. One major challenge was to implement the tracker such that the output is not affected by concurrency, while maintaining peak performance and efficiency. For instance, a naive implementation depended on the order of the tracks which is nondeterministic when they are created in parallel. Still, due to non-associative floating point arithmetic a direct binary comparison of the CPU and the GPU tracker output is impossible. Thus, the approach chosen for evaluating the GPU tracker efficiency is to compare the cluster to track assignment of the CPU and the GPU tracker cluster by cluster.

With the above comparison scheme, the output of the CPU and the GPU tracker differ by 0.00024%. The GPU tracker outperforms its CPU analog by a factor of three. Recently, the ALICE HLT cluster was upgraded with new GPUs and will be able to process central heavy ion events at a rate of approximately 200 Hz. The tracking algorithm together with the necessary modifications, a performance comparison of the CPU and the GPU version, and QA plots will be presented.
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A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) is the heavy-ion detector designed to study the physics of strongly interacting matter and the quark-gluon plasma at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Since its successful start-up in 2010, the LHC has been performing outstandingly, providing to the experiments long periods of stable collisions and an integrated luminosity that greatly exceeds the planned targets.

To fully explore these privileged conditions, we aim at maximizing the experiment’s data taking productivity during stable collisions. We present in this paper the evolution of the online systems in order to spot reasons of inefficiency and address new requirements.

This paper describes the features added to the ALICE Electronic Logbook (eLogbook) to allow the Run Coordination team to identify, prioritize, fix and follow causes of inefficiency in the experiment. Thorough monitoring of the data taking efficiency provides reports for the collaboration to portray its evolution and evaluate the measures (fixes and new features) taken to increase it. In particular, the eLogbook helps decision making by providing quantitative input, which can be used to better balance risks of changes in the production environment against potential gains in quality of physics data. It will also present the evolution of the Experiment Control System (ECS) to allow on-the-fly error recovery actions of the detector apparatus while limiting as much as possible the loss of integrated luminosity.

The paper will conclude with a review of the ALICE efficiency so far and the future plans to improve its monitoring.

This paper will describe how the ALICE Electronic Logbook (eLogbook) is used to recognize the main causes of inefficiency, allowing the Run Coordination team to identify, prioritize, address and follow them. It will also explain how the eLogbook is used to monitor the data taking efficiency, providing reports that allow the collaboration to portray its evolution and evaluate the measures taken to increase it. Finally, it will present the ALICE efficiency since the start-up of the LHC and the future plans to improve its monitoring.
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ALICE is one of the four main experiments at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in Geneva. The Alice Detector Control System (DCS) is responsible for the operation and monitoring of the 18 detectors of the experiment and of central systems, for collecting and managing alarms, data and commands. Furthermore, it is the central tool to monitor and verify the beam mode and conditions in order to ensure the safety of the detectors.
Experience with systems and beams has allowed for a continuous evolution of the DCS in the direction of automatizing actions based on detector status and beam conditions, which otherwise were left to the judgement of the shift crew. Both the safety of the detectors and the data taking efficiency of the experiment benefits from this strategy.

This paper shows how the DCS is interpreting the daily operations from a beam-driven point of view. A tool is implemented, where automatic actions can be set and monitored through expert panels, with a custom level of automation. Several routine operations are already in place in a fully automatized fashion: e.g. the transition to a safe state of the detectors during critical beam modes such as injection, as communicated by the LHC, to avoid potentially unsafe situations and unnecessary delays to the accelerator procedures.
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The emerging of hybrid GPU-accelerated clusters in the supercomputing landscape is a matter of fact. In this framework we proposed a new INFN initiative, the QUonG project, aiming to deploy a high performance computing system dedicated to scientific computations leveraging on commodity multi-core processors coupled with last generation GPUs.

The multi-node interconnection system is based on a point-to-point, high performance, low latency 3-d torus network built in the framework of the APEnet+ project: it consists of an FPGA-based PCI Express board exposing six full bidirectional links running at 34 Gbps each, and implementing RDMA protocol.

In order to enable significant access latency reduction for inter-node data transfer a direct network-to-GPU interface was built. The specialized hardware blocks, integrated in the APEnet+ board, provide support for GPU-initiated communications using the so called PCI Express peer-to-peer (P2P) transactions. To this end we are strongly collaborating with NVidia GPU vendor.

The final shape of a complete QUonG deployment is an assembly of standard 42U racks, each one capable of ~80 TFlops/rack of peak performance, at a cost of 5 KEuro/TFlops and for an estimated power consumption of 25 KW/rack.

A first reduced QUonG system prototype is expected to be delivered by the end of the year 2011. In this talk we will report on the status of final rack deployment and on the 2012 R&D activities that will focus on performance enhancing of the APEnet+ hardware through the adoption of new generation 28nm FPGA allowing the implementation of PCI-e Gen3 host interface and the addition of new fault tolerance oriented capabilities.
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ATLAS DDM/DQ2 & NoSQL databases: Use cases and experiences

Author: Collaboration Atlas
The Distributed Data Management System DQ2 is responsible for the global management of petabytes of ATLAS physics data. DQ2 has a critical dependency on Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS), like Oracle, as RDBMS are well suited to enforce data integrity in online transaction processing application. Despite these advantages, concerns have been raised recently on the scalability of data warehouse-like workload against the relational schema, in particular for the analysis of archived data or the aggregation of data for summary purposes. Therefore, we have considered new approaches of handling very large amount of data. More specifically, we investigated a new class of database technologies commonly referred to as NoSQL databases. This includes distributed file system like HDFS that support parallel execution of computational tasks on distributed data, as well as schema-less approaches via key-value/document stores, like HBase, Cassandra or MongoDB. These databases provide solutions to particular types of problems: for example, NoSQL databases have demonstrated horizontal scalability, high throughput, automatic fail-over mechanisms, and provide easy replication support over LAN and WAN.

In this talk, we will describe our use cases in ATLAS, and share our experiences with NoSQL databases in a comparative study with Oracle.
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The ATLAS Distributed Data Management project DQ2 is responsible for the replication, access and bookkeeping of ATLAS data across more than 100 distributed grid sites. It also enforces data management policies decided on by the collaboration and defined in the ATLAS computing model. The DQ2 deletion service is one of the most important DDM services. This distributed service interacts with 3rd party grid middleware and the DQ2 catalogs to serve data deletion requests on the grid. Furthermore, it also takes care of retry strategies, check-pointing transactions, load management and fault tolerance.

In this paper special attention is paid to the technical details which are used to achieve the high performance of service (peaking at more than 4 millions files deleted per day), accomplished without overloading either site storage, catalogs or other DQ2 components. Special attention is also paid to the deletion monitoring service that allows operators a detailed view of the working system.
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Efficient distribution of physics data over ATLAS grid sites is one of the most important tasks for user data processing. ATLAS’ initial static data distribution model over-replicated some unpopular data and under-replicated popular data, creating heavy disk space loads while under-utilizing some processing resources due to low data availability. Thus, a new data distribution mechanism was implemented, PD2P (PanDA Dynamic Data Placement) within the production and distributed analysis system PanDA that dynamically reacts to user data needs \cite{De2010}, basing dataset distribution principally on user demand. Data deletion is also demand driven, reducing replica counts for unpopular data \cite{Molfetas2010}. This dynamic model has led to substantial improvements in efficient utilization of storage and processing resources.

Based on this experience, in this work we seek to further improve data placement policy by investigating in detail how data popularity is calculated. For this it is necessary to precisely define what data popularity means, what types of data popularity exist, how it can be measured, and most importantly, how the history of the data can help to predict the popularity of derived data. We introduce locality of the popularity: a dataset may be only of local interest to a subset of clouds/sites or may have a wide (global) interest. We also extend the idea of the “data temperature scale” model \cite{Klimentov2009} and a popularity measure.

Using the ATLAS data replication history, we devise data distribution algorithms based on popularity measures and past history. Based on this work we will describe how to explicitly identify why and how datasets become popular and how such information can be used to predict future popularity.

\cite{De2010} Kaushik De, Tadashi Maeno, Torre Wenaus, Alexei Klimentov, Rodney Walker, Graeme Stewart, “PD2P – PanDA Dynamic Data Placement”, ATLAS Notes, CERN
\cite{Molfetas2010} Angelos Molfetas, Fernando Barreiro Megino, Andrii Tykhonov, Vincent Garonne, Simone Campagna, Mario Lassnig, Martin Barisits, Gancho Dimitrov, Florbela Tique Aires Viegas, “Popularity framework to process dataset tracers and its application on dynamic replica reduction in the ATLAS experiment”, CHEP, Taipei, Taiwan, October 18-22, 2010
\cite{Klimentov2009} Alexei Klimentov, “ATLAS data over Grid (data replication, placement and deletion policy)”, ATLAS Notes, CERN, March 17, 2009
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This talk details variety of Monitoring tools used within the ATLAS Distributed Computing during the first 2 years of LHC data taking. We discuss tools used to monitor data processing from the very first steps performed at the Tier-0 facility at CERN after data is read out of the ATLAS detector, through data transfers to the ATLAS computing centers distributed world-wide. We present an...
overview of monitoring tools used daily to track ATLAS Distributed Computing activities ranging from network performance and data transfers throughput, through data processing and readiness of the computing services at the ATLAS computing centers, to the reliability and usability of the ATLAS computing centers. Described tools provide monitoring for issues of different level of criticality: from spotting issues with the instant online monitoring to the long-term accounting information.
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This paper will summarize operational experience and improvements in ATLAS computing infrastructure during 2010 and 2011. ATLAS has had 2 periods of data taking, with many more events recorded in 2011 than in 2010. It ran 3 major reprocessing campaigns. The activity in 2011 was similar to that in 2010, but scalability issues had to be addressed due to the increase in luminosity and trigger rate. Based on improved monitoring of ATLAS Grid computing, the evolution of computing activities (data/group production, their distribution and grid analysis) over time will be presented. The major bottlenecks and the implemented solutions will be described. The main changes in the implementation of the computing model that will be shown are: the optimisation of data distribution over the Grid, according to effective transfer rate and site readiness for analysis; the relaxation of the cloud model, for data distribution and data processing; software installation migration to cvmfs; changing database access to a Frontier/squid infrastructure.
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ATLAS Distributed Computing organized 3 teams to support data processing at Tier-0 facility at CERN, data reprocessing, data management operations, Monte Carlo simulation production, and physics analysis at the ATLAS computing centers located world-wide. In this talk we describe how these teams ensure that the ATLAS experiment data is delivered to the ATLAS physicists in a timely manner in the glamorous era of the LHC data taking. We describe experience with ways how to improve degraded service performance, we detail on the Distributed Analysis support over the exciting period of the computing model evolution.
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The production system for Grid Data Processing (GDP) handles petascale ATLAS data reprocessing and Monte Carlo activities. The production system empowered further data processing steps on the Grid performed by dozens of ATLAS physics groups with coordinated access to computing resources worldwide, including additional resources sponsored by regional facilities. The system provides knowledge management of configuration parameters for massive data processing tasks, reproducibility of results, scalable database access, orchestrated workflow and performance monitoring, dynamic workload sharing, automated fault tolerance and petascale data integrity control. The system evolves to accommodate a growing number of users and new requirements from our contacts in ATLAS main areas: Trigger, Physics, Data Preparation and Software & Computing. To assure scalability, the next generation production system architecture development is in progress. We report on scaling up the GDP production system for a growing number of users providing data for physics analysis and other ATLAS main activities.
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The ATLAS data quality software infrastructure provides tools for prompt investigation of and feedback on collected data and propagation of these results to analysis users. Both manual and automatic inputs are used in this system. In 2011, we upgraded our framework to record all issues affecting the quality of the data in a manner which allows users to extract as much information (of the data) for their particular analyses as possible. By improved recording of issues, we are allowed the ability to reassess the impact of the quality of the data on different physics measurements and adapt accordingly. We have gained significant experience with collision data operations and analysis; we have used this experience to improve the data quality system, particularly in areas of scaling and user interface. This talk describes the experience gained in assessing and recording of the data quality of ATLAS and subsequent benefits to the analysis users.
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The ATLAS Distributed Computing (ADC) project delivers production quality tools and services for ATLAS offline activities such as data placement and data processing on the Grid. The system has been capable of sustaining with large contingency the needed computing activities in the first years of LHC data taking, and has demonstrated flexibility in reacting promptly to new challenges. Development activities in this period have focused on consolidating existing services and increasing automation to be able to sustain existing loads. At the same time, an R&D program has evaluated new solutions and promising technologies capable of extending the operational scale, manageability and feature set of ATLAS distributed computing, several of which have selectively been brought to maturity as production-level tools and services. We will give an overview of R&D work in evaluating new tools and approaches and their integration into production services. A non exhaustive list of items includes cloud computing and virtualization, non-relational databases, utilizing multicore processors, the CERNVM File System, end to end network monitoring, event and file level caching, and federated distributed storage systems. The R&D initiative, while focused on ATLAS needs, has aimed for a broad scope involving many other parties including other LHC experiments, ATLAS Grid sites, the CERN IT department, and WLCG and OSG programs.
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The newfound ability of Social Media to transform public communication back to a conversational nature provides HEP with a powerful tool for Outreach and Communication. By far, the most effective component of nearly any visit or public event is that fact that the students, teachers, media, and members of the public have a chance to meet and converse with real scientists.
While more than 30,000 visitors passed through the ATLAS Visitor Centre in 2011, nearly 7 billion did not have a chance to make the trip. Clearly this is not for lack of interest. Rather, the costs of travel, in terms of time and money, and limited parking, put that number somewhat out of reach. On the other hand, during the LHC "First Physics" event of 2010, more than 2 million visitors joined the experiment control rooms via webcast for the celebration.

I present a project developed for the ATLAS Experiment’s Outreach and Education program that complements the webcast infrastructure with video conferencing and wireless sound systems, allowing the public to interact with hosts in the control room with minimal disturbance to the shifters. These “Virtual Visits” have included high school classes, LHC Masterclasses, conferences, expositions and other events in Europe, USA, Japan and Australia, to name a few. I will discuss the technology used, potential pitfalls (and ways to avoid them), and our plans for the future.
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Monitoring of the large-scale data processing of the ATLAS experiment includes monitoring of production and user analysis jobs. Experiment Dashboard provides a common job monitoring solution, which is shared by ATLAS and CMS experiments. This includes an accounting portal as well as real-time monitoring. Dashboard job monitoring for ATLAS combines information from the Panda job processing DB, Production system DB and monitoring information from jobs submitted through Ganga to WMS or local batch systems. Usage of Dashboard-based job monitoring applications will decrease load on the PanDA DB and overcome scale limitations in PanDA monitoring caused by the short job rotation cycle in the PanDA DB. Aggregation of the task/job metrics from different sources will provide complete view of job processing in scope of ATLAS.

The presentation will describe the architecture, functionality and the future plans of the new monitoring applications, including the accounting portal and task monitoring for production and analysis users.
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The ATLAS Distributed Computing activities have so far concentrated in the “central” part of the experiment computing system, namely the first 3 tiers (the CERN Tier0, 10 Tier1 centers and over 60 Tier2 sites). Many ATLAS Institutes and National Communities have deployed (or intend to) deploy Tier-3 facilities. Tier-3 centers consist of non-pledged resources, which are usually dedicated to data analysis tasks by the geographically close or local scientific groups, and which usually comprise a range of architectures without Grid middleware. Therefore a substantial part of the ATLAS monitoring tools which make use of Grid middleware, cannot be used for a large fraction of Tier3 sites.

The presentation will describe the T3mon project, which aims to develop a software suite for monitoring the Tier3 sites, both from the perspective of the local site administrator and that of the ATLAS VO, thereby enabling the global view of the contribution from Tier3 sites to the ATLAS computing activities.

Special attention in presentation will be paid generic monitoring solutions for PROOF and xrootd, covering monitoring components which collect, store and visualise monitoring data. One of the popular solutions for local data analysis is the PROOF-based computing facility with a simple storage system based on xrootd protocol. Monitoring of user activities at the PROOF-based computing facility as well as data access and data movement with xrootd is useful, both on the local and global VO level.

The proposed PROOF and xrootd monitoring systems can be deployed as a part of the T3mon monitoring suite or separately as standalone components and can easily be integrated in the global VO tools for monitoring data movement, data access or job processing.
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### ATLAS software packaging

**Author:** Collaboration Atlas

**Co-author:** Grigori Rybkin

Software packaging is indispensable part of build and prerequisite for deployment processes. Full ATLAS software stack consists of TDAQ, HLT, and Offline software. These software groups depend on some 80 external software packages. We present tools, package PackDist, developed and used to package all this software except for TDAQ project. PackDist is based on and driven by CMT, ATLAS software configuration and build tool, and consists of shell and Python scripts. The packaging unit used is CMT project. Each CMT project is packaged as several packages - platform dependent (one per platform available), source code excluding header files, other platform independent files, documentation, and debug information packages (the last two being built optionally). Packaging can be done recursively to package all the dependencies. The whole set of packages for one software release, distribution kit, also includes configuration packages and contains some 120 packages for one platform. Also packaged are physics analysis projects (currently 6) used by particular physics groups on top of the full release. The tools provide an installation test for the full distribution kit. Packaging is done in two formats for use with the Pacman and RPM package managers. The tools are functional on the platforms supported by ATLAS - GNU/Linux and Mac OS X. The packaged software is used for software deployment on all ATLAS computing resources from the detector and trigger computing farms, collaboration laboratories computing centres, grid sites, to physicist laptops, and CERN VMFS and covers the use cases of running all applications as well as of software development.
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Multivariate classification methods based on machine learning techniques are commonly used for data analysis at the LHC in order to look for signatures of new physics beyond the standard model. A large variety of these classification techniques are contained in the Toolkit for Multivariate Analysis (TMVA) which enables training, testing, performance evaluation and application of the chosen methods.

As data continues to be successfully collected at the LHC at record rates the sample size processed by TMVA is expected to grow by orders of magnitude. However, it is known that some classification techniques are likely to be process bound as the sample size is significantly increased. Other input factors - such as the number of classifier variables defined for a given method - can also lead to an appreciable increase in overall execution time.

A feasibility study into the acceleration of multivariate analysis techniques using Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) will be presented. The MLP-based Artificial Neural Network method has been chosen as a focus for investigation. The challenges faced when refactoring the existing codebase to the CUDA programming language will be considered as well as determining how possible performance improvements can be integrated and extended to other classification techniques in the TMVA framework.
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The ATLAS Distributed Data Management system requires accounting of its contents at the metadata layer. This presents a hard problem due to the large scale of the system and the high rate of concurrent modifications of data. The system must efficiently account more than 80PB of disk and tape that store upwards of 500 million files across 100 sites globally.

In this work a generic accounting system is presented, which is able to scale to the requirements of ATLAS. The design and architecture is presented, and three implementations are discussed, the reference implementation in Oracle RAC, and two alternative implementations in MongoDB and HBase. A
strong emphasis is placed on the necessary design choices such that the underlying data models are generally applicable to many kinds of accounting, reporting and monitoring. The evaluation then focuses on principal architectural differences, read-insert-update-delete performance, support for concurrent operations, deployment and operational effort, and possible means to calculate the actual accounting values based on metadata criteria. Finally, a recommendation is presented for the applicability of each implementation under different accounting use cases, as well as an overall recommendation for useful and required data models.
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Advanced Modular Software Performance Monitoring
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The LHCb software is based on the Gaudi framework, on top of which are built several large and complex software applications. The LHCb experiment is now in the active phase of collecting and analyzing data and significant performance problems arise in the Gaudi based software beginning from High Level Trigger (HLT) programs and ending with data analysis frameworks (DaVinci). It’s not easy to find hot spots in the code - only special tools can help to understand where CPU or memory usage is not reasonable. There exist many performance analyzing tools, but the main problem is that they show reports in terms of class and function names and such information usually is not very useful - the majority of algorithm developers use the Gaudi framework abstractions and usually do not know about functions which lie at the lower level. We will show a new approach which adds to performance reports a higher abstraction level based on knowledge of framework architecture and run-time object properties. A set of profiling tools (based on sampling and unwind library - a software for introspection of the program call-chain) and visualizing interfaces has been developed and deployed.
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Agents and Daemons, automating Data Quality Monitoring operations.
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Since 2009 when the LHC came back to active service, the Data Quality Monitoring (DQM) team was faced with the need to homogenize and automate operations across all the different environments within which DQM is used for data certification.

The main goal of automation is to reduce operator intervention at the minimum possible level, especially in the area of DQM files management, where long-term archival presented the greatest challenges. Manually operated procedures cannot cope with the constant increase in luminosity, datasets and time of operation of the CMS detector. Therefore a solid and reliable set of agents has been designed since the beginning to manage all DQM-data related work-flows. This allows to fully
exploit all available resources in every condition, maximizing the performance and reducing the latency in making data available for validation and certification. The agents can be easily fine-tuned to adapt to current and future hardware constraints and they proved to be flexible enough to include unforeseen features, like an ad-hoc quota management and a real time sound alarm system.
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Alert Messaging in the CMS Distributed Workload System
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WMAgent is the core component of the CMS workload management system. One of the features of this job managing platform is a configurable messaging system aimed at generating, distributing and processing alerts: short messages describing a given alert-worthy informational or pathological condition. Apart from the framework’s sub-components running within the WMAgent instances, there is a stand-alone application collecting alerts from all WMAgent instances running across the CMS distributed computing environment. The alert framework has a versatile design that allows for receiving alert messages also from other CMS production applications, such as PhEDEx data transfer manager. We present implementation details of the system, including its python implementation using ZeroMQ, CouchDB message storage and future visions as well as operational experiences. Inter-operation with monitoring platforms such as Dashboard or Lemon is described.
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Physics data libraries play an important role in Monte Carlo simulation systems: they provide fundamental atomic and nuclear parameters, and tabulations of basic physics quantities (cross sections, correction factors, secondary particle spectra etc.) for particle transport.

This report summarizes recent efforts for the improvement of the accuracy of physics data libraries, concerning two complementary areas: the refinement of atomic parameters and the development of software tools for their effective management, and the investigation of interpolation algorithms used in association with physics data libraries.

Results are reported about a large scale validation analysis of atomic parameters used by major Monte Carlo systems (Geant4, EGS, MCNP, Penelope etc.); their contribution to the accuracy of
simulation observables are quantitatively documented. A new atomic data management software package, which optimizes the provision of state-of-the-art atomic parameters to physics models, is illustrated. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first comprehensive study in this domain.

A variety of interpolation algorithms have been developed and investigated to improve the accuracy of simulation models based on tabulated data libraries: quantitative results are reported, that illustrate the effects of interpolation algorithms on the physical and computational performance of the simulation.
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The AliEn workload management system is based on a central job queue which holds all tasks that have to be executed. The job brokering model itself is based on pilot jobs: the system submits generic pilots to the computing centres batch gateways, and the assignment of a real job is done only when the pilot wakes up on the worker node. The model facilitates a flexible fair share user job distribution. This job model has proven stable and reliable over the past years and has survived well the first two years of LHC operation with very little changes. Nonetheless there are several areas where the model can be pushed to the next level: most notably in the area of ‘just in time’ job and data assignment, where the decisions will be based on data closeness (relaxed locality) and the data which already has been processed. This methods will have significant efficiency enhancement effect for end user analysis tasks.


no  

**Summary:**

This contribution will describe the new mechanism implemented in AliEn for the job splitting and matchmaking. It will also show how the users benefit from such a model.
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AliEn is the GRID middleware used by the ALICE collaboration. It provides all the components that are needed to manage the distributed resources. AliEn is used for all the computing workflows of the experiment: Montecarlo production, data replication and reconstruction and organized or chaotic user analysis. Moreover, AliEn is also being used by other experiments like PANDA and CBM.

The main components of AliEn are a centralized file and metadata catalogue, a job execution model and file replication model. These three components have been evolving over the last 10 years to make sure that they satisfy the computing requirements of the experiment, which keep increasing every year.
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Summary:

This contribution will present the current status of the AliEn components, with special emphasis on the latest development, in particular data handling. We will also outline the future development plans.
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Alignment Procedures for the CMS Silicon Tracker
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The CMS all-silicon tracker consists of 16588 modules. Therefore its alignment procedures require sophisticated algorithms. Advanced tools of computing, tracking and data analysis have been deployed for reaching the targeted performance. Ultimate local precision is now achieved by the determination of sensor curvatures, challenging the algorithms to determine about 200k parameters simultaneously. Systematic biases in the geometry are controlled by adding further information into the alignment workflow, e.g. the mass of decaying resonances. The orientation of the tracker with respect to the magnetic field of CMS is determined with a stand-alone chi-square minimization procedure. The geometries are finally carefully validated. The monitored quantities include the basic track quantities for tracks from both collisions and cosmic muons and physics observables.
An Active CAD Geometry Handling System for MAUS Software
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The Mice Analysis User Software (MAUS) for the Muon Ionisation Cooling Experiment (MICE) is a new simulation and analysis framework based on best-practice software design methodologies. It replaces G4MICE as it offers new functionality and incorporates an improved design structure. A new and effective control and management system has been created for handling the simulation geometry within MAUS. The active CAD geometry handling system translates a great level of detail of the experiment with over twenty beam line components from CAD drawings, which accurately represent the on-going construction of the experiment into Geometry Description Markup Language (GDML). Due to the on-going construction the CAD drawings are altered and improved at regular intervals. This is stored on the online Configuration Database (CDB). The CDB also stores field information and specific details of each data run conducted. The geometry handling system allows users to download either a current representation of the experiment, a previous representation of the experiment for a particular time frame or a geometry which relates to a particular run. The download process combines all geometric, field and run data for the users to simulate. This paper describes the design and operation of the system.
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The PH/SFT group at CERN is responsible for developing, releasing and deploying some of the software packages used in the data processing systems of CERN experiments, in particular those at the LHC. They include ROOT, GEANT4, CernVM, Generator Services, and Multi-core R&D (http://sftweb.cern.ch/). We have already submitted a number of abstracts for oral presentations at the conference. Here we request access to a booth so that we can continue a dialogue with interested delegates in front of
practical demos that we have prepared and that illustrate new developments in detail. We would undertake to keep the booth manned during the breaks and poster sessions.

We would plan to show a number of demos covering a variety of different software domains, namely:
- our latest development for Apple’s mobile devices; firstly a "RootBrowser" for iPad and iPhone and secondly ROOT’s event visualization framework ported to OpenGL for embedded systems/iOS. ("EVE for iPad")
- a prototype of ROOT that highlights a new C++ interpreter (called cling) that has been developed using the new Low Level Virtual Machine compiler technology (LLVM)
- use of the MCPLOTS tool, which is dedicated to the tuning and the validation of MonteCarlo event generators, such as Pythia, and its connection to the LHC@home project; we will show the physics content of MCPLOTS, with different comparisons to the LHC data, as well as the underlying computing technology used to produce these results.
- an automated solution for validation and testing of the Geant4 toolkit through the integration of a variety of tools and technologies, including the configuration and submission of jobs on grid-based resources, as well as the analysis and recording of results.
- the procedures and tools used in the CernVM project to manage the virtual machine (VM) lifecycle for developing, testing and running the software frameworks of the LHC experiments; we will present how one can manage the full CernVM lifecycle using a Web-based user interface as well as a lightweight application for portable devices such as mobile phones and tablets.

Summary:

The PH/SFT group at CERN is responsible for developing, releasing and deploying some of the software packages used in the data processing systems of CERN experiments, in particular those at the LHC. They include ROOT, GEANT4, CernVM, Generator Services, and Multi-core R&D (http://sftweb.cern.ch/). We have already submitted a number of abstracts for oral presentations at the conference. Here we request access to an exhibition booth so that we can continue a dialogue with interested delegates in front of practical demos that we have prepared and that illustrate new developments in detail. Topics to be covered include our latest developments for running ROOT components on mobile devices (iPad & iPhone), a prototype of the new ROOT C++ interpreter, demos of the MCPLOTS tool and of the Geant4 test and validation suite, and finally the procedures and tools used in the CernVM project to manage the virtual machine (VM) lifecycle.
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The ATLAS event-level metadata infrastructure supports applications that range from data quality monitoring, anomaly detection, and fast physics monitoring to event-level selection and navigation to file-resident event data at any processing stage, from raw through analysis object data, in globally distributed analysis. A central component of the infrastructure is a distributed TAG database, which contains event-level metadata records for all ATLAS events, real and simulated. This resource offers a unique global view of ATLAS data, and provides an opportunity, not only for stream-style mining of event data, but also for an examination of data across streams, across runs, and across (re)processings. The TAG database serves as a natural locus for run-level and processing-level integrity checks, for investigations of event duplication and other issues in the trigger and offline systems, for questions about stream overlap, for queries about interesting but out-of-stream events, for statistics, and more. In early ATLAS running, such database queries were largely ad hoc, and were handled manually. In this paper, we describe an extensible infrastructure for addressing these and other use cases during
upload and post-upload processing, and discuss some of the uses to which this infrastructure has been applied.
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An Information System to Access Status Information of the LHCb Online
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The LHCb collaboration consists of roughly 700 physicists from 52 institutes and universities. Most of the collaborating physicists - including subdetector experts - are not permanently based at CERN. This paper describes the architecture used to publish data internal to the LHCb experiment control- and data acquisition system to the world wide web. Collaborators can access the online (sub-)system status and the system performance directly from the institute abroad, from home or from a smart phone without the need of direct access to the online computing infrastructure. The information is presented to them in form of web pages with a similar look and feel as it is provided by the experiment controls system.
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Accurate and detailed descriptions of the HEP detectors are turning out to be crucial elements of the software chains used for simulation, visualization and reconstruction programs: for this reason, it is of paramount importance to dispose of and to deploy generic detector description tools which allow for precise modeling, visualization, visual debugging and interactivity and which can be used to feed information in e.g. Geant4 based simulation programs and in reconstruction-oriented geometry models: at the same time, these tools must allow for different levels of descriptions, ranging from very accurate geometries aimed at very precise Geant simulation to more generic descriptions of scattering centers in a track reconstruction program.

In this paper we describe a system which was developed to describe the ATLAS muon spectrometer, which is based on a generic XML detector description system (AGDD, ATLAS Generic Detector Description), on the Persint visualization program and on a series of parsers/converters which build a
generic, transient geometry model and translate it into the commonly used geometry descriptions (Geant4, the ATLAS GeoModel, ROOT TGeo etc.). These tools permit an easy, self descriptive approach to the detector description problem, intuitive visualization and rapid turn-around, since the results of the description process can be immediately fed into e.g. a Geant4 simulation for rapid prototyping. Examples of the current usage for the ATLAS detector description as well as prototyping for upgrade elements will be given and further developments needed to meet future requirements will be discussed.
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An automated virtual test environment is a way to improve testing, validation and verification activities when several deployment scenarios must be considered. Such solution has been designed and developed at INFN CNAF to improve software development life cycle and to optimize the deployment of a new software release (sometimes delayed for the difficulties met during the installation and configuration of a testing environment). Its main characteristic is the set-up of a virtual environment where the downloading and installation of the packages, the configuration of the services and the tests execution are orchestrated by a proper deployment and test engine fed with a pre-built configuration file. Running automated tests by using virtual environment follows the same process as running automated tests with physical environment, allowing much more testing flexibility, dynamic on-demand resources provisioning, greatly simplifying the use of the test-bed, and optimizing the usage of test-bed machines. Virtual images, with the required Operating System version, including host certificate when necessary, are provisioned automatically before running tests. This virtual test environment is being used by the StoRM team for testing, validation and verification activities: however, it is not peculiar for StoRM and can be easily customized for other software team who just needs to provide configuration file and virtual images for the deployment and test engine. In this paper, we describe the design and development of an automated virtual test environment, and we present its usage during the StoRM development life cycle.

Summary:

StoRM, one of the SRM implementation, is a multi-service software subject to intense testing, validation and verification activities in order to guarantee high-quality services. Its characteristics of being usable on different file systems (such as IBM GPFS, Lustre and POSIX), and of supporting several transfer protocols (like gsiFTP, file and HTTPS) raise the need of StoRM to be validated on a variety of deployment scenarios. Moreover, the StoRM distributed nature requires that services are tested with multiple machines.

With this in mind, manual testing is extremely time consuming, inconsistent to be effective, error prone and inaccurate to cover all cases. While automating manual testing can, however, be very expensive in order to maintain a set of scripts that describes a given set of tests. The usage of virtualization technology can contribute to making automating testing accurate, efficient, reliable and cost effective.

Here lies the need of an automated virtual test environment in order to improve testing, validation and verification activities when several deployment scenarios must be considered. The running tests belong to several categories (like system, functionality and stress) and are all automitized. The StoRM software has been considered to validate this solution.
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The conversion of photons into electron-positron pairs in the detector material is a nuisance in the event reconstruction of high energy physics experiments, since the measurement of the electromagnetic component of interaction products results degraded. Nonetheless this unavoidable detector effect can be also extremely useful. The reconstruction of photon conversions can be used to probe the detector material and to accurately measure soft photons that come from radiative decays in heavy flavor physics. In fact a converted photon can be measured with very high momentum resolution by exploiting the excellent reconstruction of charged tracks of a tracking detector as the one of CMS at LHC. The main issue is that photon conversion tracks are difficult to reconstruct for standard reconstruction algorithms. They are typically soft and very displaced from primary interaction vertex. An innovative seeding technique that exploits the peculiar photon conversion topology, successfully applied in the CMS track reconstruction sequence, is presented. The performances of this technique and the substantial enhancement of photon conversion reconstruction efficiency are discussed. Application examples are given.
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ALICE, as well as the other experiments at the CERN LHC, has been building a distributed data management infrastructure since 2002. Experience gained during years of operations with different types of storage managers deployed over this infrastructure has shown that the most adequate storage solution for ALICE is the native XRootD manager developed within a CERN - SLAC collaboration. The XRootD storage clusters exhibit higher stability and availability in comparison with other storage solutions and demonstrate a number of other advantages like support of high speed WAN data access or no need for maintaining complex databases. Two of the operational characteristics of XRootD data servers are a relatively high number of open sockets and a high Unix load.

In this contribution we would like to describe our experience with the tuning/optimization of machines hosting the XRootD servers which are part of the ALICE storage cluster at the Tier-2 WLCG site in Prague, Czech Republic. The optimization procedure, in addition to boosting the read/write performance of the servers, also resulted in a reduction of the Unix load.
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Analysing I/O bottlenecks in LHC data analysis on grid storage resources

Author: Wahid Bhimji\textsuperscript{1}
We describe recent I/O testing frameworks that we have developed and applied within the UK GridPP Collaboration, the ATLAS experiment and the DPM team, for a variety of distinct purposes. These include benchmarking vendor supplied storage products, discovering scaling limits of SRM solutions, tuning of storage systems for experiment data analysis, evaluating file access protocols, and exploring IO read patterns of experiment software and their underlying event data models. With multiple grid sites now dealing with petabytes of data, such studies are becoming increasingly essential. We describe how the tests build, and improve, on previous work and contrast how the use-cases differ. We also detail the results obtained and the implications for storage hardware, middleware and experiment software.
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Analysis of DIRAC’s behavior using model checking with process algebra
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DIRAC is the Grid solution designed to support LHCb production activities as well as user data analysis. Based on a service-oriented architecture, DIRAC consists of many cooperating distributed services and agents delivering the workload to the Grid resources. Services accept requests from agents and running jobs, while agents run as light-weight components, fulfilling specific goals. Services maintain database back-ends to store dynamic state information of entities such as jobs, queues, staging requests, etc. Agents use polling to check for changes in the service states, and react to these accordingly. A characteristic of DIRAC’s architecture is the relatively low complexity in the logic of each agent; the main source of complexity lies in their cooperation. These agents run concurrently, and communicate using the services’ databases as a shared memory for synchronizing the state transitions.

Although much effort is invested in making DIRAC reliable, entities occasionally get into inconsistent states, leading to a potential loss of efficiency in both resource usage and manpower. Tracing and fixing the root of such encountered behaviors becomes a formidable task due to the inherent parallelism present. In this paper we propose the use of rigorous methods for improving software quality. Model checking is one such technique for analysis of an abstract model of a system, and verification of certain properties of interest. Unlike conventional testing, it allows full control over the execution of parallel processes and also supports exhaustive state-space exploration.

We used the mCRL2 language and toolset to model the behavior of two critical and related DIRAC subsystems: the workload management and the storage management system. mCRL2 is based on process algebra, and is able to deal with generic data types as well as user-defined functions for data transformation. This makes it particularly suitable for modeling the data manipulations made by
DIRAC’s agents. By visualizing the state space and replaying scenarios with the toolkit’s simulator, we have detected critical race-conditions and livelocks in these systems, which we have confirmed to occur in the real system. We further formalized and verified several properties that were considered relevant. Our future direction is exploring to what extent a (pseudo)automatic extraction of a formal model from DIRAC’s implementation is feasible. Given the highly dynamic features of the implementation platform (Python), this is a challenging task.
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Analysis with Extremely Large Datasets
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Applicability of modern, scale-out file services in dedicated LHC data analysis environments.

Author: Martin Gasthuber

Co-author: Yves Kemp
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DESY has started to deploy modern, state of the art, industry based, scale out file services together with certain extension as a key component in dedicated LHC analysis environments like the National Analysis Facility (NAF) @DESY. In a technical cooperation with IBM, we will add identified critical features to the standard SONAS product line of IBM to make the system best suited for the already high and increasing demands of the NAF@DESY. Initially we will give a short introduction of the core system and their basic mode of operations - followed by a detailed description of the identified additional components/services addressed within the DESY/IBM cooperation and largely worked out by talking to the physicists doing analysis on the NAF today. Already known areas are for example: interface to tertiary storage (archive), system federation through industry standard protocols, X509 integration and far more aggressive caching of physics data (immutable data). Finally we will show in detail the first results of the newly implemented features including lectures learned regarding the basic suitability in our community.
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Application of Bayesian inference with usage of Markov Chain Monte Carlo to a many-parameter fit of ep-collider HERA data to extract the proton structure functions.

Author: Julia Grebenyuk
A many-parameter fit to extract the proton structure functions from the Neutral Current deep-inelastic scattering cross sections, measured from the data collected at HERA ep-collider with the ZEUS detector, will be presented. The structure functions $F_2$ and $F_L$ are extracted as a function of Bjorken-x in bins of virtuality $Q^2$. The fit is performed with the Bayesian Analysis Toolkit (BAT) which allows the investigation of complex statistical problems encountered in Bayesian inference. It is realised with the use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo and gives access to the full posterior probability distribution, which enables straightforward parameter estimation and uncertainty propagation. 78 parameters are fit in total, 54 central $F_2$ and $F_L$ values, 3 normalisations, and 21 systematic uncertainties included as nuisance parameters. The resulting posterior distributions showed correlations between parameters. The experience gained from this analysis will be discussed.

**Application of Control System Studio for the NOvA Detector Control System.**
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In the NOvA experiment, the Detector Controls System (DCS) provides a method for controlling and monitoring important detector hardware and environmental parameters. It is essential for operating the detector and is required to have access to roughly 370,000 independent programmable channels via more than 11,600 physical devices.

In this paper, we demonstrate an application of Control System Studio (CSS), developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory, for the NOvA experiment. The application of CSS for the DCS of the NOvA experiment has been divided into three phases: (1) user requirements and concept prototype on a test-stand, (2) small scale deployment at the prototype Near Detector on the Surface, and (3) a potential for a larger scale deployment at the Far Detector. We also give an outline of the CSS integration with the NOvA online software and the alarm handling logic for the Front-End electronics.
The Job Execution Monitor (JEM), a job-centric grid job monitoring software, is actively developed at the University of Wuppertal. It leverages Grid-based physics analysis and Monte Carlo event production for the ATLAS experiment by monitoring job progress and grid worker node health. Using message passing techniques, the gathered data can be supervised in real time by users, site admins and shift personnel.

Imminent error conditions can be detected early and countermeasures taken by the Job’s owner. Grid site admins can access aggregated data of all monitored jobs to infer the site status and to detect job and Grid worker node misbehavior. Shifters can use the same aggregated data to quickly react to site error conditions and broken production jobs. JEM is integrated into ATLAS’ Pilot-based “PanDA” job brokerage system.

In this work, the application of novel data-centric rule based methods and data-mining techniques to the real time monitoring data is discussed. The usage of such automatic inference techniques on monitoring data to provide job- and site-health summary information to users and admins is presented. Finally, the provision of a secure real-time control- and steering channel to the job as extension of the presented monitoring software is considered and a possible architecture is shown.
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Application of the DIRAC framework in CTA: first evaluation

Author: Luisa Arrabito
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The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) – an array of many tens of Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes deployed on an unprecedented scale – is the next generation instrument in the field of very high energy gamma-ray astronomy. CTA will operate as an open observatory providing data products to the scientific community. An average data stream of some GB/s for about 1000 hours of observation per year, thus producing several PB/year, is expected. Large CPU time is required for data processing as well as for massive Monte Carlo simulations (MC) needed for detector calibration purposes and performance studies as a function of detectors and lay-out configurations.

Given these large storage and computing requirements, the Grid approach is well suited and massive MC simulations are already running on the EGI Grid. In order to optimize resource usage and to handle in a coherent way all production and future analysis activities, a high level framework with advanced functionalities is needed.
For this purpose the DIRAC framework for distributed computing access implementing CTA workloads is evaluated. The benchmark test results of DIRAC as well as the extensions developed to cope with CTA specific needs are presented.
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Applications of advanced data analysis and expert system technologies in ATLAS Trigger-DAQ Controls framework
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The Trigger and DAQ (TDAQ) system of the ATLAS experiment is a very complex distributed computing system, composed of O(10000) of applications running on more than 2000 computers. The TDAQ Controls system has to guarantee the smooth and synchronous operations of all TDAQ components and has to provide the means to minimize the downtime of the system caused by runtime failures, which are inevitable for a system of such scale and complexity.

During data taking runs, streams of information messages sent or published by TDAQ applications are the main sources of knowledge about correctness of running operations. The huge flow of operational monitoring data produced (with an average rate of O(1-10KHz)) is constantly monitored by experts to detect problem or misbehavior.

Given the scale of the system and the rates of data to be analyzed, the automation of the Control system functionality in areas of operational monitoring, system verification, error detection and recovery is a strong requirement. It allows to reduce the operations man power needs and to assure a constant high quality of problem detection and following recovery.

To accomplish its objective, the Controls system includes some high-level components which are based on advanced software technologies, namely the rule-based expert system (ES) and the complex event processing (CEP) engines. The chosen techniques allow to formalize, to store and to reuse the TDAQ experts’ knowledge in the Control framework and thus to assist TDAQ shift crew to accomplish its task.

DVS (Diagnostics and Verification System) and Online Recovery components are responsible for the automation of system testing and verification, diagnostics of failures and recovery procedures. These components are built on top of a common technology of a forward-chaining ES framework (based on CLIPS expert system shell), that allows to program the behavior of a system in terms of “if-then” rules and to easily extend or modify the knowledge base.

The core of AAL (Automated monitoring and AnaLysis) component is a CEP (Complex Event Processing) engine implemented using ESPER in Java. The engine is loaded with a set of directives and it performs correlation
and analysis of operational messages and events and produces operator-friendly alerts, assisting TDAQ operators to react promptly in case of problems or to perform important routine tasks. The component is known to shifters as "Shifter Assistant" (SA), and introduction of the SA allowed to reduce the number of shifters in the ATLAS control room. Design foresees a machine learning module to detect anomaly and problems that cannot be defined in advance.

The described components are constantly used for the ATLAS Trigger-DAQ system operations, and the knowledge base is growing as more expertise is acquired. By the end of 2011 the size of the knowledge base used for TDAQ operations was about 300 rules.

The paper presents the design and present implementation of the components and also the experience of its use in a real operational environment of the ATLAS experiment.

**Summary:**

The paper presents the design and implementation of some intelligent expert system based TDAQ Controls components and also the experience of their use in a real operational environment of the ATLAS experiment.
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Modern particle physics experiments use short pieces of code called "triggers" in order to make rapid decisions about whether incoming data represents potentially interesting physics or not. Such decisions are irreversible and while it is extremely important that they are made correctly, little use has been made in the community of formal verification methodology.

The goal of this research is to determine both a restricted language for writing software triggers and a formal verification methodology that can be learned by non-experts in time similar to what they would invest to learn a new programming language. That methodology will also include a more formal specification for the software triggers.

We describe domain-specific languages for preparing software triggers and their properties. These languages will be specified in ACL2, a theorem proving system that was awarded the ACM Software System Award, and has been used in industry to prove some of the most complex theorems ever proved about commercial systems. We develop libraries of definitions and theorems to significantly automate the testing, validation, and verification of software triggers.

This work will provide a bridge technology to allow physicists to produce reliable software triggers. The burden of using a restricted language is not large, since the software trigger programs are short. Hence, the formal verification methodology and the need for a restricted programming language represent a modest burden to the physicists. This burden is considered a bargain in exchange for the greater software reliability in triggers that will be the outcome of this work.
Summary:
We apply methods of formal verifications to trigger software as a means to ensure higher software quality for short, critical pieces of code.
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Architecture and evolution of the CMS High Level Trigger

Author: Andrea Bocci
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The CMS experiment has been designed with a 2-level trigger system: the Level 1 Trigger, implemented using FPGA and custom ASIC technology, and the High Level Trigger (HLT), implemented running a streamlined version of the CMS offline reconstruction software on a cluster of commercial rack-mounted computers, comprising thousands of CPUs.

The design of a software trigger system requires a tradeoff between the complexity of the algorithms running online, the output rate, and the selection efficiency. The complexity is limited by the available computing power, while the rate is constrained by the offline storage and processing capabilities. The main challenge faced during 2011 was the fine-tuning and optimisation of the algorithms, in order to cope with the increasing LHC luminosity without impacting the physics performance.

The flexibility of a single all-software trigger running on the full L1 output rate also allowed the introduction of different data "streams": in order to monitor the performance of the detector and the HLT itself, to collect dedicated data for the detector calibrations, and for special physics analysis. Here we will present the architecture of the High Level Trigger, its operation and evolution.

We will outline the improvements introduced during 2011, such as particle-flow techniques, pile-up subtraction and rejection, and optimisation of the tracking algorithms, including their impact on the CPU-time of the HLT process. We will then discuss the improvements planned for the 2012 data taking.
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Architecture and performance of the ATLAS Inner Detector Trigger software
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The rising instantaneous luminosity of the LHC poses an increasing challenge to the pattern recognition algorithms for track reconstruction at the ATLAS Inner Detector Trigger. We will present the performance of these algorithms in terms of signal efficiency, fake tracks and execution time, as a function of the number of proton-proton collisions per bunch-crossing, in 2011 data and in simulation.

The strict time requirements at the Level-2 Trigger, where the average execution time per event is expected to be around 40 milliseconds, make the pattern recognition particularly challenging. ATLAS has so far used both histogramming-based and combinatorial algorithms for the task of Level-2 track reconstruction.
reconstruction. In light of the experience from the data taking in 2011, a new software framework is being developed that will provide a suite of configurable tools, based on modularising the existing code and increasing the re-use of components, to provide the optimal solution in the various trigger signatures at higher luminosities. This new framework, as well as the work to optimise the overall performance of the Inner Detector Trigger software, will also be presented.
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Artificial Intelligence in the service of system administrators
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The LHCb online system relies on a large and heterogeneous IT infrastructure made from thousands of servers on which many different applications are running. They run a great variety of tasks: critical ones such as data taking and secondary ones like web servers. The administration of such a system and making sure it is working properly represents a very important workload for the small expert-operator team.

Research has been performed to try to automatize (some) system administration tasks, starting in 2001 when IBM defined the so-called “self objectives” supposed to lead to “autonomic computing”. In this context, we present a framework that makes use of artificial intelligence and machine learning to monitor and diagnose at a low level and in a non intrusive way Linux-based systems and their interaction with software. Moreover, the multi agent approach we use, coupled with a “object oriented paradigm” architecture should increase a lot our learning speed, and highlight relations between problems.
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Atlas Analysis and Conference Notes
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In 2010, the LHC experiment produced 7 TeV and heavy-ions collisions continually, generating a huge amount of data, which was analyzed and reported throughout several performed studies. Since
then, physicists are bringing out papers and conference notes announcing results and achievements. During 2010, 37 papers and 102 conference notes were published and until September 2011 there are already 131 papers and 189 conference notes in preparation. This paper presents the ATLAS Analysis Papers and ATLAS Analysis Conference Notes systems, developed to monitor the entire publication procedure up to the final submission and to promote the communication among the collaboration members. The software supports the paper elaboration process, tracking the analysis results status and improvement of the paper initial version, presenting a step-by-step procedure overview and promoting communication among collaborators. Along with the increasing flow of papers and conference notes, one of the issues is the way to guarantee that all members who participate in the analysis studies are aware of not only the discussion deadlines but also of the publication process, which involves 17 steps, split in 3 different phases for papers and 10 steps in 1 phase for conference notes. By sending notifications based on predefined rules the systems inform members to approve each step and provide further information such as the approval conditions and the documents in which the publication is based on. Through the software it is also possible to manage dates and members of the editorial team. The data processing is performed by using the Glance System, the main data retrieval platform used for ATLAS information management.
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The ATLAS experiment at the CERN LHC is one of the largest users of grid computing infrastructure, which is a central part of the experiment’s computing operations. Considerable efforts have been made to use grid technology in the most efficient and effective way, including the use of a pilot job based workload management framework. In this model the experiment submits ‘pilot’ jobs to sites without payload. When these jobs begin to run they contact a central service to pick-up a real payload to execute. The first generation of pilot factories were usually specific to a single VO, and were bound to the particular architecture of that VO’s distributed processing. A second generation provides factories which are more flexible, not tied to any particular VO, and provide new or improved features such as monitoring, logging, profiling, etc. In this paper we describe this key part of the ATLAS pilot architecture, a second generation pilot factory, AutoPyFactory. AutoPyFactory has a modular design and is highly configurable. It is able to send different types of pilots to sites and exploit different submission mechanisms and queue characteristics. It is tightly integrated with the PanDA job submission framework, coupling pilot flow to the amount of work the site has to run. It gathers information from many sources in order to correctly configure itself for a site, and its decision logic can easily be updated. Integrated into AutoPyFactory is a flexible system for delivering both generic and specific job wrappers which can perform many useful actions before starting to run end-user scientific applications, e.g. validation of the middleware, node profiling and diagnostics, and monitoring. AutoPyFactory now also has a robust monitoring system and we show how this has helped establish a reliable pilot factory service for ATLAS.
Automated Inventory and Monitoring of the ALICE HLT Cluster Resources with the SysMES Framework
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The High-Level-Trigger (HLT) cluster of the ALICE experiment is a computer cluster with about 200 nodes and 20 infrastructure machines. In its current state, the cluster consists of nearly 10 different configurations of nodes in terms of installed hardware, software and network structure. In such a heterogeneous environment with a distributed application, information about the actual configuration of the nodes is needed to automatically distribute and adjust the application accordingly. An inventory database provides a unified interface to such information. To be useful, the data in the inventory has to be up to date, complete and consistent with itself. Manual maintenance of such databases is error-prone and data tends to become outdated. The inventory module of the ALICE HLT cluster overcomes these drawbacks by automatically updating the actual state periodically and, in contrast to existing solutions, it allows the definition of a target state for each node. A target state can simply be a fully operational state, i.e. a state without malfunctions, or a dedicated configuration of the node. The target state is then compared to the actual state to detect deviations and malfunctions which could induce severe problems when running the application. The inventory module of the ALICE HLT cluster has been integrated into the monitoring and management framework SysMES in order to use existing functionality like transactionality, monitors and clients. Additionally, SysMES allows to solve detected problems automatically via its rule-system. To describe the heterogeneous environment with all its specifics, like custom hardware, the inventory module uses an object-oriented model which is based on the Common Information Model. To summarize, the inventory module provides an automatically updated actual state of the cluster, detects discrepancies between the actual and the target state and is able to solve detected problems automatically. This contribution presents the current implementation state of the inventory module as well as the future development.

Automating ATLAS Computing Operations using the Site Status Board
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The automation of operations is essential to reduce manpower costs and improve the reliability of the system. The Site Status Board (SSB) is a framework which allows Virtual Organizations to monitor their computing activities at distributed sites and to evaluate site performance. The ATLAS experiment intensively uses SSB for the distributed computing shifts, for estimating data processing and data transfer efficiencies at a particular site, and for implementing automatic exclusion of sites from computing activities, in case of potential problems. ATLAS SSB provides a real-time aggregated monitoring view and keeps the history of the monitoring metrics. Based on this history, usability of a site from the perspective of ATLAS is calculated. The presentation will describe how SSB is integrated in the ATLAS operations and computing infrastructure and will cover implementation details of the ATLAS SSB sensors and alarm system, based on the information in SSB. It will demonstrate the positive impact of the use of SSB on the overall performance of ATLAS computing activities and will overview future plans.

Automating Linux Deployment with Cobbler

Author: James Pryor
Co-author: Jason Alexander Smith

Cobbler is a network-based Linux installation server, which, via a choice of web or CLI tools, glues together PXE/DHCP/TFTP and automates many associated deployment tasks. It empowers a facility’s systems administrators to write scriptable and modular code, which can pilot the OS installation routine to proceed unattended and automatically, even across heterogeneous hardware. These tools make it so system administrators do not have to move between various commands and applications and then and tweak machine specific configuration files when deploying the OS. Network deployments can be configured for new and re-installations via PXE, media-based over-the-network installations, and virtualized installations that support Xen, qemu, KVM, and some variants of VMware. Cobbler supports most large Linux distributions, including Red Hat Enterprise Linux, Scientific Linux, Centos, SuSE Enterprise Linux, Fedora, Debian, and Ubuntu.

Here at the RACF at Brookhaven National Laboratory, we had been deploying network PXE installs for many years, and needed a centralized and scalable solution for Linux deployments. This paper will discuss the ways in which we now use Cobbler for nearly all Linux OS deployments, both physical and virtualized. We will discuss our existing Cobbler setup, and the details of how we use Cobbler to deploy variants of the RHEL OS to our 250+ infrastructure servers.

Automating MICE Controls and Monitoring

Author: Pierrick Hanlet
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The Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment (MICE) is a demonstration experiment to prove the feasibility of cooling a beam of muons for use in a Neutrino Factory and/or Muon Collider. The MICE cooling channel is a section of a modified Study II cooling channel which will provide a 10% reduction in beam emittance. In order to ensure a reliable measurement, MICE will measure the beam emittance before and after the cooling channel at the level of 1%, or an absolute measurement of 0.001. This renders MICE a precision experiment which requires strict controls and monitoring of all experimental parameters in order to control systematic errors. The MICE Controls and Monitoring system is based on EPICS and integrates with the DAQ, Data monitoring systems, and a configuration database. A new paradigm is being developed for MICE to ensure proper sequencing of equipment and use of system resources to protect data quality. A description of this system, its implementation, and performance during recent muon beam data collection will be discussed.
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The main goals of data analysis are to infer the parameters of models from data, to draw conclusions on the validity of models, and to compare their predictions allowing to select the most appropriate model.

The Bayesian Analysis Toolkit, BAT, is a tool developed to evaluate the posterior probability distribution for models and their parameters. It is centered around Bayes’ Theorem and is realized with the use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo giving access to the full posterior probability distribution. This enables straightforward parameter estimation, limit setting and uncertainty propagation.

BAT is implemented in C++ and allows a flexible definition of models. It is interfaced to other software packaged commonly used in high-energy physics: ROOT, Minuit, RooStats and CUBA. A set of predefined models exists to cover standard statistical cases.

We will present an overview of the software and the algorithms implemented. Recent updates and future plans will be summarized.
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**BESIII and SuperB: Distributed job management with Ganga**
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A job submission and management tool is one of the necessary components in any distributed computing system. Such a tool should provide a user-friendly interface for physics production group and ordinary analysis users to access heterogeneous computing resources, without requiring knowledge of the underlying grid middleware. Ganga, with its common framework and customizable plug-in structure, is such a tool.

This paper will describe how experiment-specific job-management tools for BESIII and SuperB were developed as Ganga plugins, and discuss our experiences of using Ganga. The BESIII experiment studies electron-positron collisions in the tau-charm threshold region at BEPCII, located in Beijing. The SuperB experiment will take data at the new generation High Luminosity Flavor Factory, under construction in Rome. With its extremely high targeted luminosity (100 times more than previously achieved) it will provide a uniquely important source of data about the details of the New Physics uncovered at hadron colliders. To meet the challenge of rapidly increasing data volumes in the next few years, BESIII and SuperB are both now developing their own distributed computing environments.

For both BESIII and SuperB, the experiment-specific Ganga plugins are described and their integration with the wider distributed system shown. For BESIII, this includes integration with the software system (BOSS) and the Dirac based distributed environment. Interfacing with the BESIII metadata and file catalog for dataset discovery is one of the key parts and is also described. The SuperB experience includes the development of a plugin capable of managing users’ analysis and Monte Carlo production jobs and integration of the Ganga job management features with two SuperB-specific information systems: the simulation production bookkeeping database and the data placement database. The experiences of these two different experiments in developing Ganga plugins to meet their own unique requirements are compared and contrasted, highlighting lessons learned.
Since a couple of years, a team at CERN and partners from the Citizen Cyberscience Centre (CCC) have been working on a project that enables general physics simulation programs to run in a virtual machine on volunteer PCs around the world. The project uses the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) framework. Based on CERNVM and the job management framework Co-Pilot, this project was made available for public beta-testing in August 2011 with Monte Carlo simulations of LHC physics under the name “LHC@home 2.0” and the BOINC project: “Test4Theory”. At the same time, CERN’s efforts on Volunteer Computing for LHC machine studies have been intensified; this project has previously been known as LHC@home, and has been running the “Sixtrack” beam dynamics application for the LHC accelerator, using a classic BOINC framework without virtual machines. CERN-IT has set up a BOINC server cluster, and has provided and supported the BOINC infrastructure for both projects. CERN intends to evolve the setup into a generic BOINC application service that will allow scientists and engineers at CERN to profit from volunteer computing. The authors describe the experience with the 2 different approaches to Volunteer computing as well as the status and outlook of a general BOINC service.

Please see also the presentation of CernVM Co-Pilot by Artem Harutyunyan

https://indico.cern.ch/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=94&confId=149557

---
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The ATLAS High Level Trigger (HLT) is organized in two trigger levels running different selection algorithms on heterogeneous farms composed of off-the-shelf processing units. The processing units have varying computing power and can be integrated using diverse network connectivity. The ATLAS working conditions are changing mainly due to the constant increase of the LHC instantaneous luminosity, and consequently requiring the rolling expansion and replacement of the HLT hardware. Therefore, balancing the available resources is essential for optimizing the HLT farm exploitation. In this paper, a tool for managing the HLT resources will be presented. The tool allows for showing, modifying and generating the HLT farm configuration, keeping the resource balance across the farms in terms of computing power and bandwidth under control.


yes

---
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**Belle II Data Handling System**
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In order to search for new physics beyond the standard model, the next generation of B-factory experiment, Belle II will collect a huge data sample that is a challenge for computing systems. The Belle II experiment, which should commence data collection in 2015, expects data rates 50 times higher than that of Belle. In order to handle this amount of data, we need a new data handling system based on a new computing model, which is a distributed computing model including grid farms as opposed to the central computing model using clusters at the Belle experiment.

The existing Belle data handling system has problems with performance, scalability, and robustness at the projected Belle II data rate, which makes it inappropriate for the Belle II experiment. Moreover, the solution applied by Belle is not intended to be used in a distributed environment. Therefore, the goal of the Belle II data handling system is to make a reliable and efficient metadata system based on grid farms.

In this talk, we explain the architecture, characteristics, components and interactions of them for the Belle II data handling system. We also show the user scenario for the data handling system. To determine where the files are located on the grid and thus to which sites the jobs that process these files should be submitted, we use the LCG File Catalog (LFC).

---
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A next generation B-factory experiment, Belle II, is now being constructed at KEK in Japan. The upgraded accelerator SuperKEKB is designed to have the maximum luminosity of \(8 \times 10^{35} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}\) that is a factor of 40 higher than the current world record. As a consequence, the Belle II detector yields a data stream of the event size \(\sim 1 \text{MB}\) at a Level 1 rate of 30 kHz.

The Belle II High Level Trigger (HLT) is designed to reduce the Level 1 rate to 1/5 by performing the real time full event reconstruction and by applying the physics level event selection as the software trigger. The results of the processing are also fed back to the readout system of the pixel detector for the further data size reduction.

The event processing framework for HLT is intended to be the same as that used in offline so that the same reconstruction codes can be shared. The HLT framework is desired to be based on “basf2”, which is the unified software framework for the Belle II data processing. The basf2 framework is designed to be used in a single node although it has the parallel processing capability utilizing multicores. For the HLT purpose, we need to extend the parallel processing to make use of multiple PC servers connected over the network, and therefore, a super-framework called hbasf2 is developed. The Belle II High Level Trigger system takes full advantages of multicore and network connected PC servers for the parallel processing with the hbasf2 framework. It also provides the control function of HLT such as the configuration management, the real time monitoring, etc.

In this contribution, the details of the design and implementation of hbasf2 are presented. The processing performance of hbasf2 measured using the prototype HLT test bench is also reported.

---
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**Big data log mining: the key to efficiency**
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In addition to the physics data generated each day from the CMS detector, the experiment also generates vast quantities of supplementary log data. From reprocessing logs to transfer logs this data could shed light on operational issues and assist with reducing inefficiencies and eliminating errors if properly stored, aggregated and analyzed. The term “big data” has recently taken the spotlight with organizations worldwide using tools such as CouchDB, Hadoop and Hive. In this paper we present a way of evaluating the capture and storage of log data from various experiment components to provide analytics and visualization in near real time.
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Bolting the Door

Author: Mark Mitchell
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This presentation will cover the work conducted within the ScotGrid Glasgow Tier-2 site. It will focus on the multi-tiered network security architecture developed on the site to augment Grid site server security and will discuss the variety of techniques used including the utilisation of Intrusion Detection systems, logging and optimising network connectivity within the infrastructure.

Also the analysis of the limitations of this approach and the potential for future research in this area will be investigated and discussed.
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Bug tracking is a process which comprises activities of reporting, documenting, reviewing, planning, and fixing software bugs. While there exist many studies on the usage of bug tracking tools and procedures in open source software, the situation in high energy physics has never been looked at in a systematic way. In our study we have compared and analyzed several scientific and non-scientific software projects to define the similarity and variability in bug-tracking practices. We will present our findings, with emphasis on a comparison of the three projects ATLAS, Belle II and Eclipse. In addition, we aim at defining the problems and the specific needs of the development paradigm in high energy physics.
Building a Prototype of LHC Analysis Oriented Computing Centers
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A Consortium between four LHC Computing Centers (Bari, Milano, Pisa and Trieste) has been formed in 2010 to prototype Analysis-oriented facilities for CMS data analysis, using a grant from the Italian Ministry of Research. The Consortium aims to the realization of an ad-hoc infrastructure to ease the analysis activities on the huge data set collected by the CMS Experiment, at the LHC Collider. While “Tier2” Computing Centres, specialized in organized processing tasks like Monte Carlo simulation, are nowadays a well established concept, with years of running experience, site specialized towards end user chaotic analysis activities do not yet have a de-facto standard implementation. In our effort, we focus on all the aspects which can make the analysis tasks easier for a physics user not expert in computing. On the storage side, we are experimenting on storage techniques allowing for remote data access and on storage optimization on the typical analysis access patterns. On the networking side, we are studying the differences between flat and tiered LAN architecture, also using virtual partitioning of the same physical networking for the different use patterns. Finally, on the user side, we are developing tools and instruments to allow for an exhaustive monitoring of their processes at the site, and for an efficient support system in case of problems.

We will report about the results of the test executed on different subsystem and give a description of the layout of the infrastructure in place at the site participating to the consortium.

Building a local analysis center on OpenStack

Author: Martin Sevior¹

¹ University of Melbourne (AU)

Corresponding Author: martines@unimelb.edu.au

The experimental high energy physics group at the University of Melbourne is a member of the ATLAS, Belle and Belle II collaborations. We maintain a local data centre which enables users to test pre-production code and to do final stage data analysis. Recently the Australian National eResearch Collaboration Tools and Resources (NeCTAR) organisation implemented a Research Cloud based on OpenStack middleware.

This presentation details the development of an OpenStack-based local data analysis centre compromising hundreds of virtual machines with commensurate data storage.
Building, distributing and running big software projects on MacOSX... There is an app for that!

Author: Giulio Eulisse
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We present CMS’ experience in porting its full offline software stack to MacOSX. In the first part we will focus on the system level issues encountered while doing the port, in particular with respect to the different behavior of the compiler and linker in handling common symbols. In the second part we present our progress with an alternative approach of distributing large software projects which is in line with the click and run installation common to most of the mac applications.
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Over the last few years, we have seen the broadcast industry moving to mobile devices and to the broadband Internet delivering HD quality. To keep up with the trends, we deployed a new streaming infrastructure. We are now delivering live and on-demand video to all major platforms like Windows, Linux, Mac, IOS and Android running on PC, Smart Phone, Tablet or TV.

To optimize the viewing quality and pleasure on any device we improved the process of publishing recorded lectures with the new release of the Lecture Archiving system - Micala. As a result of our effort we developed a new lecture viewer, which gives our users the best possible experience for watching recorded lectures, with both video of the speaker and slides in high resolution and a fully customizable experience. For the mobile devices we improve quality and usability to watch any Video from CDS even on low bandwidth conditions. The various tools and processes involved will be described as well as the integration of these services in the wider CERN collaboration services offer.

Summary:

A review of the Webcast and Recording activities at CERN and showing the new improvements in the delivery of the Video to any screen.

Poster Session / 160

CMS Analysis Deconstructed

Author: Sudhir Malik

Page 53
The CMS Analysis Tools model has now been used robustly in a plethora of physics papers. This model is examined to investigate successes and failures as seen by the analysts of recent papers.
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Cathode strip chambers (CSC) compose the endcap muon system of the CMS experiment at the LHC. Two years of data taking have proven that various online systems like Detector Control System (DCS), Data Quality Monitoring (DQM), Trigger, Data Acquisition (DAQ) and other specialized applications are doing their task very well. But the need for better integration between these systems is starting to emerge. Automatic and fast problem identification and resolution, tracking detector performance trend, maintenance of known problems, current and past detector status and alike tasks are still hard to handle and require a lot of efforts from many experts. Moreover, this valuable expert knowledge is not always well documented.

CSC Expert System prototype is aiming to fill in these gaps and provides a solution for online systems integration and automation. Its design is based on solid industry standards – Service Bus and Application Integration, Data Warehouse and Online analytical processing (OLAP), Complex Event Processing (CEP, i.e. Rule Engine) and ontology based Knowledge Base. CSC Expert system receives and accumulates Facts (i.e. detector status, conditions, shifter/expert actions), derives and manages Conclusions (i.e. hot device, masked chamber, weak HV segment, high radiation background), stores detector inventory – Assets (i.e. hardware, software, links) and outputs Conclusions, Facts and Assets for other applications and users. CEP engine allows experts to describe their valuable knowledge in SQL-like language and to execute it taking subsequent action in real time (e.g. sends emails, SMS’es, commands and fact requests to other applications, raise alarms).

A year of running the CSC Expert System has proven the correctness of the solution and displays its applicability in detector control automation.

Summary:

Cathode strip chambers (CSC) compose the endcap muon system of the CMS experiment at the LHC. Two years of data taking have proven that various online systems like Detector Control System (DCS), Data Quality Monitoring (DQM), Trigger, Data Acquisition (DAQ) and other specialized applications are doing their task very well. But the need for better integration between these systems is starting to emerge. Automatic and fast problem identification and resolution, tracking detector performance trend, maintenance of known problems, current and past detector status and alike tasks are still hard to handle and require a lot of efforts from many experts. Moreover, this valuable expert knowledge is not always well documented.

CSC Expert System prototype, which is based on solid industry standards, is aiming to fill in these gaps and provides a solution for online systems integration and automation. A year of running the CSC Expert System has proven the correctness of the solution and displays its applicability to this task.
CMS Data Transfer operations after the first years of LHC collisions
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CMS experiment possesses distributed computing infrastructure and its performance heavily depends on the fast and smooth distribution of data between different CMS sites. Data must be transferred from the Tier-0 (CERN) to the Tier-1 for storing and archiving, and time and good quality are vital to avoid overflowing CERN storage buffers. At the same time, processed data has to be distributed from Tier-1 sites to all Tier-2 sites for physics analysis while MonteCarlo simulations synchronized back to Tier-1 sites for further archival. At the core of all transferring machinery is PhEDEx (Physics Experiment Data Export) data transfer system. It is very important to ensure reliable operation of the system, and the operational tasks comprise monitoring and debugging all transfer issues. Based on transfer quality information Site Readiness tool is used to create plans for resources utilization in the future. We review the operational procedures created to enforce reliable data delivery to CMS distributed sites all over the world. Additionally, we need to keep data consistent at all sites and both on disk and on tape. In this presentation, we describe the principles and actions taken to keep data consistent on sites storage systems and central CMS Data Replication Database (TMDB/DBS) while ensuring fast and reliable data samples delivery of hundreds of terabytes to the entire CMS physics community.
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CMS Simulation Software
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The CMS simulation, based on the Geant4 toolkit, has been operational within the new CMS software framework for more than four years. The description of the detector including the forward regions has been completed and detailed investigation of detector positioning and material budget has been carried out using collision data. Detailed modelling of detector noise has been performed and validated with the collision data. In view of the high luminosity runs of the Large Hadron Collider, simulation of pile-up events has become a key issue. Challenges have raised from the point of view of providing a realistic luminosity profile and modelling of out-of-time pileup events, as well as computing issues regarding memory footprint and IO access. These will be especially severe in the simulation of collision events for the LHC upgrades; a new pileup simulation architecture has been introduced to cope with these issues.
The CMS detector has observed anomalous energy deposit in the calorimeters and there has been a substantial effort to understand these anomalous signal events present in the collision data. Emphasis has also been given to validation of the simulation code including the physics of the underlying models of Geant4. Test beam as well as collision data are used for this purpose. Measurements of mean response, resolution, energy sharing between the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters, shower shapes for single hadrons are directly compared with predictions from Monte Carlo. A suite of performance analysis tools has been put in place and has been used to drive several optimizations to allow the code to fit the constraints posed by the CMS computing model.

CMS has been validating the physics models inside Geant4 using its test beam as well as collision data. Several physics lists inside the most recent version of Geant4 provide good agreement of the energy response, resolution of $\pi^\pm$ and protons. More work is needed to improve the physics for charged kaons, anti-protons and hyperons.

Electromagnetic physics in Geant4 gives a good description of shower shapes for electron and photon candidates in the collision data. Isolated charged particles are used to measure calorimeter response of hadrons as a function of particle energy. These are used to compare data with Monte Carlo predictions. There is an impressive agreement between Geant4 predictions and data in the barrel region. The agreement worsens in the endcap region. This is currently under investigation.

Rare anomalous hits in the calorimeter can be explained using the present transport codes in Geant4. Thus bulk as well as rare events can be handled by the physics models within Geant4.
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**CMS Tier-0: Preparing for the future**
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The Tier-0 processing system is the initial stage of the multi-tiered computing system of CMS. It is responsible for the first processing steps of data from the CMS Experiment at CERN. This talk covers the complete overhaul (rewrite) of the system for the 2012 run, to bring it into line with the new CMS Workload Management system, improving scalability and maintainability for the next few years.

**Summary:**

In the last CHEP we presented the current CMS Tier0 system. It has worked very well for us, but due to the deployment of a new CMS workload management system this year, we were looking at changes to bring the Tier0 in sync with it. The changes were extensive enough to warrant a complete overhaul, a redesign based on lessons learned and rewrite from scratch.

**Software Engineering, Data Stores and Databases / 163**

**CMS experience with online and offline Databases**
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The CMS experiment is made of many detectors which in total sum up to more than 75 million channels. The online database stores the configuration data used to configure the various parts of the detector and bring it in all possible running states. The database also stores the conditions data, detector monitoring parameters of all channels (temperatures, voltages), detector quality information, beam conditions, etc. These quantities are used by the experts to monitor the detector performance in detail, as they occupy a very large space in the online database they cannot be used as-is for offline data reconstruction. For this, a "condensed" set of the full information, the "conditions data", is created and copied to a separate database used in the offline reconstruction.

The offline conditions database contains the alignment and calibrations data for the various detectors. Conditions data sets are accessed by a tag and an interval of validity through the offline reconstruction program CMSSW, written in C++. Performant access to the conditions data as C++ objects is a key requirement for the reconstruction and data analysis. About 200 types of calibration and alignment exist for the various CMS sub-detectors. Only those data which are crucial for reconstruction are inserted into the offline conditions DB. This guarantees a fast access to conditions during reconstruction and a small size of the conditions DB.

Calibration and alignment data are fundamental to maintain the design performance of the experiment. Very fast workflows have been put in place to compute and validate the alignment and calibration sets and insert them in the conditions database before the reconstruction process starts. Some of these sets are produced analyzing and summarizing the parameters stored in the online database. Others are computed using event data through a special express workflow. A dedicated monitoring system has been put up to monitor these time-critical processes.

The talk describes the experience with the CMS online and offline databases during the 2010 and 2011 data taking periods, showing some of the issues found and lessons learned.
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In operating a complex high energy physics experiment such as CMS, two of the important issues are to record high quality data as efficiently as possible and, correspondingly, to have well validated and certified data in a timely manner for physics analyses. Integrated and user-friendly monitoring systems and coherent information flow play an important role to accomplish this. The CMS integrated central monitoring and validation system (ICMCS) is often described separately as two parts: Web Based Monitoring (WBM) and Data Quality Monitoring (DQM). Both are monitoring systems, but information for WBM is typically from non-event sources such as online databases and real-time messaging, while the primary DQM monitoring source is the event data. We discuss here both systems together, focusing on how we track the online operation run time (Run Time Logger), how we propagate the input information necessary for data certification, how we do the book-keeping (Run Registry), and how we visualize the data certification statistics (Data Quality Logger).
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CMS reconstruction improvements for the tracking in large pile-up events

Authors: Domenico Giordano¹; Giacomo Sguazzoni²
The CMS tracking code is organized in several levels, known as 'iterative steps', each optimized to reconstruct a class of particle trajectories, as the ones of particles originating from the primary vertex or displaced tracks from particles resulting from secondary vertices. Each iterative step consists of seeding, pattern recognition and fitting by a kalman filter, and a final filtering and cleaning. Each subsequent step works on hits not yet associated to a reconstructed particle trajectory. The CMS tracking code underwent a major upgrade needed to make the reconstruction computing load compatible with the increasing instantaneous luminosity of LHC, resulting in a large number of primary vertices and tracks per bunch crossing. The iterative steps have been reorganized and optimized and an iterative step specialized for the reconstruction of photon conversion has been added. It is based on the innovative idea to use an existing track to build up a custom seed in the conversion hypothesis. For special event reconstruction applications, as the particle flow algorithm, it is necessary to test the possible association between a given reconstructed track and an energy deposit in calorimeters (cluster). The implementation of a k-dimensional tree in two dimensions allowed the combinatorics of links between tracks and clusters to be reduced from $N^2$ to $N \log(N)$, where $N$ is the number of objects. The impact on reconstruction performances are promising and the prospects for future applications are discussed.
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After years of development, the CMS distributed computing system is now in full operation. The LHC continues to set records for instantaneous luminosity, and CMS records data at 300 Hz. Because of the intensity of the beams, there are multiple proton-proton interactions per beam crossing, leading to larger and larger event sizes and processing times. The CMS computing system has responded admirably to these challenges, but some reoptimization of the computing model has been required to maximize the physics output of the collaboration in the face of increasingly constrained computing resources. We present the current status of the system, describe the recent performance, and discuss the challenges ahead and how we intend to meet them.

**Poster Session / 206**

**CRAB3: Establishing a new generation of services for distributed analysis at CMS**

**Author:** Daniele Spiga$^1$
In CMS Computing the highest priorities for analysis tools are the improvement of the end users’ ability to produce and publish reliable samples and analysis results as well as a transition to a sustainable development and operations model. To achieve these goals CMS decided to incorporate analysis processing into the same framework as the data and simulation processing. This strategy foresees that all workload tools (Tier0, Tier1, production, analysis) share a common core which allows long term maintainability as well as the standardization of the operator interfaces. The re-engineered analysis workload manager, called CRAB3, makes use of newer technologies, such as RESTful based web services, NoSQL Databases aiming to increase the scalability and reliability of the system. As opposed to CRAB2 in CRAB3 all work is centrally injected and managed in a global queue. A pool of agents, which can be geographically distributed, consumes work from the central services, servicing the user tasks. The new architecture of CRAB substantially changes the deployment model and operations activities. In this paper we present the implementation of CRAB3 emphasizing how the new architecture improves the workflow automation and simplifies maintainability. We will highlight, in particular, the impact of the new design on daily operations.
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The European Middleware Initiative (EMI) project aims to deliver a consolidated set of middleware products based on the four major middleware providers in Europe - ARC, dCache, gLite and UNICORE. The CREAM (Computing Resource Execution And Management) Service, a service for job management operation at the Computing Element (CE) level, is one of the software product part of the EMI middleware distribution. In this paper we discuss about some new functionality in the CREAM CE introduced with the first EMI major release (EMI-1, codename Kebnekaise). The integration with the Argus authorization service is one of these implementations: the use of a unique authorization system, besides simplifying the overall management, allows also to avoid inconsistent authorization decisions.
An improved support for complex deployment scenarios (e.g. for sites having multiple CE head nodes and/or having heterogeneous resources) is another new achievement. The improved support for resource allocation in a multicore environments, and the initial support of version 2.0 of the Glue specification for resource publication are other new functionality introduced with the first EMI release.
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The LHCb experiment is dedicated to searching for New Physics effects in the heavy flavour sector, precise measurements of CP violation and rare heavy meson decays. Precise tracking and vertexing around the interaction point is crucial in achieving these physics goals. The LHCb VELO (VErtex LOcator) silicon micro-strip detector is the highest precision vertex detector at the LHC and is located at only 8 mm from the proton beams. The high spatial resolution (up to 4 microns single hit precision) is obtained by a complex chain of processing algorithms to suppress noise and reconstruct clusters. These are implemented in large FPGAs, with over one million parameters that need to be individually optimised. Previously we presented a novel approach that has been developed to optimise the parameters and integrating their determination into the full software framework of the LHCb experiment. Presently we report on the experience gained from regular operation of the calibration and monitoring software with the collision data taken in 2011 by the LHCb experiment. Both the VELO performance and its impact on the physics results will be detailed.
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**Calibration and reconstruction for the TOF system of BESIII**
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The BESIII TOF detector system based on plastic scintillation counters consists of a double layer barrel and two single layer end caps. With the time calibration, the double-layer barrel TOF achieved 78ps time resolution for electrons, and end cap is about 110ps for muons. The attenuation length, effective velocity calibrations and TOF reconstruction are also described. The Kalman filter method is employed to calculate the predicted time instead of taking the track trajectory as a standard helix.
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It is common at research institutions to maintain multiple clusters that represent different owners or generations of hardware, or that fulfill different needs and policies. Many of these clusters are consistently under utilized while researchers on campus could greatly benefit from these unused capabilities. By leveraging principles from the Open Science Grid it is now possible to utilize these resources by forming a lightweight Campus Grids. The Campus Grids framework enables jobs that are submitted to one cluster to overflow, when necessary, to other clusters within the campus using whatever authentication mechanisms are available on campus. This framework is currently being used on several campuses to run HEP and other science jobs. Further, the framework has in some cases been expanded beyond the campus boundary by bridging campus grids into a regional grid, and can even be used to integrate resources from a national cyberinfrastructure such as the Open Science Grid. This poster will highlight 18 months of operational experiences creating campus grids in the US, and the different campus configurations that have successfully utilized the campus grid infrastructure.
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Centralized Fabric Management Using Puppet, Git, and GLPI
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Managing the infrastructure of a large and complex data center can be extremely difficult without taking advantage of automated services. Puppet is a seasoned, open-source tool designed for enterprise-class centralized configuration management. At the RHIC/ATLAS Computing Facility at Brookhaven National Laboratory, we have adopted Puppet as part of a suite of tools, including
Git, GLPI, and some custom scripts, that comprise our centralized configuration management system. In this paper, we discuss the use of these tools for centralized configuration management of our servers and services; change management, which requires authorized approval of production changes; a complete, version-controlled history of all changes made; separation of production, testing, and development systems using Puppet environments; semi-automated server inventory using GLPI; and configuration change monitoring and reporting via the Puppet dashboard. We will also discuss scalability and performance results from using these tools on a 2,000+ node cluster and a pool of over 400 infrastructure servers with an administrative staff of only about 20 full-time employees.

In addition to managing our data center servers, we’ve also used this Puppet infrastructure successfully to satisfy recent security mandates from our funding agency (the U.S. Department of Energy) to centrally manage all staff Linux and UNIX desktops; in doing so, we’ve extended several core Puppet modules to not only support both RHEL 5 and 6, but also to include support for other operating systems, including Fedora, Gentoo, OS X, and Ubuntu.
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In the ATLAS Online computing farm, the majority of the systems are network booted - they run an operating system image provided via network by a Local File Server. This method guarantees the uniformity of the farm and allows very fast recovery in case of issues to the local scratch disks. The farm is not homogeneous and in order to manage the diversity of roles, functionality and hardware of different nodes we developed a dedicated central configuration system, ConfDB v2. We describe the design, functionality and performance of this system and its web-based interface, including its integration with CERN and ATLAS databases and with the monitoring infrastructure.
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CernVM Co-Pilot is a framework for instantiating an ad-hoc computing infrastructure on top of distributed computing resources. Such resources include commercial computing clouds (e.g. Amazon EC2), scientific computing clouds (e.g. CERN lxcloud), as well as the machines of users participating in volunteer computing projects (e.g. BOINC). The framework consists of components that communicate using the Extensible Messaging and Presence protocol (XMPP), allowing for new components to be developed in virtually any programming language and interfaced to existing Grid and batch computing infrastructures exploited by the High Energy Physics community. Co-Pilot has been used to execute jobs for both the ALICE and ATLAS experiments at CERN.

CernVM Co-Pilot is also one of the enabling technologies behind the LHC@home 2.0 volunteer computing project, which is the first such project that exploits virtual machine technology. The use of virtual machines eliminates the necessity of modifying existing applications and adapting them to the volunteer computing environment. After start of the public testing in August 2011 LHC@home 2.0 quickly gained popularity, and as of October 2011 it had about 9000 registered volunteers. Resources provided by volunteers are used for running Monte-Carlo generator applications that simulate interactions between the colliding proton beams at the LHC.

In this contribution we present the latest developments and the current status of the system, discuss how the framework can be extended to suit the needs of a particular scientific community, describe the operational experience using the LHC@home 2.0 volunteer computing infrastructure, as well as introduce future development plans.

Summary:
CernVM Co-Pilot is a framework for instantiating an ad-hoc computing infrastructure on top of academic and commercial computing clouds, or on the machines of users participating in volunteer computing projects. The framework consists of components that communicate using the Extensible Messaging and Presence protocol (XMPP), allowing for new components to be developed in virtually any programming language and interfaced to existing Grid and batch computing infrastructures. In this contribution we present the latest developments and the current status of the system, discuss how the framework can be extended to suit the needs of a particular scientific community, describe the operational experience using the LHC@home 2.0 volunteer computing infrastructure, as well as introduce future development plans.

Certified Grid Job Submission in the ALICE Grid Services
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Grid computing infrastructures need to provide traceability and accounting of their users’ activity and protection against misuse and privilege escalation, where the delegation of privileges in the course of a job submission is a key concern. This work describes an improved handling of multi-user Grid jobs in the ALICE Grid Services. A security analysis of the ALICE Grid job model is presented with derived security objectives, followed by a discussion of existing approaches of unrestricted delegation based on X.509 proxy certificates and the Grid middleware gLExec. Unrestricted delegation has severe security consequences and limitations, most importantly allowing for identity theft and forgery of jobs and data. These
limitations are discussed and formulated, both in general and with respect to an adoption in line with multi-user Grid jobs. A new general model of mediated definite delegation is developed and formulated, allowing a broker to assign context-sensitive user privileges to agents while providing strong accountability and long-term traceability. A prototype implementation allowing for certified Grid jobs is presented including a potential interaction with gLExec. The achieved improvements regarding system security, malicious job exploitation, identity protection, and accountability are emphasized, followed by a discussion of non-repudiation in the face of malicious Grid jobs.

Summary:
This contribution will demonstrate an in-depth security analysis and discussion of proxy certificate based authentication and authorization of multi-user pilot jobs and present a new model of delegation as a proposed solution. The model’s implementation in a prototype and its performance testing will be shown as a proof of concept.
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Oracle-based database applications underpin many key aspects of operations for both the LHC accelerator and the LHC experiments. In addition to overall performance, predictability of response is a key requirement to ensure smooth operations—and delivering predictability requires understanding the applications from the ground up. Fortunately, the Oracle database management system provides several tools to check, measure, analyse and gather useful information. We present our experiences characterising the performance of several typical HEP database applications—performance characterisations that were used to deliver improved predictability and scalability as well as for optimising the hardware platform choice as we migrated to new hardware and Oracle 11g.
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Cling (http://cern.ch/cling) is a C++ interpreter, built on top of clang (http://clang.llvm.org) and LLVM (http://llvm.org). Like its predecessor CINT, cling offers an interactive, terminal-like prompt. It enables exploratory programming with rapid edit / run cycles.

The ROOT team has more than 15 years of experience with C++ interpreters, and this has been fully exploited in the design of cling. However, matching the concepts of an interpreter to a compiler library is a non-trivial task; we will explain how this is done for cling, and how we managed to implement cling as a small (10,000 lines of code) extension to the clang and llvm libraries.
The resulting features clearly show the advantages of basing an interpreter on a compiler. Cling uses clang’s praised concise and easy to understand diagnostics. Building an interpreter on top of a compiler library makes the transition between interpreted and compiled code much easier and smoother. We will present the design, e.g. how cling treats the C++ extensions that used to be available in CINT. We will also present the new features, e.g. how C++11 will come to cling, and how dictionaries will be simplified due to cling. We describe the state of cling’s integration in the ROOT Framework.
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With the start-up of the LHC in 2009, more and more data analysis facilities have been built or enlarged at Universities and laboratories. In the mean time, new technologies, like Cloud computing and Web3D, and new types of hardware, like smartphones and tablets, have become available and popular in the market. Is there a way to integrate them into the existing data analysis models and allow physicists to do their daily work more conveniently and efficiently?

In this paper we will discuss the development of a platform independent thin client application for data analysis on Cloud based infrastructures. The goal of this new development is to allow physicists to be able to run their data analysis with different hardware, like laptop, smartphone, tablet and access their data everywhere. The application can run within the web browser and smartphones without compatibility problems. Based on one of the most popular graphic engines, people can view 2D histograms, animated 3D event displays and even do event analysis. The heavy processing jobs will be sent to the Cloud via a master server, in such a way that people can run multiple complex jobs simultaneously.

After having introduced the new system structure and the way the new application will fit in the overall picture, we will describe the current progress of the development and the test facility and discuss further technical difficulties that we expect to be confronted to, like the security (user authentication and authorization) data discovery and load balancing.
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ILD is a proposed detector concept for a future linear collider, that envisages a Time Projection Chamber (TPC) as the central tracking detector. The ILD TPC will have a large number of voxels
that have dimensions that are small compared to the typical distances between charged particle tracks. This allows for the application of simple nearest neighbor type clustering algorithms to find clean track segments.

Clupatra is a TPC pattern recognition algorithm that uses such clustering methods to find track seeds and then a Kalman Filter to extend these segments to form complete tracks. We present the algorithm and its performance and track finding efficiency for the ILC, including machine induced backgrounds, as well as for the case of CLIC with much more challenging occupancies that are comparable to those of the ALICE TPC.

Clupatra is written in the iLCSoft framework based on LCIO and Marlin and will be used for the massive Monte Carlo production for the Conceptual Design Report of ILD in 2012.
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Publications in scholarly journals establish the body of knowledge deriving from scientific research; they also play a fundamental role in the career path of scientists and in the evaluation criteria of funding agencies.

This presentation reviews the evolution of computing-oriented publications in HEP following the start of operation of LHC. Quantitative analyses are illustrated, which document the production of scholarly papers on computing-related topics by HEP experiments and core tools projects (including distributed computing R&D), and the citations they receive. Several scientometric indicators are analyzed to characterize the role of computing in HEP literature. Distinctive features of scholarly publication production in the software-oriented and hardware-oriented experimental HEP communities are highlighted. Current patterns and trends are compared to the situation in previous generations' HEP experiments at LEP, Tevatron and B-factories.

The results of this scientometric analysis document objectively the contribution of computing to HEP scientific production and technology transfer to other fields. They also provide elements for discussion about how to more effectively promote the role played by computing-oriented research in high energy physics.
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Collaborative development proved to be a key of the success of the Dashboard Site Status Board (SSB) which is heavily used by ATLAS and CMS for the computing shifts and site commissioning activities.

The Dashboard Site Status Board (SSB) is an application that enables Virtual Organisation (VO) administrators to monitor the status of distributed sites. The selection, significance and combination of monitoring metrics falls clearly in the domain of the administrators, depending not only on the VO but also on the role of the administrator. Therefore, the key requirement for SSB is that it be highly customisable, providing an intuitive yet powerful interface to define and visualise various monitoring metrics.

We present SSB as an example of a development process typified by very close collaboration between developers and the user community. The collaboration extends beyond the customisation of metrics and views to the development of new functionality and visualisations. SSB Developers and VO administrators cooperate closely to ensure that requirements are met and, wherever possible, new functionality is pushed upstream to benefit all users and VOs.

The contribution covers the evolution of SSB over recent years to satisfy diverse use cases through this collaborative development process.
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The Nordic Tier-1 for LHC is distributed over several, sometimes smaller, computing centers. In order to minimize administration effort, we are interested in running different grid jobs on one common grid middleware. ARC is selected as the internal middleware in the Nordic Tier-1. At the moment ARC has no mechanism of automatic software packaging and deployment. The AliEn grid middleware, used by ALICE provides this functionality. We are investigating the possibilities to use modern virtualization technologies to make these capabilities available for ALICE grid jobs on ARC.

The CernVM project is developing a virtual machine that can provide a common analysis environment for all LHC experiments. One of our interests is to investigate the use of CernVM as a base setup for a dynamical grid environment capable of running grid jobs. For this, performance comparisons between different virtualization technologies have been conducted.

CernVM needs an existing virtualization infrastructure, which is not always existing or wanted at some computing sites. To increase the possible application of dynamical grid environments to those sites, we describe several possibilities that are less invasive and have less specific Linux distribution requirements, at the cost of lower performance.

Different tools like user-mode Linux (UML), micro Linux distributions, a new software packaging project by Stanford university (CDE) and CernVM are under investigation for their invasiveness,
Comparative Investigation of Shared Filesystems for the LHCb Online Cluster
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This paper describes the investigative study undertaken to evaluate shared filesystem performance and suitability in the LHCb Online environment. Particular focus is given to the measurements and field tests designed and performed on an in-house AFS setup, and related comparisons with NFSv3 and pNFS are presented. The motivation for the investigation and the test setup arises from the need to serve common user-space like home directories, experiment software and control areas, and clustered log areas. Since the operational requirements on such user-space are stringent in terms of read-write operations (in frequency and access speed) and unobtrusive data relocation, test results are presented with emphasis on file-level performance, stability and “high-availability” of the shared filesystems. Use-cases specific to the experiment operation in LHCb, including the specific handling of shared filesystems served to a cluster of 1500 diskless nodes, are described. Issues of authentication token expiry are explicitly addressed, keeping in mind long-running analysis jobs on the Online cluster. In addition, quantitative test results are also presented with alternatives including pNFS, which is now being seen as an increasingly viable option for shared filesystems in many medium to large networks. Comparative measurements of filesystem performance benchmarks are presented, which are seen to be used as reference for decisions on potential migration of the current storage solution deployed in the LHCb online cluster.

Comparison of the CPU efficiency of High Energy and Astrophysics applications on different multi-core processor types.
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GridKa, operated by the Steinbuch Centre for Computing at KIT, is the German regional centre for high energy and astroparticle physics computing, supporting currently 10 experiments and serving as a Tier-1 centre for the four LHC experiments. Since the beginning of the project in 2002, the total compute power is upgraded at least once per year to follow the increasing demands of the experiments. The hardware is typically operated for about four years until it is replaced by more modern machines. The GridKa compute farm thus consists of a mixture of several generations of compute nodes differing in several parameters, e.g. CPU types, main memory, network connection bandwidth etc. We compare the CPU efficiency (CPU time to wall time ratio) of high energy physics and astrophysics
compute jobs on these different types of compute nodes and estimate the impact of the ongoing trend towards many-core CPUs.
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Non-relational “NoSQL” databases such as Cassandra and CouchDB are best known for their ability to scale to large numbers of clients spread over a wide area. The Frontier distributed database caching system, used in production by the Large Hadron Collider CMS and ATLAS detector projects, is based on traditional SQL databases but also has the same high scalability and wide-area distributability for an important subset of applications. This paper compares the architectures, behavior, performance, and maintainability of the two different approaches and identifies the criteria for choosing which approach to prefer over the other.
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Constant changes in computational infrastructure like the current interest in Clouds, imply conditions on the design of applications. We must make sure that our analysis infrastructure, including source code and supporting tools, is ready for the on demand computing (ODC) era.

This presentation is about a new analysis concept, which is driven by users needs, completely disentangled from the computational resources, and scalable.

What does it take for an analysis code to be performed on any resource management system? How can one achieve goals of on demand analysis, using PROOF on Demand (PoD)? These questions and such topics as preferable location of data files as well as tools and software development techniques for on demand data analysis are covered. Also analysis implementation requirements and comparisons of traditional and “on demand” facilities will be discussed during this talk.
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The Belle II experiment, a next-generation B factory experiment at KEK, is expected to record a two orders of magnitude larger data volume than its predecessor, the Belle experiment. The data size and rate are comparable to or more than the ones of LHC experiments and requires to change the computing model from the Belle way, where basically all computing resources were provided by KEK, to a more distributed scheme. The Belle II distributed computing system is based on DIRAC which provides an interface to grid and cloud resources, and AMGA for the management of file metadata. A common software framework is used in the whole chain from the data acquisition up to the analysis. It has a modular design, is steered via python files, and supports parallel execution on multi-core nodes. In this talk the status and plans of the Belle II computing system and its main components are presented.
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There are approximately 60 Tier-3 computing sites located on campuses of collaborating institutions in CMS. We describe the function and architecture of these sites, and illustrate the range of hardware and software options. A primary purpose is to provide a platform for local users to analyze LHC data, but they are also used opportunistically for data production. While Tier-3 sites vary widely in size (number of nodes, users, support personnel), there are some common features. A site typically has a few nodes reserved for interactive use and to provide services such as an interface to the GRID. The remainder of the nodes are usually available for running CPU intensive batch jobs; a future plan will allow jobs to flock to other clusters on campus. In addition, data storage systems may be provided and we discuss several models in use, including the new paradigm of a diskless site with wide area access to data via a global XROOTD redirector. Compared to Tier-1 and Tier-2 sites, the Tier-3 sites are highly flexible and are designed for easy operation. Their ultimate configuration balances cost, performance, and reliability.
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In the ATLAS experiment, database systems generally store the bulk of conditions and configuration data needed by event-wise reconstruction and analysis jobs. These systems can be relatively large stores of information, organized and indexed primarily to store all information required for system-specific use cases and efficiently deliver the required information to event-based jobs.

Metadata in these systems may include the indexes themselves, but frequently important metadata for forming, for example, collections of events for analysis or for the management of that system may not be readily accessible for more global purposes.

Moreover, the systems may have been developed before important metadata quantities were recognized.

A system, called COMA (Conditions/Configuration Metadata for ATLAS), has been developed to make globally important metadata more readily accessible.

A system, called COMA (Conditions/Configuration Metadata for ATLAS), has been developed to make globally important metadata more readily accessible.

It is based on a relational database storing directly extracted, refined, reduced, and derived information from these system-specific data sources as well as information from non-database sources. A variety of unique interfaces have emerged and additional interfaces are in development.

This presentation will give an overview of the components of the system and describe the unique interfaces which it facilitates.

We summarize the challenges in defining and loading the requisite data and specify how consistency is maintained between COMA and the primary data sources.

---

ConfDB: a database backend and GUI program for the management and development of CMS High Level Trigger
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The CMS experiment has been designed with a 2-level trigger system: the Level 1 Trigger, implemented using FPGA and custom ASIC technology, and the High Level Trigger (HLT), implemented running a streamlined version of the CMS offline reconstruction software on a cluster of commercial rack-mounted computers, comprising thousands of CPUs.

The CMS software is written mostly in C++, using Python as its configuration language through an embedded CPython interpreter. The configuration of each process is made up of hundreds of "modules", organised in "sequences" and "paths". As an example, the latest HLT configurations used for 2011 data taking comprised over 2200 different modules, organized in more than 400 independent trigger paths.

To manage the complexity of each HLT configuration, and the number of different configurations...
used to cope with the changing LHC luminosity and specific detector conditions, all configurations used for data taking are stored in a database (“ConfDB”) and developed with a dedicated GUI program.

A configuration can be converted back to python format through the GUI itself, or with command-line tools which interact with the database backend through a web server.

In addition, an experimental Jython interface is under development, to allow loading a python configuration directly into the GUI and in the database.

We will describe how the CMS python configuration language is used to steer the High Level Trigger, and detail the ConfDB GUI used to edit such configurations, with special emphasis on the features introduced specifically for trigger development.
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GridKa is a computing centre located in Karlsruhe. It serves as Tier-1 centre for the four LHC experiments and also provides its computing and storage resources for other non-LHC HEP and astroparticle physics experiments as well as for several communities of the German Grid Initiative D-Grid.

The middleware layer at GridKa comprises three main flavours: Globus, gLite and UNICORE. This layer provides the access to the several clusters, according to the requirements of the corresponding communities. The heterogeneous structure of middleware resources and services requires their effective administration for stable and sustainable operation of the whole computing centre. In the presentation the overview of the middleware system at GridKa is given with focus on the configuration management and monitoring. These are the crucial components of the administration task for the system with high-availability setup. The various configuration tools used at GridKa, their benefits and limitations as well as developed automation procedures of the configuration management will be discussed. The overview of the monitoring system which evaluates the information delivered by central and local grid information services and provides status and detailed diagnostics for the middleware services is presented.
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In this paper we present the latest developments introduced in the WNoDeS framework (http://web.infn.it/wnodes); we will in particular describe inter-cloud connectivity, support for multiple batch systems, and co-existence of virtual and real environments on a single hardware.
Specific effort has been dedicated to the work needed to deploy a “multi-sites” WNoDeS installation. The goal is to give end users the possibility to submit requests for resources using cloud interfaces on several sites in a transparent way. To this extent, we will show how we have exploited already existing and deployed middleware within the framework of the IGI (Italian Grid Initiative) and EGI (European Grid Infrastructure) services. In this context, we will also describe the developments that have taken place in order to have the possibility to dynamically exploit public cloud services like Amazon EC2. The latter gives WNoDeS the capability to serve, for example, part of the user requests through external computing resources when needed, so that peak requests can be honored.

We will then describe the work done to add support for open source batch systems like Torque/Maui to WNoDeS. This makes WNoDeS a fully open source product and gives the possibility to smaller sites as well (where often there is no possibility to run commercial batch systems) to install it and exploit its features. We will also describe recent WNoDeS I/O optimizations, showing results of performance tests executed using Torque as batch system and Lustre as a distributed file system.

Finally, starting from the consideration that not all tasks are equally suited to run on virtual environments, we will describe a novel feature added to WNoDeS, allowing the possibility to use the same hardware to run both virtual machines and real jobs (i.e., jobs running on the bare metal and not in a virtualized environment). This increases flexibility and may optimize the usage of available resources. In particular, we will describe tests performed in order to show how this feature can help in fulfilling requests for “whole-node jobs” (which are becoming increasingly popular in the HEP community), for efficient analysis support, and for GPU-based resources (which are typically not easily amenable to be virtualized).
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In the distributed computing model of WLCG Grid Storage Elements (SE) are by construction completely decoupled from the File Catalogs (FC) where the experiment’s files are registered. On the basis of the experience of managing large volumes of data in such environment, inconsistencies have often happened either causing a waste of disk space, in case the data were deleted from the FC, but
still physically on the SE, or serious operational problems in the opposite case, when some data registered in the FC was not found on the SE. Therefore, the LHChDirac data management system has been equipped with a new dedicated system to ensure the consistency of the data stored on the SEs with the information reported in the FCs implementing systematic checks. Objective of the checks is to spot any inconsistency above a certain threshold, that cannot only be due to the expected latency between data upload and registration, and in such case try and identify the problematic data. The system relies on information provided by the sites who should make available to the experiment a full dump of their SEs on weekly or monthly basis.

In this talk we shall present the definition of a common format and procedure to produce the storage dumps that has been coordinated with the other LHC experiments in order to provide a solution as generic as possible that can suit all LHC experiments and will reduce the effort for the sites who are asked to provide such data. We will also present the LHCh specific implementation for checking the consistency between SEs and FC and discuss the results.
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Scientific research communities have benefited recently from the increasing availability of computing and data infrastructures with unprecedented capabilities for large scale distributed initiatives. These infrastructures are largely defined and enabled by the middleware they deploy. One of the major issues in the current usage of research infrastructures is the need to use similar but often incompatible middleware solutions.

The European Middleware Initiative (EMI) is a collaboration of the major European middleware providers ARC, dCache, gLite and UNICORE. EMI aims to: deliver a consolidated set of middleware components for deployment in EGI, PRACE and other Distributed Computing Infrastructures; extend the interoperability between grids and other computing infrastructures; strengthen the reliability of the services; establish a sustainable model to maintain and evolve the middleware; fulfill the requirements of the user communities.

This paper presents the consolidation and development objectives of the EMI software stack covering the next two years. Details will be given concerning how the most important requirements of the key user groups, including the high energy physics community, were taken into account. The EMI development roadmap will be introduced along the four technical areas of compute, data, security and infrastructure.

The compute area plan focuses on consolidation of standards and agreements through an unified interface for job submission and management, a common format for accounting, the wide adoption of GLUE schema version 2.0 and the provision of a common framework for the execution of parallel jobs. The security area is working towards a unified security model and lowering the barriers to Grid usage by allowing users to gain access with their own credentials. The data area is focusing on implementing standards to ensure interoperability with other grids and industry components and to reuse already existing clients in operating systems and open source distributions. One of the
highlights of the infrastructure area is the consolidation of the information system services via the creation of a common information backbone.

Wherever possible early results of the consolidation plan and the ongoing development will be covered by introducing EMI technical agreements and development prototypes.
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The CMS analysis computing model was always relying on jobs running near the data, with data allocation between CMS compute centers organized at management level, based on expected needs of the CMS community. While this model provided high CPU utilization during job run times, there were times when a large fraction of CPUs at certain sites were sitting idle due to lack of demand, all while Terabytes of data were never accessed. To improve the utilization of both CPU and disks, CMS is moving toward controlled overflowing of jobs from sites that have data but are oversubscribed to others with spare CPU and network capacity, with those jobs accessing the data through real time xrootd streaming over WAN. The major limiting factor for remote data access is the ability of the source storage system to serve such data, so the number of jobs accessing it must be carefully controlled. The CMS approach to this is to implement the overflowing by means of glideinWMS, a Condor based pilot system, and by providing the WMS with the known storage limits and let it schedule jobs within those limits. This talk presents the detailed architecture of the overflow-enabled glideinWMS system, together with operational experience of the past 6 months.
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**Coping with the Data Rates and Volumes of the PHENIX Experiment**
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The PHENIX detector system at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) was one of the first experiments getting to “LHC-era” data rates in excess of 500 MB/s of compressed data in 2004. In step with new detectors and increasing event sizes and rates, the data logging capability has grown to about 1500MB/s since then.

We will explain the strategies we employ to cope with the data volumes in the online system and at the analysis stage. We will detail and discuss in the role of our data format, and the success of our concept of managed access to the DST data by way of “analysis taxis”.
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We will outline the upgrades currently in progress and envisioned on our way to the "sPHENIX" project, expected to begin in 2015, and their impact on our current computing paradigms.

Summary:

The PHENIX Experiment has started to exceed its originally designed data rates in 2004, when we switched to a compressed data format on disk and upgraded to a maximum data rate of 600 MB/s. This was made possible with a distributed compression system, which uses a large number of CPUs in the event builder to compress the data, rather than the logger machines. The switch, which has allowed us to run our Level-2 trigger is "tag-only", rather than in filter mode, has given us access to physics signals which one can not normally trigger on due to the high multiplicity in heavy-ion collisions.

With the increased data rate, we had to implement a managed access to the data. Compared to a traditional staging model, we have achieved an throughput increase for the data analysis by an estimated factor 30.

We will explain the technologies involved in the DAQ and analysis procedures, and give an overview of the strategies we will use to maintain our event rate in spite of the increasing event sizes after a future upgrade.
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The extensive use of virtualization technologies in cloud environments has created the need for a new network access layer residing on hosts and connecting the various Virtual Machines (VMs). In fact, massive deployment of virtualized environments imposes requirements on networking for which traditional models are not well suited. For example, hundreds of users issuing cloud requests for which full access (i.e., including root privileges) to VMs are requested, typically requires the definition of network separation at layer 2 through the use of virtual LANs (VLANs). However, in large computing centers, due for example to the number of installed network switches, to their characteristics, or to their heterogeneity, the dynamic (or even static) definition of many VLANs is often impractical or simply not possible.

In this paper, we present a solution to the problem of creating dynamic virtual networks based on the use of the Generic Routing Protocol (GRE). GRE is used to encapsulate VM traffic so that the configuration of the physical network switches doesn’t have to change. In particular, we describe how this solution can be used to tackle problems such as dynamic network isolation and mobility of VMs across hosts or even sites. We will then show how this solution has been integrated in the WNoDeS framework (http://web.infn.it/wnodes) and tested in the WNoDeS installation at the INFN Tier-1, presenting performance metrics and an analysis of the scalability of the system.
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Current operations and future role of the Grid
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**DCS Data Viewer, a Application that Access ATLAS DCS Historical Data.**
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The ATLAS experiment at CERN is one of the four Large Hadron Collider experiments. The Detector Control System (DCS) of ATLAS is responsible for the supervision of the detector equipment, the reading of operational parameters, the propagation of the alarms and the archiving of important operational data in a relational database. DCS Data Viewer (DDV) is an application that provides access to the ATLAS DCS historical data through a web interface. Its design is structured using a client-server architecture. The pythonic server connects to the DB and fetches the data by using optimized SQL requests. It communicates with the outside world, by accepting HTTP requests and it can be used standalone. The client is an AJAX interactive web application developed under the Google Web Toolkit (GWT) framework. Its web interface is user friendly, platform and browser independent. The selection of metadata is done via a column-tree view or with a powerful search engine. The final visualization of the data is done using java applets or java script applications as plugins. The default output is a value-over-time chart, but other types of outputs like tables, ascii or ROOT files are supported too. Excessive access or malicious use of the database is prevented by a dedicated protection mechanism, allowing the exposure of the tool to hundreds of inexperienced users. The current configuration of the client and of the outputs can be saved in an XML file. Protection against web security attacks is foreseen and authentication constrains have been taken into account, allowing the exposure of the tool to hundreds of users worldwide. Due to its flexible interface and its generic and modular approach, DDV could be easily used for other experiment control systems.
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A web application for the visualization of ATLAS data.
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File replica and metadata catalogs are essential parts of any distributed data management system, which are largely determining its functionality and performance. A new File Catalog (DFC) was developed in the framework of the DIRAC Project that combines both replica and metadata catalog functionality. The DFC design is based on the practical experience with the data management system of the LHCb Collaboration. It is optimized for the most common patterns of the catalog usage in order to achieve maximum performance from the user perspective. The DFC supports bulk operations for replica queries and allows quick analysis of the storage usage globally and for each Storage Element separately. It supports flexible ACL rules with plug-ins for various policies that can be adopted by a particular community. The DFC catalog allows to store various types of metadata associated with the files and directories and to perform efficient queries for the data based on complex metadata combinations. Definition of file ancestor-descendent chains is also possible. It is implemented in the DIRAC distributed computing framework following the standard grid security architecture.

In this contribution we describe the design of the DFC and its implementation details. The performance measurements are compared with other grid file catalog implementations. The experience of the DFC Catalog usage in the ILC Collaboration is discussed.

**DIRAC RESTful API**
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The DIRAC framework for distributed computing has been designed as a flexible and modular solution that can be adapted to the requirements of any community. Users interact with DIRAC via command line, using the web portal or accessing resources via the DIRAC python API. The current DIRAC API requires users to use a python version valid for DIRAC.

Some communities have developed their own software solutions for handling their specific workload, and would like to use DIRAC as their back-end to access distributed computing resources easily. Many of these solutions are not coded in python or depend on a specific python version. To solve this gap DIRAC provides a new language agnostic API that any software solution can use. This new API has been designed following the RESTful principles. Any language with libraries to issue standard HTTP queries may use it. GSI proxies can still be used to authenticate against the API services. However GSI proxies are not a widely adopted standard. The new DIRAC API also allows clients to use OAuth for delegating the user credentials to a third party solution. These delegated credentials allow the third party software to query to DIRAC on behalf of the users.

This new API will further expand the possibilities communities have to integrate DIRAC into their distributed computing models.
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**DIRAC evaluation for the SuperB experiment**

**Author:** Armando Fella
The SuperB asymmetric energy $e^+e^-$ collider and detector to be built at the newly founded Nicola Cabibbo Lab will provide a uniquely sensitive probe of New Physics in the flavor sector of the Standard Model. Studying minute effects in the heavy quark and heavy lepton sectors requires a data sample of $75\ ab^{-1}$ and a luminosity target of $10^{36}\ cm^{-2}\ s^{-1}$.

In this work we will present our evaluation of the DIRAC Distributed Infrastructure for use in the SuperB experiment based on the two use cases:

1) The test bed layout with DIRAC site and service configurations and the efforts to enable and manage OSG-EGI interoperability.
2) Our specific use cases ported to the DIRAC test bed with the computational and data management requirements and the DIRAC subsystem configuration.
3) The test results obtained from running both SuperB Monte Carlo and end user analysis with details about the performance achieved, the efficiency and the failures that occurred during the tests.
4) An evaluation and comparison of the two catalogue systems provided by the DIRAC framework, LFC (LHC File Catalogue) and DIRAC File Catalog in terms of features, performance and reliability.
5) Evaluation of capabilities and performance tests of the DIRAC Cloud capabilities as potentially applicable to SuperB computing.
6) A comparison of DIRAC with other submission systems available in the HEP community with pros and cons of each system.
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The Disk Pool Manager (DPM) is a lightweight solution for grid enabled disk storage management. Operated at more than 240 sites it has the widest distribution of all grid storage solutions in the WLCG infrastructure.

It provides an easy way to manage and configure disk pools, and exposes multiple interfaces for data access (rfio, xroot, nfs, gridftp and http/dav) and control (srm). During the last year we have been working on providing stable, high performant data access to our storage system using standard protocols, while extending the storage management functionality and adapting both configuration and deployment procedures to reuse commonly used building blocks.

In this contribution we cover in detail the extensive evaluation we have performed of our new HTTP/WebDAV and NFS 4.1 frontends, in terms of functionality and performance. We summarize the issues we faced and the solutions we developed to turn them into valid alternatives to the existing grid protocols - namely the additional work required to provide multi-stream transfers for high performance wide area access, support for third party copies, credential delegation or the required changes in the experiment and fabric management frameworks and tools.

We describe new functionality that has been added to ease system administration, such as different filesystem weights and a faster disk drain, and new configuration and monitoring solutions based on the industry standards Puppet and Nagios. Finally, we explain some of the internal changes we had to do in the DPM architecture to better handle the additional load from the analysis use cases.
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The Tevatron Collider, located at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, delivered its last 1.96 TeV proton-antiproton collisions on September 30th, 2011. The DZERO experiment continues to take cosmic data for final alignment for several more months. Since Run 2 started, in March 2001, all DZERO data has been collected by the DZERO Level 3 Trigger/DAQ System. The system is a modern, networked, commodity hardware trigger and data acquisition system based around a large central switch with about 60 front ends and 200 trigger computers. DZERO front end crates are VME based. Single Board Computer interfaces between detector data on VME and the network transport for the DAQ system. Event flow is controlled by the Routing Master which can steer events to clusters of farm nodes based on the low level trigger bits that fired. The farm nodes are multi-core
commodity computer boxes, without special hardware, that run isolated software to make the final
Level 3 trigger decision. Passed events are transferred to the DZERO online system. We will report
on the final status and state of the system, along with some of the more interesting milestones
throughout its history.
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The Data Bookkeeping Service 3 (DBS 3) provides an improved event data catalog for Monte Carlo
and recorded data of the CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) experiment at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). It provides the necessary information used for tracking datasets, like data processing history,
files and runs associated with a given dataset on a scale of about $10^5$ datasets and more than $10^7$
files. All kinds of data processing in CMS are relying on the information stored in DBS. Thus, it
is widely used within CMS, in Monte Carlo production, processing of recorded data as well as in
physics analysis done by users.

DBS 3 has been completely re-designed and re-implemented in Python using a CherryPy based
environment, and has as its basis RESTful (Representational State Transfer) web services, commonly
used within the data management and workload management (DMWM) group of CMS. DBS 3 is
using the Java Script Object Notation (JSON) dataformat for interchanging information and Oracle
as database backend. Main focuses during the process of development were an adaptation of the
database schema to better match the evolving CMS data processing model, the introduction of the
Data Aggregation System in CMS, which is combining the information of a variety of database
services (PhEDEx, SiteDB, DBS, etc.) in one user interface and the achievement of a better scalability
to match the growing demands even in the future.

The design, the current status of the development and deployment as well as first experiences with
that system during testing/operation will be described in this contribution.
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Data Preservation and Long Term Analysis in High Energy Physics
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**Data acquisition and online monitoring software for CBM test-beams**
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The Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment is intended to run at the FAIR facility that is currently being build at GSI in Darmstadt, Germany. For testing of future CBM detector and readout electronics prototypes, several test beamtimes have been performed at different locations, such as GSI, COSY, and CERN PS.

The DAQ software has to treat various data inputs, e.g. standard VME modules on the MBS system, or different kinds of the FPGA boards, read via USB, Ethernet or optical links.

The Data Acquisition Backbone Core framework (DABC) is able to combine such different data sources with event builder processes running on regular Linux PCs.

DABC can also retrieve the instrumental set up data from EPICS slow control systems and insert it into the event data stream for later analysis. Vice versa, the DIM based DABC control protocol has been integrated to the general CBM EPICS ioc by means of an EPICS-DIM interface. Hence the DAQ can be monitored and steered with an CSS based operator GUI.

The CBM online monitoring analysis is based on the GSI Go4 framework which can directly connect to DABC online data via sockets, or process previous data from listmode files. A Go4 subframework was implemented to provide possibility of parallel development of analysis code for different subdetectors groups. This allows to divide up the Go4 components into independent software packages that can run either standalone, or together at the beamtime in a full set up.

**Data analysis system for Super Charm-Tau Factory at BINP**
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Super Charm–Tau Factory (CTF) is a future electron-positron collider with center-of-mass energy range from 2 to 5 GeV and unprecedented for this energy range peak luminosity of about $10^{35}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$. The project of CTF is being developed in the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics (Novosibirsk, Russia). The main goal of experiments at Super Charm-Tau Factory is a study of the processes with charm quarks or tau leptons in the final state using data samples, which are by 3–4 orders of magnitude higher than collected by now in any other experiments.

The peak input data flow up to 10 GBytes/s and very large collected data volume, estimated to be 200 PBytes, require to design large scale data storage and data analysis system. We overview the requirements for the computer infrastructure of Super Charm-Tau Factory and discuss the main design solutions.
Data compression in ALICE by on-line track reconstruction and space point analysis
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High resolution detectors in high energy nuclear physics deliver a huge amount of data which is often a challenge for the data acquisition and mass storage. Lossless compression techniques on the level of the raw data can provide compression ratios up to a factor of 2. In ALICE, an effective compression factor of >5 for the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is needed to reach an overall compression factor suited for data taking in Heavy Ion data-taking.

The ALICE High Level Trigger provides online calculation of the TPC clusters from the raw data, followed tracking, thus producing a fully reconstructed event. Storing the reconstructed cluster data in an appropriate compressed format for utilization in the off-line reconstruction allows to discard the original raw data of the TPC. In the presented solution, compression factors of 5 to 6 are achieved without any loss in the physics information of the event. By associating space points to reconstructed tracks, all relevant parameters can be transformed into a format suitable for huffman compression. In a first conservative approach, all reconstructed clusters are kept in the data. Enhanced data compression factors can be achieved by further analysis of the space point properties and discarding clusters which are irrelevant for the measured observables.

Data compression has been implemented for the ALICE TPC in 2011 for usage in the Heavy Ion data-taking. The generic implementation of the track model concept supports the application for other detectors. In this contribution the results for TPC data compression from the 2011 Heavy Ion run and studies for other detectors are presented.

Data storage accounting and verification in LHC experiments
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All major experiments at Large Hadron Collider (LHC) need to measure real storage usage at the Grid sites. This information is equally important for the resource management, planning, and operations.

To verify consistency of the central catalogs, experiments are asking sites to provide full list of files they have on storage, including size, checksum, and other file attributes. Such storage dumps provided at regular intervals give a realistic view of the storage resource usage by the experiments. Regular monitoring of the space usage and data verification serve as additional internal checks of the system integrity and performance. Both the importance and the complexity of these tasks increase with the constant growth of the total data volumes during the active data taking period at the LHC.

Developed common solutions help to reduce the maintenance costs both at the large Tier-1 facilities supporting multiple virtual organizations, and at the small sites that often lack manpower.

We discuss requirements and solutions to the common tasks of data storage accounting and verification, and present experiment-specific strategies and implementations used within the LHC experiments according to their computing models.

Summary:
Comparative analysis of the CMS, ATLAS, and LHCb solutions to the storage accounting and verification
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As part of the Advanced Networking Initiative (ANI) of ESnet, we exercise a prototype 100Gb network infrastructure for data transfer and processing for OSG HEP applications. We present results of these tests.
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In 2012 the GridKa Tier-1 computing center hosts 130kHEPSPEC06 computing resources and 11PB disk and 17.7PB tape space. These resources are shared between the four LHC VOs and a number of national and international VOs from high energy physics and other sciences. CernVM-FS has been deployed at GridKa to supplement the existing NFS-based system to access VO software on the
worker nodes. It provides a solution tailored to the requirement of the LHC VOs. We will focus on the first operational experiences and the monitoring of CernVM-FS on the worker nodes and the squid caches.
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Access protection is one of the cornerstones of security. The rule of least-privilege demands that any access to computer resources like computing services or web applications is restricted in such a way that only users with a need to can access those resources. Usually this is done when authenticating the user asking her for something she knows, e.g. a (public) username and secret password. Unfortunately, passwords are regularly lost to attackers: Because of ignorance, users voluntarily reply to so-called Phishing emails that are specially crafted to steal passwords; attackers repeatedly succeeded to intercept passwords that are typed into compromised PCs... Adding a second factor to the authentication process, something the user is, like employing iris-scans, or has, like a hardware token, will prevent that the attacker can do any bad with the stolen password. He now also needs to get hold of the second factor.

In order to protect critical services and applications, the CERN Computer Security Team has evaluated several means for multi-factor authentication. Since there is no silver-bullet, three techniques have been selected: certificates stored in SmartChips embedded in the standard CERN access card, one-time passwords generated on USB sticks from Yubico (so-called yubi-Keys) and one-time passwords generated using mobile phone applications. This presentation will detail on the evaluation process, compare the different techniques, and outline the implementation and first experience in the field.
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Design and implementation of a reliable and cost-effective cloud computing infrastructure: the INFN Naples experience
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Over the last few years we have seen an increasing number of services and applications needed to manage and maintain cloud computing facilities. This is particularly true for computing in high energy physics which often requires complex configurations and distributed infrastructures. In this scenario a cost effective rationalization and consolidation strategy is the key to success in terms of scalability and reliability.
In this work, we describe an IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) cloud computing system, with high availability and redundancy features which is currently in production at INFN-Naples and ATLAS
Tier-2 data centre. The main goal we intended to achieve was a simplified method to manage our computing resources and deliver reliable user services, reusing existing hardware without incurring heavy costs. A combined usage of virtualization and clustering technologies allowed us to consolidate our services on a small number of physical machines, reducing electric power costs. As a result of our efforts we developed a complete solution for data and computing centers that can be easily replicated using commodity hardware.

Our architecture mainly consists of 2 subsystems: a clustered storage solution, built on top of disk servers running Gluster file system, and a virtual machines execution environment. The hypervisor hosts use Scientific Linux and KVM as virtualization technology and run both Windows and Linux guests. Virtual machines have their root file systems on qcow2 disk-image files, stored on a Gluster network file system. Gluster is able to perform parallel writes on multiple disk servers (two, in our system), providing this way live replication of data. A failure of a disk server doesn’t cause glitches or stops any of the running virtual guests as each hypervisor host still has full access to disk-image files. When the failing disk server returns to normal activity Gluster self-healing integrated mechanism performs a background transparent reconstruction of missing replicas.

High availability is also achieved via a network configuration using redundant switches and multiple paths between hypervisor hosts and disk servers. Linux channel bonding provides adaptive load balancing of network traffic over multiple links and dedicated VLANs guarantee isolation of the storage subsystem from the general-purpose network.

We also developed a set of management scripts to easily perform basic system administration tasks such as automatic deployment of new virtual machines, adaptive scheduling of virtual machines on hypervisor hosts, live migration and automated restart in case of hypervisor failures.

Summary:
The work is organized as follows:
In the first part we identify the main requirements and the goal we want to achieve in terms of system reliability and availability. Then we introduce a set of currently available open-source technologies and we discuss the motivation of our choice. After that, we describe our cloud computing model: the architecture, all the features and the main aspects.

In the second part we show our implementation at INFN-Naples describing the hardware, the network topology, the storage configuration and the migration process of our services from physical machines to cloud infrastructure. The description is accompanied by some stress test benchmark results and a technical analysis of the system utilization during the last year.

In the last part we illustrate other possible application scenarios with a set of recommendations based on our local experience.
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Improvements in web browser performance and web standards compliance, as well as the availability of comprehensive JavaScript libraries, provides an opportunity to develop functionally rich yet intuitive web applications that allow users to access, render and analyse data in novel ways. However, the development of such large-scale JavaScript web applications presents new challenges, in particular with regard to code sustainability and team-based work.
We present an approach that meets the challenges of large-scale JavaScript web application design and development, including client-side model-view-controller architecture, design patterns, and JavaScript libraries. Furthermore, we show how the approach leads naturally to the encapsulation of the data source as a web API, allowing applications to be easily ported to new data sources.

The Experiment Dashboard framework is used for the development of applications for monitoring the distributed computing activities of virtual organisations on the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid. We demonstrate the benefits of the approach for large-scale JavaScript web applications in this context by examining the design of several Experiment Dashboard applications for data processing, data transfer and site status monitoring, and by showing how they have been ported for different virtual organisations and technologies.

**Summary:**

We present an approach to designing and developing large-scale JavaScript web applications that achieves the goals of rich functionality, code sustainability, and data source portability. We provide examples of the benefits of the approach by examining several Experiment Dashboard applications for monitoring distributed computing activities on the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid.
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The LHC, at design capacity, has a bunch-crossing rate of 40 MHz whereas the ATLAS detector has an average recording rate of about 300 Hz. To reduce the rate of events but still maintain high efficiency of selecting rare events such as Higgs Boson decays, a three-level trigger system is used in ATLAS. Events are selected based on physics signatures such as events with energetic leptons, photons, jets or large missing energy. In total, the ATLAS trigger systems consists of more than 300 different individual triggers.

The ATLAS trigger menu specifies which triggers are used during data taking and how much rate a given trigger is allocated. This menu must reflect not only the physics goals of the collaboration but also take into consideration the instantaneous luminosity of the LHC and the design limits of the ATLAS detector. We describe the criteria for designing the trigger menu for different LHC luminosities that spanned many orders of magnitude during the 2010 and 2011 running periods. We discuss how the trigger menu is tested and validated before being used for data taking, how the prescale values for different triggers are determined and how the menu as a whole is monitored during data taking itself.
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CMSSW (CMS SoftWare) is the overall collection of software and services needed by the simulation, calibration and alignment, and reconstruction modules that process data so that physicists can perform their analyses. It is a long term project, with a large amount of source code. In large scale and complex projects is important to have as up-to-date and automated software documentation as possible. The core of the documentation should be version-based and available online with the source code. CMS uses Doxygen and Twiki as main tools to provide automated and non-automated documentation. Both of them are heavily cross-linked to prevent duplication of information. Doxygen is used to generate functional documentation and dependency graphs from the source code. Twiki is divided into two parts: WorkBook and Software guide. WorkBook contains tutorial-type instructions on accessing computing resources and using the software to perform analysis within the CMS collaboration and Software guide gives further details. This note describes the design principles, the basic functionalities and the technical implementations of the CMSSW documentation.
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The processing of data acquired by the CMS detector at LHC is carried out with an object-oriented C++ software framework: CMSSW. With the increasing luminosity delivered by the LHC, the treatment of recorded data requires extraordinarily large computing resources, also in terms of CPU usage. A possible solution to cope with this task is the exploitation of the features offered by the latest microprocessor architectures. Modern CPUs present several vector units, the capacity of which is growing steadily with the introduction of new processor generations. Moreover, an increasing number of cores per die is offered by the main vendors, even on consumer hardware. Most recent C++ compilers provide facilities to take advantage of such innovations, either by explicit statements in the programs’ sources or automatically adapting the generated machine instructions to the available hardware, without the need of modifying the existing code base. Programming techniques to implement reconstruction algorithms and optimised data structures are presented, that aim to scalable vectorization and parallelization of the calculations. One of their features is the usage of new language features of the C++11 standard. Portions of the CMSSW framework are illustrated which have been found to be especially profitable for the application of vectorization and multi-threading techniques. Specific utility components have been developed to help vectorization and parallelization. They can easily become part of a larger common library. To conclude, careful measurements are described, which show the execution speedups achieved via vectorised and multi-threaded code in the context of CMSSW.

Summary:

The processing of data acquired by the CMS detector at LHC is carried out with an object-oriented C++ software framework: CMSSW. With the increasing luminosity delivered by the LHC, the treatment of recorded data requires extraordinary large computing resources, also in terms of CPU usage. A possible solution to cope with this task is the exploitation of the features offered by the latest microprocessor architectures. Modern CPUs present several vector units, the capacity of which is growing steadily with the introduction of new processor generations. Moreover, an increasing number of cores per die is offered by the main vendors, even on consumer hardware. Most recent C++ compilers provide facilities to take advantage of such innovations, either by explicit statements in the programs’ sources or automatically adapting the generated machine instructions to the available hardware, without the need of modifying the existing code base. Programming techniques to implement reconstruction algorithms and optimised data structures are presented, that aim to scalable vectorization and parallelization of the calculations. One of their features is the usage of new language features of the C++11 standard.
Portions of the CMSSW framework are illustrated which have been found to be especially profitable for the application of vectorization and multi-threading techniques. Specific utility components have been developed to help vectorization and parallelization. They can easily become part of a larger common library. To conclude, careful measurements are described, which show the execution speedups achieved via vectorised and multi-threaded code in the context of CMSSW.
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For several years the PanDA Workload Management System has been the basis for distributed production and analysis for the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. Since the start of data taking PanDA usage has ramped up steadily, typically exceeding 500k completed jobs/day by June 2011. The associated monitoring data volume has been rising as well, to levels that present a new set of challenges in the areas of database scalability and monitoring system performance and efficiency. These challenges have been met with a R&D and development effort aimed at implementing a scalable and efficient monitoring data storage based on a noSQL solution (Cassandra).

We present the data design and indexing strategies for efficient queries, as well as our experience of operating a Cassandra cluster and interfacing it with a Web service.
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Scientific experiments are producing huge amounts of data, and they continue increasing the size of their datasets and the total volume of data. These data are then processed by researchers belonging to large scientific collaborations, with the Large Hadron Collider being a good example. The focal point of Scientific Data Centres has shifted from coping efficiently with PetaByte scale storage to deliver quality data processing throughput. The dimensioning of the internal components in High Throughput Computing (HTC) data centers is of crucial importance to cope with all the activities
demanded by the experiments, both the online (data acceptance) and the offline (data processing, simulation and user analysis). This requires a precise setup involving disk and tape storage services, a computing cluster and the internal networking to prevent bottlenecks, overloads and undesired slowness that lead to losses cpu cycles and batch jobs failures. In this paper we point out relevant features for running a successful storage setup in an intensive HTC environment.
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For the Super Computing 2011 conference in Seattle, Washington, a 100 Gb/s connection was established between the California Institute of Technology conference booth and the University of Victoria.

A small team performed disk to disk data transfers between the two sites nearing 100 Gb/s, using only a small set of properly configured transfer servers equipped with SSD drives. The circuit was established over the BCnet, CANARIE and SCinet (the SuperComputing conference network) using network equipment dedicated to the demonstration. The end-sites’ setups involved a mix of 10GE and 40GE technologies. Three servers were equipped with PCIe v3, with a theoretical throughput per network interface of 40Gb/s.

We examine the design of the circuit and the work necessary to establish it. The technical hardware design of each end system is described. We discuss the transfer tools, disk configurations, and monitoring tools used in the test with particular emphasis on disk to disk throughput.

We review the final test results in addition to discussing the practical problems encountered and overcome during the demonstration.

Finally, we evaluate the performance obtained, both with regard to the 100Gb/s WAN circuit as well as end-system and LAN setups, and discuss potential application as a high-rate data access system, and/or caching front-end to a large conventional storage system.
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**Distributed Data Analysis in the ATLAS Experiment: Challenges and Solutions**

**Author:** Collaboration Atlas
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The ATLAS experiment at the LHC at CERN is recording and simulating several 10’s of PetaBytes of data per year. To analyse these data the ATLAS experiment has developed and operates a mature and stable distributed analysis (DA) service on the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid. The service is actively used: more than 1400 users have submitted jobs in the year 2011 and a total of more 1 million jobs run every week. Users are provided with a suite of tools to submit Athena, ROOT or generic jobs to the grid, and the PanDA workload management system is responsible for their execution. The reliability of the DA service is high but steadily improving; grid sites are continually validated against a set of standard tests, and a dedicated team of expert shifters provides user support and communicates user problems to the sites. This talk will review the state of the DA tools and services, summarize the past year of distributed analysis activity, and present the directions for future improvements to the system.
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The Error and Alarm system for the data acquisition of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) at CERN is successfully used for the physics runs at Large Hadron Collider (LHC) during the first three years of activities. Error and alarm processing entails the notification, collection, store and visualization of all exceptional conditions occurring in the highly distributed CMS online system using a uniform scheme. Alerts and reports are shown on-line by web application facilities that map them to graphical models of the system as defined by the user. A persistency service keeps history of all exceptions occurred, allowing subsequent retrieval of user defined time windows of events for later playback or analysis. The paper describes the architecture and the technologies used and deals with operational aspects during the first years of LHC. In particular it focuses on performance, stability and integration with the CMS sub-detectors.
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The journey of a monitoring probe from its development phase to the moment its execution result is presented in an availability report is a complex process. It goes through multiple phases such as development, testing, integration, release, deployment, execution, data aggregation, computation, and reporting. Further, it involves people with different roles (developers, site managers, VO managers, service managers, management), from different middleware providers (ARC, dCache, gLite, UNICORE and VDT), consortiums (WLCG, EMI, EGI, OSG), and operational teams (GOC, OMB, OTAG, CSIRT). The seamless harmonization of these distributed actors is in daily use for monitoring of the WLCG infrastructure.

In this paper, we describe the monitoring of the WLCG infrastructure from the operational perspective. We explain the complexity of the journey of a monitoring probe from its execution on a grid node to the visualization on the MyWLCG portal where it is exposed to other clients. This monitoring workflow profits from the interoperability established between the SAM and RSV frameworks. We show how these two distributed structures are capable of uniting technologies and hiding the complexity around them, making them easy to be used by the community. Finally, the different supported deployment strategies, tailored not only for monitoring the entire infrastructure but also for monitoring sites and virtual organizations, are presented and the associated operational benefits highlighted.
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The Double Chooz experiment will measure reactor antineutrino flux from two detectors with a relative normalization uncertainty less than 0.6%. The Double Chooz physical environment monitoring system records conditions of the experiment’s environment to ensure the stability of the active volume and readout electronics. The system monitors temperatures in the detector liquids, temperatures and voltages in electronics, experimental hall environmental conditions, magnetic field, radon concentrations in the air, and phototube high voltages. The system scans all channels automatically, stores data in a common database, and warns of changes in the detector’s physical environment. The design and performance of the Double Chooz physical environment monitoring system is presented.
Dynamic Extension of a Virtualized Cluster by using Cloud Resources
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The specific requirements concerning the software environment within the HEP community constrain the choice of resource providers for the outsourcing of computing infrastructure. The use of virtualization in HPC clusters and in the context of cloud resources is therefore a subject of recent developments in scientific computing.

The dynamic virtualization of worker nodes in common batch systems provided by ViBatch serves each user with a dynamically virtualized subset of worker nodes on a local cluster. Now it can be transparently extended by the use of common open source cloud interfaces like OpenNebula or Eucalyptus, launching a subset of the virtual worker nodes within the cloud.

It is demonstrated how a dynamically virtualized computing cluster is combined with cloud resources by attaching remotely started virtual worker nodes to the local batch system.

Summary:

The IEKP institute at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) is sharing a cluster with nine different departments. The cluster, maintained by the central computing department of KIT is installed with a SuSE Enterprise Linux. To be able to use CERN specific setups and software (e.g. AFS, CMSSW) the IEKP relies on a Scientific Linux OS environment. Therefore, we developed the dynamic virtualization of worker nodes within common batch systems (ViBatch) as presented already at CHEP09. In order to cope peak load times of the cluster we now extended this local “by-job” virtualization system by using worker nodes which are automatically spawned within cloud resources through the “Responsive On-demand Cloud Enabled Deployment” (ROCED). ROCED hereby manages the monitoring of the local job queues and spawns automatically new cloud worker nodes if a certain queue length threshold is reached. The locally used virtual machines are setup with SLC5 and use the CernVMFS to provide the CMS software transparently to our users.

The presentation will give a summary on both tools, ViBatch and ROCED, their new features and the experiences of using the combination of both in our local analysis production system.
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A number of storage elements now offer standard protocol interfaces like NFS 4.1/pNFS and WebDAV, for access to their data repositories, in line with the standardization effort of the European
Middleware Initiative (EMI). Here we report on work which seeks to exploit the federation potential of these protocols and build a system which offers a unique view of the storage ensemble and the possibility of integration of other compatible resources such as those from cloud providers. The challenge, here undertaken by the providers of dCache and DPM, but pragmatically open to other Grid and Cloud storage solutions, is to build such a system while being able to accommodate name translations from existing catalogues (e.g. LFCs), experiment-based metadata catalogues, or stateless algorithmic name translations, also known as “trivial file catalogues”. Such so-called storage federations of standard protocols-based storage elements will give a unique view of their content, thus promoting simplicity in accessing the data they contain and offering new possibilities for resilience and data placement strategies. The goal is to consider HTTP and NFS4.1-based storage elements and make them able to cooperate through an architecture that properly feeds the redirection mechanisms that they are based upon, thus giving the functionalities of a “loosely coupled” storage federation. One of the key requirements is to use standard clients (provided by OS’es or open source distributions, e.g. Web browsers) to access an already aggregated system; this approach is quite different from aggregating the repositories at the client side through some wrapper API, like for instance GFAL, or by developing new custom clients. Other technical challenges that will determine the success of this initiative include performance, latency and scalability, and the ability to create worldwide storage federations that are able to redirect clients to repositories that they can efficiently access, for instance trying to choose the endpoints that are closer or applying other criteria. We believe that the features of a loosely coupled federation of open-protocols-based storage elements will open many possibilities of evolving the current computing models without disrupting them, and, at the same time, will be able to operate with the existing infrastructures, follow their evolution path and add storage centers that can be acquired as a third-party service.
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The ALICE collaboration has developed a production environment (AliEn) that implements several components of the Grid paradigm needed to simulate, reconstruct and analyze data in a distributed way. In addition to the Grid-like analysis, ALICE, as many experiments, provides a local interactive analysis using the Parallel ROOT Facility (PROOF). PROOF is part of the ROOT analysis framework used by ALICE. It enables physicists to analyze and understand much larger datasets on a shorter time scale, allowing analysis of data in parallel on remote computer clusters. The default installation of PROOF is a static shared cluster provided by administrators. However, using a new framework, PoD (Proof on Demand), PROOF can be used in a more user-friendly and convenient way, giving the possibility to dynamically set up a cluster after the user request. Integrating PoD in the AliEn environment, different sets of machines can become workers allowing the system to react to an increasing number of requests for PROOF sessions by starting an higher number of proofd processes. This paper will describe the integration of PoD framework in AliEn in order to provide private dynamic PROOF clusters. This functionality is transparent to the user who will only need to perform a job submission to the AliEn environment.
**E-Center: collaborative platform for the Wide Area network users**
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The LHC computing model relies on intensive network data transfers. The E-Center is a social collaborative web based platform for Wide Area network users. It is designed to give user all required tools to isolate, identify and resolve any network performance related problem.

**Summary:**

Fermilab is a leading Tier1 facility for US CMS data storage and analysis. It applies extra requirements on the Wide Area network connectivity and expected performance between Tier1 and Tier2 sites. Historically user expectations for data transfer performance across Wide Area networks are rarely met. In order to isolate the probable cause of the sub-optimal performance one needs to obtain network monitoring data from multiple network domains and aggregate these data at some centralized location. Extra steps are desired as well for the transparent network path visualization and advanced anomalous conditions analysis along the network path(s).

The E-Center project, funded by Department’s of Energy Office of Science, is designed to become a centralized collaborative platform for the Wide Area network users. This is the place where network user may find answers, identify and solve any network related problem, exchange information with other users or network experts. It is built on top of webservices architecture and most advanced open source Drupal Content Management System. In the following presentation we cover E-Center design, distributed architecture, Data Retrieval Service, novel network performance visualization ideas, Anomalous Network Events detection and Forecasting services. The E-Center is deployed at https://ecenter.fnal.gov. The most general use cases will be outlined as well.
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The Operations Portal is a central service being used to support operations in the European Grid Infrastructure: a collaboration of National Grid Initiatives (NGIs) and several European International Research Organizations (EIROs). The EGI Operation Portal is providing a single access point to operational information gathered from various sources such as site topology database, monitoring systems, user support helpdesk, grid information system, VO database and VOMS servers etc.

Significant development effort has been put in place to implement synoptic view. The single operations platform has been proved invaluable for those who involve EGI operations such as site administrators, NGI representatives, VO managers and NGI operators.

In parallel with this work, over the years, the EGI CSIRT (Computer Security Incident Response Team) has been developing security monitoring tools to monitor the infrastructure and to alert resource providers on any identified security problem. Due to the large and increasing number of resources joining the EGI e-Infrastructure it becomes more and more challenging for the EGI CSIRT to follow up all identified security issues.

In order to scale up the operation capability a security dashboard has been developed. The security dashboard integrates into the EGI Operations Portal as a module which allows resource providers’ security officers and its NGI operation staff to access the monitoring results, and therefore to handle the issues directly. The dashboard aggregates the data produced by different security monitoring components and provides interfaces to its visualization. Access to the collected data is subject to strict access control so that sensitive information is accessed in a controlled manner. The integration will also allow operational security issue handling workflow to be easily incorporated into existing issue handling procedure, thus significantly reduces overall operational cost.

The paper will first briefly introduce current security monitoring framework and its key components: Nagios and Pakiti, followed by the detail design and implementation of the security dashboard. We will also present some early experience gained with regular utilization of the security dashboard and results that have improved security of the whole environment recently.

---

The EMI project intends to receive or rent an exhibition spot nearby the main and visible areas of the event (such as coffee-break areas), to exhibit the projects goals and the latest achievements, such as the EMI1 release.

The means used will be posters, video and distribution of flyers, sheets or brochures. It would be useful to have a 2x3 booth with panels available to post on posters, and some basic furniture as table, 2 chairs, a lamp, a wired/wi-fi connection, electrical outlet.

Student? Enter ‘yes’. See http://goo.gl/MVv53:

no  Summary:
A joint effort of the major European distributed computing middleware providers. Distributed, secure compute and data management services to support and evolve the research infrastructures and allow academic and industrial researchers to access resources, data and applications across the world. EMI improves the existing middleware services and harmonizes them, realizing a common framework for building, certifying and distributing with the result of rendering the middleware to be simpler and easier to use. EMI reduces and aims to solve the interoperability problems faced by the distributed computing infrastructure communities. http://www.eu-emi.eu/

The exhibition booth will showcase the latest achievements, such as the first Release (EMI1) and its features, a video/demo showing the advantage of using the EMI products for research, distribution of brochures and/or leaflets.
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To manage data in the grid, with its jungle of protocols and enormous amount of data in different storage solutions, it is important to have a strong, versatile and reliable data management library. While there are several data management tools and libraries available, they all have different strengths and weaknesses, and it can be hard to decide which tool to use for which purpose.

EMI is a collaboration between the European middleware providers aiming to take the best out of each middleware to create one consolidated, all-purpose grid middleware. When EMI started there were two main tools for managing data - gLite had lcg_util and the GFAL library, ARC had the ARC data tools and libarcdata2. While different in design and purpose, they both have the same goal; to manage data in the grid.

The design of the new EMI_datalib was ready by the end of 2011, and a first prototype is now implemented and going through a thorough testing phase. This presentation will give the latest results of the consolidated library together with an overview of the design, test plan and roadmap of EMI_datalib.
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The development and distribution of Grid middleware software projects, as large, complex, distributed systems require a sizeable computing infrastructure for each stage of the software process:
for instance pools of machines for building, and testing on several platforms. Software testing and the possibility of implementing realistic scenarios for the verification of grid middleware are a crucial part of the testing process. System integration testing of a large number of components requires a large dedicated testing infrastructure installed and ready to host such tests. In the grid community such testing environment is described as a “grid integration testbed”. It is a dedicated grid infrastructure having similar organization, in smaller scale, as production installations where inter-component tests can be executed on different versions and platforms.

This contribution presents the implementation, based on elastic virtualized resources, of the grid testbed provided by the Grid Technologies group at CERN in order to support the developers of the DPM, FTS, LFC teams and the part of the EMI integration testbed hosted at CERN. The implementation of the EMI testbed also provides the integration of the Nagios monitoring probes of the installed services and supports several platforms such as Scientific Linux and Debian for 32 and 64 bits architectures. We will also present the lessons learned and the experience gained during the migration from the Linux Xen virtualization platform, used for gLite, to Microsoft Hyper V currently used for the EMI testbed.
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The Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment at the future FAIR facility at Darmstadt will measure dileptons emitted from the hot and dense phase in heavy-ion collisions. In case of an electron measurement, a high purity of identified electrons is required in order to suppress the background. Electron identification in CBM will be performed by a Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector and Transition Radiation Detectors (TRD).

In this contribution, algorithms which were developed for the electron reconstruction and identification in RICH and TRD detectors are presented. A fast RICH ring recognition algorithm based on the Hough Transform was implemented. An ellipse fitting algorithm was elaborated because most of the CBM RICH rings have elliptic shapes. An efficient algorithm based on the Artificial Neural Network is implemented for electron identification in RICH. In TRD track reconstruction algorithm which is based on track following and Kalman Filter methods was implemented. Several algorithms for electron identification in TRD were developed and investigated. The best-performed algorithm is based on the special transformation of energy losses measured in TRD and usage of the Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) as classifier. Results and comparison of different methods of electron identification and pion suppression are presented.
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Electronic Collaboration Logbook
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In HEP, scientific research is performed by large collaborations of organizations and individuals. Log book of a scientific collaboration is important part of the collaboration record. Often, it contains experimental data.

At FNAL, we developed an Electronic Collaboration Logbook (ECL) application which is used by about 20 different collaborations, experiments and groups at FNAL. ECL is the latest iteration of the project formerly known as Control Room Logbook (CRL).

We have been working on mobile (IOS and Android) clients for ECL.

We will present history, current status and future plans of the project, as well as design, implementation and support solutions made by the project.

---
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The ALICE Grid infrastructure is based on AliEn, a lightweight open source framework built on Web Services and a Distributed Agent Model in which job agents are submitted onto a grid site to prepare the environment and pull work from a central task queue located at CERN. In the standard configuration, each ALICE grid site supports an ALICE-specific VO box as a single point of contact between the site and the ALICE central services. VO box processes monitor site utilization and job requests (ClusterMonitor), monitor dynamic job and site properties (MonaLisa), perform job agent submission (CE) and deploy job-specific software (PackMan). In particular, requiring a VO box at each site simplifies deployment of job software, done onto a shared file system at the site, and adds redundancy to the overall Grid system. ALICE offline computing, however, has also implemented a peer-to-peer method (based on BitTorrent) for downloading job software directly onto each worker node as needed. By utilizing both this peer-to-peer deployment model and job agent submission onto remote Open Science Grid (OSG) Compute Elements, we are able relax the site VO box requirement and run jobs opportunistically on independent OSG resources from a single VO box. In this paper, we will describe the implementation of the peer-to-peer method and the full configuration of the setup. We will cover the deployment of this configuration at NERSC utilizing a VO box at PDSF and an OSG gatekeeper on the NERSC Carver system from which we can directly compare the performance to that of a standard ALICE Grid installation. We will also describe our experience with wider deployments.

---
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In the ATLAS computing model, Tier2 resources are intended for MC productions and end-user analyses activities. These resources are usually exploited via the standard GRID resource management tools, which are de facto a high level interface to the underlying batch systems managing the contributing clusters. While this is working as expected, there are user-cases where a more dynamic usage of the resources may be more appropriate. For example, the design and optimization of an analysis on a large data sample available on the local storage of the Tier2, requires many iterations and fast turn around. In these cases a ‘pull’ model for work distribution, like the one implemented by PROOF, may be more effective.

This contribution describes our experience using PROOF for data analysis on the Italian ATLAS-Tier2: Frascati, Napoli and Roma1. To enable PROOF on the cluster we used PoD, PROOF on Demand. PoD is a set of tools designed to interact with any resource management system (RMS) to start the PROOF daemons. In this way any user can quickly setup its own PROOF cluster on the resources, with the RMS taking care of scheduling, priorities and accounting. Usage of PoD has steadily increased in the last years, and the product has now reached a production level quality. PoD features an abstract interface to RMSs and provides several plugins for the most common RMSs. In our tests we used both the gLite and PBS plug-ins, the latter being the native RMS handling the resources under test. Data were accessed via xrootd, with file discovery provided by the standard ATLAS tools. The SRM is DPM (Disk Pool Manager) which has rfio as standard data access protocol; so we provided DPM of Xrootd protocol too.

We will describe the configuration and setup details and the results of some benchmark tests we run on the facility.
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End-To-End Solution for Integrated Workload and Data Management using glideinWMS and Globus Online
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Grid computing has enabled scientific communities to effectively share computing resources distributed over many independent sites. Several such communities, or Virtual Organizations (VO), in the Open Science Grid and the European Grid Infrastructure use the glideinWMS system to run complex application work-flows. GlideinWMS is a pilot-based workload management system (WMS) that creates on demand, dynamically-sized overlay Condor batch system on Grid resources. While the WMS addresses the management of compute resources, however, data management in the Grid is still the responsibility of the VO. In general, large VOs have resources to develop complex custom solutions, while small VOs would rather push this responsibility to the infrastructure. The latter requires a tight integration of the WMS and the data management layers, an approach still not common in modern Grids. In this paper we describe a solution developed to address this shortcoming in the context of Center for Enabling Distributed Petascale Science (CEDPS) by integrating glideinWMS with Globus Online (GO). GO is a fast, reliable file transfer service that makes it easy for any user to move data. The solution eliminates the need for the users to provide custom data transfer solutions in the application by making this functionality part of the glideinWMS infrastructure. To achieve this, glideinWMS uses the file transfer plug-in architecture of Condor. The paper describes the system architecture and how this solution can be extended to support data transfer services other than GO when used with Condor or glideinWMS.
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Due to the changes occurring within the IPv4 address space, the utilisation of IPv6 within Grid Technologies and other IT infrastructure is becoming a more pressing solution for IP addressing. The employment and deployment of this addressing scheme has been discussed widely both at the academic and commercial level for several years. The uptake is not as advanced as was predicted and the potential of this technology hasn’t been fully utilised. Presently, an investigation into this technology is underway as it may offer solutions to the future of IP addressing for collaborative environments.

As part of the HEPIX IPv6 Working Group we investigate the test deployments of IPv6 at the University of Glasgow Tier-2 within Scot Grid and report on both the enablement of Grid services within this framework and also possible configuration solutions for Tier-2 network environments housed within University networks.

Drawing upon various test scenarios enabled within the University of Glasgow, areas such as DNS, Monitoring and security mechanisms will also be touched upon.
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Enstore with Chimera namespace provider
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Enstore is a mass storage system developed by Fermilab that provides distributed access and management of the data stored on tapes. It uses namespace service, pnfs, developed by DESY to provide filesystem-like view of the stored data. Pnfs is a legacy product and is being replaced by a new implementation, called Chimera, which is also developed by DESY. Chimera namespace offers multiple advantages over the pnfs in terms of performance and functionality. Enstore client component, encp, has been modified to work with Chimera or any other namespace provider. We performed high load end-to-end acceptance test of Enstore with chimera namespace. This paper describes modifications to Enstore, test procedure and results of the acceptance testing.
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The CDF experiment at Fermilab ended its Run-II phase on September 2011 after 11 years of operations and 10 fb-1 of collected data.  
CDF computing model is based on a Central Analysis Farm (CAF) consisting of local computing and storage resources, supported by OSG and LCG resources accessed through dedicated portals.  
Recently a new portal, Eurogrid, has been developed to effectively exploit computing and disk resources in Europe: a dedicated farm and storage area at the TIER-1 CNAF computing center in Italy, and additional LCG computing resources at different TIER-2 sites in Italy, Spain, Germany and France, are accessed through a common interface.  
The goal of this project was to develop a portal 1) easy to integrate in the existing CDF computing model, 2) completely transparent to the user and 3) requiring a minimum amount of maintenance support by the CDF collaboration.  
In this talk we will review the implementation of this new portal, and the performance in the first months of usage.  
Eurogrid is based on the glideinWMS\(^1\) software, a Glidein Based WMS that works on top of Condor \(^2\). As CDF CAF is based on Condor, the choice of the glideinWMS software was natural and the implementation seamless.  
Thanks to the pilot jobs, user needs and site resources are matched in a very efficient way, completely transparent to the users.  
Official since June 2011, Eurogrid effectively complements and supports CDF computing resources and is the best solution for the future in terms of required manpower for administration, support and development.
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CTA (Cherenkov Telescope Array) is one of the largest ground-based astronomy projects being pursued and will be the largest facility for ground-based gamma-ray observations ever built. CTA will consist of two arrays (one in the Northern hemisphere and one in the Southern hemisphere) composed of several different sizes of telescopes. A prototype for the Medium Size Telescope (MST) type of a diameter of 12 m will be installed in Berlin by the beginning of 2012. This MST prototype will be composed of the mechanical structure, drive system, mirror facets mounted with an active mirror control system. Four CCD cameras and a weather station will allow measurement of the performance of the instrument. The ALMA Common Software (ACS) distributed control framework is currently being considered by the CTA consortium to serve as the array control middleware. In order to evaluate the ACS software, it has been decided to implement an ACS-based readout and control system for the MST prototype. The design of the control software is following the concepts and tools under evaluation within the CTA consortium, like the use of a UML based code generation framework for ACS component modeling, and the use of OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) for hardware access. In this contribution the progress in the implementation of the control system for this CTA prototype telescope is described.
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40Gb/s network technology is increasingly available today in the data centers as well as in the network backbones. We have built and evaluated storage systems equipped with the last generation of 40GbE Network Interface Cards. The recently available motherboards with the PCIe v3 bus provide the possibility to reach the full 40Gb/s rate per network interface. A fast caching system was built using 16 SSD drives in a single server. The single-node system has been designed for disk data throughput at full 40Gb/s. We have evaluated data transfer performance in the data center environment using 40GbE switches. The last step in the evaluation was the demonstration, during SuperComputing 2011, of 40Gb/s disk-to-disk data throughput between a pair of servers over close to 4000 km WAN circuit. We review our experience with 40GbE technology in the LAN and WAN environment. We describe the system design, tuning performed, and the performance achieved. The system described has potential application as a caching or front-end system to a large, conventional, storage system, allowing fast data movement over high-capacity network channels. Such a system is of particular interest in combination with dynamic bandwidth reservation systems, as it allows efficient use of network resources available during the reservation period.
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Evaluation of a new data staging framework for the ARC middleware
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Staging data to and from remote storage services on the Grid for users’ jobs is a vital component of the ARC computing element. A new data staging framework for the computing element has recently been developed to address issues with the present framework, which has essentially remained unchanged since its original implementation 10 years ago. This new framework consists of an intelligent data transfer scheduler which handles priorities and fair-share, a rapid caching system, and the ability to delegate data transfer over multiple nodes to increase network throughput. This paper uses data from real user jobs running on production ARC sites to present an evaluation of the new framework. It is shown to make more efficient use of the available resources, reduce the overall time to run jobs, and avoid the problems seen with the previous simplistic scheduling system. In addition, its simple design coupled with intelligent logic provides greatly increased flexibility for site administrators, end users and future development.

Evaluation of benefits of a three tier data model for WLCG analysis

Authors: Dmitry Ozerov\(^1\); Patrick Fuhrmann\(^2\)
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One of the most crucial requirement for online storage is the fast and efficient access to data. Although smart client side caching often compensates for discomforts like latencies and server disk congestion, spinning disks, with their limited ability to serve multi stream random access patterns, seem to be the cause of most of the observed inefficiencies.

With the appearance of the different variants of solid state disks (SSD), this deficiency could be overcome, however, replacing the entire experiment data repositories by SSDs is not feasible in the foreseeable future.

Moreover, spinning disks are still appropriate media for controlled streaming applications.

Assuming a deployment of a mixture of media, like spinning disks, SSDs and tape, at a site, the authors argue for the introduction of a three tier media structure within a single storage system with automatic transitions, based on usage patterns, in contrast to interlinking and maintaining different mediatypes in different systems with external procedures taking care of proper data placement.
The feasibility of the suggested approach is studied, using the analysis of access logs of the DESY WLCG Tier II storage elements, hosting the largest part of the data to be analyzed by the CMS and ATLAS Collaborations.

Finally we will report on a prototype implementing of the three tier media structure into dCache, a storage technology widely used in WLCG.
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EOS is a new disk based storage system used in production at CERN since autumn 2011. It is implemented using the plug-in architecture of the XRootD software framework and allows remote file access via XRootD protocol or POSIX-like file access via FUSE mounting. EOS was designed to fulfill specific requirements of disk storage scalability and IO scheduling performance for LHC analysis use cases. This is achieved by following a strategy of decoupling disk and tape storage as individual storage systems. A key point of the EOS design is to provide high availability and redundancy of files via a software implementation which uses disk-only storage systems without hardware RAID arrays. All this is aimed at reducing the overall cost of the system and also simplifying the operational procedures. This paper presents advantages and disadvantages of redundancy by hardware (most classical storage installations) in comparison to redundancy by software. The latter is implemented in the EOS system and achieves its goal by spawning data and parity stripes via remote file access over nodes. The gain in redundancy and reliability comes with a trade-off in the following areas:

- Increased complexity of the network connectivity
- CPU intensive parity computations during file creation and recovery
- Performance loss through remote disk coupling

An evaluation and performance figures of several redundancy algorithms are presented for simple file mirroring, dual parity RAID, Reed-Solomon and LDPC codecs. Moreover, the characteristics and applicability of these algorithms are discussed in the context of reliable data storage systems. Finally, a summary of the current state of implementation is given, sharing some experiences on migration and operation of a new multi-PB disk storage system at CERN.
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The PANDA experiment will study the collisions of beams of anti-protons, with momenta ranging from 2-15 GeV/c, with fixed proton and nuclear targets in the charm energy range, and will be built at the FAIR facility. In preparation for the experiment, the PandaRoot software framework is under development for detector simulation, reconstruction and data analysis, running on an Alien2-based grid. The basic features are handled by the FairRoot framework, based on ROOT and Virtual
Monte Carlo, while the PANDA detector specifics and reconstruction code are implemented inside PandaRoot. The realization of Technical Design Reports for the tracking detectors has pushed the finalization of the tracking reconstruction code, which is complete for the Target Spectrometer, and of the analysis tools. Particle Identification algorithms are implemented using Bayesian approach and compared to Multivariate Analysis methods. Moreover, the PANDA data acquisition foresees a triggerless operation in which events are not defined by a 1st level trigger decision, but all the signals are stored with time stamps requiring a deconvolution by the software. This has led to a redesign of the software from an event basis to a time-ordered structure. In this contribution, the reconstruction capabilities of the Panda spectrometer will be reported, focusing on the performances of the tracking system and the results for the analysis of physics benchmark channels, as well as the new (and challenging) concept of time-based simulation and its implementation.
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The electron and photon triggers are among the most widely used triggers in ATLAS physics analyses. In 2011, the increasing luminosity and pile-up conditions demanded higher and higher thresholds and the use of tighter and tighter selections for the electron triggers. Optimizations were performed at all three levels of the ATLAS trigger system. At the high-level trigger (HLT), many variables from the calorimeters and tracking detectors are used to achieve high efficiency and large rejection power. The use of isolation criteria at the HLT has also been investigated. At L1, the thresholds were raised and optimised to account for \(\eta\)-dependence and hadronic isolation was implemented. In addition to physics triggers, dedicated triggers for collecting a large number of control samples of J/\(\psi\)\(\rightarrow\)\(e\)\(e\), W\(\rightarrow\)enu and jet background, for calibration, efficiency and fake rate measurements were developed. This contribution summarizes the algorithms and performance of ATLAS electron and photon triggers used in 2011 data taking.
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The PanDA Production and Distributed Analysis System plays a key role in the ATLAS distributed computing infrastructure.
PanDA is the ATLAS workload management system for processing all Monte-Carlo simulation and data reprocessing jobs in addition to user and group analysis jobs. The system processes more than 5 million jobs in total per week, and more than 1400 users have submitted analysis jobs in 2011 through PanDA. PanDA has performed well with high reliability and robustness during the two years of LHC data-taking, while being actively evolved to meet the rapidly changing requirements for analysis use cases. We will present an overview of system evolution including PanDA’s roles in data flow, automatic rebrokerage and reattempt for analysis jobs, adaptation for the CERNVM File System, support for the 'multi-cloud' model through which Tier 2s act as members of multiple clouds, pledged resource management, monitoring improvements, and so on. We will also describe results from the analysis of two years of PanDA usage statistics, current issues, and plans for the future.
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The architecture of the PHENIX data acquisition system will be reviewed, and how it has evolved in 12 years of operation. Custom data acquisition hardware front end modules embedded in the detector operated in a largely inaccessible experimental hall have been controlled and monitored, and a large software infrastructure has been developed around remote objects which are controlled from a relatively small number of applications. A number of different networking technologies are used to control, acquire, and record data from a dozen different detectors. The challenges of adapting new detectors and increasing performance while continuing to operate the experiment will be discussed.
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In 2002, the first central CERN service for version control based on CVS was set up. Since then, three different services based on CVS and SVN have been launched and run in parallel; there are user requests for another service based on git. In order to ensure that the most demanded services are of high quality in terms of performance and reliability, services in less demand had to be shut down. The support team has recently closed one flavour of the CVS services, and is working, together with user groups concerned, on closing the remaining CVS service; both closures have shown to be both technical and social challenges. Meanwhile work is going on in order to consolidate and improve the SVN service, ensuring proper scalability with user requirements. In parallel, the team is studying how to potentially set up a git service. The presentation will report on our experience with service management from a life-cycle point of view: creation, maintenance, evolution and closure, taking into account the user, technical and managerial perspectives using the version control services as a real-life example.
Evolution of grid-wide access to database resident information in ATLAS using Frontier
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The ATLAS experiment deployed Frontier technology world-wide during the the initial year of LHC collision data taking to enable user analysis jobs running on the World-wide LHC Computing Grid to access database resident data. Since that time, the deployment model has evolved to optimize resources, improve performance, and streamline maintenance of Frontier and related infrastructure. In this presentation we focus on the specific changes in the deployment and improvements undertaken such as the optimization of cache and launchpad location, the use of RPMs for more uniform deployment of underlying Frontier related components, improvements in monitoring, optimization of fail-over, and an increasing use of a centrally managed database containing site specific information (for configuration of services and monitoring). In addition, analysis of Frontier logs has allowed us a deeper understanding of problematic queries and understanding of use cases. Use of the system has grown beyond just user analysis and subsystem specific tasks such as calibration and alignment, extending into production processing areas such as initial reconstruction and trigger reprocessing. With a more robust and tuned system, we are better equipped to satisfy the still growing number of diverse clients and the demands of increasingly sophisticated processing and analysis.
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Evolution of the ATLAS Nightly Build System
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The ATLAS Nightly Build System is a major component in the ATLAS collaborative software organization, validation, and code approval scheme. For over 10 years of development it has evolved into a factory for automatic release production and grid distribution. The 50 multi-platform branches of ATLAS releases provide vast opportunities for testing new packages, verification of patches to existing software, and migration to new platforms and compilers for ATLAS code that currently contains 2000 packages with 4 million C++ and 1.4 million python scripting lines written by 1000 developers. Recent development was focused on the integration of ATLAS Nightly Builds and Installation systems. The nightly releases are distributed and validated and some are transformed into stable releases used for data processing worldwide. The ATLAS Nightly System is managed by the NICOS control tool on a computing farm with 50 powerful multiprocessor nodes. NICOS provides the fully automated framework for the release builds, testing, and creation of distribution kits. The ATN testing framework of the Nightly System runs unit and integration tests in parallel suites, fully utilizing the resources of multi-processor machines, and provides the first results even before compilations complete. The NICOS error detection system is based on several techniques and classifies the compilation and test errors according to their severity. It is periodically tuned to place greater emphasis on certain software defects by highlighting the problems on NICOS web pages and sending automatic e-mail notifications to responsible developers. These and other recent developments will be presented and future plans will be described.
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The Computing Model of the CMS experiment was prepared in 2005 and described in detail in the CMS Computing Technical Design Report. With the experience of the first years of LHC data taking and with the evolution of the available technologies, the CMS Collaboration identified areas where improvements were desirable. In this work we describe the most important modifications that have been, or are being implemented in the Distributed Computing Model of CMS. The Worldwide LHC computing Grid (WLCG) Project acknowledged that the whole distributed computing infrastructure is impacted by this kind of changes that are happening in most LHC experiments and decided to create several Technical Evolution Groups (TEG) aiming at assessing the situation and developing a strategy for the future. In this work we describe the CMS view on the TEG activities as well.
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Novosibirsk Scientific Center (NSC), also known worldwide as Akademgorodok, is one of the largest Russian scientific centers hosting Novosibirsk State University (NSU) and more than 35 research organizations of the Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences including Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics (BINP), Institute of Computational Technologies, and Institute of Computational Mathematics and Mathematical Geophysics (ICM&MG). Since each institute has specific requirements on the architecture of computing farms involved in its research field, currently we’ve got several computing facilities hosted by NSC institutes, each optimized for the particular set of tasks, of which the largest are the NSU Supercomputer Center, Siberian Supercomputer Center (ICM&MG), and a Grid Computing Facility of BINP. A dedicated optical network with the initial bandwidth of 10 Gbps connecting these three facilities was built in order to make it possible to share the computing resources among the research communities, thus increasing the efficiency of operating the existing computing facilities and offering a common platform for building the computing infrastructure for future scientific projects. Unification of the computing infrastructure is achieved by extensive use of virtualization technology based on XEN and KVM platforms. Our contribution gives a thorough review of the recent developments, present status and future plans for the NSC virtualized computing infrastructure focusing on its consolidation for the prospected deployment on other remote supercomputer sites and its applications for handling everyday data processing tasks of HEP experiments being carried out at BiNP, the KEDR experiment in particular. We also present the results obtained while evaluating performance and scalability of the virtualized infrastructure following multiple hardware upgrades of the computing facilities involved over the last 2 years.
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The ATLAS computing infrastructure was designed many years ago based on the assumption of rather limited network connectivity between computing centers. ATLAS sites have been organized in a hierarchical model, where only a static subset of all possible network links can be exploited and a static subset of well connected sites (CERN and the T1s) can cover important functional roles such as hosting master copies of the data. The pragmatic adoption of such simplified approach, in respect of a more relaxed scenario interconnecting all sites, was very beneficial during the commissioning of the ATLAS distributed computing system and essential in reducing the operational cost during the first two years of LHC data taking. In the mean time, networks evolved far beyond this initial scenario: while a few countries are still poorly connected with the rest of the WLCG infrastructure, most of the ATLAS computing centers are now efficiently interlinked. Our operational experience in running the computing infrastructure in the last years demonstrated many limitations of the current model: statically defined network paths are sometimes abused, while most of the network links are underutilized together with computing and storage resources at many sites, under the wrong assumption of limited connectivity with the rest of the infrastructure.

In this contribution we describe the various steps which ATLAS Distributed Computing went through in order to benefit from the network evolution and move from the current static model to a more
relaxed scenario. This will include the development of monitoring and testing tools and the commissioning effort. We will finally describe the gains of the new model in terms of resource utilization at grid sites after many months of experience.
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Executor framework for DIRAC

Author: Adrian Casajus Ramo

Co-author: Ricardo Graciani Diaz

1 University of Barcelona (ES)

Corresponding Author: adria@ecm.ub.es

DIRAC framework for distributed computing has been designed as a group of collaborating components, agents and servers, with persistent database back-end. Components communicate with each other using DISET, an in-house protocol that provides Remote Procedure Call (RPC) and file transfer capabilities. This approach has provided DIRAC with a modular and stable design by enforcing stable interfaces across releases. But it made complicated to scale further with commodity hardware.

To further scale DIRAC, components needed to send more queries between them. Using RPC to do so requires a lot of processing power just to handle the secure handshake required to establish the connection. DISET now provides a way to keep stable connections and send and receive queries between components. Only one handshake is required to send and receive any number of queries. Using this new communication mechanism DIRAC now provides a new type of component called executor. Executors process any task (such as resolving the input data of a job) sent to them by a task dispatcher. This task dispatcher takes care of persisting the state of the tasks to the storage backend and distributing them amongst all the executors based on the requirements of each task.

In case of a high load, several executors can be started to process the extra load and stop them once the tasks have been processed. This new approach of handling tasks in DIRAC makes executors easy to replace and replicate, thus enabling DIRAC to further scale beyond the current approach based on polling agents.
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Experience in Grid Site Testing for ATLAS, CMS and LHCb with HammerCloud

Author: Daniel Colin Van Der Ster

Co-authors: Andrea Sciaba ; Federica Legger ; Johannes Elmsheuser ; Mario Ubeda Garcia ; Ramon Medrano Llamas
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Frequent validation and stress testing of the network, storage and CPU resources of a grid site is essential to achieve high performance and reliability. HammerCloud was previously introduced with the goals of enabling VO- and site-administrators to run such tests in an automated or on-demand manner. The ATLAS, CMS and LHCb experiments have all developed VO plugins for the service and have successfully integrated it into their grid operations infrastructures.

This work will present the experience in running HammerCloud at full scale for more than 3 years and present solutions to the scalability issues faced by the service. First, we will show the particular challenges faced when integrating with CMS and LHCb offline computing, including customized dashboards to show site validation reports for the VOs and a new API to tightly integrate with the LHCbDIRAC Resource Status System. Next, a study of the automatic site exclusion component used by ATLAS will be presented along with results for tuning the exclusion policies. A study of the historical test results for ATLAS, CMS and LHCb will be presented, including comparisons between the experiments’ grid availabilities and a search for site-based or temporal failure correlations. Finally, we will look to future plans that will allow users to gain new insights into the test results; these include developments to allow increased testing concurrency, increased scale in the number of metrics recorded per test job (up to hundreds), and increased scale in the historical job information (up to many millions of jobs per VO).
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Experience of BESIII data production with local cluster and distributed computing model

Author: ziyan Deng

Co-authors: huaimin Liu ; weidong Li ; yongzhao Sun
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Corresponding Author: dengzy@ihep.ac.cn

The BES III detector is a new spectrometer which works on the upgraded high-luminosity collider, the Beijing Electron-Positron Collider (BEPCII). The BES III experiment studies physics in the tau-charm energy region from 2GeV to 4.6GeV. Since spring 2009, BEPCII has produced large scale data samples. All the data samples were processed successfully and many important physics results have been achieved based on these samples. Doing data production correctly and efficiently with limited CPU and storage resources is a big challenge. This paper will describe the implementation of the experiment-specific data production for BESIII in detail, including data calibration with event-level parallel computing model, data reconstruction, inclusive Monte Carlo generation, random trigger background mixing and multi-stream data skimming. Now, with the data sample increasing rapidly, there is a growing demand to move from solely using a local cluster to a more distributed computing model. A distributed computing environment is being set up and expected to go into production use in 2012. The experience of BESIII data production, both with a local cluster and with a distributed computing model, is presented here.

Summary:
Large scale data samples from BESIII have been successfully processed. And more data is accumulated. The experience of BESIII data production, both with a local cluster and with a distributed computing model is presented.
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Experience of using the Chirp distributed file system in ATLAS
Chirp is a distributed file system specifically designed for the wide area network, and developed by the University of Notre Dame CCL group. We describe the design features making it particularly suited to the Grid environment, and to ATLAS use cases. The deployment and usage within ATLAS distributed computing are discussed, together with scaling tests and evaluation for the various use cases.

Experience with HEP analysis on mounted filesystems

Authors: Dmitry Ozerov\textsuperscript{1}; Martin Gasthuber\textsuperscript{2}; Patrick Fuhrmann\textsuperscript{2}; Yves Kemp\textsuperscript{1}

\textsuperscript{1} Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DE)  
\textsuperscript{2} DESY

Corresponding Authors: patrick.fuhrmann@desy.de, yves.kemp@cern.ch, dmitry.ozerov@cern.ch

We present results on different approaches on mounted filesystems in use or under investigation at DESY.

dCache, established since long as a storage system for physics data has implemented the NFS v4.1/pNFS protocol. New performance results will be shown with the most current version of the dCache server. In addition to the native usage of the mounted filesystem in a LAN environment, the results are given for the performance of the dCache NFS v4.1/pNFS in WAN case.

Several commercial vendors are currently in alpha or beta phase of adding the NFS v4.1/pNFS protocol to their storage appliances. We will test some of these vendor solutions for their readiness for HEP analysis.

DESY has recently purchased an IBM Sonas system. We will present the result of a thorough performance evaluation using the native protocols NFS (v3 or v4) and GPFS.

As the emphasis is on the usability for end user analysis, we will use latest ROOT versions and current end user analysis code for benchmark scenarios.

Experience with highly-parallel software for the storage system of the ATLAS experiment at CERN

Authors: Tommaso Colombo\textsuperscript{1}; Wainer Vandelli\textsuperscript{2}

Co-author: Marius Tudor Morar\textsuperscript{3}

\textsuperscript{1} Universita e INFN (IT)  
\textsuperscript{2} CERN  
\textsuperscript{3} University of Manchester (GB)
The ATLAS experiment is observing proton-proton collisions delivered by the LHC accelerator at a centre of mass energy of 7 TeV. The ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system selects interesting events on-line in a three-level trigger system in order to store them at a budgeted rate of several hundred Hz, for an average event size of ~1.2 MB.

This paper focuses on the TDAQ data-logging system and in particular on the implementation and performance of a novel SW design, reporting on the effort of exploiting the full power of recently installed multi-core hardware. In this respect, the main challenge presented by the data-logging workload is the conflict between the largely parallel nature of the event processing, especially the recently introduced on-line event-compression, and the constraint of sequential file writing and checksum evaluation. This is additionally complicated by the necessity of operating in a fully data-driven mode, to cope with continuously evolving trigger and detector configurations.

The novel SW design is based on a thread-pool, implemented in C++ using modern parallel programming tools and techniques, as provided by libraries like TBB(1) and Boost(2). Lock-less patterns, atomic operations and concurrent containers have been employed to provide an efficient implementation able to cope with the above requirements.

In this paper we report on the design of the new ATLAS on-line storage software. In particular we will discuss our development experience using recent concurrency-oriented libraries. Finally we will show the new system performance with respect to the old, single-threaded software design.

Experiences with Software Quality Metrics in the EMI Middleware

Author: Maria Alandes Pradillo

Co-authors: Duarte Bacelar De Begonha De Meneses; Eamonn Kenny; Gianni Pucciani

1 CERN
2 LIP Laboratorio de Instrumentacao e Fisica Experimental de Part
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The EMI Quality Model has been created to define, and later review, the EMI (European Middleware Initiative) software product and process quality. A quality model is based on a set of software quality metrics and helps to set clear and measurable quality goals for software products and processes. The EMI Quality Model follows the ISO/IEC 9126 Software Engineering – Product Quality to identify a set of characteristics that need to be present in the EMI software. For each software characteristic, such as portability, maintainability, compliance, etc, a set of associated metrics and KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) are identified.

This article presents how the EMI Quality Model and the EMI Metrics have been defined in the context of the software quality assurance activities carried out in EMI. It also describes the measurement plan and presents some of the metrics reports that have been produced for the EMI releases and updates. It also covers which tools and techniques can be used by any software project to extract "code metrics" on the status of the software products and "process metrics" related to the quality of the development and support process such as reaction time to critical bugs, requirements tracking and delays in product releases.

Experiment Dashboard - a generic, scalable solution for monitoring of the LHC computing activities, distributed sites and services
The Experiment Dashboard system provides common solutions for monitoring job processing, data transfers and site/service usability. Over the last seven years, it proved to play a crucial role in the monitoring of the LHC computing activities, distributed sites and services. It has been one of the key elements during the commissioning of the distributed computing systems of the LHC experiments.

The first years of data taking represented a serious test for Experiment Dashboard in terms of functionality, scalability and performance. And given that the usage of the Experiment Dashboard applications has been steadily increasing over time, it can be asserted that all the objectives were fully accomplished.
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**Summary:**

The presentation will describe the different applications within the Experiment Dashboard, putting special emphasis in the recent evolutions and improvements regarding performance and scalability. It will cover as well the usage of the system by the experiments during data taking.

---

Exploiting Virtualization and Cloud Computing in ATLAS

**Author:** Collaboration Atlas

**Co-authors:** Daniel Colin Van Der Ster ² ; Fernando Harald Barreiro Megino ³ ; Kaushik De ⁴ ; Rodney Walker ⁵

---

The ATLAS Computing Model was designed around the concepts of grid computing; since the start of data-taking, this model has proven very successful in the federated operation of more than one hundred Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) sites for offline data distribution, storage, processing and analysis. However, new paradigms in computing, namely virtualization and cloud computing, present improved strategies for managing and provisioning IT resources that could allow ATLAS to more flexibly adapt and scale its storage and processing workloads on varied underlying resources. In particular, ATLAS is developing a “grid-of-clouds” infrastructure in order to utilize WLCG sites that make resources available via a cloud API.
This work will present the current status of the Virtualization and Cloud Computing R&D project in ATLAS Distributed Computing. First, strategies for deploying PanDA queues on cloud sites will be discussed, including the introduction of a “cloud factory” for managing cloud VM instances. Next, performance results when running on virtualized/cloud resources at CERN LxCloud, StratusLab, and elsewhere will be presented. Finally, we will present the ATLAS strategies for exploiting cloud-based storage, including remote XROOTD access to input data, management of EC2-based files, and the deployment of cloud-resident LCG storage elements.

Exploiting new CPU architectures in the SuperB software framework
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The SuperB asymmetric energy e+e- collider and detector to be built at the newly founded Nicola Cabibbo Lab will provide a uniquely sensitive probe of New Physics in the flavor sector of the Standard Model. Studying minute effects in the heavy quark and heavy lepton sectors requires a data sample of 75 ab-1 and a luminosity target of 10^36 cm^-2 s^-1.

These parameters require a substantial growth in computing requirements and performances. The SuperB collaboration is thus investigating the advantages of new CPU architectures (multi and many cores) and how to exploit their capability of task parallelization in the framework for simulation and analysis software.

In this work we present the underlying architecture which we intend to use and some preliminary performance results of the first framework prototype.

**Extra Dimensions: Creating 3D content in PDF**
Author: Norman Anthony Graf

1 SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory (US)

Corresponding Author: norman.graf@slac.stanford.edu

Experimental science is replete with multi-dimensional information which is often poorly represented by the two dimensions of presentation slides and print media. Past efforts to disseminate such information to a wider audience have failed for a number of reasons, including a lack of standards which are easy to implement and have broad support. Adobe’s Portable Document Format (PDF) has in recent years become the de facto standard for secure, dependable electronic information exchange. It has done so by creating an open format, providing support for multiple platforms and being reliable and extensible. By providing support for the ECMA standard Universal 3D (U3D) and the ISO PRC file format in its free Adobe Reader software, Adobe has made it easy to distribute and interact with 3D content. Until recently, Adobe’s Acrobat software was also capable of incorporating 3D content into PDF files from a variety of 3D file formats, including proprietary CAD formats. However, this functionality is no longer available in Acrobat X, having been spun off to a separate company. Incorporating 3D content now requires the additional purchase of a separate plug-in. In this talk we present alternatives based on open source libraries which allow the programmatic creation of 3D content in PDF format. While not providing the same level of access to CAD files as the commercial software, it does provide physicists with an alternative path to incorporate 3D content into PDF files from such disparate applications as detector geometries from Geant4, 3D data sets, mathematical surfaces or tesselated volumes.
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FAZIA DATA ACQUISITION: STATUS, DESIGN AND CONCEPT

Author: Gennaro Tortone
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The FAZIA project groups together several institutions in Nuclear Physics, which are working in the domain of heavy-ion induced reactions around and below the Fermi energy. The aim of the project is to build a 4Pi array for charged particles, with high granularity and good energy resolution, with A and Z identification capability over the widest possible range.

It will use the up-to-date techniques concerning detection, signal processing and data flow, with full digital electronics. The FAZIA data acquisition system introduces various issues about high data flow bandwidth (~600 MB/s) and design of nested data event format (up to five level).

In this poster DAQ design and architecture will be described focusing on event data model, software trigger and NARVAL, a novel event transport framework. Overall benchmarks and first results will be also discussed.
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FAZIA FRONT-END ELECTRONICS, GLOBAL SYNCHRONIZATION AND TRIGGER DESIGN

Author: Alfonso Boiano
FAZIA stands for the Four Pi A and Z Identification Array. This is a project which aims at building a new 4pi particle detector for charged particles. It will operate in the domain of heavy-ion induced reactions around the Fermi energy. It puts together several international institutions in Nuclear Physics. It is planned to be operating with both stable and radioactive nuclear beams. A large effort on research and development is currently made, especially on digital electronics and pulse shape analysis, in order to improve the detection capabilities.

This contribution will describe electronic layout from detector signal conversion to data transport through optical fiber. System synchronization for “time-of-flight” measurement of particles, trigger development and overall tests will be also discussed.
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Fast Simulation of the CMS Detector at the LHC

Author: Rahmat Rahmat¹

¹ University of Mississippi (US)

Corresponding Author: rahmat.rahmat@cern.ch

A framework for Fast Simulation of particle interactions in the CMS detector has been developed and implemented in the overall simulation, reconstruction and analysis framework of CMS. It produces data samples in the same format as the one used by the Geant4-based (henceforth Full) Simulation and Reconstruction chain; the output of the Fast Simulation of CMS can therefore be used in the analysis in the same way as other ones. The Fast Simulation has been used already for several physics analyses in CMS, in particular those requiring a generation of many samples to scan an extended parameter space of the physics model (e.g. SUSY). Other use cases dealt with by the Fast Simulation of CMS are those involving the generation of large cross-section backgrounds, and samples of manageable size can only be produced by events skimming based on the final reconstructed objects, or those for which in general a large computation time is foreseen. An important issue, related with the high luminosity achieved by the LHC accelerator, is the pileup. The Fast Simulation of CMS can further take into account the superposition of as many pileup events as the ones provided now or even expected in the LHC upgrades, in an extremely shorter computation time than the one required by the Full Simulation for the same task, with just a few shortcuts which will be also discussed here. Comparisons of the Fast Simulation results both with the Full Simulation and with the LHC data collected in the years 2010 and 2011 at the center of mass energy of 7 TeV will also be shown, to demonstrate the level of accuracy achieved so far.
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Fast simulation for ATLAS: Atlfast-II and ISF

Author: Wolfgang Lukas¹
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We present the ATLAS simulation packages ATLFAST-II and ISF. Atlfast-II is a sophisticated fast parametrized simulation in the Calorimeter system in combination with full Geant4 simulation precision in the Inner Detector and Muon Systems. This combination offers a relative increase in speed of around a factor of ten compared to the standard ATLAS detector simulation and is being used to supplement the ATLAS MC needs for 2011. The design of the parametrized simulation components allows for a flexible tuning of the simulated detector response to direct measurements with the ATLAS detector in order to increase the overall simulation quality. Hence the tuned fast simulation approach promises to be usable for the production of large MC samples needed for new physics searches as well as precision measurements. The newly developed highly configurable ATLAS Integrated Simulation Framework (ISF) extends Atlfast-II by fast inner detector and muon system simulation. Furthermore, depending on the required accuracy, differently flavored full and fast simulation approaches can be mixed within a single event to allow an optimal balance between precision and execution time. The ISF is built into the ATLAS event data processing framework Athena and is designed to allow for future extension and the application of parallel computing techniques.

Fermi Offline Software: The Pros and Cons of Beg, Borrow, and Steal

Author: Heather Kelly¹

¹ SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory

Corresponding Author: heather625@gmail.com

The Fermi Gamma-ray Observatory, including the Large Area Telescope (LAT), was launched June 11, 2008. We are a relatively small collaboration, with a maximum of 25 software developers in our heyday. Within the LAT collaboration we support Redhat Linux, Windows, and are moving towards Mac OS as well for offline simulation, reconstruction and analysis tools. Early on it was decided to use one software system to run our simulations as well as ultimately handle the event processing for real data. We leveraged many existing HEP external libraries (Geant4, Gaudi Framework, ROOT, CLHEP, CMT) to ease the burden on our developers. This strategy of re-using existing software helped us pull together our system quickly and test during our beam tests and data challenges. Now, after launch, we are in a new phase of the project, where we must move forward to support modern operating systems and compilers to get us through the life of the mission. This means upgrading our external libraries as well, which are not under our direct control. Meanwhile, it is crucial to our production system that we carefully orchestrate all upgrades to insure stability. An additional hurdle is that our number of active developers has dwindled dramatically. Many of those left are Windows developers reliant on the Visual Studio development environment, while our user base and production system depend on our Linux distributions. There have been a number of lessons learned, with undoubtedly more to come.
FermiCloud - A Production Science Cloud for Fermilab

Author: Steven Timm

Corresponding Author: timmsteve@yahoo.com

FermiCloud is an Infrastructure-as-a-Service facility deployed at Fermilab based on OpenNebula that has been in production for more than a year. FermiCloud supports a variety of production services on virtual machines as well as hosting virtual machines that are used as development and integration platforms. This infrastructure has also been used as a testbed for commodity storage evaluations.

As part of the development work, an X.509 authentication plugins for OpenNebula were developed and deployed on FermiCloud. These X.509 plugins were contributed back to the OpenNebula project and were made generally available with the release of OpenNebula 3.0 in October 2011.

The FermiCloud physical infrastructure has recently been deployed across multiple physical buildings with the eventual goal of being resilient to a single building or network failure. Our current focus is the deployment of a distributed SAN with a shared and mirrored filesystem.

We will discuss the techniques being used and the progress to date as well as future plans for the project.

FermiGrid: High Availability Authentication, Authorization, and Job Submission.

Author: Steven Timm

Corresponding Author: timmsteve@yahoo.com

FermiGrid is the facility that provides the Fermilab Campus Grid with unified job submission, authentication, authorization and other ancillary services for the Fermilab scientific computing stakeholders.

We have completed a program of work to make these services resilient to high authorization request rates, as well as failures of building or network infrastructure.

We will present the techniques used, the response of the system against real world events and the performance metrics that have been achieved.
Summary:

Describes the tuning that was made to the FermiGrid SAZ and GUMS servers to use the XACML protocol more efficiently and to the clients to avoid timeouts.

Fermilab Multicore and GPU-Accelerated Clusters for Lattice QCD

Author: Don Holmgren¹
Co-authors: Amitoj Singh¹; James Simone¹; Nirmal Seenu¹

¹Fermilab

Corresponding Author: djholm@fnal.gov

As part of the DOE LQCD-ext project, Fermilab designs, deploys, and operates dedicated high performance clusters for parallel lattice QCD (LQCD) computations. Multicore processors benefit LQCD simulations and have contributed to the steady decrease in price/performance for these calculations over the last decade. We currently operate two large conventional clusters, the older with over 6,800 AMD Barcelona cores distributed across 8-core systems interconnected with DDR Infiniband, and the newer with over 13,400 AMD Magny-Cours cores distributed across 32-core systems interconnected with QDR Infiniband. We will describe the design and operations of these clusters, as well as their performance and the benchmarking data that were used to select the hardware and the techniques used to handle their NUMA architecture.

We will also discuss the design, operations, and performance of a GPU-accelerated cluster that Fermilab will deploy in late November 2011. This cluster will have 152 nVidia Fermi GPUs distributed across 76 servers coupled with QDR Infiniband. In the last several years GPUs have been used to increase the throughput of some LQCD simulations by over tenfold compared with conventional hardware of the same cost. These LQCD codes have evolved from using single GPUs to using multiple GPUs within a server, and now to multiple GPUs distributed across a cluster. The primary goal of this cluster’s design is the optimization of large GPU-count LQCD simulations.

File and Dataset Metadata Collection and Use in Atlas

Author: Collaboration Atlas¹
Co-authors: Elizabeth Gallas²; Fabian Lambert³; Jerome Fulachier³; Solveig Albrand³

¹Atlas
²University of Oxford (GB)
³Universite Joseph Fourier (FR)

Corresponding Author: elizabeth.gallas@physics.ox.ac.uk

The ATLAS Metadata Interface (“AMI”) was designed as a generic cataloguing system, and as such it has found many uses in the experiment including software release management, tracking of reconstructed event sizes and control of dataset nomenclature. In this paper we will discuss the primary use of AMI which is to provide a catalogue of datasets (file collections) which is searchable using physics criteria.

The AMI dataset catalogues are filled from several sources:
- The Tier 0 database for raw data and first pass reconstruction.
- The Production System database for Monte Carlo and reprocessed data.
- The Distributed Data Management system.
- Direct input from the physicist community.

We will summarize the information taken from each source, and discuss the different mechanisms used to obtain it.

By correlating information from different sources we can derive aggregate information which is important for physics analysis; for example the total number of events contained in dataset, and possible reasons for missing events such as a lost file.

Finally we will describe some specialized interfaces which were developed for the Data Preparation and reprocessing coordinators. These interfaces manipulate information from both the dataset domain held in AMI, and the run-indexed information held in the ATLAS COMA application (Conditions and Configuration Metadata).
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File and Metadata Management for BESIII Distributed Computing

Authors: Caitriana Nicholson¹; Lei Lin²; Weidong Li³; ziyan deng⁴

Co-author: Yangheng Zheng ⁵
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The BES III experiment at the Institute of High Energy Physics (IHEP), Beijing, uses the high-luminosity BEPC II e⁺e⁻ collider to study physics in the τ-charm energy region around 3.7 GeV; BEPC II has produced the world’s largest samples of J/ψ and ψ' events to date. An order of magnitude increase in the data sample size over the 2011-2012 data-taking period demanded a move from a very centralized to a distributed computing environment, as well as the development of an efficient file and metadata management system. While BES III is on a smaller scale than some other HEP experiments, this poses particular challenges for its distributed computing and data management system. These constraints include limited resources and manpower, and low quality of network connections to IHEP. Drawing on the rich experience of the HEP community, an AMGA-based system has been developed which meets these constraints. The design and development of the BES III distributed data management system, including its integration with other BES III distributed computing components, such as job management, are presented here.
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Flexible event reconstruction software chains with the ALICE High-Level Trigger

Author: Dinesh Ram¹
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Corresponding Author: dinesh.ram@cern.ch
The ALICE High-Level Trigger (HLT) is a complex real-time system, whose primary objective is to scale down the data volume read out by the ALICE detectors to at most 4 GB/sec before being written to permanent storage. This can be achieved by using a combination of event filtering, selection of the physics regions of interest and data compression, based on detailed on-line event reconstruction. ALICE's largest detector - the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) - alone can easily reach data rates of upto 15 GB/sec which exceeds the available mass-storage bandwidth. Hence the ALICE HLT is a critical system logically sitting in between the detector readout electronics and the DAQ event building network.

The ALICE HLT has a large high-performance computing cluster at CERN consisting of 2752 CPU cores supported by 64 GPUs and 246 FPGAs. Data-flow in this cluster is controlled by a custom designed software framework. It consists of a set of components which can communicate with each other via a common control interface. The software framework also supports the creation of different configurations based on the detectors participating in the HLT. These configurations define a logical data processing "chain" of detector data-analysis components. Readout data passes through these software components in a pipelined fashion so that several events are processed in the software chain at the same time. An instance of such a chain can run and manage a few thousand physics analysis and data-flow components.

As more detectors participate in the HLT and with the increasing data challenges posed by ALICE, from the computing point of view, it translates into a need to efficiently manage an even higher number of software components communicating with each other and competing for the same resources in the cluster.

In this contribution the experience of running the HLT software and the configuration scheme used in 2011 – with special emphasis on the heavy ion period of ALICE - will be discussed. The current status of the software would be presented and the improvements made, based on past experience of running the software would be reviewed.

- Dinesh Ram for the ALICE HLT Collaboration

---

**FlyingGrid : from volunteer computing to volunteer cloud**

**Author:** oelg ladoygenskyⁱ
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Desktop grid (DG) is a well known technology aggregating volunteer computing resources donated by individuals to dynamically construct a virtual cluster. A lot of efforts are done these last years to extend and interconnect desktop grids to other distributed computing resources, especially focusing on so called “service grids” middleware such as “gLite”, “ARC” and “Unicore”.

In the former “EDGeS” european project (http://edges-grid.eu/), work has been done on standardizing and securing desktop grids to propose, since 2010, a new platform exposing an uniformed view of resources aggregated from DG run by Boinc (http://boinc.berkeley.edu/) or XtremWeb-HEP (http://www.xtremweb-hep.org/), and resources aggregated from EGEE (http://www.eu-egee.org/). Today, the current “EDGI” european project (http://edgi-project.eu/) extends the EDGeS platform by integrating "ARC" and "Unicore" middleware. This project also includes cloud related research topics. In this paper we present our first results on integrating cloud technology into desktop grid. This
work has two goals. First goal is to permit to desktop grid users to deploy and use their own virtual
machines over a set of volunteer resources aggregated over DG. Second goal is to continue to propose
a standardized view to the user who would wish to submit jobs as well as virtual machines

Summary:
This paper first introduces standardization efforts done in EDGeS and EDGI. Cloud and virtualization
over DG are then presented. We present our solution over XtremWeb-HEP and standardization effort
to transparently submit jobs to both grid and cloud, as well a to transparently submit virtual machines
to both grid and cloud. Finally we present some use cases where our platform is used by ATLAS and
SuperNemo users.
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From EVO to SeeVogh
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Collaboration Tools, Videoconference, support for large scale scientific collaborations, HD video

Summary:
The EVO (Enabling Virtual Organizations) system is based on a new distributed and unique architecture,
leveraging the 14+ years of unique experience of developing and operating large distributed production
based collaboration systems. The primary objective being to provide to the High Energy and Nuclear
Physics experiments a system/service that meet their unique requirements of usability, quality, scalabil-
ity, reliability, and cost necessary for nationally and globally distributed research organizations. Today,
the EVO system is heavily use by the LHC and more generally by High Energy and Nuclear Physics
community and the LIGO community with more than 5,000 meetings a month.

As more features/functionality as been added to the system to better support the research community,
we developed a new advanced and unified client called SeeVogh fully compatible with previous version
that will be available to the community via authenticated portal (CERN, LIGO, etc.. ) using unified
SSO.

The new service model and SeeVogh client will be described during this talk.
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From IPv4 to eternity - the HEPiX IPv6 working group
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The much-heralded exhaustion of the IPv4 networking address space has finally started. While many of the research and education networks have been ready and poised for years to carry IPv6 traffic, there is a well-known lack of academic institutes using the new protocols. One reason for this is an obvious absence of pressure due to the extensive use of NAT or that most currently still have sufficient IPv4 addresses. More importantly though, the fact is that moving your distributed applications to IPv6 involves much more than the routing, naming and addressing solutions provided by your campus and national networks. Application communities need to perform a full analysis of their applications, middleware and tools to confirm how much development work is required to use IPv6 and to plan a smooth transition. A new working group of HEPiX (http://www.hepix.org) was formed in Spring 2011 to address exactly these issues for the High Energy Physics community.

The HEPiX IPv6 Working Group has been investigating the many issues which feed into the decision on the timetable for a transition to the use of IPv6 in HEP Computing, in particular for the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (http://lcg.web.cern.ch/lcg/). The activities include the analysis and testing of the readiness for IPv6 and performance of many different components, including the applications, middleware, management and monitoring tools essential for HEP computing. A distributed IPv6 testbed has been deployed and used for this purpose and we have been working closely with the HEP experiment collaborations. The working group is also considering other operational issues such as the implications for security arising from a move to IPv6.

This paper describes the work done by the HEPiX IPv6 working group since its inception and presents our current conclusions and recommendations.
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PhEDEx is the data-movement solution for CMS at the LHC. Created in 2004, it is now one of the longest-lived components of the CMS dataflow/workflow world.

As such, it has undergone significant evolution over time, and continues to evolve today, despite being a fully mature system. Originally a toolkit of agents and utilities dedicated to specific tasks, it is becoming a more open framework that can be used in several ways, both within and beyond its original problem domain.

In this talk we describe how a combination of refactoring and adoption of new technologies that have become available over the years have made PhEDEx more flexible, maintainable, and scalable. Finally, we describe how we will guide the evolution of PhEDEx into the future.
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Future Experiments and Impact on Computing
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GEANT4 Roadmap
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GFAL 2.0 Evolutions & GFAL-File system introduction
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The Grid File Access Library (GFAL) is a library designed for a universal and simple access to grid storage systems. Re-designed and re-written completely, the 2.0 version of GFAL provides a complete abstraction of the complexity and heterogeneity of the grid storage systems (DPM, LFC, Dcache, Storm, arc, ...) and of the data management protocols (RFIO, gridcap, LFN, dcap, SRM, Http/webdav, gridFTP) by a simpler, faster, more reliable and more consistent POSIX API.

GFAL 2.0 is not only an improvement of the GFAL 1.0’s reliability, several new functionalities have been developed like the extended attributes management, the runtime configuration setter/getter, a new scalable plugin system, new operations and new protocol (http/webdav) support and the GFAL FUSE module.

GFAL 2.0 is delivered with gfalFS (GFAL 2.0 FUSE module), a new tool that provides a Virtual File System common to all the grid storage systems (Dcache, DPM, WebDAV server), allowing a user to mount these resources.

In this paper I analyse in detail the new functionality and the new possibilities brought by GFAL 2.0 and gfalFS, like the new plugin system for the support of the new protocols, the new error report system, the old issues corrected, the new development-kit provided. A comparison of the
performance benefit/loss of the GFAL 2.0/gfalFS vs the other existing tools on the different storage systems is explained. More details are presented as well on the GFAL 2.X future improvements and possibilities.
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GOoDA: The Generic Optimization Data Analyzer
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Modern superscalar, out-of-order microprocessors dominate large scale server computing. Monitoring their activity, during program execution, has become complicated due to the complexity of the microarchitectures and their IO interactions. Recent processors have thousands of performance monitoring events. These are required to actually provide coverage for all of the complex interactions and performance issues that can occur. Knowing which data to collect and how to interpret the results has become an unreasonable burden for code developers whose tasks are already hard enough. It becomes the task of the analysis tool developer to bridge this gap.

To address this issue, a generic decomposition of how a microprocessor is using the consumed cycles allows code developers to quickly understand which of the myriad of microarchitectural complexities they are battling, without requiring a detailed knowledge of the microarchitecture. When this approach is intrinsically integrated into a performance data analysis tool, it enables software developers to take advantage of the microarchitectural methodology that has only been available to experts.

The Generic Optimization Data Analyzer (GOoDA) project integrates this expertise into a profiling tool in order to lower the required expertise of the user and, being designed from the ground up with large-scale object-oriented applications in mind, it will be particularly useful for large HENP codebases.
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GPU-based algorithms for ATLAS High-Level Trigger
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One possible option for the ATLAS High-Level Trigger (HLT) upgrade for higher LHC luminosity is to use GPU-accelerated event processing. In this talk we discuss parallel data preparation and track finding algorithms specifically designed to run on GPUs. We present a “client-server” solution for hybrid CPU/GPU event reconstruction which allows for the simple and flexible integration of the specific GPU-accelerated algorithms into existing ATLAS HLT software. The resulting speed-up of event processing times obtained with high-luminosity simulated data are presented and discussed.
Geant4 Graphical User Interface OpenGL developments

Author: Laurent Garnier
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New developments on visualization drivers in Geant4 software toolkit

Summary:

The Geant4 software toolkit simulates the passage of particles through matter. Visualization is a key part of it. Geant4 is used in many application domains including high energy, nuclear and accelerator physics, and in medical and space science. We have developed several visualization drivers, such as OpenInventor, HepRep, DAWN, VRML, RayTracer, ASCITree, gMocren and OpenGL to fit the various requirements of each domain.

During the last 3 years, the OpenGL suite of visualization drivers has been significantly improved by adding a lot of functionalities, in particular a new OpenGL Qt driver. Qt is a free and well-known toolkit available on all platforms, including Windows, that has enabled us to offer Geant4 visualization that has the same look and feel on all systems. Geant4 release 9.5 integrates the latest improvements in the OpenGL and Qt viewer, including faster first time rendering, integration of multiple visualization frames and the user interface into same window, making posters (thanks to gl2ps), a new Qt viewer components help tree and volume tree, easy creation of videos, "free hand" rotation mode, etc. Thanks to the cmake build system, compiling Geant4 with the Qt viewer is simple. Also use and choice of user interface and visualization drivers has been simplified in all examples.

Geant4 electromagnetic physics for high statistic LHC simulation
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An overview of the current status of electromagnetic physics (EM) of the Geant4 toolkit is presented. Recent improvements are focused on the performance of large scale production for LHC and on...
the precision of simulation results over a wide energy range. Significant efforts have been made to improve the accuracy and CPU speed for EM particle transport. New biasing options available for Geant4 EM physics are presented. It is shown that the performance of the EM sub-package is improved. We will report extensions of the testing suite for high statistics validation of EM physics. It includes validation of multiple scattering, bremsstrahlung and other models. The precision of simulation results on the shape of EM showers is discussed in detail. It includes the validation of both high and low energy components of a shower. Cross checks between standard and low-energy EM models have been performed using evaluated data libraries and reference benchmark results.
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**GoCxx: a tool to easily leverage C++ legacy code for multicore-friendly Go libraries and frameworks**
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Current HENP libraries and frameworks were written before multicore systems became widely deployed and used. From this environment, a `single-thread` processing model naturally emerged but the implicit assumptions it encouraged are greatly impairing our abilities to scale in a multicore/manycore world.

Writing scalable code in C++ for multicore architectures, while doable, is no panacea. Sure, C++11 will improve on the current situation (by standardizing on std::thread, introducing lambda functions and defining a memory model) but it will do so at the price of complicating further an already quite sophisticated language. This level of sophistication has probably already strongly motivated analysis groups to migrate to CPython, hoping for its current limitations with respect to multicore scalability to be either lifted (Grand Interpreter Lock removal) or for the advent of a new Python VM better tailored for this kind of environment (PyPy, Jython,...)

Could HENP migrate to a language with none of the deficiencies of C++ (build time, deployment, low level tools for concurrency) and with the fast turn-around time, simplicity and ease of coding of Python ?

This paper will try to make the case for Go - a young open source language with built-in facilities to easily express and expose concurrency - being such a language.

We will first present a status update on go-gaudi, a framework written in Go loosely modeled after the C++ framework Gaudi used by two LHC experiments, and how its event loop was modified to expose more concurrency. Then, benchmarks fed with data flows extracted from current C++ frameworks and with different toy-components (thread-safe/non-thread-safe, I/O bound, CPU bound, ...) will be discussed.

Finally, we will introduce GoCxx, a tool leveraging gcc-xml’s output to automatize the tedious work of creating Go wrappers for foreign languages, a critical task for any language willing to leverage legacy and field-tested code. We will conclude with the first results of applying GoCxx to real C++ Gaudi components, effectively enabling go-gaudi with LHC know-how.
Student? Enter 'yes'. See http://goo.gl/MVv53:

no

Summary:

We present GoCxx, a tool to automatize the wrapping of C++ libraries, and its impact on next-generation parallel event processing frameworks.
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Grid Computing at GSI (ALICE and FAIR) - present and future
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The future FAIR experiments CBM and PANDA have computing requirements that fall in a category that could currently not be satisfied by one single computing centre. One needs a larger, distributed computing infrastructure to cope with the amount of data to be simulated and analysed.

Since 2002, GSI operates a Tier2 center for ALICE@CERN. The central component of the GSI computing facility and hence the core of the ALICE Tier2 centre is a LSF/SGE batch farm of 4200+ CPU cores shared by the participating experiments, and accessible both locally and via Grid. In terms of data storage, a 2.5 PB Lustre file system, directly accessible from all worker nodes is maintained, as well as a 400 TB xrootd-based Grid storage element.

Based on this existing expertise, and utilising ALICE’s middleware ‘AliEn’, the Grid infrastructure for PANDA and CBM is being built. Besides a Tier0 centre at GSI, the computing Grids of the two FAIR collaborations encompass now more than 17 sites in 11 countries and are constantly expanding.

The operation of the distributed FAIR computing infrastructure benefits significantly from the experience gained with the ALICE Tier2 centre. A close collaboration between ALICE Offline and FAIR provides mutual advantages. The employment of a common Grid middleware as well as compatible simulation and analysis software frameworks ensure significant synergy effects.

However, there are certain distinctions in usage and deployment between ALICE, CBM and PANDA. Starting from the common attributes, this talk goes on to explore the particularities of the three Grids and the dynamics of knowledge transfer between them.

Summary:

GSI operates an ALICE T2 centre since 2002. Based on the corresponding experiences and in close collaboration with ALICE Offline the distributed computing infrastructure for the FAIR experiments is being set up.
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Grid Information Systems Revisited

Author: Laurence Field

Co-author: Lorenzo Dini
The primary goal of a Grid information system is to display the current composition and state of a Grid infrastructure. It’s purpose is to provide the information required for workload and data management. As these models evolve, the information system requirements need to be revisited and revised. This paper first documents the results from a recent survey of LHC VOs on the information system requirements. An evaluation of how well these requirements are met by the current system is conducted and directions for future improvements are suggested. It is shown that due to the changing computing models, predominately the adoption of the pilot job paradigm, the main focus for the information system has shifted from scheduling towards service discovery and service monitoring. Six use cases are identified and directions for improved support for these are presented. The paper concludes by suggesting changes to existing system that will provide improved support while maintaining continuity of the service.
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Within the DIRAC framework in the LHCb collaboration, we deployed an autonomous policy system acting as a central status information point for grid elements. Experts working as grid administrators have a broad and very deep knowledge about the underlying system which makes them very precious. We have attempted to formalize this knowledge in an autonomous system able to aggregate information, draw conclusions, validate them, and take actions accordingly.

The DIRAC Resource Status System is a monitoring and generic policy system that enforces managerial and operational actions automatically. As an example, the status of a grid entity can be evaluated using a number of policies, each making assessments relative to specific monitoring information. Individual results of these policies can be combined to evaluate and propose a global status for the resource. This evaluation goes through a validation step driven by a state machine and an external validation system. Once validated, actions can be triggered accordingly.

External monitoring and testing systems such as Nagios or Hammercloud are used by policies for site commission and certification. This shows the flexibility of our system, and of what an autonomous policy system can achieve.
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H1 Monte Carlo Production on the Grid (H1 Collaboration)
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The H1 Collaboration at HERA is now in the era of high precision analyses based on the final and complete data sample. A natural consequence
of this is the huge increase in requirement for simulated Monte Carlo (MC) events. As a response to this increase, a framework for large scale MC production using the LCG Grid Infrastructure was developed. After 3 years, the H1 MC Computing Framework has become a high performance, reliable and robust platform operating on the top of gLite infrastructure. The original framework has been expanded into a tool which can handle 600 million simulated MC events per month and 20,000 simultaneously supported jobs on the LHC Grid, decreasing operator effort to the minimum. An annual MC event production rate of over 2.5 billion events has been achieved, and the project is integral to the data analysis performed by H1. Tools have also been developed to allow modifications of H1 detector details, for different levels of MC production steps and for full monitoring of the jobs on the Grid sites. The H1 MC Framework will be described, based on the experience gained during the successful MC simulation for the H1 Experiment, focussing on the solutions which can be implemented for other types of experiments - not only those devoted to HEP. Failure states, deficiencies, bottlenecks and scaling boundaries observed during this full scale physics analysis endeavour are also addressed.
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Handling of network and database instabilities in CORAL
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The CORAL software is widely used by the LHC experiments for storing and accessing data using relational database technologies. CORAL provides a C++ abstraction layer that supports data persistency for several backends and deployment models, including local access to SQLite files, direct client access to Oracle and MySQL servers, and read-only access to Oracle through the FroNTier/Squid and CoralServer/CoralServerProxy server/cache systems.

During 2010, several problems were reported by the LHC experiments using CORAL, involving application hangs or crashes after the network or the database servers became temporarily unavailable. CORAL already provided some level of handling of these instabilities, which are due to external causes and cannot be avoided, but this proved to be insufficient in some cases and to be itself the
cause of other problems, such as the hangs mentioned before, in other cases. As a consequence, a major redesign of the CORAL plugins was implemented, with the aim of making the software more robust against these network glitches. The new implementation ensures that CORAL automatically reconnects to the database in a transparent way whenever possible and gently terminates the application when this is not possible. Internally, it takes care of resetting all relevant parameters of the underlying backend technology (such as OCI, the Oracle Call Interface). This presentation will report on the status of this work at the time of the CHEP2012 conference, covering the design and implementation of these new features and the results from the first experience with their use.
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Data management for a wide category of non-event data plays a critical role in the operation of the CMS experiment. The processing chain (data taking-reconstruction-analysis) relies in the prompt availability of specific, time dependent data describing the state of the various detectors and their calibration parameters, which are treated separately from event data. The Condition Database system is the infrastructure established to handle these data and to make sure that they are available to both offline and online workflows. The Condition Data layout is designed such that the payload data (the Condition) is associated to an Interval Of Validity (IOV). The IOV allows accessing selectively the sets corresponding to specific intervals of time, run number or luminosity section. Both payloads and IOVs are stored in a cluster of relational database servers (Oracle) using an object-relational access approach. The strict requirements of security and isolation of the CMS online systems are imposing a redundant architecture to the database system. The master database is located in the experiment area within the online network, while a read-only replica is kept in sync via Oracle streaming in the CERN computing center and this is the one which is accessible by worldwide computing jobs. The synchronization of the condition data is performed with specific jobs deployed within the online networks, and with dedicated "drop-box" services. We will discuss the overall architecture of the system, the implementation choices and the experience gained in the first year of operation.
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The CMS experiment online cluster consists of 2300 computers and 170 switches or routers operating on a 24 hour basis. This huge infrastructure must be monitored in a way that the administrators are proactively warned of any failures or degradation in the system, in order to avoid or minimize downtime of the system which can lead to loss of data taking. The number of metrics monitored per host varies from 20 to 40 and covers basic host checks (disk, network, load) to application specific checks (service running) in addition to hardware monitoring (through IPMI). The sheer number of hosts and checks per host in the system stretches the limits of many monitoring tools and requires careful usage of various configuration optimizations in order to work reliably. The initial monitoring system used in the CMS online cluster was based on Nagios, but suffered from various drawbacks and did not work reliably in the recently expanded cluster. The CMS cluster administrators investigated the different open source tools available and chose to use a fork of Nagios called Icinga, with several plugin modules to enhance its scalability. The Gearman module provides a queuing system for all checks and their results allowing easy load balancing across worker nodes. Supported modules allow the grouping of checks in one single request thereby significantly reducing the network overhead for doing a set of checks on a group of nodes. The PNP4nagios module provides the graphing capability to Icing, which uses files as round robin databases (RRD). Additional software (rrdcached) optimizes access to the RRD files and is vital in order to achieve the required number of operations. Furthermore, to make best use of the monitoring information to notify the appropriate communities of any issues with their systems, much work was put into the grouping of the checks according to, for example, the function of the machine, the services running, the sub-detectors they belong to, and the criticality of the computer. An automated system to generate the configuration of the monitoring system has been produced to facilitate its evolution and maintenance. The use of these performance enhancing modules and the work on grouping the checks has yielded impressive performance improvements over the pervious Nagios infrastructure allowing for the monitoring of X metrics per second (compared to Y on the previous system). Furthermore the design allows the easy growth of the infrastructure without the need to rethink the monitoring system as a whole.

GSI in Darmstadt (Germany) is a center for heavy ion research. It hosts an Alice Tier2 center and is the home of the future FAIR facility. The planned data rates of the largest FAIR experiments, CBM and Panda, will be similar to those of the current LHC experiments at Cern. gStore is a hierarchical storage system with unique name space and successfully in operation since more than fifteen years. Its core consists of several tape libraries and currently ~20 data mover nodes connected within a SAN network. The gStore clients transfer data via fast socket connections from/to the disk.
cache of the data movers (~240 TByte currently). Each data mover has also a high speed connection to the GSI lustre file system (~3 PByte data capacity currently). The overall bandwidth between gStore (disk cache or tape) and lustre amounts to 6 GByte/s and will be duplicated in 2012. In the near future the lustre HSM functionality will be implemented with gStore.

Each tape drive is accessible from any data mover, fully transparent to the users. The tapes and libraries are managed by commercial software (IBM Tivoli Storage Manager TSM), whereas the disk cache management and the TSM and user interfaces are provided by GSI software. This provides the flexibility needed to tailor gStore according to the always developing requirements of the GSI and FAIR user communities. For Alice users all gStore data are worldwide accessible via Alice grid software.

Data streams from running experiments at GSI (up to 500 MByte/s) are written via sockets from the event builders to gStore write cache for migration to tape. In parallel the data are also copied to lustre for online evaluation and monitoring.

As all features related to tapes and libraries are handled by TSM gStore is practically completely hardware independent. Additionally, according to the design principles gStore is fully scalable in data capacity and I/O bandwidth. Therefore we are optimistic to fulfill also the dramatically increased mass storage requirements of the FAIR experiments in 2018, which will be some orders of magnitude higher than those of today.

---
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We present performance study of a high-speed RocketIO receiver card implemented as PCI-express device intended for the use in future luminosity-frontier HEP experiment.

To search for a new physics beyond the Standard Model, we start Belle II experiment from 2015 in KEK, Japan. In Belle II, the detector signals are digitized in or nearby the detector complex, and the digitized signals are transmitted to VME-9U sized data receiving boards located about 10m away from the detector over RocketIO optical links. The data receiving board is responsible to provide pipeline, online data processor, and Ethernet outlet connected to external event building PC. For a possible future upgrade of the data receiving board, we design a RocketIO receiver card to be attached to a PC as a PCI-express device.

In addition to above, the device is a backup solution for a data receiver from DEPFET pixel detectors of Belle II. In the backup solution, we plan to process the pixel data using GPUs.

We study firmware performance implemented in a prototype device, which has (up to) four optical input and eight lanes of PCI-express output. Data transfer throughputs for input line cases of one and four are measured 3.7Gbps and 11.8Gbps, respectively.
The first version card next to the prototype is under development and will be delivered by March 2012. Performance study of the first version card will also be presented as well.
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The CMS detector control system (DCS) is responsible for controlling and monitoring the detector status and for the operation of all CMS sub detectors and infrastructure. This is required to ensure safe and efficient data taking, so that high quality physics data can be recorded. The current system architecture is composed of more than 100 servers, in order to provide the required processing resources. An optimization of the system software and hardware architecture is under development to ensure redundancy of all the controlled sub-systems and to reduce any downtime due to hardware or software failures. The new optimized structure is based mainly on powerful and highly reliable blade servers and makes use of a fully redundant approach, guaranteeing high availability and reliability. The analysis of the requirements, the challenges, the improvements and the optimized system architecture as well as its specific hardware and software solutions are presented.
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High-performance scalable information service for the ATLAS experiment

**Author:** Serguei Kolos

**Co-author:** Giuseppe Avolio

1 University of California Irvine (US)
The ATLAS experiment is being operated by a highly distributed computing system which is constantly producing a lot of status information which is used to monitor the experiment operational conditions as well as to access the quality of the physics data being taken. For example, the ATLAS High Level Trigger (HLT) algorithms are executed on the online computing farm consisting from about 2000 nodes. Each HLT algorithm is producing few thousands histograms, which have to be summed over the whole cluster and carefully analysed in order to properly tune the event rejection.

In order to handle all such non-physics data the Information Service (IS) facility has been developed in the scope of the ATLAS TDAQ project. The IS provides high-performance scalable solution for information exchange in distributed environment. In the course of an ATLAS data taking session the IS handles about hundred gigabytes of information which is being constantly updated with the update interval varying from a second to few tens of seconds. IS provides access to any information item on request as well as distributing notification to all the information subscribers. In both cases the IS clients receive information in less then 1ms after it was updated. IS can handle arbitrary type of information including histograms produced by the HLT applications and provides C++, Java and Python API. The Information Service is a primarily and in most cases a unique source of information for the majority of the online monitoring analysis and GUI applications, used to control and monitor the ATLAS experiment.

Information Service provides streaming functionality allowing efficient replication of all or part of the managed information. This functionality is used to duplicate the subset of the ATLAS monitoring data to the CERN public network with the latency of the order of 1ms, allowing efficient real-time monitoring of the data taking from outside the protected ATLAS network. Each information item in IS has an associated URL which can be used to access that item online via HTTP protocol. This functionality is being used by many online monitoring applications which can run in a WEB browser, providing real-time monitoring information about ATLAS experiment over the globe. This paper will describe design and implementation of the IS and present performance results which have been taken in the ATLAS operational environment.

**Poster Session / 237**

**Hunting for hardware changes in data centers.**

**Author:** Miguel Coelho Dos Santos
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With many servers and server parts the environment of warehouse sized data centers is increasingly complex. Server life-cycle management and hardware failures are responsible for frequent changes that need to be managed.

To manage these changes better a project codenamed "hardware hound" focusing on hardware failure trending and hardware inventory has been started at CERN.

By creating and using a hardware oriented data set - the inventory - with detailed information on servers and their parts, firmware levels, and other server related data, e.g. rack location, benchmarked processing performance and power consumption, warranty coverage, purchase order, deployment state (production, maintenance), etc; as well as tracking changes to this inventory, the project aims at, for example, being able to discover trends in hardware failure rates, e.g. lower mean time to failure of a given component in a given batch of servers. This contribution will describe the architecture of the project, the inventory data, and real life use cases.

**Poster Session / 323**

**Hybrid C++/Python components for physics analysis and trigger**
A hybrid C++/Python environment built from the standard components is being heavily and successfully used in LHCb, both for off-line physics analysis as well as for the High Level Trigger. The approach is based on the LoKi toolkit and the Bender analysis framework. A small set of highly configurable C++ components allows to describe the most frequent analysis tasks, e.g. combining and filtering of particles, in compact & coherent way.

The action of these components is defined at an initialization phase using a palette of C++/Python functors, provided by LoKi/Bender framework, using the full power of the python language. The C++/Python binding and intercommunications have been performed using Reflex dictionaries. The system is currently being extended to cover all steps of the High Level Trigger, thus providing a coherent solution for the whole trigger and analysis chain.

We shall describe the overall design and key features of the major C++/Python analysis&trigger components.
Output strategies pose similarly subtle problems, with complications that may lead to significant serial-ization and the possibility of serial bottlenecks, either during writing or in post-processing, e.g., during data stream merging.
In this paper we describe the I/O components of AthenaMP, the multicore implementation of the ATLAS control framework, and the considerations that have led to the current design, with attention to how these I/O components interact with ATLAS persistent data organization and infrastruc-ture.
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The ATLAS Tier3 at IFIC-Valencia is attached to a Tier2 that has 50% of the Spanish Federated Tier2 resources. In its design, the Tier3 includes a GRID-aware part that shares some of the features of Valencia’s Tier2 such as using Lustre as a file system. ATLAS users, 70% of IFIC’s users, also have the possibility of analysing data with a PROOF farm and storing them locally.
In this contribution we discuss the design of the analysis facility as well as the monitoring tools we use to control and improve its performance. We also comment on how the recent changes in the ATLAS computing GRID model affect IFIC. Finally, how this complex system can coexist with the other science applications running at IFIC (non-ATLAS users) is presented.
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**INFN Tier1 test bed facility.**
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The INFN Tier1 at CNAF is the first level Italian High Energy Physics computing center that shares resources to the scientific community using
the grid infrastructure. The Tier1 is composed of a very complex infrastructure divided into different parts: the hardware layer, the storage services, the computing resources (i.e. worker nodes adopted for analysis and other activities) and finally the interconnection layer used for data transfers between different Tiers over the grid. Any update of the different parts of this infrastructure, in particular a software update or a change in the services software code, as the activity of adding new hardware, should be carefully tested and debugged before switching to production. For this reason a test bed facility has beed gradually built in order to reproduce the behaviour of the different layers of the Tier1 in a smaller but meaningful scale. Using this test bed system it is possible to perform extensive testing of both the software and hardware layers and certify them before the use at the Tier1.
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IPv6 testing and deployment at Prague Tier 2
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Computing Centre of the Institute of Physics in Prague provides computing and storage resources for various HEP experiments (D0, Atlas, Alice, Auger) and currently operates more than 300 worker nodes with more than 2500 cores and provides more than 2PB of disk space. Our site is limited to one C-sized block of IPv4 addresses, and hence we had to move most of our worker nodes behind the NAT. However this solution demands more difficult routing setup. We see the IPv6 deployment as a solution that provides less routing, more switching and therefore promises higher network throughput.

The administrators of the Computing Centre strive to configure and install all provided services automatically. For installation tasks we use PXE and kickstart, for network configuration we use DHCP and for software configuration we use CFengine. Many hardware boxes are configured via specific web pages or telnet/ssh protocol provided by the box itself. All our services are monitored with several tools e.g. Nagios, Munin, Ganglia. We rely heavily on the SNMP protocol for hardware health monitoring.

All these installation, configuration and monitoring tools must be tested before we can switch completely to IPv6 network stack. In this contribution we present the tests we have made, limitations we have faced and configuration decisions that we have made during IPv6 testing. We also present testbed built on virtual machines that was used for all the testing and evaluation.
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IceCubes GPGPU’s cluster for extensive MC production
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GPGPU computing offers extraordinary increases in pure processing power for parallelizable applications. In IceCube we use GPUs for ray-tracing of cherenkov photons in the antarctic ice as part of detector simulation. We report on how we implemented the mixed simulation production chain to include the processing on the GPGPU cluster for the IceCube Monte-Carlo production. We also present ideas to include GPGPU accelerated reconstructions into the IceCube data processing.
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Identification of charmed particles using Multivariate analysis in STAR experiment

Author: Jonathan Bouchet ¹

¹ Kent State University

Corresponding Author: bouchet@rcf.rhic.bnl.gov

Due to their production at the early stages, heavy flavor particles are of interest to study the properties of the matter created in heavy ion collisions at RHIC. Previous measurements of D and B mesons at RHIC[1, 2] using semi-leptonic probes show a suppression similar to that of light quarks, which is in contradiction with theoretical models only including gluon radiative energy loss mechanism[3]. A direct topological reconstruction is then needed to obtain a precise measurement of charm meson decays. This method leads to a substantial combinatorial background which can be reduced by using modern multivariate techniques (TMVA) which make optimal use of all the information available. Comparison with classical methods and performances of some classifiers will be presented for the reconstruction of D⁰ decay vertex (D⁰ → K⁻π⁺) and its charge conjugate from Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV.
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Identifying gaps in Grid middleware on fast networks with the Advanced Network Initiative
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By the end of 2011, a number of US Department of Energy (DOE) National Laboratories will have access to a 100 Gb/s wide-area network backbone. The ESnet Advanced Networking Initiative (ANI)
The ANI project is intended to develop a prototype network, based on emerging 100 Gb/s ethernet technology. The ANI network will support DOE’s science research programs. A 100 Gb/s network testbed is a key component of the ANI project. The test bed offers the opportunity for early evaluation of 100Gb/s network infrastructure for supporting the high impact data movement typical of science collaborations and experiments. In order to make effective use of this advanced infrastructure, the applications and middleware currently used by the distributed computing systems of large-scale science need to be adapted and tested within the new environment, with gaps in functionality identified and corrected.

As a user of the ANI testbed, Fermilab aims to study the issues related to end-to-end integration and use of 100 Gb/s networks for the event simulation and analysis applications of physics experiments. In this paper we discuss our findings evaluating in the high-speed environment existing HEP Physics middleware and application components, including GridFTP, Globus Online, etc. These will include possible recommendations to the system administrators, application and middleware developers on changes that would make production use of the 100 Gb/s networks, including data storage, caching and wide area access.
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Implementation and use of BaBar Long Term Data Access.
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The BaBar high energy physics experiment acquired data from 1999 until 2008. Soon after the end of data taking, the effort to produce the final dataset started. This final dataset contains over 11x10^9 events, in 1.6x10^6 files, over a petabyte of storage. The Long Term Data Access (LTDA) project aims at the preservation of the BaBar data, analysis tools and documentation to ensure the capability to perform physics analyses and publish new physics results. It also foresees to use the data for education and outreach, and for the combination of BaBar results with other experiments. The central element of the BaBar LTDA is an integrated cluster of computation and storage resources which will become the primary facility for the analysis of BaBar data in the coming years. The cluster uses virtualization technologies to ensure continued operation with future hardware and software platforms, and utilizes distributed computation and storage methods for scalability. The design has been developed with particular attention to computer security and portability of the model. This presentation will focus on the details of the implementation and use of the LTDA within the BaBar Collaboration, and the first user experience with BaBar data analyses.
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Implementation of Intensity Frontier Beam Information Database
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Neutrino physics research is an important part of FNAL scientific program in post Tevatron era. Neutrino experiments are taking advantage of high beam intensity delivered by the FNAL accelerator complex. These experiments share a common beam infrastructure, and require detailed information about the operation of the beam to perform their measurements. We have designed and implemented a system to capture, store and deliver this common beam data to all of the neutrino experiments in real-time. The solution that we designed and built is a robust, high reliability, high performance system that is capable of providing both real-time and historic beam conditions data to the experiments at different stages in their data acquisition and analysis chains. This system is currently being integrated into the online data collection, online monitoring and off-line data processing for each of the experiments. The presentation will cover the design and implementation of this system, its interfaces.
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Recent PC servers are equipped with multi-core CPUs and it is desired to utilize the full processing power of them for the data analysis in large scale HEP experiments. A software framework “basf2” is being developed for the use in the Belle II experiment, an upgraded B-factory experiment at KEK, and the parallel event processing is in its design. The framework accepts a set of plug-in functional modules and executes them in the specified order.

The parallel processing is implemented so that the execution of the partial portion of the module chain can be parallelized, while keeping the other modules to be executed in a single path. This implementation expands the capability of the parallel processing from the trivial event-by-event to the pipeline processing of a module chain, keeping the single input and output stream. The execution of one path is performed in a UNIX process forked from the main program of basf2.

The data passed between modules are a set of ROOT objects. In the parallel processing, whenever to pass the set to other process, they are streamed once and placed on a ring buffer implemented using UNIX IPC. The receiving process picks up the streamed packet from the ring buffer and restores the objects. The mechanism can be easily extended for the connection between PC servers over a network, which is used for the high level trigger application.

The details of the parallel processing implementation in the basf2 framework will be discussed at the conference, which includes a report of the realistic performance of the processing in various cases.

Summary:
The implementation of the parallel processing for the multi-core CPU in the Belle II software framework (basf2) is presented. It features the partial parallel execution of the module chain plugged in the framework, which enables the pipeline processing of modules in addition to the trivial event-by-event parallel processing.
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**Implementing Parallel Algorithms**
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The possible implementation of parallel algorithms will be described. The functionality will be demonstrated using Swarm - a new experimental interactive parallel framework. The access from several parallel-friendly scripting languages will be shown. The benchmarks of the typical tasks used in High Energy Physics code will be provided. The talk will concentrate on using the “Fork and Join” approach, which is the default solution included in the Java 7 environment. The comparison of that approach with other alternatives will be given too.

**Distributed Processing and Analysis on Grids and Clouds / 176**

**Implementing data placement strategies for the CMS experiment based on a popularity mode**
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During the first two years of data taking, the CMS experiment has collected over 20 PetaBytes of data and processed and analyzed it on the distributed, multi-tiered computing infrastructure on the WorldWide LHC Computing Grid. Given the increasing data volume that has to be stored and efficiently analyzed, it is a challenge for several LHC experiments to optimize and automate the data placement strategies in order to fully profit of the available network and storage resources and to facilitate daily computing operations.

Building on previous experience acquired by ATLAS, we have developed the CMS Popularity Service that tracks file accesses and user activity on the grid and will serve as the foundation for the evolution of their data placement. A fully automated, popularity-based site-cleaning agent has been deployed in order to scan Tier2 sites that are reaching their space quota and suggest obsolete, unused data that can be safely deleted without disrupting analysis activity. Future work will be to demonstrate dynamic data placement functionality based on this popularity service and integrate it in the data and workload management systems: as a consequence the pre-placement of data will be minimized and additional replication of hot datasets will be requested automatically.

This paper will give an insight into the development, validation and production process and will analyze how the framework has influenced resource optimization and daily operations in CMS.
Improvements in ROOT I/O

Author: Philippe Canal
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In the past year, the development of ROOT I/O has focused on improving the existing code and increasing the collaboration with the experiments’ experts. Regular I/O workshops have been held to share and build upon the varied experiences and points of view. The resulting improvements in ROOT I/O span many dimensions including reduction and more control over the memory usage, drastic reduction in CPU usage as well as optimization of the file size and the hardware I/O utilization.

Improving ATLAS grid site reliability with functional tests using HammerCloud
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With the exponential growth of LHC (Large Hadron Collider) data in 2011, and more to come in 2012, distributed computing has become the established way to analyse collider data. The ATLAS grid infrastructure includes more than 80 sites worldwide, ranging from large national computing centers to smaller university clusters. These facilities are used for data reconstruction and simulation, which are centrally managed by the ATLAS production system, and for distributed user analysis. To ensure the smooth operation of such a complex system, regular tests of all sites are necessary to validate the site capability of successfully executing user and production jobs. We report on the development, optimization and results of an automated functional testing suite using the HammerCloud framework. Functional tests are short light-weight applications covering typical user analysis and production schemes, which are periodically submitted to all ATLAS grid sites. Results from those tests are collected and used to evaluate site performances. Sites that fail or are unable to run the tests are automatically excluded from the PanDA brokerage system, therefore avoiding user or production jobs to be sent to problematic sites.

We show that stricter exclusion policies help to increase the grid reliability, and the percentage of user and production jobs aborted due to network or storage failures can be sensibly reduced using such a system.

Improving Geant4 multi-core’s performance and usability
Author: Xin Dong
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We report on the progress of the multi-core versions of Geant4, including multi-process and multi-threaded Geant4.

The performance of the multi-threaded version of Geant4 has been measured, identifying an overhead compared with the sequential version of 20-30%. We explain the reasons, and the improvements introduced to reduce this overhead.

In addition we have improved the design of a few key classes of Geant4 were revised in order to simplify the design and improve the implementation of multi-threaded and reduce the memory footprint of multi-process Geant4.

The process for adapting user applications to Geant4 multi-threaded has been documented and streamlined. Most applications can be adapted within 1-2 working days. Tools to verify that the results of a multi-threaded application are exactly equal to the sequential version are under development.

In addition we present an overview of the test coverage undertaken to ensure that the Geant4 multi-threaded are fully compatible with the sequential version.
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Improving Phenix search experience with Solr/Lucene and Nutch
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During its 20 years of R&D, construction and operation the Phenix experiment at RHIC has accumulated large amounts of proprietary collaboration data that is hosted on many servers around the world and is not open for commercial search engines for indexing and searching. The legacy search infrastructure did not scale well with the fast growing Phenix document base and produced results inadequate in both precision and recall.

After considering the possible alternatives that would provide an aggregated, fast, full text formats (text, pdf, ppt, etc) we decided to use Nutch as a web crawler and Solr/Lucene as a search engine. Nutch support of crawling multiple domains helps Phenix aggregate collaboration data from many participating institutions. The ability of Nutch to parse large variety of file formats greatly increases the search domain. Phenix search got a substantial boost in precision by using the Solr support for faceted navigation -
indexing data under custom categories and then combining text search with a progressive narrowing of choices in available categories. Most users in Phenix know how the data is structured fairly well and can limit the search to a specific area right away, for example searching only in the mail archives or published papers.

To present XML-based Solr search results in a user-friendly manner we decided to use Drupal as a web interface to Solr.

We will report on Phenix experience searching with Solr/Lucene, Nutch and Drupal.
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The Data-Acquisition System designed by ALICE, which is the experiment dedicated to the study of strongly interacting matter and the quark-gluon plasma at the CERN LHC (Large Hadron Collider), handles the data flow from the sub-detector electronics to the archiving on tape. The software framework of the ALICE data-acquisition system is called DATE (ALICE Data Acquisition and Test Environment) and consists of a set of software packages grouped into main logic packages and utility packages.

In order to assess the software quality of DATE, and review possible improvements, we implement PAF (Program Analysis Framework) to analyze the software architecture and software modularity. The basic idea about PAF is recording the call relationships information among the important elements (i.e., functions, global variables, complex structures) firstly and then using the different analysis algorithms to find the Crosscutting Concerns which could destroy the modularity of the software from this recording information.

The PAF is based on the API of Eclipse C/C++ Development Tooling (CDT) because the source codes of DATE framework is written in C language. The CDT project based on the Eclipse platform provides a fully functional C and C++ Integrated Development Environment. The PAF for DATE could also be used for the analysis of other projects written in C language.

Finally we evaluate our framework through analyzing the software system of DATE. The analysis result proves the effectiveness and efficiency of our framework. PAF has pinpointed a number of possible optimizations which could be applied to DATE and help maximizing the software quality.
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Improving the quality of EMI Releases by leveraging the EMI Testing Infrastructure
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What is an EMI Release? What is its life-cycle? How is its quality assured through a continuous integration and large scale acceptance testing? These are the main questions that this article will answer, by presenting the EMI release management process with emphasis on the role played by the Testing Infrastructure in improving the quality of the middleware provided by the project.

The European Middleware Initiative (EMI) is a close collaboration of four major European technology providers: ARC, gLite, UNICORE and dCache. Its main objective is to deliver a consolidated set of components for deployment in EGI (as part of the Unified Middleware Distribution, UMD), PRACE and other DCIs. The harmonized set of EMI components thus enables the interoperability and integration between Grids. EMI aims at creating an effective environment that satisfies the requirements of the scientific communities relying on it.

The EMI distribution is organized in periodic major releases whose development and maintenance follow a 5-phase yearly cycle: i) requirements collection and analysis; ii) development and test planning; iii) software development, testing and certification; iv) release certification and validation and v) release and maintenance.

In this article we present in detail the implementation of operational and infrastructural resources supporting the certification and validation phase of the release. The main goal of this phase is to harmonize into a single release the strongly inter-dependent products coming from various development teams through parallel certification paths. To achieve this goal the continuous integration and large scale acceptance testing performed on the EMI Testing Infrastructure plays a key role. The purpose of this infrastructure is to provide a system where both the production and the release candidate product versions are deployed. On this system inter-component testing by different product team testers can concurrently take place. The Testing Infrastructure is also continuously monitored through Nagios and exposed both to automatic testing and to usage by volunteer end-users. Furthermore the infrastructure size is increased with resources made available by volunteer end-users that are interested in implementing production-like deployments or specific test scenarios.
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**Increasing performance in KVM virtualization within a Tier-1 environment**
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This work shows the optimizations we have been investigating and implementing at the KVM virtualization layer in the INFN Tier-1 at CNAF, based on more than a year of experience in running thousands of virtual machines in a production environment used by several international collaborations. These optimizations increase the adaptability of virtualization solutions to demanding applications like those run in our institute (High-Energy Physics).

We will show performance differences among different filesystems (like ext3 vs ext4 vs xfs) and caching options, when used as KVM host local storage. We will provide guidelines for solid state disks (SSD).
adoption, for deployment of SR-IOV enabled hardware, for providing PCI-passthrough network cards to virtual machines and what is the best solution to distribute and instantiate read-only virtual machine images.

This work has been driven by the project called Worker Nodes on Demand Service (WNoDeS), a framework designed to offer local, grid or cloud-based access to computing and storage resources, preserving maximum compatibility with existing computing center policies and work-flows.

**Summary:**

We will show performance differences among different filesystems (like ext3 vs ext4 vs xfs) and caching options, when used as KVM host local storage. We will provide guidelines for solid state disks (SSD) adoption, for deployment of SR-IOV enabled hardware, for providing PCI-passthrough network cards to virtual machines and what is the best solution to distribute and instantiate read-only virtual machine images.

---
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Since 2009, the development of Indico has focused on usability, performance and new features, especially the ones related to meeting collaboration. Usability studies have resulted in the biggest change Indico has experienced up to now, a new web layout that makes the user experience better. Performance improvements were also a key goal since 2010; the main features of Indico have been optimized remarkably. Along with usability and performance, new features have been added to Indico such as webchat integration, video services bookings, webcast and recording requests, designed to really reinforce Indico position as the main hub for all CERN collaboration services, and many others which aim is to complete the conference lifecycle management.

Indico development is also moving towards a broader collaboration where other institutes, hosting their own Indico instance, can contribute to the project in order make it a better and more complete tool.

**Summary:**

A review of all the enhancements done in the recent past to Indico, and especially a view of Indico as CERN collaboration hub.

---

**Poster Session / 303**

**Integrated cluster management at the Manchester Tier-2**

**Authors:** Alessandra Forti¹ ; Andrew Mcnab²

¹ University of Manchester (GB)

² University of Manchester

**Corresponding Author:** andrew.mcnab@cern.ch
We describe our experience of operating a large Tier-2 site since 2005 and how we have developed an integrated management system using third-party, open source components. This system tracks individual assets and records their attributes such as MAC and IP addresses; derives DNS and DHCP configurations from this database; creates each host’s installation and re-configuration scripts; monitors the services on each host according to the records of what should be running; and cross-references tickets with asset records and per-asset monitoring pages. In addition, scripts which detect problems and automatically remove hosts record these new states in the database which are available to operators immediately through the same interface as tickets and monitoring.

**Poster Session / 178**

**Integrating PROOF Analysis in Cloud and Batch Clusters**

**Author:** Ana Y. Rodríguez-Marrero

**Co-authors:** Alberto Cuesta-Noriega; Enol Fernández-del-Castillo; Francisco Matorras-Weinig; Isidro González-Caballero; Jesús Marco-de-Lucas; Álvaro López-García

1 Instituto de Física de Cantabria (UC-CSIC)
2 Universidad de Oviedo

High Energy Physics (HEP) analysis are becoming more complex and demanding due to the large amount of data collected by the current experiments. The Parallel ROOT Facility (PROOF) provides researchers with an interactive tool to speed up the analysis of huge volumes of data by exploiting parallel processing on both multicore machines and computing clusters. The typical PROOF deployment scenario is a permanent set of cores configured to run the PROOF daemons. However, this approach is incapable of adapting to the dynamic nature of interactive usage. Several initiatives seek to improve the use of computing resources by integrating PROOF with a batch system, such as PoD or PROOF Cluster. These solutions are currently in production at Universidad de Oviedo and IFCA and are positively evaluated by users. Although they are able to adapt to the computing needs of users, they must comply with the specific configuration, OS and software installed at the batch nodes. Furthermore, they share the machines with other workloads, which may cause disruptions in the interactive service for users. These limitations make PROOF a typical use-case for cloud computing. In this work we take profit from Cloud Infrastructure at IFCA in order to provide a dynamic PROOF environment where users can control the software configuration of the machines. The Proof Analysis Framework (PAF) facilitates the development of new analysis and offers a transparent access to PROOF resources. Several performance measurements are presented for the different scenarios (PoD, SGE and Cloud), showing a speed improvement closely correlated with the number of cores used.

**Poster Session / 340**

**Integration of Globus Online with the ATLAS PanDA Workload Management System**

**Author:** Collaboration Atlas

**Co-authors:** Carlos Contreras; Maxim Potekhin; Paul Nilsson; Tadashi Maeno

1 Atlas
2 Departamento de Física-Univ. Tecnica Federico Santa María (UTFSM)
3 Brookhaven National Laboratory (US)
4 University of Texas at Arlington (US)

**Corresponding Author:** maxim.potekhin@cern.ch
The PanDA Workload Management System is the basis for distributed production and analysis for the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. In this role, it relies on sophisticated dynamic data movement facilities developed in ATLAS. In certain scenarios, such as small research teams in ATLAS Tier-3 sites and non-ATLAS Virtual Organizations supported by the Open Science Grid consortium (OSG), the overhead of installation and operation of this component makes its use not cost effective. Globus Online is an emerging new tool from the Globus Alliance, which already proved popular within the OSG community. It provides the users with fast and robust file transfer capabilities that can also be managed from a Web interface, and in addition to grid sites, can have individual workstations and laptops serving as data transmission endpoints. We will describe the integration of the Globus Online functionality into the PanDA suite of software, in order to give more flexibility in choosing the method of data transfer to ATLAS Tier-3 and OSG users.

Poster Session / 455

Integration of WS-PGRADE/gUSE portal and DIRAC

Authors: Albert Puig Navarro 1; Damia Viana Casals 2

Co-authors: Adrian Casajus Ramo 1; Ricardo Graciani Diaz 1

1 University of Barcelona (ES)
2 Universitat de Barcelona

Corresponding Author: Albert.Puig@epfl.ch

The gUSE (Grid User Support Environment) framework allows to create, store and distribute application workflows. This workflow architecture includes a wide variety of payload execution operations, such as loops, conditional execution of jobs and combination of output. These complex multi-job workflows can easily be created and modified by application developers through the WS-PGRADE portal. The portal also allows end users to download and use existing workflows, as well as executing them.

The DIRAC framework for distributed computing, a complete Grid solution for a community of users needing access to distributed computing resources, has been integrated into the WS-PGRADE/gUSE system. This integration allows the execution of gUSE workflows in a distributed computing environment, thus greatly expanding the capability of the portal to several Grids and Cloud Computing facilities.

The main features and possibilities of the WS-PGRADE/gUSE-DIRAC system, as well as the benefits for users, will be outlined and discussed.
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Intercontinental Multi-Domain Monitoring for the LHC Optical Private Network

Author: Domenico Vicinanza 1

1 DANTE

Corresponding Author: domenico.vicinanza@dante.net

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is currently running at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland. Physicists are using LHC to recreate the conditions just after the Big Bang, by colliding two beams of particles.
and heavy ions head-on at very high energy. The project is expected to generate 27 TB of raw data per day, plus 10 TB of “event summary data”. This data is sent out from CERN to eleven Tier 1 academic institutions in Europe, Asia, and North America using a multi-gigabits Optical Private Network (OPN), the LHCOPN.

Network monitoring on such complex network architecture to ensure robust and reliable operation is of crucial importance. The chosen approach for monitoring the OPN is based on the perfSONAR MDM framework (http://perfsonar.geant.net), which is designed for multi-domain monitoring environments.

perfSONAR (www.perfsonar.net) is an infrastructure for performance monitoring data exchange between networks, making it easier to solve performance problems occurring between network measurement points interconnected through several network domains. It contains a set of services delivering performance measurements in a multi-domain environment. These services act as an intermediate layer, between the performance measurement tools and the visualization applications. This layer is aimed at exchanging performance measurements between networks, using well defined protocols. perfSONAR is web-service based, modular, and it uses NM-WG OGF standards.

perfSONAR MDM is the perfSONAR version built by GÉANT (www.geant.net), the consortium operating the European Backbone for research and education.

Given the quite particular structure of the LHCOPN, a specially customised version of the perfSONAR MDM was prepared by an international consortium for the specific monitoring of IP and circuits of the LHC Optical Private Network.

The proposed presentation will introduce the main points of the LHCOPN structure, provide an introduction about perfSONAR framework (software, architecture, service structure) and finally describe the way the whole monitoring infrastructure is monitored and how the support is organised.

Summary:

The presentation submitted will be organised as follows:
- Introduction to the LHCOPN: structure, motivation, challenges
- The perfSONAR Multi-Domain Monitoring framework: software, architecture, service structure
- Monitoring the monitoring infrastructure (including support)

Plenary / 601

Introduction of CHEP2013 in Amsterdam

Author: David Groep
Co-author: NIKHEF Team

NIKHEF

Corresponding Author: david.groep@cern.ch
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Investigating the performance of CMSSW on the AMD Bulldozer micro-architecture

Authors: David Colling; Simon William Fayer; Stuart Wakefield

Imperial College Sci., Tech. & Med. (GB)

Corresponding Authors: simon.fayer@cern.ch, stuart.wakefield@gmail.com
The density of rack-mount computers is continually increasing, allowing for higher performance processing in smaller and smaller spaces. With the introduction of its new Bulldozer micro-architecture, AMD have made it feasible to run up to 128 cores within a 2U rack-mount space. CPUs based on Bulldozer contain a series of modules, each module containing two processing cores which share some resources, while also having dedicated versions of other resources. As the LHC luminosity increases, in turn increasing pile-up, more and more computing power will be needed to reconstruct and analyse each event. In order to provide this increase in computing power without a large increase in space, higher density computing must be used.

In this paper we explore the possibilities of running the CMS software stack, CMSSW, on one implementation of this new architecture. Initially we look at running traditional single core jobs within the architecture in such a way that it is directly comparable to jobs run on older architectures. We then go on to explore the possibility of multi-core and whole-node processing within CMSSW, which would allow for much better memory utilisation. Using less memory in any large job has the advantage of allowing the CPU to churn less data through the memory caches while analysing data, resulting in better overall performance.

Poster Session / 7

Investigation of Storage Systems for use in Grid Applications

Authors: Gabriele Garzoglio¹; Ted Hesselroth¹

¹ Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

In recent years, several new storage technologies, such as Lustre, Hadoop, OrangeFS, and BlueArc, have emerged. While several groups have run benchmarks to characterize them under a variety of configurations, more work is needed to evaluate these technologies for the use cases of scientific computing on Grid clusters and Cloud facilities. This paper discusses our evaluation of the technologies as deployed on a test bed at FermiCloud, one of the Fermilab infrastructure-as-a-service Cloud facilities. The test bed consists of 4 server-class nodes with 40 TB of disk space and up to 50 virtual machine clients, some running on the storage server nodes themselves. With this configuration, the evaluation compares the performance of some of these technologies when deployed on virtual machines and on “bare metal” nodes. In addition to running standard benchmarks such as IOZone to check the sanity of our installation, we have run I/O intensive tests using physics-analysis applications. This paper presents how the storage solutions perform in a variety of realistic use cases of scientific computing. One interesting difference among the storage systems tested is found in a decrease in total read throughput with increasing number of client processes, which occurs in some implementations but not others.
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Investigation of many-core scalability of the track reconstruction in the CBM experiment

Author: Pavel Kisel¹

Co-authors: Igor Kulakov²; Sergey Baginyan¹; Victor Ivanov¹

¹ JINR
² GSI

Corresponding Author: i.kulakov@gsi.de

Search for particle trajectories is a basis of the on-line event reconstruction in the heavy-ion CBM experiment (FAIR/GSI, Darmstadt, Germany). The experimental requirements are very high, namely:
up to $10^7$ collisions per second, up to 1000 charged particles produced in a central collision, a non-
homogeneous magnetic field, about 85% of the additional background combinatorial measurements
in the detector, full on-line event reconstruction and selection. This requires use of the full potential
of modern many-core CPU/GPU architectures.

The Cellular Automaton (CA) method is one of the most efficient methods of searching for charged
particles trajectories. The implementation of the CA algorithm in the CBM experiment is well op-
timized with respect to time consumptions, the calculations are carried out in parallel with use of
parallelism at the level of data, as well as at the level of cores. We present a detailed description of
the algorithm realization and results of the many-core scalability tests on a server at the Laboratory
of Information Technologies (JINR, Dubna, Russia) with 2 Intel Xeon E5640 CPUs (in total 8 physical
or 16 logical cores). The track reconstruction efficiency, the speed of the algorithm and its scalability
with respect to number of cores are presented in detail. Using the Nvidia GPU card as an accelerator
is also discussed.

Poster Session / 308

JavaFIRE: A Replica and File System for Grids

Author: Marko Petek
Co-authors: Alberto Santoro ; Claudio Fernando Resin Geyer ; Diego Da Silva Gomes ; Stephen Gowdy

The work is focused on the creation and validation tests of a replica and transfers system for Com-
putational Grids inspired on the needs of the High Energy Physics (HEP).

Due to the high volume of data created by the HEP experiments, an efficient file and dataset replica
system may play

an important role on the computing model. Data replica systems allow the creation of copies, dis-
tributed between

the different storage elements on the Grid.

In the HEP context, the data files are basically immutable. This eases the task of the replica system,
because given

sufficient local storage resources any given dataset only needs to be replicated to a particular site
once.

Concurrent with the advent of computational Grids, another important theme in the distributed
systems area that has

also seen some significant interest is that of peer-to-peer networks (p2p). P2p networks are an
important and

evolving mechanism that facilitates the use of distributed computing and storage resources by end
users.

One common technique to achieve faster file downloads from possibly overloaded storage elements
over congested
networks is to split the files into smaller pieces. This way, each piece can be transferred from a different replica, in parallel or not, optimizing the moments in that the network conditions are better suited to the transfer.

The main tasks achieved by the system are: the creation of replicas, the development of a system for replicas transfer (RFT) and for replicas location (RLS) with a different architecture that the one provided by Globus and the development of a system for file transfer in pieces on computational grids with interfaces for several storage elements.

The RLS uses a p2p overlay based on the Kademlia algorithm.

**Poster Session / 95**

**Jigsaw: A runtime-configurable HEP analysis framework**

**Author:** Riccardo Di Sipio

**Co-author:** Marino Romano

1 *Universita e INFN (IT)*

**Corresponding Author:** riccardo.di.sipio@cern.ch

Jigsaw provides a collection of tools for high-energy physics analyses. In Jigsaw’s paradigm input data, analyses and histograms are factorized so that they can be configured and put together at run-time to give more flexibility to the user.

Analyses are focussed on physical objects such as particles and event shape quantities. These are distilled from the input data and brought to the analysis via ntuple wrappers, for which a base-class and some use-case examples are provided.

Manipulators can be applied to the events in order to calculate analysis-specific quantities and objects such as decayed particles and polarization angles. Jigsaw is shipped with a comprehensive collection of event cuts that can be composed at run-time via xml to build a cut-based analysis. Finally, histograms are defined externally via xml and filled at each stage of the analysis automatically. As for now still a work in progress, an infrastructure is also present for the creation of ROOT trees and multivariate analyses.

Jigsaw was designed and coded by R. Di Sipio (disipio@bo.infn.it) and M. Romano (marino.romano@bo.infn.it). The code is publicly available on CERN SVN:

https://svnweb.cern.ch/cern/wsvn/atlasgrp/Institutes/Bologna/AnalysisFramework
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**Key developments of the Ganga task-management framework.**
**Authors:** Alexander John Richards\(^1\); Ivan Antoniev Dzhunov\(^2\); Jakub Moscicki\(^3\); Mark William Slater\(^4\); Michael John Kenyon\(^3\)

**Co-authors:** Daniel Colin Van Der Ster\(^3\); Frederic Brochu\(^5\); Hurng-Chun Lee\(^6\); J Michael Williams\(^1\); Johannes Ebke\(^7\); Johannes Elmsheuser\(^7\); Manoj Jha\(^8\); Ulrik Egede\(^1\)

\(^1\) Imperial College Sci., Tech. & Med. (GB)  
\(^2\) University of Sofia  
\(^3\) CERN  
\(^4\) University of Birmingham (GB)  
\(^5\) University of Cambridge (GB)  
\(^6\) NIKHEF (NL)  
\(^7\) Ludwig-Maximilians-Univ. Muenchen (DE)  
\(^8\) Universita e INFN (IT)

**Corresponding Author:** mkenyon@cern.ch

Ganga is an easy-to-use frontend for the definition and management of analysis jobs, providing a uniform interface across multiple distributed computing systems. It is the main end-user distributed analysis tool for the ATLAS and LHCb experiments and provides the foundation layer for the HammerCloud system, used by the LHC experiments for validation and stress testing of their numerous distributed computing facilities.

This poster will illustrate recent developments aimed at improving both the efficiency with which computing resources are utilised, and the end-user experience. Notable highlights include a new web-based monitoring interface (WebGUI) that allows users to conveniently view the status of their submitted Ganga jobs and browse the local job repository. Improvements to the core Ganga package will also be outlined. Specifically we will highlight the development of procedures for automatic handling and resubmission of failed jobs, alongside a mechanism that stores an analysis application such that it can be repeated (optionally using different input data) at any point in the future.

We will demonstrate how tools that were initially developed for a specific user community have been migrated into the Ganga core, and so can be exploited by a wider user-base. Similarly, examples will be given where Ganga components have been adapted for use by communities in their custom analysis packages.

**Plenary / 582**

**Keynote Address:** High Energy Physics and Computing – Perspectives from DOE

**Poster Session / 358**

**Ksplice: Update without rebooting**

**Author:** Waseem Daher\(^1\)

\(^1\) Oracle
Corresponding Author: waseem.daher@oracle.com

Today, every OS in the world requires regular reboots in order to be up to date and secure. Since reboots cause downtime and disruption, sysadmins are forced to choose between security and convenience.

Until Ksplice. Ksplice is new technology that can patch a kernel while the system is running, with no disruption whatsoever. We use this technology to provide Ksplice Uptrack, a service that delivers important security and bugfix updates to your systems. (It’s free for Ubuntu Desktop and Fedora, and is also a free feature of Oracle Linux Premier support.)

In this talk, we’ll very briefly provide an overview of how Ksplice can dramatically reduce the pain associated with large-scale installation maintenance, which is why it is used at 700+ customer sites, on 100,000+ customer systems, including at Brookhaven National Lab.

More importantly, we’ll provide a detailed look into how the Ksplice technology works and how the Ksplice Uptrack service works, at a technical level primarily targeted at system administrators and developers, but largly accessible to the average Linux user as well.

Summary:

Today, every OS in the world requires regular reboots in order to be up to date and secure. Since reboots cause downtime and disruption, sysadmins are forced to choose between security and convenience.

Until Ksplice. Ksplice is new technology that can patch a kernel while the system is running, with no disruption whatsoever. We use this technology to provide Ksplice Uptrack, a service that delivers important security and bugfix updates to your systems. (It’s free for Ubuntu Desktop and Fedora, and is also a free feature of Oracle Linux Premier support.)

In this talk, we’ll very briefly provide an overview of how Ksplice can dramatically reduce the pain associated with large-scale installation maintenance, which is why it is used at 700+ customer sites, on 100,000+ customer systems, including at Brookhaven National Lab.

More importantly, we’ll provide a detailed look into how the Ksplice technology works and how the Ksplice Uptrack service works, at a technical level primarily targeted at system administrators and developers, but largly accessible to the average Linux user as well.
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LCG Persistency Framework (POOL, CORAL, COOL) - Status and Outlook

Authors: Alexander Kalkhof¹; Alexander Loth²; Andrea Valassi¹; Andrey Salnikov³; Dave Dykstra⁴; David Front⁵; Marcin Nowak²; Marco Clemencic¹; Markus Frank¹; Martin Wache²; Raffaello Trentadue⁸

¹ CERN
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³ SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory (US)
⁴ Fermi National Accelerator Lab. (US)
⁵ Weizmann Institute of Science (IL)
⁶ Brookhaven National Laboratory (US)
⁷ Institut fur Physik-Johannes-Gutenberg-Universitzaet-Unknown
⁸ Universita e INFN (IT)

Corresponding Authors: raffaello.trentadue@cern.ch, andrea.valassi@cern.ch

The LCG Persistency Framework consists of three software packages (POOL, CORAL and COOL) that address the data access requirements of the LHC experiments in several different areas. The project is the result of the collaboration between the CERN IT Department and the three experiments
(ATLAS, CMS and LHCb) that are using some or all of the Persistency Framework components to access their data. The POOL package is a hybrid technology store for C++ objects, using a mixture of streaming and relational technologies to implement both object persistency and object metadata catalogs and collections. POOL provides generic components that can be used by the experiments to store both their event data and their conditions data. The CORAL package is an abstraction layer with an SQL-free API for accessing data stored using relational database technologies. It is used directly by experiment-specific applications and internally by both COOL and POOL. The COOL package provides specific software components and tools for the handling of the time variation and versioning of the experiment conditions data.

This presentation will report on the status and outlook in each of the three sub-projects at the time of CHEP2012. It will focus on COOL and POOL, as several new features of CORAL are the subject of other presentations at this conference.

Poster Session / 396

LCIO2.0: Event Data Model and Persistency for HEP

Authors: Frank Gaede¹ ; Jan Dominik Engels² ; Jeremy McCormick¹ ; Norman Anthony Graf⁴ ; Steven Aplin⁵ ; Tony Johnson⁶

¹ DESY IT
² Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY)
³ Unknown
⁴ SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory (US)
⁵ DESY
⁶ Nuclear Physics Laboratory

Corresponding Author: norman.graf@slac.stanford.edu

LCIO is a persistency framework and event data model which, as originally presented at CHEP 2003, was developed for the next linear collider physics and detector response simulation studies. Since then, the data model has been extended to also incorporate raw data formats as well as reconstructed object classes. LCIO defines a common abstract user interface (API) and is designed to be lightweight and flexible without introducing additional dependencies on other software packages. Concrete implementations are provided in several programming languages, providing end users the flexibility of using multiple simulation, reconstruction and analysis frameworks. Persistence is provided by a simple binary format that supports data compression and random event access.

LCIO is being used by the ILC and CLIC physics and detector communities to conduct performance benchmarking studies such as the recently completed CLIC CDR and the ILC Detector Baseline Design study to be completed in 2012. Detector studies for the Muon Collider are also being conducted using LCIO as the event data model and persistency. Multiple test-beam collaborations have used LCIO to store and process tens of millions of events, providing experience with real data. Recently the Heavy Photon Search collaboration adopted LCIO as its event data model and offline persistency format.

In this talk we present details of its use in these various applications, and discuss the successful cooperation and collaboration LCIO has enabled. We will also present the design and implementation of new features introduced in LCIO2.0.

Poster Session / 313

LET Estimation for Heavy Ion Particles based on a Timepix-based Si Detector

Author: SON HOANG¹
In the quest to develop a Space Radiation Dosimeter based on the Timepix chip from Medipix2 Collaboration, the fundamental issue is how Dose and Dose-equivalent can be extracted from the raw Timepix outputs. To calculate the Dose-equivalent, each type of potentially incident radiation is given a Quality Factor, also referred to as Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE). As proposed in the National Council on Radiation Protection 153 (2008), the Quality Factor is the function of Linear Energy Transfer (LET) of the traversing particle. With the Timepix chip device, LET can be measured by the total energy deposited—which could be calibrated from the Timepix chip—divided by the path length of traversing when the particle passes through the Si layer. The Si layer is in this case 300 μm thick, which can be used to calculate the traversing length if there is an algorithm to estimate for angular resolution of incidence.

The raw Timepix-outputs are generated from the Medipix2 Timepix-based Si detector, which is a hybrid semiconductor pixel detector made of 256x256 pixels with 55 μm each readout CMOS-based integrated circuit. This device, developed through a collaboration based at CERN, is able to survive and perform for extended periods in strong radiation fields. When an incident heavy ion penetrates the Si layer, it diffuses and produces a core of charge carriers with track structures embedded within the pixel footprint. The structures are complicated due to the diffusion and the existence of δ-rays, which are recoil particles caused by secondary ionization. A careful analysis of these track structures is needed to understand the characteristic of particles.

In this paper, we propose an algorithm for estimating angular resolution of incident heavy ion particles, which is an essential step toward calculating LET, Dose and Dose-equivalent based on a Timepix-based Si detector. Given the raw Timepix outputs, we use a segmentation operator to identify clusters—groups of contiguous pixels forming track structures. We then apply a morphology operator to get the primary and stable shape of a cluster. By doing this, noise and δ-rays are effectively removed. It also helps to recognize and separate simple overlapping particles that occur when the exposure time is not shortened enough. A linear regression has been found to determine the direction of incidence. We extract a skeleton of the track based on an analysis of pixels projected onto this line. The angular resolution of incidence is dependent on the length of this skeleton. Having the angle and energies calibrated, LET is estimated before getting Dose and Dose-equivalent.

We use data from HIMAC (Heavy Ion Medical ACcelerator) in Chiba, Japan, and NASA Space Radiation Laboratory at Brookhaven in USA for our experiments. The data frames were taken at different angles and particle charges. In particular, we show experimental results with H-100MeV (0, 30, 60, 75 degree), He-100MeV (0, 30, 60, 75 degree), C-400MeV (0, 30, 60, 85 degree), Fe-400MeV (0, 30, 60, 75, 85 degree). Results show the advantage of our algorithm for angular calculation and LET estimation.
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LHC experience so far, prospects for the future
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LHCb Conditions Database Operation Assistance Systems
The Conditions Database of the LHCb experiment (CondDB) provides versioned, time dependent geometry and conditions data for all LHCb data processing applications (simulation, high level trigger, reconstruction, analysis) in a heterogeneous computing environment ranging from user laptops to the HLT farm and the Grid. These different use cases impose front-end support for multiple database technologies (Oracle and SQLite are used). Sophisticated distribution tools are required to ensure timely and robust delivery of updates to all environments. The content of the database has to be managed to ensure that updates are internally consistent and externally compatible with multiple versions of the physics application software. In this paper we describe three systems that we have developed to address these issues:
- an extension to the automatic content validation done by the “Oracle Streams” replication technology, to trap cases when the replication was unsuccessful;
- an automated distribution process for the SQLite-based CondDB, providing also smart backup and checkout mechanisms for the CondDB managers and LHCb users respectively;
- a system to verify and monitor the internal (CondDB self-consistency) and external (LHCb physics software vs. CondDB) compatibility.
These systems are used in production in the LHCb experiment and have achieved the desired goal of higher flexibility and robustness for the management and operation of the CondDB.
a number of certification tests are run in a separate setup. This contribution highlights the versatility of the system, also presenting the experience with real data processing, data and resources management, monitoring for activities and resources.

Plenary / 603

Large Storage Systems: Present and Future

Corresponding Author: andreas.joachim.peters@cern.ch
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Legacy code: lessons from NA61/SHINE offline software upgrade adventure.

Author: Oskar Wyszynski

Co-authors: Andras Laszlo; Antoni Jerzy Marcinek; Darko Veberic; Marek Szuba; Michael Unger; Roland Sipos; Tom Paul

1 Jagiellonian University (PL)
2 Hungarian Academy of Sciences (HU)
3 University of Nova Gorica (SI)
4 KIT - Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (DE)
5 Department of Physics-Northeastern University

Corresponding Author: oskar.wyszynski@cern.ch

Shine is the new offline software framework of the NA61/SHINE experiment at the CERN SPS for data reconstruction, analysis and visualization as well as detector simulation. To allow for a smooth migration to the new framework, as well as to facilitate its validation, our transition strategy foresees to incorporate considerable parts of the old NA61/SHINE reconstruction chain which is based on the legacy code of NA49 experiment. Such a reuse of parts of old code, written mostly in C and Fortran, is an often arising problem in HEP experiments. Apart from the need to properly interface the old and new code, the migration task is complicated in our case due to the use of nonstandard commercial compilers in the NA49 code.

In this presentation we will describe the challenges faced during the porting of legacy code and discuss solutions that can help developers embarking on a similar adventure. In particular, we will describe the transition from scattered Makefiles to a monolithic CMake built system, the design of C++ interfaces to the legacy code and the semi-automatic conversion of non-standard PGI-Fortran constructs to code that compiles with GFortran. In addition, the validation of the physics output of the new framework will be discussed.
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Lessons Learned from Migrating Open Science Grid to a Native Packaging Software Distribution

Author: Alain Roy
We recently completed a significant transition in the Open Science Grid in which we moved our software distribution mechanism from the useful but niche system called Pacman to a community-standard native packaged system (RPM). Despite the challenges, this migration was both useful and necessary. In this paper we explore some of the lessons learned during this transition, lessons which we believe are valuable not only for software distribution and packaging, but for software engineering in a distributed computing environment where reliability is critical. We discuss the benefits found in moving to a community standard, including the abilities to reuse existing packaging, to donate existing packaging back to the community, and to leverage existing skills in the community. We describe our approach to testing in which we test our software against multiple versions of the OS, including pre-releases of the OS, in order to find surprises before our users do. We also discuss our large-scale evaluation testing and community testing, which are essential for both quality and community acceptance. Finally, we discuss how we can share our expertise, tools, and perhaps even testing infrastructure to benefit other communities building distributed software.
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Life in extra dimensions of database world or penetration of NoSQL in HEP community

Author: Valentin Kuznetsov

Cornell University

Corresponding Author: valentin.kuznetsov@cern.ch

The recent buzzword in IT world is NoSQL. Major players, such as Facebook, Yahoo, Google, etc. are widely adopted different "NoSQL" solutions for their needs. Horizontal scalability, flexible data model and management of big data volumes are only a few advantages of NoSQL. In CMS experiment we use several of them in production environment. Here we present CMS projects based on NoSQL solutions, their strengths and weaknesses as well as our experience with those tools and their coexistence with standard RDMS solutions in our applications.
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Linear photodiode array for tracking and video recording of a human speaker
Communication and collaboration using stored digital media has recently garnered increasing interest in many facets of business, government and education. This is primarily due to improvements in the quality of cameras and the speed of computers. Digital media serves as an effective alternative in the absence of physical interaction between multiple individuals. Video recordings that allow for intimate interaction—the viewer’s ability to discern a presenter’s facial features, lips and hand motions—have been shown to be more effective than videos that do not. To achieve this, a video capture must ensure that the speaker occupies a significant portion of the captured pixels. But camera operators are costly and often do an imperfect job of tracking presenters in unrehearsed situations. This creates the need for a robust, automated system that directs a video camera to follow a presenter as he or she walks anywhere in the front of a lecture hall or large conference room. We present such a system.

The system consists of a commercial, off-the-shelf pan/tilt/zoom (PTZ) color video camera, a necklace of infrared LEDs and a linear photodiode array detector. Electronic output from the photodiode array is processed to generate the location of the LED necklace, which is worn by a human speaker. The computer controls the video camera movements to record video of the speaker. The speaker’s vertical position and depth are assumed to remain relatively constant—the video camera is sent only panning (horizontal) movement commands. The LED necklace is flashed at 70Hz at 50% duty cycle to provide noise-filtering capability. The benefit to using a photodiode array versus a standard video camera is its higher frame rate (4kHz vs. 60Hz). The higher frame rate allows for the filtering of noise infrared such as sunlight and indoor lighting—a capability absent from other tracking technologies. The system has been tested in a large lecture hall, and is shown to be effective.
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Long-term preservation of analysis software environment

Author: Dag Larsen

Co-authors: Artem Harutyunyan ; Ioannis Charalampidis ; Jakob Blomer ; Predrag Buncic

Corresponding Authors: dag.larsen@cern.ch, artem.harutyunyan@cern.ch

Long-term preservation of scientific data represents a challenge to all experiments. Even after an experiment has reached its end of life, it may be necessary to reprocess the data. There are two aspects of long-term data preservation: "data" and "software". While data can be preserved by migration, it is more complicated for the software. Preserving source code and binaries is not enough; the full software and hardware environment is needed. Virtual machines (VMs) may offer a solution by "freezing" a virtual hardware platform "in software", where the legacy software can run in the original environment.

A complete infrastructure package is developed for easy deployment and management of such VMs. It is based on a dedicated distribution of Linux, CERNVM. Updated versions will be made available for new software, while older versions will still be available for legacy analysis software. Further, a HTTP-based file system, CVMFS, is used for the distribution of the software. Since multiple versions of both software and VMs are available, it is possible to process data with any software version, and a matching VM version. OpenNebula is used to deploy the VMs. Traditionally, there are many tools for managing clouds from a VM point-of-view. However, for experiments, it can be more useful to have a tool which is mainly centred around the data, but also allows for management of VMs. Therefore, a
point-and-click web user interface is being developed that can (a) keep track of the processing status of all data; (b) select data to be processed and which type of processing, also selecting the version of software and matching VM; and (c) the configuration of the processing nodes, e.g. memory and number of nodes. It is preferable that the interface has an experiment-dependent module which will allow for easy adoption to various experiments. The complete package is designed to be easy to replicate on any processing site, and to scale well. Besides data preservation, this paradigm also allows for distributed cloud-computing on private and public clouds through the EC2 interface, for both legacy and contemporary experiments, e.g. NA61 and the LHC experiments.

Summary:
Long-term preservation of scientific data represents a challenge to experiments, especially with regard to the analysis software. Preserving source code and binaries is not enough; the full software and hardware environment is needed. Virtual machines (VMs) make it possible to preserve hardware "in software". A complete infrastructure package is developed for easy deployment and management of VMs, based on CERNVM Linux. Older CERNVM versions will still be available for legacy software. Further, a HTTP-based file system, CVMFS, is used for the distribution of the software. It is possible to process data with any software version, and a matching VM version. Most importantly, a point-and-click web user interface is being developed for setting up the complete processing chain, including VM/software versions, number/type of processing nodes, and the particular type of analysis and data. This paradigm also allows for distributed cloud-computing on private and public clouds, for both legacy and contemporary experiments.
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Lxcloud: A Prototype for an Internal Cloud in HEP. Experiences and Lessons Learned

Author: Ulrich Schwickerath

Co-author: Belmiro Moreira

In 2008 CERN launched a project aiming at virtualising the batch farm. It strictly distinguishes between infrastructure and guests, and is thus able to serve, along with its initial batch farm target, as an IaaS infrastructure, which can be exposed to users. The system was put into production at small scale at Christmas 2010, and has since grown to almost 500 virtual machine slots in spring 2011. It was opened to test case users deploying CERNVM images on it, which opened new possibilities for delivering IT resources to users in a cloud-like way. This presentation gives an overview over the project, its evolution and growth, as well as the different real-life use cases. Operational experiences and issues will reported as well.
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MARDI-Gross - Data Management Design for Large Experiments

Author: Roger Jones

Co-authors: Brian Matthews; Juan Bicarregui; Norman Gray; Robert Henderson; Simon Lambert

1 Lancaster University (GB)
2 STFC-RAL
3 The University of Glasgow
4 Lancaster University
Summary:

Data management and data preservation in science has moved from an issue for projects to a matter for public discussion. Citizen science and public access to public data have joined outreach, education, long-term data archival and analysis in the afterlife of collaborations as major items. Accordingly, research funding agencies are introducing data management policies that make far greater demands than before.

MARDI-Gross builds on previous work with the LIGO collaboration, using the ATLAS experiment as a use case to develop a tool-kit on data management for people making proposals for large High Energy Physics experiments, as well as experiments such as LIGO and LOFAR, and also for those assessing such proposals. The toolkit will also be of interest to those in the active data management for new and current experiments.
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MAUS Online Data Quality

Authors: Christopher Tunnell\(^1\) ; Michael Jackson\(^2\)

\(^1\) Oxford  
\(^2\) EPCC

Corresponding Author: ctunnell@nikhef.nl

Within the Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment (MICE), the MICE Analysis User Software (MAUS) framework performs both online analysis of live data and detailed offline data analysis, simulation, and accelerator design. The MAUS Map-Reduce API parallelizes computing in the control room, ensures that code can be run both offline and online, and displays plots for users in an easily extendable manner. The original Map-Reduce design can be advantageous for offline computing but cannot be used in online settings. It expects all map operations to terminate before running the reduction; however, the data flow for online analysis requires the continuous updating of live plots as data arrives. For online running, the ‘map’ and ‘reduce’ steps must happen concurrently; therefore, new parallelization routines were developed specifically for this use. The ‘map’ step is parallelized using a Python-based distributed task queue called Celery, and output from these tasks is then written into a NoSQL database called CouchDB. As the ‘mapper’ writes output, the plotting ‘reducers’ query the database, request data from a user-specified window in time, and make plots using Matplotlib or PyRoot. The ‘reducers’ serialize the plots into the data stream after which all the data is written to the database by the output routines. Finally, plots are displayed on the web using the Django platform, which queries the database and displays the plots to the control room and the world. By maintaining the API and modifying the data flow, MICE is able to use identical analysis software in both offline and online scenarios, thus avoiding a common issue in experimental particle physics.
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MAUS: MICE Analysis User Software
Author: Christopher Tunnell
Co-author: Durga Rajaram

Corresponding Authors: durga@fnal.gov, ctunnell@nikhef.nl

The Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment (MICE) has developed the MICE Analysis User Software (MAUS) to simulate and analyse experimental data. It serves as the primary codebase for the experiment, providing for online data quality checks and offline batch simulation and reconstruction. The code is structured in a Map-Reduce framework to allow parallelization whether on a personal machine or in the control room. Various software engineering practices from industry are also used to ensure correct and maintainable physics code, which include unit, functional and integration tests, continuous integration and load testing, code reviews, and distributed version control systems. Lastly, there are various small design decisions like using JSON as the data structure, using SWIG to allow developers to write components in either Python or C++, or using the SCons python-based build system that may be of interest to other experiments.

Summary:
Lessons learned from adopting numerous software engineering practices from industry when developing the MICE experiment software framework. Experiences will be shared.
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MCPlots - a new tool for tuning and validation of Monte Carlo generators

Authors: Anton Karneyeu¹; Anton Pytel²; Dmitri Konstantinov³; Liza Mijovic⁴; Michelangelo Mangano⁵; Peter Skands⁵; Stefan Prestel⁶; Witold Pokorski⁵

¹ Russian Academy of Sciences (RU)
² Slovak Technical University
³ Institute for High Energy Physics (RU)
⁴ Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DE)
⁵ CERN

Corresponding Author: witold.pokorski@cern.ch

In this paper we present a new tool for tuning and validation of Monte Carlo (MC) generators, essential in order to have predictive power in the area of high-energy physics (HEP) experiments. With the first year of LHC data being now analyzed, the need for reliable MC generators is very clear. The tool, called MCPlots, is composed of a browsable repository of plots comparing HEP event generators to a wide variety of available experimental data, an underlying database, as well as a machinery for performing new analysis and validation and for producing new plots.

The browsable repository is the user entry point to the tool. It contains menus organized according to specific process types and observables. The plots show a comparison of different generators/tunes and experimental data. In a separate section, different versions of the same generator are compared to each other, to track the evolution of the implemented models. Future plans include an interactive service, where users can define and produce their comparisons and upload their own data plots for validation.

The underlying database uses MySQL technology and it holds histograms with the associated metadata (beam type and energy, generator version, tune, etc). A PHP-based interface is used for the communication between the web page and the database. The use of a database allows for making specific queries to extract histograms for different ways of presentation (observables view, validation view). Links to the MC steering files and references to experimental data are also stored in the database which allows full reproducibility of results.
The machinery used to produce these plots is under continuous development and is touching different areas of computing, such as GRID, CLOUD or voluntary computing. The main MC analysis tool is Rivet. It allows to process the MC output in a way that the direct comparison to experimental published data is possible. Reliable comparisons sometimes mandate very large statistics of MC data. For this purpose interfaces to different generalized production farms have been implemented. In particular, the use of the CERN batch system and voluntary computing (LHC@home 2.0/BOINC project), have been envisaged.

After a year of being publicly available, the MCPLOTS tool has gained a lot of interest and positive feedback. It is constantly being developed and improved and its role for the LHC experiments is growing. The browsable repository can be accessed through http://mcplots.cern.ch.
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MPI support in the DIRAC Pilot Job Workload Management System

Authors: Andrei Tsaregorodtsev¹; Vanessa Hamar²

¹ Universite d’Aix - Marseille II (FR)
² CPPM-IN2P3-CNRS

Corresponding Author: atsareg@in2p3.fr

Parallel job execution in the grid environment using MPI technology presents a number of challenges for the sites providing this support. Multiple flavors of the MPI libraries, shared working directories required by certain applications, special settings for the batch systems make the MPI support difficult for the site managers. On the other hand the workload management systems with pilot jobs became ubiquitous although the support for the MPI applications in the pilot frameworks was not available. This support was recently added in the DIRAC Project in the context of the GISELA Latin American Grid. Special services for dynamic allocation of virtual computer pools on the grid sites were developed in order to deploy MPI rings corresponding to the requirements of the jobs in the central task queue of the DIRAC Workload Management systems. The required MPI software is installed automatically by the pilot agents using user space file system techniques. The same technique is used to emulate shared working directories for the parallel MPI processes. This makes it possible to execute MPI jobs even on the sites not supporting them officially. Reusing so constructed MPI rings for execution of a series of parallel jobs increases dramatically their efficiency and turnaround.

In this contribution we will describe the design and implementation of the DIRAC MPI Service as well as its support for various types of the MPI libraries. Advantages of coupling the MPI support with the pilot frameworks will be outlined and examples of usage with real applications will be presented.
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Maintaining and improving of the training program on the analysis software in CMS

Author: Sudhir Malik¹

¹ University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Corresponding Author: sudhir.malik@cern.ch

Since 2009, the CMS experiment at LHC has provided an intensive training on the use of Physics Analysis Tools (PAT), a collection of common analysis tools designed to share expertise and maximise
the productivity in the physics analysis. More than ten one-week courses preceded by prerequisite studies have been organized and the feedback from the participants has been carefully analysed. This note describes how the training team designs, maintains and improves the course contents based on the feedback, the evolving analysis practices and the software development.
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Maintaining and improving the control and safety systems for the Electromagnetic Calorimeter of the CMS experiment

Authors: Diogo Raphael Da Silva Di Calafiori¹; Guenther Dissertori¹; Oliver Holme¹; Serguei Zelepukin²; Werner Lustermann¹

¹ Eidgenoessische Tech. Hochschule Zuerich (CH)
² University of Wisconsin (US)

Corresponding Author: diogo.di.calafiori@cern.ch

This paper presents the current architecture of the control and safety systems designed and implemented for the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). A complete evaluation of both systems performance during all CMS physics data taking periods is reported, with emphasis on how software and hardware solutions have been used to overcome limitations whilst maintaining and improving reliability and robustness. The outcomes of the CMS ECAL DCS Software Analysis Project were a fundamental step towards the integration of all control system applications and the consequent piece-by-piece software improvements allowed a smooth transition to the latest revision of the system. The ongoing task of keeping the system in-line with the CMS DCS standards, as well as with new hardware technologies and software platforms is discussed. The structure of the comprehensive support service with detailed incident logging is presented in addition to a complete test setup used for reproducing failures and for testing solutions prior to deployment into production. A correlation between the acquired experience, the development of new software tools and a reduction in the DCS support load is highlighted.
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Major changes to the LHCb Grid computing model in year 2 of LHC data

Authors: Alexey Zhelezov¹; Andrei Tsaregorodtsev²; Daniela Remenska³; David Bouvet⁴; Elisa Lanciotti⁵; Federico Stagni¹; Joel Closier³; Marco Cattaneo³; Mario Ubeda García¹; Peter Clarke⁶; Philippe Charpentier⁵; Raja Nandakumar³; Ricardo Graciani Diaz⁸; Roberto Santinelli¹; Stefan Röser¹; Victor Mendez Munoz⁷; Vincent Roger Yvan Bernardoff¹⁰; Vladimir Romanovskiy¹¹
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The increase of luminosity in the LHC during its second year of operation (2011) was achieved by delivering more protons per bunch and increasing the number of bunches. This change of running conditions required some changes in the LHCb Computing Model. The consequences of the higher pileup are a bigger event size and processing time but also the possibility for LHCb to propose and get approved a new physics program, implying an increase in the trigger rate by 50%. These changes led to shortages in the offline distributed data processing resources such an increased need of cpu capacity by a factor 2 for reconstruction, higher storage needs at T1 sites by 70% and subsequently problems with data throughput for file access from the storage elements. To accommodate these changes the online running conditions and the Computing Model for offline data processing had to be adapted accordingly.

This talk will describe in detail the changes implemented for the offline data processing on the Grid, relaxing the Monarc model in a first step and going beyond it subsequently. It will further describe other operational issues discovered and solved during 2011, present the performance of the system and conclude by lessons learned to further improve the data processing reliability and quality for the 2012 run. If available, first results on the computing performance from 2012 run will be presented.

Making Connections - Networking the distributed computing system with LHCONE for CMS

Author: Daniele Bonacorsi
Co-authors: Andrea Sartirana; James Letts; José Flix; Nicolo Magini

1 Universita e INFN (IT)
2 Ecole Polytechnique (FR)
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Corresponding Author: daniele.bonacorsi@bo.infn.it

The LHCONE project aims to provide effective entry points into a network infrastructure that is intended to be private to the LHC Tiers. This infrastructure is not intended to replace the LHCOPN, which connects the highest tiers, but rather to complement it, addressing the connection needs of the LHC Tier-2 and Tier-3 sites which have become more important in the new less-hierarchical computing models. LHCONE is intended to grow as a robust and scalable solution for a global system serving such needs, thus reducing the load on GPN infrastructures in different nations. The CMS experiment pioneered the commissioning of data transfer links between Tier-2 sites in 2010. During 2011, and in the context of preparing for LHCONE to go into production, the CMS Computing project has launched an activity to measure in detail the performance, quality and latency of large-scale data transfers among CMS Tier-2 sites. The outcome of this activity will be presented and its impact on the design and commissioning new transfer infrastructures will be discussed.

Management of virtualized infrastructure for databases in HEP

Author: Anton Topurov
Co-author: Mariusz Piorkowski

1 CERN

Corresponding Author: anton.topurov@cern.ch

As elsewhere in today’s computing environment, virtualisation is becoming prevalent in the database management area where HEP laboratories, and industry more generally, seek to deliver improved services whilst simultaneously increasing efficiency. We present here our solutions for the effective management of virtualised databases, building on over five years of experience dating back to studies with the Xen hypervisor in early 2006. After reviewing the evolving functionality of virtualisation solutions for database and middle tier and their associated virtualisation management applications, we will present CERN’s solutions for managing our virtualized database infrastructure efficiently and explain how these solutions have enabled us to meet the rapidly increasing demands for database storage of physics metadata with an improved service availability.
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Managing Virtual Machine Lifecycle in CernVM Project
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The creation and maintenance of a Virtual Machine (VM) is a complex process. To build the VM image, thousands of software packages have to be collected, disk images suitable for different hypervisors have to be built, integrity tests must be performed, and eventually the resulting images have to become available for download. In the meanwhile, software updates for the older versions must be published, obsolete images must be revoked, and the clouds that use them must be updated. Initially, in the CernVM project we used several commercial solutions to drive this process. In addition to the cost, the drawback of such an approach was lack of a common and coherent framework that would allow for full control of every step in the process and easy adaptation to new technologies (hypervisors, clouds, APIs).

In an attempt to provide a complete lifecycle management solution for virtual machines, we collected a set of open-source tools, adapted them to our needs and combined them with our existing development tools in order to create an extensible framework that could serve as end to end solution for VM lifecycle management.

This new framework is based on the Archipel Open Source Project and shares some of its main principles, namely, every component of the system is a stand-alone agent; the front-end is a stand-alone application; all of them communicate over the same messaging network based on the Extensible Message and Presence Protocol (XMPP). Each component of the framework can thus interact with each other in order to perform automated tasks and all of them can be managed from a single User Interface. The agents that manage the Hypervisor infrastructure, as well as the agents that deploy and monitor the Virtual Machines and the web-based user interface, are provided by the Archipel Project. In CernVM, we developed iBuilder, a tool to instrument VM images for almost all popular hypervisors. We integrated Tapper, an open-source tool that tests the resulted images, and we developed all the appropriate agents to control the software repositories and the previously mentioned tools. All these agents now allow us to continuously build and test development images.
To complete the system, we plan to develop agents that will be capable of deploying contextualized CernVM images in various scenarios such as clouds that support the EC2 API Interface, or private/academic clouds using the native tools. Finally, a new lightweight front-end is under development aiming to provide access and complete control of the framework from the portable devices (smartphones and tablets). In this contribution we will present the details of this system, it’s current status and future plans.

**Summary**

The maintenance of a Virtual Machine is a complex process that involves many software packages, many different phases and no standardized methodology.

For the CernVM project our first attempts to use several commercial solutions to drive this process failed as they were unable to provide a common and coherent framework that would allow for full control of every step. We therefore decided to combine existing open-source tools into an extensible framework that could serve as end-to-end solution for VM lifecycle management.

This new framework is based on the Archipel Project and shares some of its main principles. The whole system is stateless, there is no central server, and all the involved components plus the user interfaces are just inter-connected over the same messaging network. In this way, new components can be added on-the-fly, every component can communicate with each other to perform automated tasks, and all of them can be controlled from the same interface.

In this contribution we will present the architecture of this framework, our new tools that allow us to continuously build and test development images, some in-development highlights and our future plans.

**Managing a site with Puppet**

**Author:** Xavier Espinal Curull

**Co-authors:** Arnau Bria; Elena Planas; Esther Accion Garcia; Fernando Lopez Munoz; Francisco Martinez Ramirez De Loaya; Gerard Bernabeu Altayó; Manuel Delfino Reznicek; Marc Caubet Serrabou

**Installation and post-installation mechanisms are critical points for the computing centres to streamline production services. Managing hundreds of nodes is a challenge for any computing centre and there are many tools able to cope with this problem. The desired features includes the ability to do incremental configuration (no need to bootstrap the service to make it manageable by the tool), simplicity in the description language for the configurations and in the system itself, ease of extension of the properties/capabilities of the system, a rich community for assistance and development, and open-source software. A possible choice to steer post-installations and dynamic post-configurations is Puppet. Puppet is a central point where profiles can be defined, those can easily be propagated around the cluster hence fulfilling the necessities of post-install configurations after the raw Operating System installation. Puppet also ensures the enforcement of the profile and the defined services once has been completely installed. We found in puppet a correct trade-off among simplicity and flexibility, and it was the most fitting to our requirements. Puppet approach to system management is simplistic, non-intrusive and incremental; puppet do not try to control every aspect of the configuration but only the ones you are interested in. Allows to manage a whole site from a central service, easing a lot potential reconfiguration or speeding up disaster recovery procedures.**
Managing operational documentation in the ALICE Detector Control System
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ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is one of the big LHC (Large Hadron Collider) experiments at CERN in Geneve, Switzerland.

The experiment is composed of 18 sub-detectors controlled by an integrated Detector Control System (DCS) that is implemented using the commercial SCADA package PVSS. The DCS includes over 1200 network devices, over 1,000,000 input channels and numerous custom made software components that are prepared by over 100 developers from all around the world.

This complex system is controlled by a single operator via a central user interface. One of his/her main tasks is recovery of anomalies and errors that may appear during the operation. Therefore, clear, complete and easily accessible documentation is essential to guide the shifter through the expert interfaces of different subsystems.

This paper describes the idea of managing the operational documentation in ALICE using a generic repository that is based on relational database and is integrated with the control system. The experience gained and the conclusions drawn from the project are also presented.

Many-core experience with HEP software at CERN openlab

Authors: Alfio Lazzaro; Andrzej Nowak; Julien Leduc; Sverre Jarp

1 CERN openlab

Corresponding Author: andrzej.nowak@cern.ch

The continued progression of Moore’s law has led to many-core platforms becoming easily accessible commodity equipment. New opportunities that arose from this change have also brought new challenges: harnessing the raw potential of computation of such a platform is not always a straightforward task. This paper describes practical experience coming out of the work with many-core systems at CERN openlab and the observed differences with respect to their predecessors. We provide the latest results for a set of parallelized HEP benchmarks running on several classes of many-core platforms.
The Bayesian Analysis Toolkit (BAT) is a C++ library designed to analyze data through the application of Bayes' theorem. For parameter inference, it is necessary to draw samples from the posterior distribution within the given statistical model. At its core, BAT uses an adaptive Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm.

As an example of a challenging task, we consider the analysis of rare B-decays in a global fit involving about 20 observables measured at the B-factories and by the CDF and LHCb collaborations. A single evaluation of the likelihood requires approximately 1 s. In addition to the 3 – 12 parameters of interest, there are on the order of 25 nuisance parameters describing uncertainties from standard model parameters as well as from unknown higher order theory corrections and non-perturbative QCD effects. The resulting posterior distribution is multi-modal and shows significant correlation between parameters as well as pronounced degeneracies, hence the standard MCMC methods fail to produce accurate results.

Parallelization is the only solution to obtain a sufficient number of samples in reasonable time. We present an enhancement of existing MCMC algorithms, including the ability for massive parallelization on a computing cluster and, more importantly, a general scheme to induce rapid convergence even in the face complicated posterior distributions.

Medical imaging inspired vertex reconstruction at the large hadron collider

Authors: Eckhard Von Toerne¹; Harris Kagan²; Stephan G. Hageboeck³

¹ Universität Bonn (DE)
² Ohio State University
³ University of Bonn

Three dimensional image reconstruction in medical imaging applies sophisticated filter algorithms to linear trajectories of coincident photon pairs in PET. The goal is to reconstruct an image of a source density distribution. In a similar manner, tracks in particle physics originate from vertices that need to be distinguished from background track combinations. We investigate if methods from medical imaging can be applied to vertex reconstruction in high energy proton collisions at the large hadron collider. Therefore, a new method of vertex finding has been developed based on a three dimensional filtered
backprojection algorithm. It has been compared to standard vertex reconstruction methods of the RAVE package. We tested the performance of the vertex finding algorithms as a function of instantaneous luminosity using simulated LHC collisions. Tracks in these collisions resemble a simplified detector model that simulates the tracking performance of e.g. ATLAS or CMS. Our talk discusses the similarities between medical image reconstruction and vertexing and presents results with both standard and medical imaging inspired finders. We discuss the similarities and differences of our method compared to David J. Jackson’s ZV-Top algorithm.
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Message Correlation Analysis Tool for NOvA
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A complex running system, such as the NOvA online data acquisition, consists of a large number of distributed but closely interacting components. This paper describes a generic real-time correlation analysis and event identification engine, named Message Analyzer. Its purpose is to capture run time abnormalities and recognize system failures based on log messages from participating components. The initial design of analysis engine is driven by the DAQ of the NOvA experiment. The Message Analyzer performs filtering and pattern recognition on the log messages and reacts to system failures identified by associated triggering rules. The tool helps the system maintain a healthy running state and to minimize data corruption. This paper also describes a domain specific language that allows the recognition patterns and correlation rules to be specified in a clear and flexible way. In addition, the engine provides a plugin mechanism for users to implement specialized patterns or rules in generic languages such as C++.
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Methods and the computing challenges of the realistic simulation of physics events in the presence of pile-up in the ATLAS experiment
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We are now in a regime where we observe substantial multiple proton-proton collisions within each filled LHC bunch-crossing and also multiple filled bunch-crossings within the sensitive time window
Methods to quantify the performance of the primary vertex reconstruction in the ATLAS experiment under high luminosity conditions

Authors: Andreas Wildauer¹ ; Federico Meloni² ; Kirill Prokofiev³ ; Simone Pagan Griso⁴
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Presented in this contribution are methods currently developed and used by the ATLAS collaboration to measure the performance of the primary vertex reconstruction algorithms. These methods quantify the amount of additional pile up interactions and help to identify the hard scattering process (the so called primary vertex) in the proton-proton collisions with high accuracy. The correct identification of the primary vertex and knowledge of the amount of pile up per bunch crossing is crucial for many physics analyses. With the increasing instantaneous luminosity at the LHC additional effects like splitting one vertex into many or reconstructing several pile up interactions as one become sizable effects. Statistical methods based on data and Monte Carlo simulation are applied to disentangle the different contributions. The mathematical methods, their software implementation and comparisons with independent luminosity measurements are presented.

Summary:
Because of the increasing amount of the pile up interactions, current and future LHC conditions represent a high challenge for data reconstruction and analysis. Presented in this contribution is the discussion of mathematical and computing methods to quantify the performance of primary vertex reconstruction in ATLAS. Methods to disentangle various pile up effects are presented, the influence of the these effects on data analysis is evaluated. The approaches to the vertex reconstruction in the high luminosity environment are shown.
The ATLAS computing and data models have moved/are moving away from the strict MONARC model (hierarchy) to a mesh model. Evolution of computing models also requires evolution of network infrastructure to enable any Tier2 and Tier3 to easily connect to any Tier1 or Tier2. In this way some changing of the data model are required:

a) Any site can replicate data from any other site.
b) Dynamic data caching. Analysis sites receive datasets from any other site “on demand” based on usage pattern, and possibly using a dynamic placement of datasets by centrally managed replication of whole datasets. Unused data is removed.
c) Remote data access. Local jobs could access data stored at remote sites using local caching on a file or sub-file level.

In this contribution, the model of shared ATLAS Tier2 and Tier3 facilities in the EGI/gLite flavour is explained. The Tier3s in the US and the Tier3s in Europe are rather different because in Europe we have facilities which are Tier2s with a Tier3 component (Tier3 with a co-located Tier2).

Data taking in ATLAS has been going on for more than one year. The Tier2 and Tier3 facility setup, how do we get the data, how do we enable at the same time grid and local data access, how Tier2 and Tier3 activities affect the cluster differently and process of hundreds of million of events, will be presented.

Finally, an example of how a real physics analysis is working at these sites will be shown, and this is
a good occasion to see if we have developed all the Grid tools necessary for the ATLAS Distributed Computing community, and in case we do not, to try to fix it, in order to be ready for the foreseen increase in ATLAS activity in the next years.
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A novel architecture is being proposed for the data acquisition and trigger system for PANDA experiment at the HESR facility at FAIR/GSI. The experiment will run without the hardware trigger signal and use timestamps to correlate detector data from a given time window. The broad physics program in combination with high rate of $2 \times 10^7$ interactions require very selective filtering algorithms which access information from almost all detectors. Therefore the effective filtering will happen later than it used to in today’s systems ie after the event building.

To assess that, the complete architecture will be built of two stages: the data concentrator stage providing event building and the rate reduction stage. For the former stage, which allows to switch 100 GB/s of event fragments to perform event building, we propose two layers of ATCA crates filled with compute nodes - modules designed at University of Giessen for trigger and data acquisition systems. Each board is equipped with 5 Virtex4 FX60 FPGAs and high bandwidth connectivity is provided by four Gbit Ethernet links and 8 additional optical links connected to RocketIO ports.

Using the SystemC as the modeling platform we designed simplified models of the components of the architecture and demonstrated expected throughput. We also show impact of some architectural choices and key parameters on the architecture’s performance.

Summary:

Key words: SystemC, modeling real-time systems, data acquisition and trigger systems
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Monitor and alarm system for time-critical conditions data handling
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With LHC producing collisions at larger and larger luminosity, CMS must be able to take high quality data and process them reliably: these tasks need not only correct conditions, but also that those datasets must be promptly available. The CMS condition infrastructure relies on many different pieces, such as hardware, networks, and services, which must be constantly monitored, and any faulty situations must be recorded, and notified with different alarm scales.

In this talk, we describe EasyMon, a fast, simple, web-based application for monitoring CMS condition infrastructure. It is based on the Nagios framework, where all checks on the different pieces of the system are implemented, and from whence the web server retrieves their status. In case of failures, the Nagios backend evaluates the severity of the issue, and sends alarms or warnings via email and/or sms to the different stakeholders identified for each piece of the infrastructure. The EasyMon GUI, finally, allows to publish the results on the web, using jQuery plugins optimized also for browsing with mobile devices, without exposing any sensitive information. In this way, all experts involved in the CMS condition operations can be easily informed of the status of the system, and take actions as soon as an incident occurs.
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Monitoring ARC services with GangliARC
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Monitoring of Grid services is essential to provide a smooth experience for users and provide fast and easy to understand diagnostics for administrators running the services. GangliARC makes use of the widely-used Ganglia monitoring tool to present web-based graphical metrics of the ARC computing element. These include statistics of running and finished jobs, data transfer metrics, as well as showing the availability of the computing element and hardware information such as free disk space left in the ARC cache. Ganglia presents metrics as graphs of the value of the metric over time and shows an easily-digestable summary of how the system is performing, and enables quick and easy diagnosis of common problems. This paper describes how GangliARC works and shows numerous examples of how the generated data can quickly be used by an administrator to investigate problems. It also presents possibilities of combining GangliARC with other commonly-used monitoring tools such as Nagios to easily integrate ARC monitoring into the regular monitoring infrastructure of any site or computing centre.
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Monitoring in CORAL
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The CORAL software is widely used by the LHC experiments for storing and accessing data using relational database technologies. CORAL provides a C++ abstraction layer that supports data persistence for several backends and deployment models, including local access to SQLite files, direct client access to Oracle and MySQL servers, and read-only access to Oracle through the ProNTier/Squid and CoralServer/CoralServerProxy server/cache systems.

Given the huge amount of operations executed by several CORAL clients at the same time on several database servers, it was crucial to develop a monitoring system with two main goals: first, to allow individual CORAL users to study and optimize the performance of the relational operations executed by their applications; second, to check whether the whole system is properly working and well configured. Client-level monitoring functionalities already existed in CORAL, but they have recently been reviewed and significantly improved, especially for the Oracle and Frontier plugins, and the same functionality are also being integrated into the CORAL server component (itself a CORAL-based application) and its client plugin. Work is in progress also on the monitoring of the CoralServerProxy components and on the aggregation of the monitoring information these proxies provide when deployed in a hierarchical structure, such as that used by the ATLAS High Level Trigger system. This presentation will report on the status of this work at the time of the CHEP2012 conference, covering the design and implementation of these new features and the results from the first experience with their use.
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Monitoring of computing resource utilization of the ATLAS experiment
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Due to the good performance of the LHC accelerator, the ATLAS experiment has seen higher than anticipated levels for both the event rate and the average number of interactions per bunch crossing. In order to respond to these changing requirements, the current and future usage of CPU, memory and disk resources has to be monitored, understood and acted upon. This requires data collection at a fairly fine level of granularity: the performance of each object written and each algorithm run, as well as a dozen per-job variables, are gathered for the different processing steps of Monte Carlo generation and simulation and the reconstruction of both data and Monte Carlo. We present a system to collect and visualize the data from both the online Tier-0 system and distributed grid production jobs. Around 40 GB of performance data are expected from up to 200k jobs per day, thus making performance optimization of the underlying Oracle database of utmost importance.
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Monitoring of services with non-relational databases and map-reduce framework

Author: Marian Babik
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Service Availability Monitoring (SAM) is a well-established monitoring framework that performs regular measurements of the core services and reports the corresponding availability and reliability of the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) infrastructure. One of the existing extensions of SAM is a Site Wide Area Testing (SWAT), which gathers monitoring information from the worker nodes via instrumented jobs. This generates quite a lot of monitoring data to digest, as there are several data points for every job and several million jobs are executed every day. The recent uptake of non-relational databases opens a new paradigm in the large-scale storage and distributed processing of systems with heavy read-write workloads. For SAM this brings new possibilities to improve its model from performing aggregation of measurements to storing raw data and subsequent re-processing. Both SAM and SWAT are currently tuned to run at top performance reaching some of the limits in storage and processing power of their existing Oracle relational database. We investigated the usability and performance of non-relational storage together with its distributed data processing capabilities. For this, several popular systems have been compared.

In this contribution we describe our investigation of the existing non-relational databases suited for monitoring systems covering Cassandra, HBase, OpenTSDB and MongoDB. Further, we present our experiences in data modeling and prototyping map-reduce algorithms focusing on the extension of the already existing availability and reliability computations. Finally, possible future directions in this area are discussed, analyzing the current deficiencies of the existing Grid monitoring systems and proposing solutions how to leverage the benefits of the non-relational databases to get more scalable and flexible frameworks.
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The CMS offline computing system is composed of more than 50 sites and a number of central services to distribute, process and analyze data worldwide. A high level of stability and reliability is required from the underlying infrastructure and services, partially covered by local or automated monitoring and alarming systems such as Lemon and SLS; the former collects metrics from sensors installed on computing nodes and triggers alarms when values are out of range, the latter measures the quality of service and warns managers when service is affected. CMS has established computing shift procedures with personnel operating worldwide from remote Computing Centers, under the supervision of the Computing Run Coordinator on duty at CERN. This dedicated 24/7 computing shift personnel is contributing to detect and react timely on any unexpected error and hence ensure that CMS workflows are carried out efficiently and in a sustained manner. Synergy among all the involved actors is exploited to ensure the 24/7 monitoring, alarming and troubleshooting of
the CMS computing sites and services. We review the deployment of the monitoring and alarming procedures, and report on the experience gained throughout the first 2 years of LHC operation. We describe the efficiency of the communication tools employed, the coherent monitoring framework, the pro-active alarming systems and the proficient troubleshooting procedures that helped the CMS Computing facilities and infrastructure to operate at high reliability levels.
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Global scientific collaborations, such as ATLAS, continue to push the network requirements envelope. Data movement in this collaboration is projected to include the regular exchange of petabytes of datasets between the collection and analysis facilities in the coming years. These requirements place a high emphasis on networks functioning at peak efficiency and availability; the lack thereof could mean critical delays in the overall scientific progress of distributed data-intensive experiments like ATLAS.

Network operations staff routinely must deal with problems deep in the infrastructure; this may be as benign as replacing a failing piece of equipment, or as complex as dealing with a multi-domain path that is experiencing data loss. In either case, it is crucial that effective monitoring and performance analysis tools are available to ease the burden of management.

We will report on our experiences deploying and using the perfSONAR-PS Performance Toolkit at ATLAS sites in the United States. This software creates a dedicated monitoring server, capable of collecting and performing a wide range of passive and active network measurements. Each independent instance is managed locally, but able to federate on a global scale; enabling a full view of the network infrastructure that spans domain boundaries. This information, available through web service interfaces, can easily be retrieved to create customized applications. USATLAS has developed a centralized “dashboard” offering network administrators, users, and decisions makers the ability to see the performance of the network at a glance. The dashboard framework includes the ability to notify users (alarm) when problems are found, thus allowing rapid response to potential problems and making perfSONAR-PS crucial to the operation of our distributed computing infrastructure.
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Monitoring the data quality of the real-time event reconstruction in the ALICE High Level Trigger.

Author: Hege Austrheim Erdal
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ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is a dedicated heavy ion experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The High Level Trigger (HLT) for ALICE is a powerful, sophisticated tool aimed at compressing the data volume and filtering events with desirable physics content. Several of the major detectors in ALICE are incorporated into HLT to compute real-time event reconstruction, for instance the Inner Tracking System (ITS), the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), the electromagnetic calorimeters (EMCAL), the Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) and the muon spectrometer.

The HLT is used for real-time event reconstruction which provides the input for trigger algorithms. It is necessary to monitor the quality of the reconstruction where one focuses on track and event properties. Also, HLT implements data compression for the TPC in the heavy ion data taking in 2011 to reduce the data rate from the ALICE detector. The key for the data compression is to store clusters calculated by HLT rather than storing raw data. It is thus very important to monitor the cluster finder performance as a way to monitor the data compression.

The data monitoring is divided into two stages. The first stage is performed during data taking. A part of the HLT production chain is dedicated to perform online monitoring and facilities are available in the HLT production cluster to have real-time access to the reconstructed events in the ALICE control room. This includes track and event properties, and in addition this facility gives a way to display a small fraction of the reconstructed events in an online display. The second part of the monitoring is performed after the data has been transferred to permanent storage. After a post-process of the real-time reconstructed data, one can look in more detail at the cluster finder performance, the quality of the reconstruction of tracks, vertices and vertex position. The monitoring solution will be presented in detail, with special attention to the heavy ion data taking of 2010 and 2011.
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By aggregating the storage capacity of hundreds of sites around the world, distributed data-processing platforms such as the LHC computing grid offer solutions for transporting, storing and processing massive amounts of experimental data, addressing the requirements of virtual organizations as a whole. However, from our perspective, individual workflows require a higher level of flexibility, ease of use and extensibility, which are not yet fully satisfied by the deployed storage systems.

In this contribution we report on our experience building Mucura, a prototype of a software system for building cloud-based file repositories of extensible capacity. Intended for individual scientists, the system allows you to store, retrieve, organize and share your remote files from your personal computer, by using both command line and graphical user interfaces.

Designed with usability, scalability and operability in mind, it exposes web-based standard APIs for storing and retrieving files and is compatible with the authentication mechanisms used by the existing grid computing platforms. At the core of the system there are components for managing file metadata and for secure storage of the files’ contents, both implemented on top of highly available, distributed, persistent, scalable key-value stores. A front-end component is responsible for user
authentication and authorization and for handling requests from clients performing operations on
the stored files.

We will present the selected open-source implementations for each component of the system and
the integration work we have performed. In particular, we will present the rationale and findings of
our exploration of key-value data stores as the central component of the system, as opposed to the
usage of traditional networked file systems. We will also describe the pros and cons of our choices
from the perspectives of both the end-user and the operator of the service. Finally, we will report
on the feedback received from the early users and from the operators of the service.

This work is inspired not only by the increasing number of commercial services available nowadays
to individuals for their personal storage needs (backup, file sharing, synchronization, ...) such as
Amazon S3, Dropbox, SugarSync, bitcasa, etc., but also by several efforts in the same area in the
academic and research worlds (NASA, SDSC, etc.). We are persuaded that the level of flexibility
offered to individuals by this kind of systems adds value to the day-to-day work of scientists.
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AthenaMP is the multi-core implementation of the ATLAS software framework and allows the efficient
sharing of memory pages between multiple threads of execution. This has now been validated for production and delivers a significant reduction on overall memory footprint with negligible CPU overhead.

Before AthenaMP can be routinely run on the LHC Computing Grid, it must be determined how the computing resources available to ATLAS can best exploit the notable improvements delivered by switching to this multi-process model. In particular, there is a need to identify and assess the potential impact of scheduling issues where single core and multi-core job queues have access to the same underlying resources.

A study into the effectiveness and scalability of AthenaMP in a production environment will be presented. Submitting AthenaMP tasks to the Tier-0 and candidate Tier-2 sites will allow detailed measurement of worker node performance and also highlight the relative performance of local resource management systems (LRMS) in handling large volumes of multi-core jobs.

Best practices for configuring the main LRMS implementations currently used by Tier-2 sites will be identified in the context of multi-core job optimisation. There will also be a discussion on how existing Grid middleware and the ATLAS job submission pilot model could use scheduling information to increase the overall efficiency of multi-core job throughput.
Multi-core processing and scheduling performance in CMS
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Commodity hardware is going many-core. We might soon not be able to satisfy the job memory needs per core in the current single-core processing model in High Energy Physics. In addition, an ever increasing number of independent and incoherent jobs running on the same physical hardware not sharing resources might significantly affect processing performance. It will be essential to effectively utilize the multi-core architecture.

CMS has incorporated support for multi-core processing in the event processing framework and the workload management system. Multi-core processing jobs share common data in memory, such as the code libraries, detector geometry and conditions data, resulting in a much lower memory usage than standard single-core independent jobs.

Exploiting this new processing model requires a new model in computing resource allocation, departing from the standard single-core allocation for a job. The experiment job management system needs to have control over a larger quantum of resource since multi-core aware jobs require the scheduling of multiples cores simultaneously. CMS is exploring the approach of using whole nodes as unit in the workload management system where all cores of a node are allocated to a multi-core job. Whole-node scheduling allows for optimization of the data/workflow management (e.g. I/O caching, local merging) but efficient utilization of all scheduled cores is challenging. Dedicated whole-node queues have been setup at all Tier-1 centers for exploring multi-core processing workflows in CMS.

We will present the evaluation of the performance scheduling and executing multi-core workflows in whole-node queues compared to the standard single-core processing workflows.
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One of the major goals of the EMI (European Middleware Initiative) project is the integration of several components of the pre-existing middleware (ARC, gLite, UNICORE and dCache) into a single consistent set of packages with uniform distributions and repositories. Those individual middleware projects have been developed in the last decade by tens of development teams and before EMI were all built and tested using different tools and dedicated services. The software, millions of lines of code, is written in several programming languages and supports multiple platforms. Therefore a viable solution ought to be able to build and test applications on multiple programming languages using common dependencies on all selected platforms. It should, in addition, package the resultant software in formats compatible with the popular Linux distributions, such as Fedora and Debian, and
store them in repositories from which all EMI software can be accessed and installed in a uniform way. Despite this highly heterogeneous initial situation, a single common solution, with the aim of quickly automating the integration of the middleware products, had to be selected and implemented in a few months after the beginning of the EMI project. Because of the previous knowledge and the short time available in order to provide this common solution, the ETICS service, where the gLite middleware was already built for years, was selected.

This contribution describes how the team in charge of providing a common EMI build and packaging infrastructure to the whole project has developed a homogeneous solution for releasing and packaging the EMI components from the initial set of tools used by the earlier middleware projects. An important element of the presentation is about the developers experience and feedback on converging on ETICS and on the ongoing work in order to integrate more widely used and supported build and packaging solutions of the Linux platforms.
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New types of hardware, like smartphones and tablets, are becoming more available, affordable and popular in the market. Furthermore with the advent of Web2.0 frameworks, Web3D and Cloud computing, the way we interact, produce and exchange content is being dramatically transformed. How can we take advantage of these technologies to produce engaging applications which can be conveniently used both by physicists and the general public?

We will demonstrate the development of a platform independent application for data analysis and educational scenarios. This application should enable educators to conduct a novel type of masterclasses, as well as facilitate the collaboration between physicists due to its inherent simplicity, lightness and aesthetic appeal. Users will be able to run it on different hardware such as laptops, smart phones or tablets, and have access to the data everywhere.

The application can also run within a web browser. Based on one of the most popular graphic engines, people can view 2D histograms, animated 3D event displays and do event analysis. The heavy processing jobs will be sent to the Cloud via a master server, in such a way that people can run multiple complex jobs simultaneously.

All of this can be automated and shared with the community through XML files describing a succession of actions.

After having introduced the new system structure and the way the new application will fit in the overall picture, we will describe the current progress of the development and the test facility and discuss further technical difficulties that we expect to be confronted to, like the security (user authentication and authorization) data discovery and load balancing.
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Multi-threaded Event Reconstruction with JANA

Author: David Lawrence \(^1\)
The JANA framework has been deployed and in use since 2007 for development of the GlueX experiment at Jefferson Lab. The multi-threaded reconstruction framework is routinely used on machines with up to 32 cores with excellent scaling. User feedback has also helped to develop JANA into a user-friendly environment for development of reconstruction code and event playback. The basic design of JANA will be presented along with results of scaling tests on many-core machines.

**Multiple-view, multiple-selection visualization of simulation geometry in CMS**
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Fireworks, the event-display program of CMS, was extended with an advanced geometry visualization package. ROOT’s TGeo geometry is used as internal representation, shared among several geometry views. Each view is represented by a GUI list-tree widget, implemented as a flat vector to allow for fast searching, selection, and filtering by material type, node name, and shape type. Display of logical and physical volumes is supported. Color, transparency, and visibility flags can be modified for each node or for a selection of nodes. Further operations, like opening of a new view or changing of the root node, can be performed via a context menu. Node selection and graphical properties determined by the list-tree view can be visualized in any 3D graphics view of Fireworks. As each 3D view can display any number of geometry views, a user is free to combine different geometry-view selections within the same 3D view. Node-selection by proximity to a given point is possible. A visual clipping box can be set for each geometry view to limit geometry drawing into a specified region. Visualization of geometric overlaps, as detected by TGeo, is also supported.

The geometry visualization package is used for detailed inspection and display of simulation geometry with or without the event data. It also serves as a tool for geometry debugging and inspection, facilitating development of geometries for CMS detector upgrades and for SLHC.

**NOvA Event Building, Buffering, and Filtering within the DAQ System**
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The NOvA experiment at Fermi National Accelerator Lab features a free running, continuous readout system without dead time, which collects and buffers time-continuous data from over 350,000 readout channels. The raw data must be searched to correlate it with beam spill events from the NuMI beam facility. They are also analyzed in real-time to identify event topologies of interest. The analysis results then are fed back into the experiment’s triggering systems to form data-driven decisions.

The NOvA event building layer is designed to continuously process data at full sampling rate from the NOvA detectors using commodity networking and computing equipment. For the far detector, custom designed upstream hardware delivers fragments of data in 5ms time slices to more than 180 multicore commodity buffering nodes using standard gigabit ethernet switches. The fragments are assembled into full time-synchronized windows and indexed to allow for efficient search and delivery to downstream applications upon receipt of positive trigger broadcasts. The system can sustain a raw data input rate of greater than 2GB/s and buffer in excess of 20 seconds worth of data. The buffer management software feeds all raw time slices into an event processing framework that is common with the offline production. This framework runs analysis modules that examine each slice and generates positive trigger decisions in real-time causing windows of raw data to be transferred to downstream subsystems using global trigger messages.

This paper will describe the system architecture and software processes constructed to perform the buffering and filtering operations within the NOvA DAQ system. The paper will also describe the advantages of the data driven triggering model and the physics potential that it provides.

Summary:
The NOvA DAQ event building, buffering, and filtering system are described in this paper.
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Newer generations of processors come with no increase in their clock frequency, and the same is true for memory chips. In order to achieve more performance, the core count is getting higher, and to feed all the cores on a chip with instructions and data, the number of memory channels must follow the same trend. Non Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture allowed the CPU manufacturers to reduce nicely the impact of memory subsystem bottlenecks, but, in turn, this solution introduces a cost at the application level. This paper describes our practical experience with the typical CPU servers currently available to the HEP community, based on work with NUMA systems at CERN openlab. We provide the latest measurements of the different NUMA implementations from AMD and Intel, as well as NUMA consequences on some parallelized HEP codes.
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Native ROOT graphics support on Apple devices (OSX and iOS)
ROOT’s graphics works mainly via the TVirtualX class (this includes both GUI and non-GUI graphics). Currently, TVirtualX has two native implementations based on the X11 and Win32 low-level APIs. To make the X11 version work on OS X we have to install the X11 server (an additional application), but unfortunately, there is no X11 for iOS and so no graphics for mobile devices from Apple - iPhone, iPad, iPod touch.

Apple provides developers with a very rich set of APIs and frameworks, and in the area of GUI and 2D graphics these APIs are superior to the X11 API (e.g. we can easily add transparency, anti-aliasing, complex polygons and paths, blending, etc. etc.). Using these APIs (mainly Quartz 2D) we have a new implementation of TVirtualX, which works both on OSX and iOS. The window management part for OSX is implemented using the Cocoa API. However, iOS has a completely different GUI model, which does not fit ROOT’s GUI classes. In this case we provide our users with several classes, in (Objective-)C++, that allow the development of ROOT-based graphical applications for iOS.

Concerning 3D graphics, iOS does only support OpenGLES. OpenGLES is a sibling of OpenGL for mobile devices and browsers. We are porting the ROOT OpenGL based 3D graphics code to OpenGLES to bring ROOT’s 3D graphics (event display, different math plots, etc.) to iOS.

**Networking: 100G Across Oceans: Where and When?**

**Corresponding Author:** artur.barczyk@cern.ch
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**Neural network based cluster creation in the ATLAS silicon pixel detector**
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The read-out from individual pixels on planar semi-conductor sensors are grouped into clusters to reconstruct the location where a charged particle passed through the sensor. The resolution given by individual pixel sizes is significantly improved by using the information from the charge sharing between pixels. Such analog cluster creation techniques have been used by the ATLAS experiment for many years to obtain an excellent performance. However, in dense environments, such as those inside high-energy jets, clusters have an increased probability of merging the charge deposited by multiple particles. Recently, a neural network based algorithm which estimates both the cluster position and whether a cluster should be split into sub-cluster has been developed for the ATLAS pixel detector. The algorithm significantly reduces ambiguities.
in the assignment of pixel detector measurement to tracks within jets and improves the position accuracy with respect
to standard interpolation techniques by taking into account the 2-dimensional charge distribution. The implementation of the neural network, the training parameters and performance of the new clustering will be presented. Significant improvements to the track and vertex resolution obtained using this new method will be presented based on Monte Carlo simulated data and the results will be compared to data recorded with the ATLAS detector. Finally, the resulting improvements to the identification of jets containing b-quarks will be discussed.
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New Developments in Web Based Monitoring at the CMS Experiment
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The rate of performance improvements of the LHC at CERN has had strong influence on the characteristics of the monitoring tools developed for the experiments. We present some of the latest additions to the suite of Web Based Monitoring services for the CMS experiment, and explore the aspects that address the roughly 20-fold increase in peak instantaneous luminosity over the course of 2011. One of these user-friendly tools allows collaborators to easily view, and make correlations among, accelerator configuration information such as bunch patterns, measured quantities such as intensities, vacuum pressures, and background conditions, as well as derived quantities such as luminosity and the number of simultaneous interactions per beam crossing. An additional tool summarizes the daily, weekly, and yearly luminosity and efficiency. Finally, we discuss a trigger cross section and rate fitting service, that uses data from previous runs to validate current running conditions as well as to serve as a predictive extrapolation tool for developing triggers for higher luminosity running.
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New Developments in the GENFIT track fitting framework

Author: Felix Valentin Böhmer 1
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GENFIT is a framework for track fitting in nuclear and particle physics. Its defining feature is the conceptual independence of the specific detector and field geometry, achieved by modular design of the software.
A track in genfit is a collection of detector hits and a collection of track representations. It can contain hits from different detector types (planar hits, space points, isochrones from wire detectors) in their natural coordinates. The track representations define the extrapolation through the detector material and field configuration. Several track representations are available and can be easily exchanged or complemented with new models. Different representations (e.g. for different particle hypotheses) can be fitted simultaneously.

Its application in different collaborations (e.g. PANDA, Belle II, COMPASS) has sparked new developments and improvements. The fitting routines have been upgraded with algorithms for hit smoothing. A Deterministic Annealing Filter (DAF) has been implemented, tested and validated. Due to a new interfacing with the RAVE vertexing framework developed for CMS, GENFIT is now capable of vertex reconstruction and fitting. Furthermore, GENFIT has been complemented with built-in capabilities for event display, allowing direct visual validation of fit results.

Results from simulation tests and physics data will be presented.
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**New SW trends and technologies in the Internet industry**
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**New computing models and LHCONE**
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**New data visualization of the LHC Era Monitoring (Lemon) system**

**Author:** Ivan Fedorko¹
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In the last few years, new requirements have been received for visualization of monitoring data: advanced graphics, flexibility in configuration and decoupling of the presentation layer from the monitoring repository. Lemonweb is the data visualization component of the LHC Era Monitoring (Lemon) system. Lemonweb consists of two sub-components: a data collector and a web visualization interface. The data collector is a daemon, implemented in Python, responsible for data gathering from the central monitoring repository and storing into time series data structures. Data are stored on disk in Round Robin Database (RRD) files: one file per monitored entity, with all the available monitoring data. Entities may be grouped into a hierarchical structure, called “clusters” and supporting mathematical operations over entities and clusters (e.g. cluster A + cluster B /clusters C – entity XY). Using the configuration information, a cluster definition is evaluated in the collector engine and, at runtime, a sequence of data selects is built, to optimize access to the central monitoring repository.

An overview of the design and architecture as well as highlights of some implemented features will be presented. The CERN Computer Centre instance, visualizing ~17k entries, will be described, with
an example of the advanced cluster configuration and integration with the CLUMAN (a job management and visualization system) visualization module.
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The EU-funded project EMI, now at its second year, aims at providing a unified, standardized, easy to install software for distributed computing infrastructures. CREAM is one of the middleware product part of the EMI middleware distribution: it implements a Grid job management service which allows the submission, management and monitoring of computational jobs to local resource management systems.

In this paper we discuss about some new features being implemented in the CREAM Computing Element. The implementation of the EMI Execution Service (EMI-ES) specification (an agreement in the EMI consortium on interfaces and protocols to be used in order to enable computational job submission and management required across technologies) is one of the new functionality being implemented. New developments are also focusing in the High Availability (HA) area, to improve performance, scalability, availability and fault tolerance.

**New developments on visualization drivers in Geant4 software toolkit**

**Author:** Laurent Garnier\(^1\)
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**Corresponding Author:** garnier@lal.in2p3.fr

New developments on visualization drivers in Geant4 software toolkit

**Summary:**

The Geant4 software toolkit simulates the passage of particles through matter. Visualization is a key part of it. Geant4 is used in many application domains including high energy, nuclear and accelerator physics, and in medical and space science. We have developed several visualization drivers, such as
OpenInventor, HepRep, DAWN, VRML, RayTracer, ASCITree, gMocren and OpenGL to fit the various requirements of each domain.

During the last 3 years, the OpenGL suite of visualization drivers has been significantly improved by adding a lot of functionalities, in particular a new OpenGL Qt driver. Qt is a free and well-known toolkit available on all platforms, including Windows, that has enabled us to offer Geant4 visualization that has the same look and feel on all systems. Geant4 release 9.5 integrates the latest improvements in the OpenGL and Qt viewer, including faster first time rendering, integration of multiple visualization frames and the user interface into same window, making posters (thanks to gl2ps), a new Qt viewer components help tree and volume tree, easy creation of videos, "free hand" rotation mode, etc. Thanks to the cmake build system, compiling Geant4 with the Qt viewer is simple. Also use and choice of user interface and visualization drivers has been simplified in all examples.
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**New features in the ROOT mathematical and statistical libraries**
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ROOT, a data analysis framework, provides advanced numerical and statistical methods via the ROOT Math work package. Now that the LHC experiments have started to analyze their data and produce physics results, we have acquired experience in the way these numerical methods are used and the libraries have been consolidated taking into account also the received feedback. At the same time, new features have been introduced as required by the experiments. One of these new features is a better support for dealing with multi-dimensional data structure. A new class based on a binary kd-tree has been introduced for dealing with multi-dimensional data. We will show examples on how this class can be used for efficient binning of multidimensional data and for constructing non-parametric density estimation, which can be used for fitting or data classification. We will show as well the improvements added in the mathematical libraries for analyzing and fitting weighted data sets. In particular we will show examples in fitting Poisson (histograms) and binomial data. We will present as well some of the improvements in the core numerical algorithms and the optimization and performance studies which have been performed.
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**New software library of geometrical primitives for modelling of solids used in Monte Carlo detector simulations**
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We present our effort for the creation of a new software library of geometrical primitives, which are used for solid modelling in Monte Carlo detector simulations. We plan to replace and unify current geometrical primitive classes in the CERN software projects Geant4 and ROOT with this library. Each solid is represented by a C++ class with methods suited for measuring distances of particles from the surface of a solid and for determination as to whether the particles are located inside, outside or on the surface of the solid. We use numerical tolerance for determining whether the particles are located on the surface. The class methods also contain basic support for visualization.

We use dedicated test suites for validation of the shape codes. These include also special performance and numerical value comparison tests for help with analysis of possible candidates of class methods as well as to verify that our new implementation proposals were designed and implemented properly.

Currently, bridge classes are used for simple integration of the library to existing versions of Geant4 and ROOT software. New versions of Geant4 and ROOT are planned to be modified in the way that our new solids library can be used there directly.

**Summary:**

We present our effort for the creation of a new software library of geometrical primitives, which will unify current geometrical primitive classes in the CERN software projects Geant4 and ROOT. The solids are represented by C++ classes with several methods, namely those determining distance and location of the particle with relation to the surface of solids. We use several test suites for validation. A simple integration method for easy integration to the current versions of Geant4 and ROOT is proposed, that can be used in the interim period before both ROOT and GEANT4 are adapted to use our library directly.
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Since several years the LHC experiments rely on the WLCG Service Availability Monitoring framework (SAM) to run functional tests on their distributed computing systems. The SAM tests have become an essential tool to measure the reliability of the Grid infrastructure and to ensure reliable computing operations, both for the sites and the experiments. Recently the old SAM framework was replaced with a completely new system based on Nagios and ActiveMQ to better support the transition to EGI and to its more distributed infrastructure support model and to implement several scalability and functionality enhancements. This required all LHC experiments and the WLCG support teams to migrate their tests, to acquire expertise on the new system, to validate the new availability and reliability computations and to adopt new visualisation tools.

In this contribution we describe in detail the current state of the art of functional testing in WLCG: how the experiments use the new SAM/Nagios framework, the advanced functionality made available by the new framework and the future developments that are foreseen, with a strong focus on the improvements in terms of stability and flexibility brought by the new system.
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Next Generation High Quality Videoconferencing Service for the LHC
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In recent times, we have witnessed an explosion of video initiatives in the industry worldwide. Several advancements in video technology are currently improving the way we interact and collaborate. These advancements are forcing tendencies and overall experiences: any device in any network can be used to collaborate, in most cases with an overall high quality. To cope with this technology progresses, CERN IT Department has taken the leading role to establish strategies and directions to improve the user experience in remote dispersed meetings and remote collaboration at large in the worldwide LHC communities. Due to the high rate of dispersion in the LHC user communities, these are critically dependent of videoconferencing technology, with a need of robustness and high quality for the best possible user experience. We will present an analysis of the factors that influenced the technical and strategic choices to improve the reliability, efficiency and overall quality of the LHC remote sessions. In particular, we are going to describe how the new videoconferencing service offered by CERN IT, based on Vidyo technology suits these requirements. During a vidyoconference, Vidyo’s core technology continuously monitors the performance of the underlying network and the capabilities of each endpoint device, in order to adapt video streams in real time and optimize video communication. This results in offering telepresence-quality videoconferencing over the commercial Internet and at the same time, in providing a robust platform to make video communications universally available on any device ranging from traditional videoconferencing room systems, to multiprotocol PCs, the latest smartphones and tablets PCs, over any network. The infrastructure deployed to offer this new service, its integration in the specific CERN environment will be presented as well as recent use cases.

Summary:

A status update about the current videoconferencing technology and services offered by CERN IT to the LHC community, in particular the new Vidyo service.
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Next generation WLCG File Transfer Service (FTS)
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LHC experiments at CERN and worldwide utilize WLCG resources and middleware components to perform distributed computing tasks. One of the most important tasks is reliable file replication. It is a complex problem, suffering from transfer failures, disconnections, transfer duplication, server and network overload, differences in storage systems, etc. To address these problems, EMI and gLite have provided the independent File Transfer Service (FTS) and Grid File Access Library (GFAL) tools. Their development started almost a decade ago, in the meantime, requirements in data management have changed - the old architecture of FTS and GFAL cannot keep support easily these changes. Technology has also been progressing: FTS and GFAL do not fit into the new paradigms (cloud, messaging, for example).
To be able to serve the next stage of LHC data collecting (from 2013), we need a new generation of these tools: FTS 3 and GFAL 2. We envision a service requiring minimal configuration, which can dynamically adapt to the state of its resources (endpoints (SE-s) and network) and which offers an SE-centric configuration model for administrators to use where necessary.

Main problems that we solve: scalability problems of the static channel model, resource and network states are not taken into account when scheduling transfer jobs, supporting multiple database backends (Oracle, MySQL), multiple transfer and control protocols. The new system will be much easier to configure and manage. FTS 3 will provide transparent job submission and monitoring features based on messaging.

We report on design and prototype experience. We provide an overview about how FTS fits into the more general suite of data management utilities provided by the EMI project.
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The CMS experiment has to move Petabytes of data among dozens of computing centres with low latency in order to make efficient use of its resources. Transfer operations are well established to achieve the desired level of throughput, but operators lack a system to identify early on transfers that will need manual intervention to reach completion.

File transfer latencies are sensitive to the underlying problems in the transfer infrastructure, and their measurement can be used as prompt trigger for preventive actions. For this reason, PhEDEx, the CMS transfer management system, has recently implemented a monitoring system to measure the transfer latencies at the level of individual files. For the first time now, the system can predict the completion time for the transfer of a data set. The operators can detect abnormal patterns in transfer
latencies early, and correct the issues while the transfer is still in progress. Statistics are aggregated for blocks of files, recording a historical log to monitor the long-term evolution of transfer latencies, which are used as cumulative metrics to evaluate the performance of the transfer infrastructure, and to plan the global data placement strategy.

In this contribution, we present the typical patterns of transfer latencies that have been identified in the operational experience acquired with the latency monitor. We show how we are able to detect the sources of latency arising from the underlying infrastructure (such as stuck files) which need operator intervention, and we identify the areas in PhEDEx where a development effort can reduce the latency. The improvement in transfer completion times achieved since the implementation of the latency monitoring in 2011 is demonstrated.
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Numerical accuracy and auto-vectorization of probability density functions used in high energy physics
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Data analyses based on evaluation of likelihood functions are commonly used in the high-energy physics community for fitting statistical models to data samples. The likelihood functions require the evaluation of several probability density functions on the data. This is accomplished using loops. For the evaluation operations, the standard accuracy is double precision floating point. The probability density functions require the evaluation of several transcendental functions (mainly exponential and square roots). Therefore, fast evaluation of the likelihood functions can be achieved either by a faster execution of the transcendental expressions or using vectorization for the loops. The former can be achieved reducing the numerical accuracy, i.e. using single precision floating or in general less accurate functions. The latter requires special techniques to vectorize the transcendental functions. However, the impact of this optimization can be significant, and in particular in the future when the vectors units will become larger and larger. Several compilers gives the possibility to apply auto-vectorization and several floating point optimizations. We will show results when using different compilers on different hardware systems for several probability distribution functions.
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OSG Ticket Synchronization: Keeping Your Home Field Advantage In A Distributed Environment

Author: Kyle Gross¹

Co-author: Robert Quick²
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Large distributed computing collaborations, such as the WLCG, face many issues when it comes to providing a working grid environment for their users. One of these is exchanging tickets between various ticketing systems in use by grid collaborations. Ticket systems such as Footprints, RT, Remedy, and ServiceNow all have different schema that must be addressed in order to provide a reliable exchange of information between support entities and users in different grid environments.

To combat this problem, Open Science Grid (OSG) Operations has created a ticket synchronization interface called GOC-TX that relies on web services instead of error-prone email parsing methods of the past. Synchronizing tickets between different ticketing systems allows any user or support entity to work on a ticket in their home environment, thus providing a familiar and comfortable place to provide updates without having to learn another ticketing system. The interface is built in a way that it is generic enough that it can be customized for nearly any ticketing system with a web-service interface with only minor changes. This allows us to be flexible and rapidly bring new ticket synchronization online. Synchronization can be triggered by different methods including mail, web services interface, and active messaging. GOC-TX currently interfaces with GGUS for WLCG, Remedy at BNL, and RT at VDT. Work is progressing on the FNAL ServiceNow synchronization. This paper will explain the problems faced by OSG and how they led OSG to create and implement this ticket synchronization system along with the technical details that allow synchronization to be performed at a production level.
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Offline Processing in the Online Computer Farm
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LHCb is one of the 4 experiments at the LHC accelerator at CERN. LHCb has approximately 1600 (8 cores) PCs for processing the High Level Trigger (HLT) during physics data acquisition. During periods when data acquisition is not required or the resources needed for data acquisition are reduced, like accelerator Machine Development (MD) periods or technical shutdowns, most of these PCs are idle or very little used. In these periods it is possible to profit from the unused processing capacity to reprocess earlier datasets with the newest applications (code and calibration constants), thus reducing the CPU capacity needed on the Grid.

The offline computing environment is based on LHCb-DIRAC (Distributed Infrastructure with Remote Agent Control) to process physics data on the Grid. In DIRAC, agents are started on Worker Nodes, pull available jobs from the DIRAC central WMS (Workload Management System) and process them on the available resources.

A Control System was developed which is able to launch, control and monitor the agents for the offline data processing on the HLT Farm. It can do so without overwhelming the offline resources (e.g. DBs) and in case of change of the accelerator planning it can easily return the used resources for online purposes. This control system is based on the existing Online System Control infrastructure, the PVSS SCADA and the FSM toolkit. A web server was also developed to provide a highly available and easy view of the status of the offline data processing on the online HLT farm.
Offline software for the Resistive Plate Chambers in the Daya Bay Antineutrino Experiment
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Neutrino flavor oscillation is characterized by three mixing angles. The Daya Bay reactor antineutrino experiment is designed to determine the last unknown mixing angle $\theta_{13}$. The experiment is located in southern China, near the Daya Bay nuclear power plant. Eight identical liquid scintillator detectors are being installed in three experimental halls, to detect antineutrinos released in nuclear fission. The Water Cherenkov detector and the Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) deployed in each experimental hall form a muon system to veto cosmic muons which are the main source of backgrounds. The combined muon veto efficiency is designed as 99.5% with 0.25% uncertainties. Offline software for the Daya Bay experiment is being developed in the framework of Gaudi. In this presentation, we will give a brief introduction to the Daya Bay experiment and the software framework. Then we will focus on the simulation, calibration and reconstruction of the Resistive Plate Chambers.

Online Metadata Collection and Monitoring Framework for the STAR Experiment at RHIC
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The STAR Experiment further exploits scalable message-oriented model principles to achieve a high level of control over online data streams. In this report we present an AMQP-powered Message Interface and Reliable Architecture framework (MIRA), which allows STAR to orchestrate the activities of Metadata Collection, Monitoring, Online QA and several Run-Time / Data Acquisition system components in a very efficient manner. The very nature of the reliable message bus suggests parallel usage of multiple independent storage mechanisms for our metadata. We describe our experience of a robust data-taking setup employing MySQL and HyperTable based archivers for metadata processing. In addition, MIRA has an AJAX-enabled web GUI, which allows real-time visualisation of online process flow and detector subsystem states, and doubles as a sophisticated alarm system when combined with complex event processing engines like Esper, Borealis or Cayuga. Reported data and suggested path forward are based on our experience during the 2011-2012 running of STAR.

Operational Experience with the ALICE High Level Trigger

Author: Artur Szostak

University of Bergen (NO)
The ALICE High Level Trigger (HLT) is a dedicated real-time system for on-line event reconstruction and triggering. Its main goal is to reduce the large volume of raw data that is read out from the detector systems, up to 25 GB/s, by an order of magnitude to fit within the available data acquisition bandwidth. This is accomplished by a combination of data compression and triggering. When a reconstructed event is selected by the HLT trigger algorithms as interesting for physics then it is recorded, otherwise the raw data for that event is discarded. The combination of both approaches allows for flexible strategies for data reduction.

A second but equally vital function of the HLT is on-line monitoring. The HLT has access to all raw data and status information from the detectors during data taking. Combined with on-line event reconstruction the HLT becomes a powerful monitoring tool for ensuring data quality. Many problems can only be spotted easily when looking at the high level information on the physics level. In addition, on-line compression and triggering must be monitored live during data taking to ensure stability of the system and quality of recorded data.

A very high computational load is placed on the HLT to perform its tasks, in particular during event reconstruction and compression. A large dedicated computing cluster for on-line operations is used, which comprises 206 individual machines, 2744 CPU cores, 64 GPUs, 5.24 TB of distributed memory; all interconnected with an InfiniBand network and Gigabit Ethernet for management. There are an additional 43 machines which provide a development and testing environment, infrastructure support and storage.

Running a large complex system like the HLT in production data taking mode proves to be a challenge. During the 2010 pp and Pb-Pb running period many problems were experienced that lead to a sub-optimal operational efficiency. Lessons were learned and certain crucial changes were made early in 2011 to prepare for the 2011 Pb-Pb run, in which HLT would have a vital role performing data compression for the largest detector in ALICE, the Time Projection Chamber (TPC). Key changes such as separation of the production part of the system from the supporting infrastructure and upgrading to a mass storage system more suited to the HLT performance requirements has lead to higher stability, improved operational efficiency and reduction in startup latency of the system during runs.

A overview of the status of the HLT, experience from 2010 and 2011 production runs and important lessons learned are presented. Emphasis is given to the overall performance, showing a overall reduction in failure rates between 2010 and 2011, attributed to the significant improvements made to the system. Finally, further opportunities for improvement are identified and discussed, based on the experience gained in the 2011 Pb-Pb run.
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The Frontier framework is used in the CMS experiment at the LHC to deliver conditions data to processing clients worldwide, including calibration, alignment, and configuration information. Each of the central servers at CERN, called a Frontier Launchpad, uses tomcat as a servlet container to establish the communication between clients and the central Oracle database. HTTP-proxy squid servers, located close to clients, cache the responses to queries in order to provide high performance
data access and to reduce the load on the central Oracle database. Each Frontier Launchpad also has its own reverse-proxy squid for caching. The three central servers have been delivering about 10 million responses every day since the LHC startup, containing about 60 GB data in total, to more than one hundred Squid servers located worldwide, with an average response time on the order of 10 milliseconds. The squid caches deployed worldwide process many more requests per day, over 700 million, and deliver over 40 TB of data. Several monitoring tools of the tomatc log files, the accesses of the squid on the central Launchpad server, and the availability of remote squids have been developed to guarantee the performance of the service and make the system easily maintainable. Following a brief introduction of the Frontier framework, we describe the performance of this highly reliable and stable system, detail monitoring concerns and their deployment, and discuss the overall operational experience from the first two years of LHC data-taking.
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Operational experience with the CMS Data Acquisition System
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The data-acquisition (DAQ) system of the CMS experiment at the LHC performs the read-out and assembly of events accepted by the first level hardware trigger. Assembled events are made available to the high-level trigger (HLT), which selects interesting events for offline storage and analysis. The system is designed to handle a maximum input rate of 100 kHz and an aggregated throughput of 100 GB/s originating from approximately 500 sources and 10^8 electronic channels. An overview of the architecture and design of the hardware and software of the DAQ system is given. We report on the performance and operational experience of the DAQ and its Run Control System in the first two years of collider run of the LHC, both in proton-proton and Pb-Pb collisions. We present an analysis of the current performance, its limitations, and the most common failure modes and discuss the ongoing evolution of the HLT capability needed to match the luminosity ramp-up of the LHC.

Summary:

The data-acquisition (DAQ) system of the CMS experiment at the LHC performs the read-out and assembly of events accepted by the first level hardware trigger. Assembled events are made available to the high-level trigger (HLT), which selects interesting events for offline storage and analysis. The system is designed to handle a maximum input rate of 100 kHz and an aggregated throughput of 100 GB/s originating from approximately 500 sources and 10^8 electronic channels. An overview of the architecture and design of the hardware and software of the DAQ system is given. We report on the performance and operational experience of the DAQ and its Run Control System in the first two years of collider run
of the LHC, both in proton-proton and Pb-Pb collisions. We present an analysis of the current performance, its limitations, and the most common failure modes and discuss the ongoing evolution of the HLT capability needed to match the luminosity ramp-up of the LHC.
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**Optimising the read-write performance of mass storage systems through the introduction of a fast write cache**

**Authors:** David Colling¹ ; Simon William Fayer¹ ; Stuart Wakefield¹
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**Corresponding Authors:** simon.fayer@cern.ch, stuart.wakefield@gmail.com

Reading and writing data onto a disk based high capacity storage system has long been a troublesome task. While disks handle sequential reads and writes well, when they are interleaved performance drops off rapidly due to the time required to move the disk’s read-write head(s) to a different position. An obvious solution to this problem is to replace the disks with an alternative storage technology such as solid-state devices which have no such mechanical limitations, however in most applications this is prohibitively expensive. This problem is commonly seen at computer facilities where new data need to be stored while old data are being processed from the same storage, such as WLCG grid sites. In the WLCG case this problem is only going to become more prominent as the LHC luminosity increases, creating larger data-sets.

In this paper we explore the possibility of introducing a fast write cache in front of the storage system to buffer inbound data. This cache allows writes to be coalesced into larger, more efficient blocks before being committed to the primary storage, while also allowing this action to be postponed until the primary storage is sufficiently quiescent. We demonstrate that this is a viable solution to the problem using a real WLCG site as an example of deployment. Finally we also discuss the steps required to tune the surrounding infrastructure, such as the computer network and storage meta-data server in order to sustain high write rates to the cache and allow for the data to be flushed to the bulk storage successfully.
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**Optimization of HEP Analysis activities using a Tier2 Infrastructure**

**Authors:** Giuseppe Bagliesi¹ ; Tommaso Boccali¹

¹ *INFN Sezione di Pisa*

**Corresponding Authors:** giuseppe.bagliesi@cern.ch, tommaso.boccali@cern.ch

While the model for a Tier2 is well understood and implemented within the HEP Community, a refined design for Analysis specific sites has not been agreed upon as clearly. We aim to describe the solutions adopted at the INFN Pisa, the biggest Tier2 in the Italian HEP Community. A Standard Tier2 infrastructure is optimized for GRID CPU and Storage access, while a more interactive oriented use of the resources is beneficial to the final data analysis step. In this step, POSIX file storage access is easier for the average physicist, and has to be provided in a real or emulated way. Modern analysis techniques use advanced statistical tools (like RooFit and RooStat), which can make use of multi core systems. The infrastructure has to provide or create on demand computing nodes with many cores available, above the existing and less elastic Tier2 flat CPU infrastructure. At last, the users do not want to have to deal with data placement policies at the various sites, and hence a transparent WAN file access, again with a POSIX layer, must be provided, making use of the just-installed 10 GBit/s regional lines.
Even if standalone systems with such features are possible and exist, the implementation of an Analysis site as a virtual layer over an existing Tier2 requires novel solutions; the ones used in Pisa are described here.
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**Optimization of the HLT Resource Consumption in the LHCb Experiment**

**Author:** Markus Frank
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**Corresponding Author:** markus.frank@cern.ch

Today’s computing elements for software based high level trigger processing (HLT) are based on nodes with multiple cores. Using process based parallelisation to filter particle collisions from the LHCb experiment on such nodes leads to expensive consumption of read-only memory and hence significant cost increase. In the following an approach is presented to fork multiple identical processes from a master process. This approach facilitated to minimize the resource consumption of the filter applications and to reduce the startup time. Described is the duplication of threads and the handling of files open in read-write mode when duplicating filter processes and the possibility to bootstrap the event filter applications directly from preconfigured checkpoint files. Emphasis was put on the condition, that the trigger code itself is agnostic to this process. The approach led to a reduced memory consumption of roughly 60% in each worker node of the LHCb HLT farm and an overall reduced startup time of roughly 70%.
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**Optimizing Python-based ROOT I/O with PyPy’s Tracing JIT**

**Author:** Wim Lavrijsen
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**Corresponding Author:** wim.lavrijsen@cern.ch

The Python programming language allows objects and classes to respond dynamically to the execution environment. Most of this, however, is made possible through language hooks which by definition can not be optimized and thus tend to be slow. The PyPy implementation of Python includes a tracing just in time compiler (JIT), which allows similar dynamic responses but at the interpreter-, rather than the application-level. Therefore, it is possible to fully remove the hooks, leaving only the dynamic response, in the optimization stage for hot loops, if the types of interest are opened up to the JIT.

A general opening up of types to the JIT, based on reflection information, has already been developed (cppyy). The work described in this paper takes it one step further by customizing access to ROOT I/O to the JIT, allowing for automatic selective reading, judicious caching, and buffer tuning.
Optimizing Resource Utilization in Grid Batch Systems

Author: Andreas Gellrich

DESY

Corresponding Author: andreas.gellrich@desy.de

DESY is one of the largest WLCG Tier-2 centres for ATLAS, CMS and LHCb world-wide and the home of a number of global VOs. At the DESY-HH Grid site more than 20 VOs are supported by one common Grid infrastructure to allow for the opportunistic usage of federated resources. The VOs share roughly 4800 job slots in 800 physical CPUs of 400 hosts operated by a TORQUE/MAUI batch system.

On Tier-2 sites, the utilization of computing, storage, and network requirements of the Grid jobs differ widely. For instance Monte Carlo production jobs are almost purely CPU bound, whereas physics analysis jobs demand high data rates.

In order to optimize the utilization of resources, jobs must be distributed intelligently over the slots, CPUs, and hosts. Although the jobs resource requirements cannot be deduced directly, jobs are mapped to POSIX user/group ID based on their VOMS-proxy. The user/group ID allows to distinguish jobs, assuming VOs make use of the VOMS group and role mechanism. This was implemented in the job scheduler (MAUI) configuration.

In the contribution to CHEP 2012 we will sketch our set-up, describe our configuration, and present experiences based on monitoring information.
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Orthos, an alarm system for the ALICE DAQ operations
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ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is the heavy-ion detector studying the physics of strongly interacting matter and the quark-gluon plasma at the CERN LHC (Large Hadron Collider). The DAQ (Data Acquisition System) facilities handle the data flow from the detectors electronics up to the mass storage. The DAQ system is based on a large farm of commodity hardware consisting of more than 600 devices (Linux PCs, storage, network switches), and controls hundreds of distributed hardware and software components interacting together.

This paper presents Orthos, the alarm system used to detect, log, report, and follow-up abnormal situations on the DAQ machines at the experimental area.

The main objective of this package is to integrate alarm detection and notification mechanisms with a full-featured issues tracker, in order to prioritize, assign, and fix system failures optimally. This tool relies on a database repository with a logic engine, SQL interfaces to inject or query metrics, and dynamic web pages for user interaction. We describe the system architecture, the technologies used for the implementation, and the integration with existing monitoring tools.
Overview of storage operations at CERN

Authors: Jan Iven¹ ; Massimo Lamanna¹
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Large-volume physics data storage at CERN is based on two services, CASTOR and EOS:
CASTOR - in production for many years - now handles the Tier0 activities (including WAN data distribution), as well as all tape-backed data; EOS - in production since 2011 - supports the fast-growing need for high-performance low-latency (i.e. diskonly) data access for user analysis.

In 2011, a large part of the original CASTOR storage has been migrated into EOS, which grew from the original testbed installation (1 PB usable capacity for ATLAS) to over 6 PB for ATLAS and CMS. EOS has been validated for several month under production conditions and has already replaced several CASTOR service classes.

CASTOR also evolved during this time with major improvements in critical areas - notably the internal scheduling of requests, the simplifications of the database structure and a complete overhaul of the tape subsystem.

The talk will compare the two systems from an operation’s perspective (setup, day-by-day user support, upgrades, resilience to common failures) while taking into account their different scope. In the case of CASTOR we will analyse the impact of the 2011 improvements on delivering Tier0 services, while for EOS we will focus on the steps to achieve to a production-quality service.

For both systems, the upcoming changes will be discussed in relation with the evolution of the LHC programme and computing models (data volumes, access patterns, relations among computing sites).

PD2P : PanDA Dynamic Data Placement for ATLAS

Author: Collaboration Atlas¹

Co-authors: Kaushik De² ; Sergey Panitkin³ ; Tadashi Maeno³

¹ Atlas
² University of Texas at Arlington (US)
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Corresponding Author: tmaeno@bnl.gov

The PanDA Production and Distributed Analysis System is the ATLAS workload management system for processing user analysis, group analysis and production jobs.
In 2011 more than 1400 users have submitted jobs through PanDA to the ATLAS grid infrastructure. The system processes more than 2 million analysis jobs per week. Analysis jobs are routed to sites based on the availability of relevant data and processing resources, taking account of the nonuniform distribution of CPU and storage resources in the ATLAS grid. The data distribution has to be optimized to fit the resource distribution, and also has to be dynamically changed to meet rapidly evolving requirements for analysis use cases.
The PanDA Dynamic Data Placement (PD2P) system has been developed to cope with difficulties of data placement for ATLAS. PD2P is an intelligent subsystem of PanDA to distribute data by taking the following factors into account: popularity, locality, the usage pattern of the data, the distribution of CPU and storage resources, network topology between sites, site operation downtime and reliability, and so on. We will describe the design of the new system, its performance during the past year of data taking, dramatic improvements it has brought about in the efficient use of storage and processing resources, associated reductions in average wait time for user analysis jobs, and plans for the future.
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**PEAC - A set of tools to quickly enable PROOF on a cluster**

**Authors:** Gerardo GANIS¹ ; Martin VALA²
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**Corresponding Author:** gerardo.ganis@cern.ch

With advent of the analysis phase of LHC data-processing, interest in PROOF technology has considerably increased. While setting up a simple PROOF cluster for basic usage is reasonably straightforward, exploiting the several new functionalities added in recent times may be complicated.

PEAC, standing for PROOF Enabled Analysis Cluster, is a set of tools aiming to facilitate the setup and management of a PROOF cluster. PEAC is based on the experience made by setting up PROOF for the ALICE analysis facilities. PEAC allows to easily build and configure ROOT and the additional software needed on the cluster and features its own distribution system based on xrootd and Proof on Demand (PoD). The latter is also used for resource management (start, stop or daemons).

Finally, PEAC sets-up and configures dataset management (using the afsdmgrd daemon), as well as cluster monitoring (machine status and PROOF query summaries) using MonAlisa. In this respect, a Monalisa page has been dedicated to PEAC users, so that a cluster managed by PEAC can be automatically monitored.

In this talk we present and describe the main components of PEAC and show details of the existing facilities using it.
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**PLUME – FEATHER**
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PLUME - FEATHER is a non-profit project created to Promote economical, Useful and Maintained softwarE For the Higher Education And THE Research communities. The site references software, mainly Free/Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS) from French universities and national research organisations, (CNRS, INRA...), laboratories or departments. Plume means feather in French.
The main goals of PLUME – FEATHER are:
• promote the community’s own developments,
• contribute to the development and sharing FLOSS (Free/Libre Open Source Software) information, experiences and expertise in the community,
• bring together FLOSS experts and knowledgeable people to create a community,
• foster and facilitate FLOSS use, deployment and contribution in the higher education and the research communities.
PLUME - FEATHER was initiated by the CNRS unit UREC. The UREC unit has been integrated to the CNRS computing division DSI in 2011. The different resources are provided by the main partners involved in the project.
The French PLUME server contains more than 1000 software reference cards, edited and peer-reviewed by members of the research and education community. It is online since November 2007, and the first English pages have been published in April 2009. Currently there are 84 software products referenced in the PLUME-FEATHER area. Therefore time has come to announce the availability and potential of the PLUME project on the international level to find not only users, but also contributors: editors and reviewers of frequently used software in our domain.
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The production of simulated samples for physics analysis at LHC represents a noticeable organization challenge, because it requires the management of several thousands different workflows. The submission of a workflow to the grid based computing infrastructure is just the arrival point of a long decision process: definition of the general characteristics of a given set of coherent samples, called campaign; definition of the physics settings to be used for each sample corresponding to a specific process to be simulated, both at hard event generation and detector simulation level. In order to have an organized control of the of the definition of the large number of MC samples needed by CMS, from the initial request to the acknowledgment of the completion of each sample, a dedicated management tool, called PREP, has been built. Its basic component is a database storing all the relevant information about the sample and the actions implied by the workflow definition, approval and production. A web based interface allows the database to be used from experts involved in production to trigger all the different actions needed, as well as by normal physicists involved in analyses to retrieve the relevant information. The tool is integrated through a set of dedicated APIs with the production agent and information storage utilities of CMS.
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**Parallel Likelihood Function Fits on Heterogeneous Many-core Systems with OpenMP, CUDA, and MPI technologies**
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\(^1\) CERN openlab
Data analyses based on evaluation of likelihood functions are commonly used in the high energy physics community for fitting statistical models to data samples. These procedures require several evaluations of these functions and they can be very time consuming. Therefore, it becomes particularly important to have fast evaluations. This paper describes a parallel implementation that allows to run cooperatively the evaluations of the negative log-likelihood function for data analysis methods on heterogeneous computational devices (i.e. CPU and GPU) belonging to a single computational node or on several homogeneous nodes connected by a network. The implementation is able to split and balance the workload needed for the evaluation of the function in corresponding sub-workloads to be executed in parallel on each computational device. The CPU parallelization is implemented using OpenMP, while the GPU implementation is based on CUDA. The parallelization over several nodes is based on MPI. The comparison of the performance of these implementations for different configurations and different hardware systems is reported. Tests are based on real data analyses carried out by the high energy physics community taken from RooFit and RooStats packages.
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The CBM experiment is a future fixed-target experiment at FAIR/GSI (Darmstadt, Germany). It is being designed to study heavy-ion collisions at extremely high interaction rates. The main tracking detectors are the Micro-Vertex Detector (MVD) and the Silicon Tracking System (STS). Track reconstruction in these detectors is very complicated task because of several factors. Up to 1000 tracks per central Au+Au collision intersect 5x5 cm² region of the first MVD detector plane. Double-sided strip detector modules are used in STS, that leads to about 85% additional combinatorial space points. The detectors are placed in the non-homogeneous magnetic field. The full event reconstruction is required for online event selection. Therefore, both the speed of the reconstruction algorithms and their efficiency are crucial.

The Cellular Automaton (CA) algorithm is used for the track reconstruction. It is based on a local reconstruction and therefore is robust, fast and easily parallelizable. The algorithm is optimized for the very complicated and realistic simulation of the detectors. Reconstruction of the central collisions shows 95% efficiency for most of signal particles, 5% incorrectly reconstructed tracks and speed of 200 ms per event per core. The algorithm is stable against detector inefficiency. The CA algorithm is suitable for complicated conditions and high interaction rates of the CBM experiment.

The Kalman filter (KF) based package is used for precise estimation of track parameters. It includes track fitter, track smoother and deterministic annealing filter (DAF). Initial approximate estimation of the track parameters with the least square method is used in order to increase stability of the KF algorithms. Several approaches of the Kalman filter track fit are implemented: conventional Kalman filter, U-D filtering and two approaches for the square root Kalman filter. The square root approach, which based on the Potter’s measurement-update equations, is robust with respect to computational round-off errors, gives 1.1% momentum resolution and takes less then 2.5 us per track. It appears to be the most suitable for track fitting in CBM. Two procedures for the track propagation in non-homogeneous magnetic field are implemented: a standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta method and a method based on the analytic formula, specially developed for the CBM experiment. The DAF based procedure rejects with 99% efficiency the noise hits placed in 300 um from the true track position.
The track finder and track fitter procedures are implemented in single precision, use the SIMD instruction set and multithreading for parallel computations. The algorithms show a strong scalability with respect to number of cores. Results for the newest AMD Opteron CPU with 48 cores and Intel Westmere CPU with 40 hardware (80 logical) cores are presented and discussed. Future plans include investigation of the parallel algorithms for track reconstruction on non-homogeneous many-core CPU/GPU systems.
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Modern heavy-ion experiments operate with very high data rates and track multiplicities. Because of time constraints the speed of the reconstruction algorithms is crucial both for the online and offline data analysis. Parallel programming is considered nowadays as one of the most efficient ways to increase the speed of event reconstruction.

Reconstruction of short-lived particles is one of the most important tasks in data analysis of high energy physics experiments. The KFParticle package for short-lived particles reconstruction, based on the Kalman filter, is presented and described with mathematical apparatus. The package is actively used both in the CBM experiment at FAIR/GSI (Darmstadt, Germany) and the ALICE experiment at CERN (Geneva, Switzerland). The high computational speed of the KFParticle package in the CBM experiment is of the particular importance, because the full event reconstruction is required for the online event selection. Also in the ALICE experiment it is important for the analysis of the already collected data. The KFParticle package is geometry independent and can be used in other experiments too.

The package has rich functionality: the complete particle reconstruction with momentum and covariance matrix calculation; reconstruction of decay chains; daughter particles can be added one by one; simple access to parameters of the particle, such as mass, lifetime, decay length, rapidity, and their errors; transport of the particle; estimation of the distance between particles etc.

KFParticle has been vectorized using the SIMD instructions set. Since modern processors have SIMD units, vectorization is a simple and efficient way to increase the computational speed of the algorithms running on the same CPU. The package has been implemented in single precision for more efficient vectorization. The additional speedup factor of 3-5 has been achieved for the CBM and ALICE experiments. The Intel TBB library is used for parallelization between cores. The quality analysis of parameters, their errors and covariance matrix, which are obtained with KFParticle, has been performed using Monte Carlo simulated data. Results of the analysis are presented and discussed.

More sophisticated statistical methods for the particle analysis are under implementation within the KFParticle package. Implementation of the package using the parallel Intel ArBB library, as well as parallelization on GPU architectures are foreseen.
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Parallelization of the AliRoot event reconstruction by performing a semi- automatic source-code transformation
Chip multiprocessors are going to support massive parallelism to provide further processing capacities by adding more and more physical and logical cores. Unfortunately the growing number of cores come along with slower advances in speed and size of the main memory, the cache hierarchy, the front-side bus or processor interconnections. Parallelism can only result in performance gain, if the memory usage is optimized, memory locality improved and the communication between threads is minimized. But the domain of concurrent programming has become a field for highly skilled experts, as the implementation of multithreading is difficult, error prone and labor intensive. A full re-implementation for parallel execution of existing offline frameworks, like AliRoot in ALICE, is thus unaffordable. An alternative method, is to use a semi-automatic source-to-source transformation for getting a simple parallel design, with almost no interference between threads. This reduces the need of rewriting the developed software and avoids excessive communication between threads.

This paper evaluates the adaption of the AliRoot event reconstruction, by taking the following steps: introduction of thread-safety to bring the original sequential and thread unaware source-code into the position of using multithreading; identification of classes that can be shared between threads as a method to reduce the memory footprint; transformation of the source code to share these classes; verification of the resulting code to localize and eliminate any remaining interferences between threads.
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Summary:

This work is about the content of my ongoing PhD thesis at the ALICE experiment at CERN to provide methods for a better exploitation of the available and prospective CPUs. It is following the idea to introduce scalable multithreading by using a source-to-source transformation. First results and upcoming problems will be presented.
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Particle Tracking in a Solenoidal Field with an Adaptive Hough Transform

Author: Alan Dion

1 Brookhaven National Laboratory

An algorithm is presented which reconstructs helical tracks in a solenoidal magnetic field using a generalized Hough Transform. While the problem of reconstructing helical tracks from the primary vertex can be converted to the problem of reconstructing lines (with 3 parameters), reconstructing secondary tracks requires a full helix to be used (with 5 parameters). The Hough transform memory requirements typically grow exponentially with the number of parameters. To reduce the amount of memory used, this algorithm adapts the granularity of the accumulator array depending on the given distribution of detector hits. Furthermore, only a small portion of the accumulator array needs to be explicitly stored at a time. It will be shown that the time required for event reconstruction of
the presented algorithm grows more slowly asymptotically as a function of the number of detector hits in the event than the time required for road-finding techniques. In addition, the algorithm is easily implemented in a cache-oblivious manner. Thus, the presented adaptive Hough Transform is well-suited for reconstruction of the high-multiplicity events in heavy ion collisions. Results of the algorithm will be shown for heavy ion collisions in various simulated detectors, as well as on data from the PHENIX Silicon Vertex Detector.
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A pattern recognition software for a continuously operating high rate Time Projection Chamber with Gas Electron Multiplier amplification (GEM-TPC) has been designed and tested. A track-independent clustering algorithm delivers space points. A true 3-dimensional track follower combines them to helical tracks, without constraints on the vertex position. Fast helix fits, based on a conformal mapping on the Riemann sphere, are the basis for deciding whether points belong to one track.

The software has been tested on simulated as well as on real data taken in a physics run of the GEM-TPC prototype installed in the FOPI detector at GSI facility, Germany. To assess the performance of the algorithm in a high-rate environment, ppbar-interactions corresponding to a maximum average track density of 0.5 cm/cm³ have been simulated. The pattern recognition is capable of finding all kinds of track topologies with high efficiency and provides excellent seed values for fitting or online event selection. Computational costs are O(50) ms/track on a 3.1 GHz office PC. Parallel implementation of the code on a graphics processing unit (GPU) is under investigation. Structure, functioning and benchmark results of the algorithm will be presented.
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Performance Tests of CMSSW on the CernVM

Author: Marko Petek

Co-author: Stephen Gowdy
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The CERN Virtual Machine (CernVM) Software Appliance is a project developed in CERN with the goal of allowing the execution of the experiment’s software on different operating systems in an easy way for the users. To achieve this it makes use of Virtual Machine images consisting of a JEOS (Just Enough Operational System) Linux image, bundled with CVMFS, a distributed file system for software. This image can be run with a proper virtualizer on most of the platforms available. It also aggressively caches data on the local user’s machine so that it can operate disconnected from the network.

CMS wanted to compare the performance of the CMS Software running in the virtualized environment with the same software running on a native Linux box.

To answer this need a series of tests were made on a controlled environment during 2010-2011. This work presents the results of those tests.
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While, historically, Grid Storage Elements have relied on semi-proprietary protocols for data transfer (gridftp for site-to-site, and (rfio/dcap/other) for local transfers), the rest of the world has not stood still in providing its own solutions to data access.

dCache, DPM and StoRM all now support access via the widely implemented HTTP/WebDAV standard, and dCache and DPM both support NFS4.1/pNFS, which is partly implemented in newer releases of the linux kernel.

We present results of comparing the performance of these new protocols against the older, more parochial protocols, both on DPM and StoRM systems.

The next-iteration ATLAS data movement tool, Rucio, is used for some of these tests, which include examination of interoperability between the DPM and StoRM sites, as well as internal transfer performance within each site.
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Performance of the ATLAS Reconstruction Software with high level of Pileup

Author: Collaboration Atlas
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In 2011 the LHC provided excellent data, the integrated luminosity of about 5 fb\(^{-1}\) was more than what was expected. The price for this huge data set is the in and out of time pileup, additional soft events overlaid on top of the interesting event. The reconstruction software is very sensitive to these additional particles in the event, as the reconstruction time increases due to increased combinatorics. During the running of the experiment in 2011, several successful changes to the software were made that sped up the reconstruction. Pileup has different effects on the various detector technologies used in ATLAS and a general recipe is not applicable.
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Performance of the ATLAS trigger system
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The ATLAS trigger has been used very successfully to collect collision data during 2009-2011 LHC running at centre of mass energies between 900 GeV and 7 TeV. The three-level trigger system reduces the event rate from the design bunch-crossing rate of 40 MHz to an average recording rate of about 300 Hz. The first level uses custom electronics to reject most background collisions, in less than 2.5 us, using information from the calorimeter and muon detectors. The upper two trigger levels are software-based triggers. The trigger system selects events by identifying signatures of muon, electron, photon, tau lepton, jet, and B meson candidates, as well as using global event signatures, such as missing transverse energy. We give an overview of the performance of these trigger selections based on extensive online running during the 2011 LHC run and discuss issues encountered during 2011 operations. Distributions of key selection variables are shown calculated at the different trigger levels and are compared with offline reconstruction. Trigger efficiencies with respect to offline reconstructed signals are shown and compared to simulation, illustrating a very good level of understanding of the detector and trigger performance. We describe how the trigger has evolved with increasing LHC luminosity coping with pileup conditions close to LHC design luminosity.
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Performance of the CMS High Level Trigger

Author: Andrea Bocci

1 CERN

Corresponding Author: andrea.bocci@cern.ch

The CMS experiment has been designed with a 2-level trigger system: the Level 1 Trigger, implemented using FPGA and custom ASIC technology, and the High Level Trigger (HLT), implemented
running a streamlined version of the CMS offline reconstruction software on a cluster of commercial
rack-mounted computers, comprising thousands of CPUs.
The design of a software trigger system requires a tradeoff between the complexity of the algorithms
running online, the output rate, and the selection efficiency. The complexity is limited by the avail-
able computing power, while the rate is constrained by the offline storage and processing capabilities.
The main challenge faced during 2011 was the fine-tuning and optimisation of the algorithms, in or-
der to cope with the increasing LHC luminosity without impacting the physics performance.

Here we will present a review of the performance of the main triggers used during the 2011 data tak-
ing, ranging from simpler single-object selections to more complex algorithms combining different
objects, and applying analysis-level reconstruction and selection.
We will discuss how the increasing LHC luminosity and pile-up have affected their performance,
and how these effects have been mitigated.
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Performance studies and improvements of CMS Distributed Data
Transfers
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CMS computing needs reliable, stable and fast connections among multi-tiered computing infra-
structures. CMS experiment relies on File Transfer Services (FTS) for data distribution, a low level
data movement service responsible for moving sets of files from one site to another, while allow-
ing participating sites to control the network resource usage. FTS servers are provided by Tier-0
and Tier-1 centers and used by all the computing sites in CMS, subject to established CMS and sites
setup policies, including all the virtual organizations making use of the Grid resources at the site,
and properly dimensioned to satisfy all the requirements for them. Managing the service efficiently
needs good knowledge of the CMS needs for all kind of transfer routes, and the sharing and inter-
ference with other Virtual Organizations using the same FTS transfer managers. This contribution
deals with a complete revision of all FTS servers used by CMS, customizing the topologies and im-
proving their setup in order to keep CMS transferring data to the desired levels in a reliable and
robust way, as well as complete performance studies for all kind of transfer routes, including over-
heads measurements introduced by SRM servers and storage systems, FTS server misconfigurations
and identification of congested channels, historical transfer throughputs per stream for site-to-site
data transfer comparisons, file-latency studies, among others… This information is retrieved directly
from the FTS servers through the FTS Monitor webpages and conveniently archived for further anal-
ysis. The project provides a monitoring interface for all these values. Measurements, problems and
improvements in CMS sites connected to LHOCOPN are shown, where differences up to x100 are visi-
ble, constant performance measurements of data flowing from Tier-0 to Tier-1s, comparison to other
existing monitoring tools (PerfSonar, LHOCOPN dashboard), as well as the usage of the graphical in-
terface to understand, among others, the effects for sites when connecting to LHCONET network.
Given the multi-VO added value of this tool, this work is serving as a reference for building up the
WLCG FTS monitoring tool, which will be based on the FTS messaging system.
Physics Data Processing with Google Protocol Buffers

Author: Johannes Ebke
Co-author: Peter Waller
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Historically, HEP event information for final analysis is stored in Ntuples or ROOT Trees and processed using ROOT I/O, usually resulting in a set of histograms or tables.

Here we present an alternative data processing framework, leveraging the Protocol Buffer open-source library, developed and used by Google Inc. for loosely coupled interprocess communication and serialization.

We save event information as a stream of Protocol Messages, which can be read and written using high-performance code generated by the Protocol Buffer software. No seeks are performed in write mode, and during processing, making easy deployment over streaming network connections possible.

The performance of our code on an example mock-physics analysis is then compared with a ROOT analysis on the same data, showing the gain obtained by leveraging current developments from outside HEP.
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order language independent of the concrete implementation of the geometry model. This approach faces many practical challenges and, until now, has remained at the conceptual design level. The STAR experiment has successfully stepped back from its legacy Geant 3 model (AGI [2]) and implemented a front-end abstract geometry modeling language (AgML), based on an XML syntax enriched with mathematical expressions. AgML allows STAR to leverage recent developments in simulation and detector description, provides a clear path for the seamless integration of future technologies, and enables us to support both the past and ongoing experimental program of STAR by maintaining a consistent single-source description of the detector geometry across its decade-long lifespan. It is complemented by parsers and a C++ class library which enables the automated conversion of the original source code to AgML, supports export back to the STAR original format (regression testing), and creates the concrete ROOT/TGeo geometry model used in our reconstruction framework. In this talk we present our approach, design and experience and will demonstrate physical consistency between the original AGI and new AgML geometry models and discuss its integration within the STAR framework.
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PoD: dynamically create and use remote PROOF clusters. A thin client concept.
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PROOF on Demand (PoD) is a tool-set, which dynamically sets up a PROOF cluster at a user’s request on any resource management system (RMS). It provides a plug-in based system, in order to use different job submission front-ends. PoD is currently shipped with gLite, LSF, PBS (PBSPro/OpenPBS/Torque), Grid Engine (OGE/SGE), Condor, LoadLeveler, and SSH plug-ins. It makes it possible just within a few seconds to get a private PROOF cluster on any RMS. If there is no RMS, then SSH plug-in can be used, which dynamically turns a bunch of machines to PROOF workers.

In this presentation new developments and use cases will be covered.

Recently a new major step in PoD development has been made. It can now work not only with local PoD servers, but also with remote ones. PoD’s newly developed “pod-remote” command made it possible for users to utilize a thin client concept. In order to create dynamic PROOF clusters, users are now able to select a remote computer, even behind a firewall, to control a PoD server on it and to submit PoD jobs. In this case a user interface machine is just a lightweight control center and could run on different OS types or mobile devices. All communications are secured and provided via SSH channels. Additionally PoD automatically creates and maintains SSH tunnels for PROOF connections between a user interface and PROOF muster.

PoD will create and manage remote and local PROOF clusters for you. Just two commands of PoD will provide you with the full functional PROOF cluster and a real computing on demand.

The talk will also include several live demos from real life use cases.
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**Popularity framework for monitoring user workload**

**Author:** Collaboration Atlas

**Co-authors:** Angelos Molfetas, Cedric Serfon, Graeme Andrew Stewart, Mario Lassnig, Martin Barisits, Vincent Garonne

This paper describes a user monitoring framework for very large data management systems that maintain high numbers of data movement transactions. The proposed framework prescribes a method for generating meaningful information from collected tracing data that allows the data management system to be queried on demand for specific user usage patterns in respect to source and destination locations, period intervals, and other searchable parameters.

The feasibility of such a system at the petabyte scale is demonstrated by describing the implementation and operational experience of an enterprise information system employing the proposed framework that uses data movement traces collected by the ATLAS data management system for operations occurring on the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG). Our observations suggest that the proposed user monitoring framework is capable of scaling to meet the needs of very large data management systems.
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**Precision analysis of Geant4 condensed transport effects in detectors**

**Authors:** Georg Weidenspointner, Maria Grazia Pia

**Co-authors:** Gabriela Hoff, Matej Batic, Stefanie Granato

Physics models and algorithms operating in the condensed transport scheme - multiple scattering and energy loss of charged particles - play a critical role in the simulation of energy deposition in detectors.

Geant4 algorithms pertinent to this domain involve a number of parameters and physics modeling approaches, which have evolved in the course of the years. Results in the literature document their effects on physics observables in detectors, but comparisons with experiment for model validation are relatively scarce, and a comprehensive overview of the problem domain is still missing, despite its relevance to experimental applications.

In-depth analysis of Geant4 models operating in the condensed transport scheme is reported. A simultaneous validation is performed to evaluate the accuracy of backscattering and energy deposition: accurate rendering of both observables through the same physics settings is a known issue in Monte Carlo simulation, and a sensitive test of the robustness of the algorithms. The analysis
involves the contributions of Geant4 charged particle interaction models, energy loss and multiple scattering algorithms: quantitative results highlighting the role of the various components are presented.
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**Precision measurements of cosmic shear fields using weak gravitational lensing for dark energy search**

*Author:* Nobu Katayama
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Dark Energy is one of the most intriguing questions in the field of particle physics and cosmology. We expect the first light of Hyper Suprime Cam (HSC) at the Subaru Telescope on top of Mauna Kea in Hawaii island in 2012. HSC will measure the shapes of billions of galaxies precisely to construct the 3D map of the dark matter in the universe, characterizing the properties of dark energy. We will discuss many aspects of the latest data processing pipeline built for HSC and other experiments in the field of observational cosmology.
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**Preparing experiments’ software for long term analysis and data preservation (DESY-IT)**

*Authors:* Dmitry Ozerov; Yves Kemp
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*Corresponding Author:* yves.kemp@cern.ch

Preserving data from past experiments and preserving the ability to perform analysis with old data is of growing importance in many domains of science, including High Energy Physics (HEP). A study group on this issue, DPHEP, has been established in this field to provide guidelines and a structure for international collaboration on data preservation projects in HEP. This contribution aims at preparing experiments’ software for long term analysis and data preservation. In a first part, we discuss the use of modern techniques like virtualization or Cloud for this purpose. In a second part, we detail the constraints of a supporting IT center for future legacy experiments. In a third part, we present a framework that allows experimentalists to validate their software against a previously defined set of tests in an automated way. We show first usage of the system, and present results gained from the experience with early-bird-users, and future adaptations to the system.
Preparing for long-term data preservation and access in CMS
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The data collected by the LHC experiments are unique and present an opportunity and a challenge for a long-term preservation and re-use. The CMS experiment is defining a policy for the data preservation and access to its data and is starting the implementation of the policy. This note describes the driving principles of the policy and summarises the actions and activities which are planned for its implementation.

Preparing for the new C++11 standard

Author: Axel Naumann

1 CERN

Corresponding Author: axel.naumann@cern.ch

C++11 is a new standard for the C++ language that includes several additions to the core language and that extends the C++ standard library. New features, such as move semantics, are expected to bring performance benefits and as soon as these benefits have been demonstrated, it will undoubtedly become widely adopted in the development of HEP code. However it will be shown that this may well be achieved only at the expense of an even more complex syntax, which may well impact on the readability of code (examples will be provided). One approach to addressing this issue can be to restrict the set of features C++ provides that are allowed to be used, e.g. in headers, and the best way of implementing restrictions of this sort is by an automated means. We argue that a compiler library, such as clang [http://clang.llvm.org], can facilitate the implementation of such a code syntax checker, in particular by exploiting clang’s already existing static code analysis functionality.

Preparing the ALICE DAQ upgrade

Author: Pierre Vande Vyvre
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In November 2009, after 15 years of design and installation, the ALICE experiment started to detect and record the first collisions produced by the LHC. It has been collecting hundreds of millions of events ever since with both proton-proton and heavy ion collision. The future scientific programme of ALICE has been refined following the first year of data taking. The physics targeted beyond 2016 will be the study of rare signals. Several detectors will be upgraded, modified, or replaced to prepare ALICE for future physics challenges. An upgrade of the triggering and readout system is also required to accommodate the needs of the upgraded ALICE and to better select the data of the rare physics channels. The ALICE upgrade will have major implications in the detector electronics and controls, data acquisition, event triggering, offline computing and storage systems. Moreover, the experience accumulated during more than two years of operation has also lead to new requirements for the control software. We will review all these new needs and the current R&D activities to address them. Several papers of the same conference present in more details some elements of the ALICE DAQ system.

Summary:
A review of the ALICE DAQ R&D activities in view of addressing the future scientific programme of ALICE following the first year of data taking.

Present and future of Identity Management in Open Science Grid

Authors: Jim Basney¹; Mine Altunay²; Von Welch³

¹ University of Illinois
² Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
³ Indiana University

Identity management infrastructure has been a key work area for the Open Science Grid (OSG) security team for the past year. The progress of web-based authentication protocols such as openID, SAML, and scientific federations such as InCommon, prompted OSG to evaluate its current identity management infrastructure and propose ways to incorporate new protocols and methods.

For the couple of years we have been working on documenting and then improving the user experience. Our identity roadmap has evolved. In one next step we are working closely with the ESNET DOE Grids CA group on the future for the main US x509 CA. We are now starting a pilot project using a commercial CA, DigiCert CA, which is currently undergoing IGTF accreditation for user and host certificates. We then plan to investigate multiple back end services from a new OSG front-end service to enable integration and support of the new technologies and mechanisms needed by our users. We are participating in the cross-agency MAGIC forum to look at a high level at some of these futures.

In this talk, we will present our ideas and activities and speculate on the future.
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Project Management Web Tools at the MICE experiment
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Project management tools like Trac are commonly used within the open-source community to coordinate projects. The Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment (MICE) uses the project management web application Redmine to host mice.rl.ac.uk. Many groups within the experiment have a Redmine project: analysis, computing and software (including offline, online, controls and monitoring, and database subgroups), executive board, and operations. All of these groups use the website to communicate, track effort, develop schedules, and maintain documentation. The issue tracker is a rich tool that is used to identify tasks and monitor progress within groups on timescales ranging from immediate and unexpected problems to milestones that cover the life of the experiment. It allows the prioritization of tasks according to time-sensitivity, while providing a searchable record of work that has been done. This record of work can be used to measure both individual and overall group activity, identify areas lacking sufficient personnel or effort, and as a measure of progress against the schedule. Given that MICE, like many particle physics experiments, is an international community, such a system is required to allow easy communication within a global collaboration. Unlike systems that are purely wiki-based, the structure of a project management tool like Redmine allows information to be maintained in a more structured and logical fashion.
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Prompt data reconstruction of the ATLAS experiment

Author: Collaboration Atlas
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Corresponding Author: graeme.andrew.stewart@cern.ch

Abstract: The ATLAS experiment at the LHC collider recorded more than 3 fb-1 data of pp collisions at the center of mass energy of 7 TeV by September 2011. The recorded data are promptly reconstructed in two steps at a large computing farm at CERN to provide fast access to high quality data for physics analysis. In the first step a subset of the collision data corresponding to 10 Hz is processed in parallel with data taking. Data quality, detector calibration constants and beam spot position are determined using the reconstructed data in 36 hours. In the second step the whole recorded data are processed with the updated parameters. The LHC largely increased the instantaneous luminosity and the number of interactions per bunch crossing in 2011 and the data recording rate by ATLAS exceeds 400 Hz. To cope with these challenges the performance and reliability of the ATLAS reconstruction software have been improved. In this presentation we describe how the prompt data reconstruction system quickly and stably provides high quality data to analyzers.
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Proof of concept - CMS Computing Model into volunteer computing
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The motivation of this work is about the ongoing efforts to integrate the CMS Computing Model with a project of volunteer computing under development at CERN, the LHC@home, thus allowing the CMS Analysis jobs and Monte Carlo production activities to be executed on this paradigm that has a growing user base.

The LHC@home project allows the use of the CernVM (a virtual machine technology developed at CERN that enables complex simulation code to run easily on the diverse platforms) in an autonomous way on the volunteered machines. To do this it uses on the client side the BOINC (an open-source software platform for computing using volunteered resources) and on the server side the Co-Pilot, a framework developed by the CernVM team that allows to instantiate a distributed computing infrastructure on top of virtualized computing resources.

We developed the plugin which can be adapted in the CRAB submission system to use the Co-Pilot system to the CernVMs running into BOINC, and did a proof of concept of the performance of volunteer computing into CMS Computing Model.

A possible spin-off is to make it easier for CMS (and many other experiments), a submission system interface with the Co-Pilot system based on Globus, that would mimic a regular Grid Computing Element, but instead, would schedule jobs to the BOINC/CernVM Cloud.
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Prototype of a cloud-based Computing Service for ATLAS at PIC Tier1

Author: Collaboration Atlas
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We present the prototype deployment of a private cloud at PIC and the tests performed in the context of providing a computing service for ATLAS. The prototype is based on the OpenNebula open source cloud computing solution. The possibility of using CernVM virtual machines as the standard for ATLAS cloud computing is evaluated by deploying a Panda pilot agent as part of the VM contextualization. Different mechanisms to do this are compared (EC2, OCCI, cvm-tools) on the basis of their suitability for implementing a VM-pilot factory service. Different possibilities to access the Tier1 Storage Service (based in dCache) from the VMs are also tested: dcap, NFS4.1, http. As a conclusion, the viability of private clouds to be considered as a candidate implementations for Tier1 computing services in the future is discussed.
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Prototyping a 10Gigabit-Ethernet Event-Builder for a Cherenkov Telescope Array
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We present the prototyping of a 10Gigabit-Ethernet based UDP data acquisition (DAQ) system that has been conceived in the context of the Array and Control group of CTA (Cherenkov Telescope Array). The CTA consortium plans to build the next generation ground-based gamma-ray instrument, with approximately 100 telescopes of at least three different sizes installed on two sites. The genuine camera dataflow amounts to 1.2 GByte/s per camera. We have conceived and built a prototype of a front-end event builder DAQ able to receive and compute such a data rate, allowing a more sustainable level for the central data logging of the site by data reduction. We took into account characteristics and constraints of several camera electronics projects in CTA, thus keeping a generic approach to all front-end types. The big number of telescopes and the remoteness of the array sites imply that any front-end element must be robust and self-healing to a large extent. The main difficulty is to combine very high performances with a good reliability and rude environmental conditions. We will present the iterations we made to maximize the performances and the results we obtained with hundreds of IP nodes connected to a switch simulating the camera elements.

Summary:
We present the prototyping of a 10Gigabit-Ethernet based UDP data acquisition (DAQ) system that has been conceived in the context of the Array and Control group of CTA (Cherenkov Telescope Array). The CTA consortium plans to build the next generation ground-based gamma-ray instrument, with approximately 100 telescopes of at least three different sizes installed on two sites. The genuine camera dataflow amounts to 1.2 GByte/s per camera. We have conceived and built a prototype of a front-end event builder DAQ able to receive and compute such a data rate, allowing a more sustainable level for the central data logging of the site by data reduction. We took into account characteristics and constraints of several camera electronics projects in CTA, thus keeping a generic approach to all front-end types. The big number of telescopes and the remoteness of the array sites imply that any front-end element must be robust and self-healing to a large extent. The main difficulty is to combine very high performances with a good reliability and rude environmental conditions. We will present the iterations we made to maximize the performances and the results we obtained with hundreds of IP nodes connected to a switch simulating the camera elements.
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Providing WLCG Global Transfer monitoring
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The WLCG Transfer Dashboard is a monitoring system which aims to provide a global view of the WLCG data transfers and to reduce redundancy of monitoring tasks performed by the LHC experiments. The system is designed to work transparently across LHC experiments and across various technologies used for data transfer. Currently every LHC experiment monitors data transfers via experiment-specific systems but the overall cross-experiment picture is missing. Even for data transfers handled by FTS, which is used by 3 LHC experiments, monitoring tasks such as aggregation of FTS transfer statistics or estimation of transfer latencies are performed by every experiment separately. These tasks could be performed once, centrally, and then served to all experiments via a well-defined set of APIs. In the design and development of the new system, experience accumulated by the LHC experiments in the data management monitoring area is taken into account and a considerable part of the code of the ATLAS DDM Dashboard is being re-used. The presentation will describe the architecture of the Global Transfer monitoring system, the implementation of its components and the first prototype.

**RECAST**

**Authors:** Kyle Stuart Cranmer¹ ; itay Yavin²

¹ New York University (US)  
² New-York University

**Corresponding Author:** iy5@nyu.edu

Searches for new physics by experimental collaborations represent a significant investment in time and resources. Often these searches are sensitive to a broader class of models than they were originally designed to test. It is possible to extend the impact of existing searches through a technique we call ‘recasting’. We present RECAST, a framework designed to facilitate the usage of this technique.

**Summary:**

We discuss the general concept of the framework, as well as recent work done on its implementation. The framework consists of the front-end, the back-end, and the supporting APIs each of which is separately discussed and explained.

**ROOT I/O in Javascript - Reading ROOT files in a browser**

**Author:** Bertrand Bellenot¹

¹ CERN
Corresponding Author: bertrand.bellenot@cern.ch

A JavaScript version of the ROOT I/O subsystem is being developed, in order to be able to browse (inspect) ROOT files in a platform independent way. This allows the content of ROOT files to be displayed in most web browsers, without having to install ROOT or any other software on the server or on the client. This gives a direct access to ROOT files from new (e.g. portable) devices in a light way. It will be possible to display simple graphical objects such as histograms and graphs (TH1, TH2, TH3, TProfile, TGraph, ...). The rendering will first be done with an external JavaScript graphic library, before investigating a way to produce graphics closer to what ROOT supports on other platforms (X11, Windows).
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ROOT.NET: Using ROOT from .NET languages like C# and F#

Author: Gordon Watts
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ROOT.NET provides an interface between Microsoft’s Common Language Runtime (CLR) and .NET technology and the ubiquitous particle physics analysis tool, ROOT. ROOT.NET automatically generates a series of efficient wrappers around the ROOT API. Unlike pyROOT, these wrappers are statically typed and so are highly efficient as compared to the Python wrappers. The connection to .NET means that one gains access to the full series of languages developed for the CLR including functional languages like F# (based on OCaml). Many features that make ROOT objects work well in the .NET world are added (properties, IEnumerable interface, LINQ compatibility, etc.). Dynamic languages based on the CLR can be used as well, of course (Python, for example). Additionally it is now possible to access ROOT objects that are unknown to the translation tool. This poster will describe the techniques used to effect this translation, along with performance comparisons, and examples. All described source code is posted on the open source site Codeplex.
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ROOT: High Quality, Systematically

Author: Axel Naumann
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Corresponding Author: axel.naumann@cern.ch

We will present new approaches to implementing quality control procedures in the development of the ROOT data processing framework. A multi-platform, cloud-based infrastructure is used for supporting the incremental build and test procedures employed in the ROOT software development process. Tests run continuously and a custom generic tool has been adopted for CPU and heap regression monitoring. We also use static analysis to check for coding errors. We will show how the adoption of these new procedures has influenced the way ROOT is developed.
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Rebootless Linux Kernel Patching with Ksplice Uptrack at BNL
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Ksplice/Oracle Uptrack is a software tool and update subscription service which allows system administrators to apply security and bug fix patches to the Linux kernel running on servers/workstations without rebooting them. The RHIC/ATLAS Computing Facility at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) has deployed Uptrack on nearly 2000 hosts running Scientific Linux and Red Hat Enterprise Linux. The use of this software has minimized downtime, and increased our security posture. In this presentation, we provide an overview of Ksplice’s rebootless kernel patch creation/insertion mechanism, and our experiences with Uptrack.
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Recent Developments and Validation of Geant4 Hadronic Physics
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**Corresponding Author:** julia.yarba@cern.ch

In the past year several improvements in Geant4 hadronic physics code have been made, both for HEP and nuclear physics applications. We discuss the implications of these changes for physics simulation performance and user code. In this context several of the most-used codes will be covered briefly. These include the Fritiof (FTF) parton string model which has been extended to include antinucleon and antinucleus interactions with nuclei, the Bertini-style cascade with its improved CPU performance and extension to include photon interactions, and the precompound and deexcitation models. We have recently released new models and databases for low energy neutrons, and the radioactive decay process has been improved with the addition of forbidden beta decays and better gamma spectra following internal conversion.
As new and improved models become available, the number of tests and comparisons to data has increased. One of these is a validation of the parton string models against data from the MIPP experiment, which covers the largely untested range of 50 to 100 GeV. At the other extreme, a new stopped hadron validation will cover pions, kaons and antiprotons. These, and the ongoing simplified calorimeter studies, will be discussed briefly. We also discuss the increasing number of regularly performed validations, the demands they place on both software and users, and the automated validation system being developed to address them.
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Recent Developments in the Geant4 Precompound and Deexcitation Models
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Corresponding Author: jose.manuel.quesada.molina@cern.ch

The final stages of a number of generators of inelastic hadron/ion interactions with nuclei in Geant4 are described by native pre-equilibrium and de-excitation models. The pre-compound model is responsible for pre-equilibrium emission of protons, neutrons and light ions. The de-excitation model provides sampling of evaporation of neutrons, protons and light fragments up to magnesium. Fermi break-up model is invoked for decay of light fragments (Z<9, A<17) whereas statistical multifragmentation and fission are invoked for heavier ones. Photon emission has a chance for all excited fragments. Recently, model improvements in Fermi break-up and photon evaporation as well as changes in the logic of the de-excitation handler have been made. New sets of experimental data have been included in the validation, which are presented.

Submitted on behalf of Hadronic Physics Working Group of the Geant4 Collaboration
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Recent Improvements in the ATLAS PanDA Pilot

Author: Collaboration Atlas

Co-authors: Alden Stradling; Carlos Contreras; Jose Caballero Bejar; Kaushik De; Maxim Potekhin; Paul Nilsson; Tadashi Maeno; Tim Dos Santos; Torre Wenaus
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5 Bergische Universitaet Wuppertal (DE)
Corresponding Author: paul.nilsson@cern.ch

The Production and Distributed Analysis system (PanDA) in the ATLAS experiment uses pilots to execute submitted jobs on the worker nodes. The pilots are designed to deal with different runtime conditions and failure scenarios, and support many storage systems. This talk will give a brief overview of the PanDA pilot system and will present major features and recent improvements including CERNVM File System integration, file transfers with Globus Online, the job retry mechanism, advanced job monitoring including JEM technology, and validation of new pilot code using the HammerCloud stress-testing system. PanDA is used for all ATLAS distributed production and is the primary system for distributed analysis. It is currently used at over 100 sites world-wide. We analyze the performance of the pilot system in processing LHC data on the OSG, LCG and Nordugrid infrastructures used by ATLAS, and describe plans for its further evolution.
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Refactoring, reengineering and evolution: paths to Geant4 uncertainty quantification and performance improvement
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Quantitative results on Geant4 physics validation and computational performance are reported: they cover a wide spectrum of electromagnetic and hadronic processes, and are the product of a systematic, multi-disciplinary effort of collaborating physicists, nuclear engineers and statisticians. They involve comparisons with established experimental references in the literature and ad hoc measurements by collaborating experimental groups. The results highlight concurrent effects of Geant4 software design and implementation on physics accuracy, computational speed and memory consumption. Prototype alternatives, which improve these three aspects, are presented: they span a variety of strategies - from refactoring and reengineering existing Geant4 code to new and significantly different approaches in physics modeling, software design and software development methods. Solutions that simultaneously contribute to both physics and computational performance improvements are highlighted.

In parallel, knowledge gaps embedded in Geant4 physics models are identified and discussed: they are due to lack of experimental data or conflicting measurements preventing the validation of the models themselves, and represent a potential source of systematic effects in detector observables.
Refurbishing the CERN fabric management system

Authors: Gavin Mccance; Steve Traylen

CERN

Corresponding Author: gavin.mccance@cern.ch

The CERN Computer Centre is reviewing strategies for optimizing the use of the existing infrastructure in the future. There have been significant developments in the area of computer centre and configuration management tools over the last few years. CERN is examining how these modern, widely-used tools can improve the way in which we manage the centre, with a view to reducing the overall operational effort, increasing agility and automating as much as possible. This presentation will focus on the current status of deployment of the new configuration toolset, the reasons why specific tools were chosen, and give an outlook on how we plan to manage the change to the new system.

Regression testing in the TOTEM DCS

Authors: Fernando Lucas Rodriguez; Ivan Atanassov; Jani Tapani Taskinen; Oliver Frost; Ville Tulimaki

Co-author: Paul Burkimsher
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2 Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (BG)
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Corresponding Author: fernando.lucas.rodriguez@cern.ch

The Detector Control System of the TOTEM experiment at the LHC is built with the industrial product WinCC OA (PVSS). The TOTEM system is generated automatically through scripts using as input the detector PBS structure and pinout connectivity, archiving and alarm meta-information, and some other heuristics based on the naming conventions. When those initial parameters and code are modified to include new features, the resulting PVSS system can also included undesired side-effects.

In a daily basis, a custom developed regression testing tool takes the most recent code from a SVN repository, builds a new control system from scratch. This system is exported in a plain text format using the PVSS export tool, and compared with a system previously validated by a human. A report is sent to the developers with the differences observed, in view of validation.

This regression approach is not dependent on any development framework or methodology. It has been used successfully for several months proving to be very valuable as final validation before deploying a new production version.

RelMon: A General Approach to QA, Validation and Physics Analysis through Comparison of large Sets of Histograms
The estimation of the compatibility of large amounts of histogram pairs is a recurrent problem in High Energy Physics. The issue is common to several different areas, from software quality monitoring to data certification, preservation and analysis. Given two sets of histograms, it is very important to be able to scrutinize the outcome of several goodness of fit tests, obtain a clear answer about the overall compatibility, easily spot the single anomalies and directly access the concerned histogram pairs. This procedure must be automated in order to reduce the human workload, therefore improving the process of identification of differences which is usually carried out by a trained human mind. Some solutions to this problem have been proposed, but they are experiment specific. RelMon depends only on ROOT and offers several goodness of fit tests (e.g. Chi-squared or Kolmogorov-Smirnov). It produces highly readable web reports, in which aggregations of the comparisons rankings are available as well as all the plots of the single histogram overlays. The comparison procedure is fully automatic and scales smoothly towards ensembles of millions of histograms. Examples of RelMon utilisation within the regular workflows of the CMS collaboration and the advantages therewith obtained are described. Its interplay with the data quality monitoring infrastructure is illustrated as well as its role in the QA of the event reconstruction code, its integration in the CMS software release cycle process, CMS user data analysis and dataset validation.

Summary:

The estimation of the compatibility of large amounts of histogram pairs is a recurrent problem in High Energy Physics. The issue is common to several different areas, from software quality monitoring to data certification, preservation and analysis. Given two sets of histograms, it is very important to be able to scrutinize the outcome of several goodness of fit tests, obtain a clear answer about the overall compatibility, easily spot the single anomalies and directly access the concerned histogram pairs. This procedure must be automated in order to reduce the human workload, therefore improving the process of identification of differences which is usually carried out by a trained human mind. Some solutions to this problem have been proposed, but they are experiment specific. RelMon depends only on ROOT and offers several goodness of fit tests (e.g. Chi-squared or Kolmogorov-Smirnov). It produces highly readable web reports, in which aggregations of the comparisons rankings are available as well as all the plots of the single histogram overlays. The comparison procedure is fully automatic and scales smoothly towards ensembles of millions of histograms. Examples of RelMon usage within the regular workflows of the CMS collaboration and the advantages therewith obtained are described. Its interplay with the data quality monitoring infrastructure is illustrated as well as its role in the QA of the event reconstruction code, its integration in the CMS software release cycle process, CMS user data analysis and dataset validation.

Report on International Data Exchange Requirements (RIDER) – What are the international data flow requirements for 2020?

RIDER is an NSF-funded study (Award #1223688) of the current and future 2020 international data requirements of the science and engineering community, specifically flow of data into the US. Results will assist NSF in predicting future capacity requirements and planning funding for the International Research Network Connections (IRNC) programs.

This BoF is an opportunity to provide your input to this NSF study. Discussion topics will include:
* Are you thinking about moving data from other countries into the US now and in the future? What data? From where?
* What do you view as the current top three data sources important to your research?
* What would you expect the top three data drivers to be in 2020?
* How do you access large data sets originating overseas (What are the steps?)
* What worries/concerns you about current and future international data movement?
* Are there gaps in current network infrastructure? Do you foresee possible future gaps?
* How do you let your funding agencies know about your future international network requirements? (by email? Phone? Face to face? other?)
* How do you let your network / infrastructure support people know of your future international network requirements? (by email? Phone? Face to face? Other?)
* What else should be paid attention to besides moving the data? Are storage and access (search/locate) adequately addressed? What will be the challenges in 2020?
* Will there be large amounts of data coming from new international sources? What data? What countries?
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**Report on International Data Exchange Requirements (RIDER) – What are the international data flow requirements for 2020?**

**Corresponding Author:** gemmill@clemson.edu

RIDER is an NSF-funded study (Award #1223688) of the current and future 2020 international data requirements of the science and engineering community, specifically flow of data into the US. Results will assist NSF in predicting future capacity requirements and planning funding for the International Research Network Connections (IRNC) programs.

This BoF is an opportunity to provide your input to this NSF study. Discussion topics will include:
* Are you thinking about moving data from other countries into the US now and in the future? What data? From where?
* What do you view as the current top three data sources important to your research?
* What would you expect the top three data drivers to be in 2020?
* How do you access large data sets originating overseas (What are the steps?)
* What worries/concerns you about current and future international data movement?
* Are there gaps in current network infrastructure? Do you foresee possible future gaps?
* How do you let your funding agencies know about your future international network requirements? (by email? Phone? Face to face? other?)
* How do you let your network / infrastructure support people know of your future international network requirements? (by email? Phone? Face to face? Other?)
* What else should be paid attention to besides moving the data? Are storage and access (search/locate) adequately addressed? What will be the challenges in 2020?
* Will there be large amounts of data coming from new international sources? What data? What countries?
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**Resource Utilization by the ATLAS High Level Trigger during 2010 and 2011 LHC running**

**Authors:** Douglas Michael Schaefer¹; Elliot Lipeles¹; Rustem Ospanov¹

¹ University of Pennsylvania (US)
Since starting in 2010, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has produced collisions at an ever increasing rate. The ATLAS experiment successfully records the collision data with high efficiency and excellent data quality. Events are selected using a three-level trigger system, where each level makes a more refined selection. The level-1 trigger (L1) consists of a custom-designed hardware trigger which seeds two higher software based trigger levels. Over 300 triggers compose a trigger menu which selects physics signatures such as electrons, muons, particle jets, etc. Each trigger consumes computing resources of the ATLAS trigger system and online storage. The LHC instantaneous luminosity conditions, desired physics goals of the collaboration, and the limits of the trigger infrastructure determine the composition of the ATLAS trigger menu. We describe a trigger monitoring framework for computing the costs of individual trigger algorithms such as data request rates and CPU consumption. This framework has been used to prepare the ATLAS trigger for data taking during increases of more than six orders of magnitude in the LHC luminosity and has been influential in guiding ATLAS Trigger computing upgrades.
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Summary:

Since starting in 2010, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has produced collisions at an ever increasing rate. The ATLAS experiment successfully records the collision data with high efficiency and excellent data quality. I will discuss a framework which monitors the ATLAS trigger and has been used to make predictions for future data taking.

Rethinking particle transport in the many-core era

Authors: Andrei Gheata\(^1\); Federico Carminati\(^1\); Rene Brun\(^1\)

\(^1\) CERN

Corresponding Author: federico.carminati@cern.ch

Detector simulation is one of the most CPU intensive tasks in modern High Energy Physics. While its importance for the design of the detector and the estimation of the efficiency is ever increasing, the amount of events that can be simulated is often constrained by the available computing resources. Various kind of “fast simulations” have been developed to alleviate this problem, however, while successful, these are mostly “ad hoc” solutions which do not replace completely the need for detailed simulations. One of the common features of both detailed and fast simulation is the inability of the codes to exploit fully the parallelism which is increasingly offered by the new generations of CPUs. In the next years it is reasonable to expect an increase on one side of the needs for detector simulation, and on the other in the parallelism of the hardware, widening the gap between the needs and the available means. In the past years, and indeed since the beginning of simulation programs, several unsuccessful efforts have been made to exploit the “embarrassing parallelism” of simulation programmes. After a careful study of the problem, and based on a long experience in simulation codes, the authors have concluded that an entirely new approach has to be adopted to exploit parallelism. The talk will review current prototyping work, encompassing both detailed and fast simulation use cases. Performance studies will be presented, together with a roadmap to develop a new full-fledged transport program efficiently exploiting parallelism for the physics and geometry computations, while adapting the steering mechanisms to accommodate detailed and fast simulation in a single framework.

Review of CERN Computer Centre Infrastructure
The CERN Computer Centre is reviewing strategies for optimizing the use of the existing infrastructure in the future, and in the likely scenario that any extension will be remote from CERN, and in the light of the way other large facilities are today being operated. Over the past six months, CERN has been investigating modern and widely-used tools and procedures used for virtualisation, clouds and fabric management in order to reduce operational effort, increase agility and support unattended remote computer centres. This presentation will give the details on the project’s motivations, current status and areas for future investigation.

**RooFit - a data modeling language for physics analysis**

**Author:** Wouter Verkerke

**Corresponding Author:** verkerke@nikhef.nl

RooFit is a library of C++ classes that facilitate data modeling in the ROOT environment. Mathematical concepts such as variables, (probability density) functions and integrals are represented as C++ objects. The package provides a flexible framework for building complex fit models through classes that mimic math operators. For all constructed models RooFit provides a concise yet powerful interface for fitting, plotting and toy Monte Carlo generation as well as sophisticated tools to manage large scale projects. RooFit has been used in countless published B-factory results and more recently also at the LHC. We will review recent developments such as the ability to persist models in ROOT files in container classes, which provides the basis for several new concepts and techniques. This enables the concept of digital publishing of analytical likelihood functions with an arbitrary number of parameters, which in turn is the basis of the RooStats statistical tools that combine Higgs analysis channels of ATLAS and CMS. Combined models can be technically trivially constructed exploiting the editing and introspection methods provided by RooFit modeling classes. Persistability also enable streaming of tasks to other computers which facilitates parallelized calculation of computing intensive problems.

**RooStats: Statistical Tools for the LHC**

**Authors:** Lorenzo Moneta; Sven Kreiss

**Co-authors:** Alfio Lazzaro; Gennadiy Kukartsev; Giovanni Petrucciani; Gregory Alfred Schott; Kyle Stuart Cranmer; Wouter Verkerke

1 CERN
2 New York University (US)
3 Universita degli Studi di Milano-Universita e INFN
4 Brown University (US)
RooStats is a project providing advanced statistical tools required for the analysis of LHC data, with emphasis on discoveries, confidence intervals, and combined measurements in the both the Bayesian and Frequentist approaches. The tools are built on top of the RooFit data modeling language and core ROOT mathematics libraries and persistence technology.

These tools have been developed in collaboration with the LHC experiments and used by them to produce numerous physics results, such as the combination of ATLAS and CMS Higgs searches that resulted in a model with more than 200 parameters. We will review new developments which have been included in RooStats and the performance optimizations, required to cope with such complex models used by the LHC experiments. We will show as well the parallelization capability of these statistical tools using multiple-processors via PROOF.
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**SSD Scalability Performance for HEP data analysis using PROOF**

**Author:** Giacinto Donvito

**Co-authors:** Alexis Pompili; Lucia Barbone
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Nowadays the storage systems are evolving not only in size but also in terms of used technologies. SSD disks are currently introduced in storage facilities for HEP experiments and their performance is tested in comparison with standard magnetic disks.

The tests are performed by running a real CMS data analysis for a typical use case and exploiting the features provided by PROOF-Lite, that allows to distribute a huge number of events to be processed among different CPU cores in order to reduce the overall time needed to complete the analysis task. These tests are carried on comparing performances over a few computational devices typically hosted at a current Tier2/Tier3 facility.

The performance results are provided by focusing on scalability issues in terms of speed up factor and processing event rate, and can be assumed as guidelines for both the typical HEP analyst and the T2/T3 manager.

For the former in the configuration of his own analysis task while dealing with increasing data sizes, for the latter in the implementation of interactive data analysis facility for HEP experiments while facing solutions that concern both technological and economical aspects.
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**STEPtoRoot - from CAD to monte carlo simulation**

**Author:** Tobias Stockmanns

1. Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH
Corresponding Author: t.stockmanns@fz-juelich.de

Modern experiments in hadron and particle physics are searching for more and more rare decays which have to be extracted out of a huge background of particles. To achieve this goal a very high precision of the experiments is required which has to be reached also from the simulation software. Therefore a very detailed description of the hardware of the experiment is needed including also tiny details.

To help the programmer of the simulation software to achieve the required level of detail a semi-automatic tool was developed which is able to convert geometry descriptions coming from CAD programs into root geometries which can be used directly in any root based simulation software. The features of the conversion program will be presented and results from its use for the PANDA experiment will be shown.
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SYNCAT - Storage Catalogue Consistency
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Born in the context of EMI (European Middleware Initiative), the SYNCAT project considers as its main purpose the incremental reduction of the divergence of the content of remote file catalogues, like the ones represented by LFC, the Grid Storage Elements and the experiments’ private databases. Aiming at giving ways for these remote systems to interact transparently in order to keep their file metadata synchronized, the SYNCAT project is a step towards improved coherence by coupling heterogeneous catalogues and Storage Elements in the Grid infrastructure.

Using standard messaging tools, a set of core libraries called SEMsg has been produced and integrated in a working prototype. SEMsg has been integrated with LFC and DPM, in addition it was connected to the LHCb framework. Currently we are working on the integration with other EMI storage elements. Deployment and packaging issues have been addressed and the components are now available for evaluation.
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Scalability and performance improvements in Fermilab Mass Storage System.
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By 2009 the Fermilab Mass Storage System had encountered several challenges:
1. The required amount of data stored and accessed in both tiers of the system (dCache and En- store) had significantly increased.

2. The number of clients accessing Mass Storage System had also increased from tens to hundreds of nodes and from hundreds to thousands of parallel requests.

To address these challenges Enstore and the SRM part of dCache were modified to scale for performance, access rates, and capacity. This work increased the amount of simultaneously processed requests in a single Enstore Library instance from about 1000 to 30000. The rates of incoming request to Enstore increased from tens to hundreds per second.

Fermilab is invested in LTO4 tape technology and we have investigated both LTO5 and Oracle T10000C to cope with the increasing needs in capacity. We have decided to adopt T10000C, mainly due to its large capacity, which allows us to scale up the existing robotic storage space by a factor 6.

This paper describes the modifications and investigations that allowed us to meet these scalability and performance challenges and provided some perspectives of Fermilab Mass Storage System.

### Scalable proxy cache for Grid Data Access

**Author:** Cristian Cirstea

**Co-authors:** David Groep, Jan Just Keijser, Jeff Templon, Oscar Arthur Koeroo, Ronald Starink

1. Technische Universiteit Eindhoven
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**Corresponding Author:** templon@nikhef.nl

This contribution describes a prototype grid proxy cache system developed at Nikhef, motivated by a desire to construct the first building block of a future https-based Content Delivery Network for multiple-VO grid infrastructures. Two goals drove the project: firstly to provide a “native view” of the grid for desktop-type users, and secondly to improve performance for physics-analysis type use cases, where multiple passes are made over the same set of data (residing on the grid). We further constrained the design by requiring that the system should be made of standard components wherever possible.

The prototype that emerged from this exercise is a horizontally-scalable, cooperating system of web server / cache nodes, fronted by a customized webDAV server. The webDAV server is custom only in the sense that it supports HTTP redirects (providing horizontal scaling) and that the authentication module has, as back end, a proxy delegation chain that can be used by the cache nodes to retrieve files from the grid.

The prototype was deployed at Nikhef and tested at a scale of several terabytes of data and approximately one hundred fast cores of computing. Both small and large files were tested, in a number of scenarios, and with various numbers of cache nodes, in order to understand the scaling properties of the system. For properly-dimensional cache-node hardware, the system showed speedup of several integer factors for the analysis-type use cases. These results and others are presented and discussed in this contribution.
Scaling the AFS service at CERN

Author: Arne Wiebalck

1 CERN

Corresponding Author: arne.wiebalck@cern.ch

Serving more than 3 billion accesses per day, the CERN AFS cell is one of the most active installations in the world. Limited by overall cost, the ever increasing demand for more space and higher I/O rates drive an architectural change from small high-end disks organised in fibre-channel fabrics towards external SAS based storage units with large commodity drives. The presentation will summarise the challenges to scale the AFS service at CERN, discuss the approach taken, and highlight some of the applied techniques, such as SSD block level caching or transparent AFS server failover.

Scientific Cluster Deployment & Recovery: Using puppet to simplify cluster management

Author: Valerie Hendrix

Co-authors: Doug Benjamin; Yushu Yao

1 Lawrence Berkeley National Lab. (US)
2 Duke University (US)
3 LBNL

Corresponding Author: vchendrix@lbl.gov

Deployment, maintenance and recovery of a scientific cluster, which has complex, specialized services, can be a time consuming task requiring the assistance of Linux system administrators, network engineers as well as domain experts. Universities and small institutions that have a part-time FTE with limited knowledge of the administration of such clusters can be strained by such maintenance tasks.

This current work is the result of an effort to maintain a data analysis cluster with minimal effort by a local system administrator. The realized benefit is the scientist, who is the local system administrator, is able to focus on the data analysis instead of the intricacies of managing a cluster. Our work provides a cluster deployment and recovery process based on the puppet configuration engine allowing a part-time FTE to easily deploy and recover entire clusters with minimal effort.

Puppet is a configuration management system (CMS) used widely in computing centers for the automatic management of resources. Domain experts use Puppet’s declarative language to define reusable modules for service configuration and deployment.

Our deployment process has three actors: domain experts, a cluster designer and a cluster manager. The domain experts first write the puppet modules for the cluster services. A cluster designer would then define a cluster. This includes the creation of cluster roles, mapping the services to those roles and determining the relationships between the services. Finally, a cluster manager would acquire the resources (machines, networking), enter the cluster input parameters (hostnames, IP addresses) and automatically generate deployment scripts used by puppet to configure it to act as a designated role.
In the event of a machine failure, the originally generated deployment scripts along with puppet can be used to easily reconfigure a new machine.

The cluster definition produced in our cluster deployment process is an integral part of automating cluster deployment in a cloud environment. Our future cloud efforts will further build on this work.
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Secure Wide Area Network Access to CMS Analysis Data Using the Lustre Filesystem
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This paper reports the design and implementation of a secure, wide area network, distributed filesystem by the EXTENCI project, based on the Lustre filesystem. The system is used for remote access to analysis data from the CMS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider, and from the Lattice Quantum ChromoDynamics (LQCD) project. Security is provided by Kerberos authentication and authorization with additional fine grained control based on Lustre ACLs (Access Control List) and quotas. We investigate the impact of using various Kerberos security flavors on the I/O rates of CMS applications on client nodes reading and writing data to the Lustre filesystem, and on LQCD benchmarks. The clients can be real or virtual nodes. We are investigating additional options for user authentication based on user certificates. We compare the Lustre performance to those obtained with other distributed storage technologies.
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Service Availability Monitoring framework based on commodity software
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The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) infrastructure continuously operates thousands of grid services scattered around hundreds of sites. Participating sites are organized in regions and support several virtual organizations, thus creating a very complex and heterogeneous environment. The Service Availability Monitoring (SAM) framework is responsible for the monitoring of this infrastructure.
SAM is a complete monitoring framework for grid services and grid operational tools. Its current implementation tailored for a decentralized operation replaces the old SAM system which is now being decommissioned from production. SAM provides functionality for submission of monitoring probes, gathering of probes results, processing of monitoring data, and retrieval of monitoring data in terms of service status, availability, and reliability.

In this paper we present the SAM framework. We motivate the need from moving from the old SAM to a new monitoring infrastructure deployed and managed in a distributed environment and explain how SAM exploits and builds on top of commodity software, such as Nagios and Apache ActiveMQ, to provide a reliable and scalable system. We also present the SAM architecture by highlighting the adopted technologies and how the different SAM components deliver a complete monitoring framework.
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Service Oriented Tracking: A Package For CLAS12 Reconstruction Using Clara Framework

Author: Sebouh Paul
Co-author: Vardan Gyurjyan
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In the advent of the 12 GeV upgrade at CEBAF, it becomes necessary to create new detectors to accommodate the more powerful beam-line. It follows that new software is needed for tracking, simulation and event display. In the case of CLAS12, the new detector to be installed in Hall B, development has proceeded on new analysis frameworks and runtime environments, such as the Clara (CLAS12 Reconstruction and Analysis) framework. Our goal is to create a tracking program for the forward components of the CLAS12 which takes advantage of the service oriented architecture provided by the Clara framework. The tracking program must group together hits from the detector that were caused by the same particle, determine which type of particle it was (particle identification), and estimate its vector momentum and a point on its trajectory. We have an additional requirement of timing: the program must be fast enough that the reconstruction rate is comparable to the data acquisition rate. Also, due to the complexity of these sorts of programs, modularity is necessary. The purpose of our study is to create a program that meets all of the requirements of a tracking program, while using a service oriented architecture to enhance timing as well as flexibility (software agility and scaling).
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Service management at CERN with Service-Now

Author: Zhechka Toteva
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Corresponding Author: zhechka.toteva@cern.ch

The Information Technology (IT) and the General Services (GS) departments at CERN have decided to combine their extensive experience in support for IT and non-IT services towards a common goal.
– to bring the services closer to the end user based on ITIL best practice. The collaborative efforts have so far produced definitions for the incident and the request fulfillment processes which are based on a unique two-dimensional service catalogue that combines both the user and the support team view of all services.

After an extensive evaluation of the available industrial solutions, Service-now was selected as the tool to implement the CERN Service-Management processes. The initial release of the tool made provided an attractive web portal for the users and successfully implemented two basic ITIL processes; the incident management and the request fulfillment processes. It also integrated with the CERN personnel databases and the LHC GRID ticketing system.

Subsequent releases continued to integrate with other third-party tools like the facility management systems of CERN as well as to implement new processes such as change management. Independently from those new development activities it was decided to simplify the request fulfillment process in order to achieve easier acceptance by the CERN user community.

We believe that due to the high modularity of the Service-now tool, the parallel design of ITIL processes e.g., event management and non-ITIL processes, e.g., computer centre hardware management, will be easily achieved.

This presentation will describe the experience that we have acquired and the techniques that were followed to achieve the CERN customization of the Service-Now tool.
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The LHC experiments’ computing infrastructure is hosted in a distributed way across different computing centers in the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid and needs to run with high reliability. It is therefore crucial to offer a unified view to shifters, who generally are not experts in the services, and give them the ability to follow the status of resources and the health of critical systems in order to alert the experts whenever a system becomes unavailable.

Several experiments have chosen to build their service monitoring on top of the flexible Service Level Status (SLS) framework developed by CERN IT. Based on examples from ATLAS, CMS and LHCb, this contribution will describe the complete development process of a service monitoring instance and explain the deployment models that can be adopted. We will also describe the software package used in ATLAS Distributed Computing to send health reports through the MSG messaging system and publish them to SLS on a lightweight web server.
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In BNL, we are planning to establish a federation with different organizations by using a SSO technology - Shibboleth. It provides the underlying mechanism for leveraging institutional authentication and exchanging of user attributes for authorization. This framework will allow us to collaborate not only with organizations inside of BNL but institutions/organizations outside of BNL to be able to access RACF resources (and vice versa) with ease of user account management, reduce the need for per-service account provisioning. Meanwhile reduce the opportunities for account to be compromised from security’s point of view and provides users convenience to access any number of resources while signing on only once. We currently replaced our existing SSO with Shibboleth successfully in RACF, we also collaborated with SciFed and CERN and tested the framework. We foresee the federation will happen in a real world in near future.
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The ATLAS Distributed Data Management system stores more than 75PB of physics data across 100 sites globally. Over 8 million files are transferred daily with strongly varying usage patterns. For performance and scalability reasons it is imperative to adapt and improve the data management system continuously. Therefore future system modifications in hardware, software as well as policy, need to be evaluated to accomplish good results and avoid unwanted side effects. Due to the complexity of large-scale distributed systems this evaluation process is primarily based on expert-knowledge, as conventional evaluation methods are inadequate. However, this error-prone process lacks quantitative estimations and leads to inaccuracy as well as incorrect evaluations.

In this work we present a novel, full-scale simulation framework. This flow-level based simulator is able to accurately model the ATLAS Distributed Data Management system. The design and architecture of the component-based software is presented and discussed. The evaluation concentrates on the accuracy and scalability of the simulation framework. Finally, selected use-cases where simulation could be hugely beneficial to distributed data management systems are presented and discussed.
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The CTA (Cherenkov Telescope Array) project is an initiative to build the next generation ground-based very high energy (VHE) gamma-ray instrument. Compared to current imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescope experiments CTA will extend the energy range and improve the angular resolution while increasing the sensitivity by a factor of 10. With these capabilities it is expected that CTA will increase the number of known VHE gamma-ray sources from $O(100)$ to $O(1000)$, and will raise the field of ground based VHE gamma-ray astronomy to the level of astronomy with radio waves or X-rays. With about separate 100 telescopes it will be operated as an observatory open to a wide astrophysics and particle physics community, providing a deep insight into the non-thermal high-energy universe. The presentation will give an overview on the principles of the CTA Array Control system (ACTL), responsible for several essential control tasks including the evaluation, selection, preparation, scheduling, and finally the execution of observations with the array.

A possible basic distributed software framework for ACTL being considered is the ALMA Common Software (ACS). Used by several projects, this open-source software was originally developed for the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA), a joint project between astronomical organizations in Europe, North America, and Asia for a millimeter and sub-millimeter array. ALMA is presently being commissioned in Chile and will consist of at least fifty-four 12 meter antennas and a further twelve 7 meter antennas.

The ACS framework follows a container component model and contains a high level abstraction layer to integrate different types of device. To achieve a low-level consolidation of connecting control hardware, OPC UA client functionality is integrated directly into ACS, thus allowing interaction with other OPC UA capable hardware.

In addition to the presentation of the ACS middleware, new techniques for automatic code generation based on an UML representation of the ACS components will be introduced and illustrated with first examples.
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The Mu2e experiment at Fermilab is in proceeding through its R&D and approval processes. Two critical elements of R&D towards a design that will achieve the physics goals are an end-to-end simulation package and reconstruction code that has reached the stage of an advanced prototype. These codes live within the environment of the experiment’s infrastructure software. Mu2e uses art as the infrastructure software, Geant4 as the simulation engine, a port of Kalman Filter from the Super-B FastSim package as the final track fitter, and Mu2e-developed code for event generators, creation of digits and the remaining reconstruction algorithms. A ROOT-based event display runs within the art based framework. This talk will present the Mu2e software with emphasis on two topics: a) defining the right boundaries between the component parts in order to ease the job of
making a coherent whole and b) interacting with the art development team in order to influence the directions of art.
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The ATLAS collaboration operates an extensive set of protocols to validate the quality of the offline software in a timely manner. This is essential in order to process the large amounts of data being collected by the ATLAS detector in 2011 without complications on the offline software side. We will discuss a number of different strategies used to validate the ATLAS offline software; running the Athena software in a variety of configurations daily on each nightly build via the ATN and RTT systems; the monitoring of these tests and checking the compilation of the software via distributed teams of rotating shifters; monitoring of and follow up on bug reports by the shifter teams and periodic software cleaning weeks to improve the quality of the offline software further.
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The ATLAS Cathode Strip Chamber system consists of two end-caps with 16 chambers each. The CSC Readout Drivers (RODs) are purpose-built boards encapsulating 13 DSPs and around 40 FPGAs. The principal responsibility of each ROD is for the extraction of data from two chambers at a maximum trigger rate of 75 kHz. In addition, each ROD is in charge of the setup, control and monitoring of the on-detector electronics. This paper introduces the design and implementation of the CSC ROD firmware and software. The main features of this design include an event flow schema that decentralizes the different dataflow streams, which can thus operate asynchronously at its own natural rate; a ROD communication interface designed for high I/O throughput by minimizing the number of cycles necessary to move event data in and out of the DSPs; an event building mechanism that associates data transferred by the asynchronous streams but belongs to the same event; and a sparcification algorithm that discards uninteresting events and thus reduces the data occupancy volume, a crucial feature due to bandwidth limitations. The time constraints imposed by the high trigger rate...
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The ATLAS Collaboration is managing one of the largest collections of software among the High Energy Physics Experiments. Traditionally this software has been distributed via rpm or pacman packages, and has been installed in every site and user’s machine, using more space than needed since the releases could not always share common binaries. As soon as the software has grown in size and number of releases this approach showed its limits, both in terms of manageability, used disk space and performance. The adopted solution is based on the CernVM FileSystem, a fuse-based http, read-only filesystem which guarantees file de-duplication, scalability and performance. Here we describe the ATLAS experience in setting up the CVMFS facility and putting it into production, for different type of use-cases, ranging from single users’ machines up to large Data Centers, for both Software and Conditions Data. The performance of CernVMFS, both with software and condition data access, will be shown, comparing with other filesystems currently in use by the Collaboration.
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The CernVM File System (CernVM-FS) is a read-only file system used to access HEP experiment software and conditions data. Files and directories are hosted on standard web servers and mounted in a universal namespace. File data and meta-data are downloaded on demand and locally cached. CernVM-FS has been originally developed to decouple the experiment software from virtual machine hard disk images and to be used as a replacement of the shared software area at Grid sites. Here it allows for the provision of an essentially zero-maintenance software service. CernVM-FS solves the scalability issues of network file systems such as AFS, NFS, or Lustre, which are traditionally used for shared software areas.

Currently, CernVM-FS distributes around 30 million files and directories. It is installed on a large portion of the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) worker nodes supporting the ATLAS and LHCb experiments. In order to scale to the order of $10^5$ worker nodes, CernVM-FS uses replicated repository servers and a hierarchy of web caches. Repository replica servers are operated at CERN, BNL, RAL, and ASGC Tier 1 sites. We will report on the lessons learned from the HEP community feedback and the experience from large-scale deployment.

For the server side, we present a new, streamlined and improved toolset to maintain repositories. The new toolset is supposed to reduce the delay for distributing new software releases to less than an hour. It provides parallel preprocessing of files and it introduces "push replication" of updates by means of a replication manager. The simplified repository maintenance also lowers the bar for small collaborations to distribute their software on the Grid.

Finally, we present the roadmap for the further development of CernVM-FS. The roadmap includes Mac OS X support, variable algorithms for file compression and content hashing, as well as a distributed shared memory cache for diskless server farms.

Summary:
The CernVM File System (CernVM-FS) provides a scalable, reliable and essentially zero-maintenance software distribution service. It was developed to assist HEP collaborations to deploy their software on the worldwide-distributed computing infrastructure used to run their data processing applications. CernVM-FS is deployed on a wide range of computing resources, ranging from powerful worker nodes at Tier 1 grid sites to simple virtual appliances running on volunteer computers. The key contribution is a new approach to stage updates and changes into the file system, which aims to reduce the delay in distributing a software release to less than an hour. In addition, it significantly reduces the complexity with respect to both required capabilities of the master storage as well as installation and maintenance. We will report on key scalability figures gathered from normal operational in production use cases. Furthermore, we will discuss new requirements for additional features that have been arisen from HEP community feedback and present the road map for the future development of the file system.
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This is an update on CASTOR (CERN Advanced Storage) describing the recent evolution and related experience in production during the latest high-intensity LHC runs. In order to handle the increasing data rates (10GB/s average for 2011), several major improvements have been introduced. We describe in particular the new scheduling system that has replaced the original CASTOR one. It removed the limitations ATLAS and CMS were hitting in terms of file openings rates (from 20 Hz to 200+ Hz) while simplifying the code and operations at the same time. We detail how the usage of the internal database has been optimized to improve efficiency by a factor.
3 and cut opening file latency by orders of magnitude (from O(1s) to O(1ms)).
Finally, we will report on the evolution of the CASTOR monitoring and give the roadmap for the future.
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The LHC is entering its fourth year of production operation. Many Tier1 facilities can count up to a decade of existence when development and ramp-up efforts are included. LHC computing has always been heavily dependent on high capacity, high performance network facilities for both the LAN and WAN data movement, particularly within the Tier1 centers. As a result, the Tier1 centers tend to be on the leading edge of data center networking technology. In this paper, we conduct an analysis of past and current developments in Tier1 networking, as well as extrapolating where we anticipate things are heading. A large part of our analysis will be based on the US-CMS Tier1 at Fermilab as a use case. Our analysis will include examination into the following areas:

• Evolution of the US-CMS Tier1 center to its current state...
• The changing environment of data center networking approaches & practices and how they may apply to Tier-1 centers
• Likely impact of emerging network technologies (10GE-connected hosts, 40GE/100GE links, IPv6) on Tier-1 centers
• Trends in WAN data movement and emergence of software-defined WAN network capabilities (end-to-end circuits, OpenFlow, etc)
• PerfSONAR framework’s current and potential use within Tier-1 centers for performance measurement and analysis

Summary:
Analysis of state and trends in networking at LHC Tier1 facilities. A large part of our analysis will be based on the US-CMS Tier1 facility but we also intend to analyze experience, both LAN and WAN of other Tier1 facilities.
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The DIRAC Project was initiated to provide a data processing system for the LHCb Experiment at CERN. It provides all the necessary functionality and performance to satisfy the current and projected future requirements of the LHCb Computing Model. A considerable restructuring of the DIRAC software was undertaken in order to turn it into a general purpose framework for building distributed computing systems that can be used by various user communities in High Energy Physics and other application domains. The ILC Collaboration started to use DIRAC for their data production system. The Belle Collaboration at KEK, Japan, has adopted the Computing Model based on the DIRAC system for its second phase starting in 2015. The CTA Collaboration uses DIRAC for the data analysis tasks. A large number of other experiments are starting to use DIRAC or are evaluating this solution for their data processing tasks. DIRAC services are included as part of the production infrastructure of the GISELA Latin America grid. Similar services are provided for the users of the French segment of the EGI Grid. The new communities using DIRAC started to provide important contributions to its functionality. Among recent additions can be mentioned the support of the Amazon EC2 computing resources; a versatile File Replica Catalog with the File Metadata capabilities; support for running MPI jobs in the pilot based Workload Management System. Integration with existing application Web Portals, like WS-PGRADE, is demonstrated.

In this paper we will describe the current status of the DIRAC Project, recent developments of its framework and functionality as well as the status of the rapidly evolving community of the DIRAC users.
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Tier-2 computing sites in the Worldwide Large Hadron Collider Computing Grid (WLCG) host CPU-resources (Compute Element, CE) and storage resources (Storage Element, SE). The vast amount of data that needs to processed from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments requires good and efficient use of the available resources. Having a good CPU efficiency for the end users analysis jobs requires that the performance of the storage system is able to scale with I/O requests from hundreds or even thousands of simultaneous jobs.

In this presentation we report on the work on improving the SE performance at the Helsinki Institute of Physics (HIP) Tier-2 used for the Compact Muon Experiment (CMS) at the LHC. Statistics from CMS grid jobs are collected and stored in the CMS Dashboard for further analysis, which allows for easy performance monitoring by the sites and by the CMS collaboration. As part of the monitoring framework CMS uses the JobRobot which sends every four hours 100 analysis jobs to each site. CMS also uses the HammerCloud (HC) tool for site monitoring and stress testing and HC will replace soon replace the JobRobot. The performance of the analysis workflow submitted with JobRobot or HC can be used to track the performance due to site configuration changes, since the analysis workflow is kept the same for all sites and for months in time. The CPU efficiency of the JobRobot jobs at HIP was increased approximately by 50 % to more than 90 %, by tuning the SE and by improvements in the CMSSW and dCache software. The performance of the CMS analysis jobs improved significantly too. Similar work has been done on other CMS Tier-sites, since on average the CPU efficiency for CMSSW jobs has increased during 2011. Better monitoring of the SE allows faster detection of problems, so that the performance level can be kept high. The next storage upgrade at HIP will consist of SAS
disk enclosures which can be stress tested on demand with HC workflows, to make sure that the I/O-performance is good.
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Traditionally, HEP experiments exploit the multiple cores in a CPU by having each core process one event. However, future PC designs are expected to use CPUs which double the number of processing cores at the same rate as the cost of memory falls by a factor of two. This effectively means the amount of memory per processing core will remain constant. This is a major challenge for LHC processing frameworks since the LHC is expected to deliver more complex events (e.g. greater pile-up events) in the coming years while the LHC experiment’s frameworks are already memory constrained. Therefore in the not so distant future we may need to be able to efficiently use multiple cores to process one event. In this presentation we will discuss a design for an HEP processing framework which can allow very fine grained parallelization within one event as well as supporting processing multiple events simultaneously while minimizing the memory footprint of the job. The design is built around the libdispatch framework created by Apple Inc. (a port for Linux is available) whose central concept is the use of task queues. This design also accommodates the reality that not all code will be thread safe and therefore allows one to easily mark modules or sub parts of modules as being thread unsafe. In addition, the design efficiently handles the requirement that events in one run must all be processed before starting to process events from a different run. After explaining the design we will provide measurements from simulating different processing scenarios where the CPU times used for the simulation are drawn from CPU times measured from actual CMS event processing. Our results have shown this design to be very promising and will be further pursued by CMS.
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The SuperB asymmetric energy e+e- collider and detector to be built at the newly founded Nicola Cabibbo Lab will provide a uniquely sensitive probe of New Physics in the flavor sector of the Standard Model. Studying minute effects in the heavy quark and heavy lepton sectors requires a data sample of 75 ab-1 and a luminosity target of $10^{36}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$.

The increasing network performance also in the Wide Area Network environment and the capability to read data remotely with good efficiency are providing new possibilities and opening new scenarios in the data access field. Subjects like data access and data availability in a distributed environment are key points in the definition of the computing model for an HEP experiment like SuperB. R&D efforts in such a field have been brought on during the last year in order to release the Computing Technical Design Report within 2012.

Among the possible data access models resulting of interest for a mid-term future scenario we identify the WAN direct access via robust and reliable protocols such as HTTP/WebDAV and xrootd as a viable option.

In this work we present the R&D results obtained in the study of new data access technologies for typical HEP use cases, focusing on specific protocols such as HTTP and WebDAV in Wide Area Network scenarios. Reports on efficiency, performance and reliability tests have been included, using both Monte Carlo production and Analysis use cases. We also compare the results obtained with HTTP and xrootd protocols, in terms of performance, efficiency, security and features available.
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The SuperB asymmetric energy $e^+e^-$ collider and detector to be built at the newly founded Nicola Cabibbo Lab will provide a uniquely sensitive probe of New Physics in the flavor sector of the Standard Model. Studying minute effects in the heavy quark and heavy lepton sectors requires a data sample of 75 ab$^{-1}$ and a luminosity target of $10^{36}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$.

Since 2009 the SuperB Computing group is working on developing a simulation production framework capable to satisfy the experiment needs. It provides access to distributed resources in order to support both the detector design definition and the its performance evaluation studies.

During last year the framework has evolved from the point of view of job workflow, Grid services interfaces and technologies adoption.

A complete code refactoring and sub-component language porting now permits the framework to sustain distributed production involving resources from three continents and Grid Flavors.

In this paper we will report a complete description of the production system status of the art, its evolution and its integration with Grid services; in particular, we will focus on the utilization of new Grid component features as in LB and WMS version 3.

The last official SuperB production cycle has been completed; results and digests will be reported.
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The Open Science Grid (OSG) supports a diverse community of new and existing users to adopt and make effective use of the Distributed High Throughput Computing (DHTC) model. The LHC user community has deep local support within the experiments. For other smaller communities and individual users the OSG provides a suite of consulting and technical services through the User Support organization. We describe these sometimes successful and sometimes not so successful experiences and analyze lessons learned that are helping us improve our services. The services offered include forums to enable shared learning and mutual support, tutorials and documentation for new technology, and troubleshooting of problematic or systemic failure modes. For new communities and users, we bootstrap their use of the distributed high throughput computing technologies and resources available on the OSG by following a phased approach. We first adapt the application and run a small production campaign on a subset of "friendly" sites. Only then we move the user to run full production campaigns across the many remote sites on the OSG, where they face new hindrances including no determinism in the time to job completion, diverse errors due to the heterogeneity of the configurations and environments, lack of support for direct login to troubleshoot application crashes, etc. We cover recent experiences with image simulation for the Large Survey Synoptic Telescope (LSST), small-file large volume data movement for the Dark Energy Survey (DES), civil engineering simulation with the Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES), and accelerator modeling with the Electron Ion Collider group at BNL. We will categorize and analyze the use cases and describe how our processes are evolving based on lessons learned.
Sysematic analysis of job failures at a Tier-2, and mitgation of the causes.
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Failure is endemic in the Grid world - as with any large, distributed computer system, at some point things will go wrong. Whether it is down to a problem with hardware, network or software, the sheer size of a production Grid requires operation under the assumption that some of the jobs will fail. Some of those are unavoidable (e.g. network loss during data staging), some are preventable but only within engineering tradeoffs (e.g. uninterruptible power supplies on worker nodes), and some are fully preventable (e.g. software problems).

It is not clear that the current level of job failures is at the minimum level. We have been logging all failed jobs, and classifying then according to how and why they failed. Some work have been invested into automated systems to collated job failure information from various sources, and these will be presented.

This work reports on that data, and supplies an analysis, as quantitative as possible, on what would need to have been different to have prevented those jobs from failing.

Some subtlety lies in the definition of a ‘failed job’. From the perspective of an end user, any job that does not do what the user wants can be considered failed, but that is not the most useful definition for an infrastructure provider. However, it is useful to track such cases in order to provide a comparison point to the infrastructure caused job failures. Not all problems in the infrastructure result in user visible job failures; for example a problem in a batch system scheduler can result in no jobs being started at for some point, which is only visible as reduced throughput. These were tracked, but can’t be quantified in the same scale as user visible job failure modes.

Clearly, there are some cases of job failure that it is not within the capability of a site administrator to resolve - if user code divides by zero, no aspect of site administration can resolve that. However, there are many other sources of problems other than that. Of particular interest are jobs that report a failure the first time, but succeeded on a re-submission. Jobs falling into that description include (but are not limited to) all the jobs where something transient went wrong at a site. This is the class of failures which it is within the capability of a site manager to reduce to zero, which is the long term goal of this work.

Deep analysis of these problematic cases is required, in order to determine the underlying causes, and further work is needed in order to prevent the problems from re-occurring. One early observation was that, in general, the slower the rate of failures detected, the more likely a root fix was to be found. A detailed analysis of this will be reported, but if this observation holds then it suggests that there might be net super-linear improvements in reliability from this sort of work.

In cases where it appeared that the root cause was located in some component, although no precise reason could be found, an alternative for that component was sourced, and compared with the original. Where possible, such as with a computing element, these were run in parallel. One such case, were no alternative could be found, we wrote an alternative implementation of the BLAH parser for CREAM, and compared it’s stability to the supplied one.

Many problems that have been identified come down to either a hardware problem, or some interaction between multiple components. A survey of these will be presented. For hardware problems, an estimated cost to prevent the problem from being user visible will be given, and for the problems with interacting components a series of recommendations can be given.

Overall, this work is of importance in ensuring the imporved user experience on the Grid, and also a reduction in the manpower required to operate a site. Although the analysis might not be feasable at
smaller sites, the lessons learned from this work will be directly applicable to many sites, and should contribute to the smooth running of the Grid in the future.

Summary:

Some degree of job failure is inevitable, but this work assumes, and demonstrates, that the level of failure is not at the minimum level. Sources of job failures are found, analysed and mitigations and solutions given. In some cases this is as simple as configuration, but includes cases where new software components have been written, in addition to monitoring and analysis tools.

Some discussion is included over the concept of a failed job, and to what extent these can be eliminated - it clearly being infeasible to prevent any jobs from failing.

Overall, this work is of importance in ensuring the improved user experience on the Grid, and also a reduction in the manpower required to operate a site. Although the analysis might not be feasible at smaller sites, the lessons learned from this work will be directly applicable to many sites, and should contribute to the smooth running of the Grid in the future.

TAGs are event-level metadata allowing a quick search for interesting events for further analysis, based on selection criteria defined by the user. They are stored in a file-based format as well as in relational databases. The overall TAG system architecture encompasses a range of interconnected services that provide functionality for the required use cases such as event level selection, display, extraction and skimming. Skimming can be used to produce any of the pre-TAG data products by pure copy or any post-TAG data products if these can be made from a pre-TAG data product. The implemented use cases for the skimming service scale from a physicist wishing to select a handful of interesting events for an analysis specific study to the creation of physics working group samples on the ATLAS production system.

This paper will focus on the workflow aspects involved in creating pre and post TAG data products from a TAG selection using the Grid in the context of the overall TAG system architecture. The emphasis will be on the range of demands that the implemented use cases place on these workflows and on the infrastructure. The tradeoffs of various workflow strategies will be discussed including scalability issues and other concerns that occur when integrating with data management and production systems.

TAG Base Skimming In ATLAS
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Taking Global Scale Data Handling to the Fermilab Intensity Frontier

Poster Session / 61
Fermilab Intensity Frontier experiments like Minerva, NOvA, g-2 and Mu2e currently operate without an organized data handling system, relying instead on completely manual management of files on large central disk arrays at Fermilab. This model severely limits the computing resources that the experiments can leverage to those tied to the Fermilab site, prevents the use of coherent staging and caching of files from tape and other mass storage media, and produces an onerous burden on the individuals responsible for data processing.

The SAM data handling system[1], used by the Fermilab Tevatron experiments CDF and D0 for Run II (2002-2011), solves these problems by providing data set abstraction, automated file cataloging and management, global delivery, and processing tracking. It has been a great success at CDF and D0 achieving global delivery rates of ~1.5 PB/week/experiment for raw data, Monte Carlo, production and analysis activities. However, SAM has been heavily tailored for integration in both CDF and D0 analysis frameworks, making it difficult and time-consuming to repeat that work for new experiments. The command line user interface is also complex, non-intuitive and represents a tall barrier for new and casual users. These issues have slowed the adoption of SAM by Intensity Frontier experiments. The Fermilab Computing Sector is improving SAM with a generic “deployment-less” HTTP based client for analysis framework integration and an intuitive FUSE[2] based user interface to permit universal adoption of SAM across the Intensity Frontier.

We will describe these solutions in detail, their technical implementation, and their impact on the adoptability of SAM for new experiments.
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Taking the C out of CVMFS: providing repositories for country-local VOs.

Author: Sam Skipsey
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The caching, http-mediated filesystem "CVMFS", while first developed for use with the Cern Virtual Machines project, has quickly become a significant part of several VOs software distribution policy, with ATLAS being particularly interested. The benefits of CVMFS do not simply extend to large VOs, however; small virtual organisations can find software distribution to be problematic, as they don’t have any real effort to manage multiple sites.

We explore a case study of a local CVMFS repository, installed at Glasgow, for the UK local neiss.org.uk VO, comparing it to the less structured software management used previously.
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Og, commonly recognized as one of the earliest contributors to experimental particle physics, began his career by smashing two rocks together, then turning to his friend Zog and stating those famous words "oogh oogh". It was not the rock-smashing that marked HEP’s origins, but rather the sharing of information, which then allowed Zog to confirm the important discovery, that rocks are indeed made of smaller rocks.

Over the years, Socrates and other great teachers developed the methodology of this practice. Yet, as small groups of friends morphed into large classrooms of students, readers of journals, and audiences of television viewers, science conversation evolved into lecturing and broadcasting. While information is still conveyed in this manner, the invaluable, iterative nature of question/response is often lost or limited in duration.

The birth of Web 2.0 and the development of Social Media tools, such as Facebook, Twitter and Google +, are allowing iterative conversation to reappear in nearly every aspect of communication. From comments on public articles and publications to “wall” conversations and tweets, physicists are finding themselves interacting with the public before, during and after publication. I discuss both the danger and the powerful potential of this phenomenon, and present methods currently used in HEP to make the best of it.
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With currently around 55PB of data stored on over 49000 cartridges, and around 2PB of fresh data coming every month, CERN’s large tape infrastructure is continuing its growth. In this contribution, we will detail out the progress achieved and the ongoing steps towards our strategy of turning tape storage from a HSM environment into a sustainable long-term archiving solution. In particular, we report on the experiences gained in the production deployment of our new high-performance tape format, the optimization and reduction of random end-user access to tape-resident data, the deployment of a new media migration (repack) facility, and the review of our monitoring subsystem. We will also explain the recent infrastructure upgrades at CERN in terms of new-generation tape drives and testing/integration of new tape library models. An outlook on future plans in view of better integration with the EOS disk pool management suite will also be given.
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The CERN Advanced STORage manager (CASTOR) is used to archive to tape the physics data of past and present physics experiments. Data is migrated (repacked) from older, lower density tapes to newer, high-density tapes approximately every two years to follow the evolution of tape technologies and to keep the volume occupied by the tape cartridges relatively stable. Improving the performance of writing files smaller than 2G to tape is essential in order to keep the time needed to repack all of the tape resident data within a period of no more than 1 year. Until now CASTOR has flushed the write buffers of the underlying tape-system 3 times per user-file, using up to 7 seconds. With current drive-writing speeds reaching over 240MB/s per second, 7 seconds of flush-time equates to an approximate loss of 1.5 GB of data transfer time per user-file. This paper reports on the solution to writing efficiently to tape that is currently in its early deployment phases at CERN. Write speeds have been increased whilst preserving the existing tape-format by using immediate (non-flushing) tape-marks to write multiple user-files before flushing the tape-system write-buffers. The solution has been realized as a set of incremental upgrades to minimize risk, maximize backwards compatibility and work safely with the legacy modules of CASTOR. Unit testing has been used to help reduce the risk of working with legacy code. This solution will enable CASTOR to continue to be a long-term and performant tool for archiving past and present experiment data to tape.

Summary:

The CERN Advanced STORage manager (CASTOR) is used to archive to tape the physics data of past and present physics experiments. For reasons of physical storage space, all of the tape resident data in CASTOR are repacked onto higher density tapes approximately every two years. Improving the performance of writing files smaller than 2G to tape is essential in order to keep the time needed to repack all of the tape resident data within a period of no more than 1 year. This paper reports on the solution to writing efficiently to tape that is currently in its early deployment phases at CERN.
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The SuperB asymmetric energy $e^+e^-$ collider and detector to be built at the newly founded Nicola Cabibbo Lab will provide a uniquely sensitive probe of New Physics in the flavor sector of the Standard Model. Studying minute effects in the heavy quark and heavy lepton sectors requires a data sample of 75 ab$^{-1}$ and a luminosity target of $10^36$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$.

This luminosity translates in the requirement of storing more than 50 PByte of additional data each year, making SuperB an interesting challenge to the data management infrastructure, both at site level as at Wide Area Network level.

A new Tier1, distributed among 3 or 4 sites in the south of Italy, is planned as part of the SuperB computing infrastructure.

In this paper we evaluate the advantages and drawbacks in terms of service availability and reliability for a set of possible design for this distributed Tier1 site.

Different data and CPU resources access strategies will be described for a typical HEP experiment use cases.

We will report the activity of testing and evaluating several available technology that could be used in order to build a distributed sites for a typical HEP experiment. In particular we will report about the test on the software like: Hadoop, EOS, Lustre, GPFS, and other similar product. We will also describe in details the algorithm used in order to guarantee the needed data resiliency.

All those software were tested both in a Local Area Network farm infrastructure as on a Wide Area Network test bed in which each site could exploit high performance network connection (ranging from 1 up to 10 Gbps).

A particular attention will be paid to the level of security provided by each solution and on the implication on the job management and scheduling coming from each design and software used.

At the end of the work we will show also few real cases test in order to show how each of the analyzed schema can or cannot fulfill the experiment requirements.

---
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**The ”NetBoard”: Network Monitoring Tools Integration for INFN Tier-1 Data Center**
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The monitoring and alert system is fundamental for the management and the operation of the network in a large data center such as an LHC Tier-1.

The network of the INFN Tier-1 at CNAF is a multi-vendor environment: for its management and monitoring several tools have been adopted and different sensors have been developed.

In this paper, after an overview on the different aspects to be monitored and the tools used for this (i.e. MRTG, Nagios, Arpwatch, NetFlow, Syslog, etc), we will describe the ”NetBoard”, a monitoring toolkit developed at the INFN Tier-1.

NetBoard, developed for a multi-vendor network, is able to install and auto-configure all tools needed for its monitoring, either via network devices discovery mechanism or via configuration file or via wizard. In this way, we are also able to activate different
The monitoring and alert system is fundamental for the management and the operation of the network in a large data center such as an LHC Tier-1.

The network of the INFN Tier-1 at CNAF is a multi-vendor environment: for its management and monitoring several tools have been adopted and different sensors have been developed.

In this paper, after an overview on the different aspects to be monitored and the tools used for this (i.e. MRTG, Nagios, Arpwatch, NetFlow, Syslog, etc), we will describe the "NetBoard", a monitoring toolkit developed at the INFN Tier-1.

NetBoard, developed for a multi-vendor network, is able to install and auto-configure all tools needed for its monitoring, either via network devices discovery mechanism or via configuration file or via wizard. In this way, we are also able to activate different types of sensors and Nagios checks according to the equipment vendor specifications. Moreover, when a new device is connected in the LAN, NetBoard can detect where it is plugged.

Finally the NetBoard web interface allows to have the overall status of the entire network “at a glance”, both the local and the geographical (including the LHCOPN and the LHCONE) link utilization, health status of network devices (with active alerts) and flow analysis.
ALICE applies a multi-level hardware trigger scheme where fast detectors are used to feed a three-level deep chain, L0-L2. The High-Level Trigger (HLT) is a fourth filtering stage sitting logically between the L2 trigger and the DAQ (Data AcQuisition) event building.

The EMCal detector comprises a large area electromagnetic calorimeter that extends the measured particle momenta up to $p_T = 200\text{GeV}/c$, thus ALICE capability to perform jet reconstruction is improved by measuring the neutral energy component of jets, photons and neutral mesons.

An online reconstruction and trigger chain has been developed within the HLT framework to sharpen the EMCal hardware triggers, by combining the central barrel tracking information with the shower reconstruction (clusters) in the calorimeter, thus allowing to obtain a clear and unbiased sample of electron and jet events, both in p-p and A-A LHC runs.

In the present talk the functionalities of the software components of the EMCal/HLT online reconstruction and trigger chain will be discussed. The status and results of the development work will be shown with particular reference to the online chain’s physics performance.
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ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is the heavy-ion detector studying the physics of strongly interacting matter and the quark-gluon plasma at the CERN LHC (Large Hadron Collider). The 18 ALICE sub-detectors are regularly calibrated in order to achieve most accurate physics measurements. Some of these procedures are done online in the DAQ (Data Acquisition System) so that calibration results can be directly used for detector electronics configuration before physics data taking, at run time for online event monitoring, and offline for data analysis.

A framework was designed to collect statistics and compute calibration parameters, and has been used in production since 2008. This paper focuses on the recent features developed to benefit from the multi-cores architecture of CPUs, and to optimize the processing power available for the calibration tasks. It involves some C++ base classes to effectively implement detector specific code, with independent processing of events in parallel threads and aggregation of partial results. We present benchmarks showing the performance improvements, and some results of investigations conducted with CUDA and GPUs to push the speed-up further.

The Detector Algorithm (DA) framework provides utility interfaces for handling of input and output (configuration, monitored physics data, results, logging), and self-documentation of the produced executable. New algorithms are created quickly by inheritance of base functionality and implementation of few ad-hoc virtual members, while the framework features are kept expandable thanks to the isolation of the detector calibration code. The DA control system also handles unexpected processes behavior, logs execution status, and collects performance statistics.
The ATLAS Computing activities and developments of the Italian Cloud
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The large amount of data produced by the ATLAS experiment needs new computing paradigms for data processing and analysis, involving many Computing Centres spread around the world. The computing workload is managed by regional federations, called Clouds. The Italian Cloud consists of a main (Tier-1) centre, located in Bologna, four secondary (Tier-2) centres, and a few smaller (Tier-3) sites. In this contribution we describe the Italian Cloud site facilities and the activities of Data Processing, Analysis, Simulation and Software Development performed within the Cloud, and we discuss the tests of the new Computing Technologies contributing to the ATLAS Computing Model evolution, namely Network Monitoring, Software Installation and use of CVMFS, Virtualization and Multi-Core processing.
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The DDM Tracer Service is aimed to trace and monitor the atlas file operations on the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid. The volume of traces has increased significantly since the service started in 2009. Now there are about ~5 million trace messages every day and peaks of greater than 250Hz, with peak rates continuing to climb, which gives the current service structure a big challenge. Analysis of large datasets based on on-demand queries to the relational database management system (RDBMS), i.e. Oracle, can be problematic, and have a significant effect on the database’s performance. Consequently, we have investigated some new high availability technologies like messaging infrastructure, specifically ActiveMQ, and key-value stores. The advantages of key value store technology are that they are distributed and have high scalability; also their write performances are usually much better than RDBMS, all of which are very useful for the Tracer service. Indexes and distributed counters have been also tested to improve query performance and provided almost real time results.

In this talk, the design principles, architecture and main characteristics of Tracer monitoring framework will be described and examples of its usage will be presented.
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The ATLAS Distributed Data Management project: Past and Future
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The ATLAS collaboration has recorded almost 5PB of RAW data since the LHC started running at the end of 2009. Together with experimental data generated from RAW and complimentary simulation data, and accounting for data replicas on the grid, a total of 74TB is currently stored in the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid by ATLAS. All of this data is managed by the ATLAS Distributed Data Management system, called Don Quixote 2 (DQ2).

The DQ2 system has over time rapidly evolved to assist the ATLAS collaboration management to properly manage the data, as well as provide an effective interface allowing physicists easy access to this data. Numerous new requirements and operational experience of ATLAS’ use cases have necessitated the need for a next generation data management system, called Rucio, which will re-engineer the current system to cover new high-level use cases and workflows such as the management of data for physics groups.

In this talk, we will describe the state of the current of DQ2, and present an overview of the upcoming Rucio system, covering it’s architecture, new innovative features, and preliminary benchmarks.
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ATLAS decided to move from a globally distributed file catalogue to a central instance at CERN. This talk describes the ATLAS LFC merge exercise from the analysis phase over the prototyping and stress testing to the final execution phase. We demonstrate that with careful preparation even major architectural changes could be implemented while minimizing the impact on the experiments production and analysis operations.

Merging these large catalogues by processing partially inconsistent metadata for many tens of millions of files and replicas posed several challenges. We show how the new LFC instance was stress tested to ensure it met ATLAS’s requirements and how the LFC schema evolved to support this. We also describe the main reasons why the merging process had to be done with a specialized multithreaded application. This was developed in order to accommodate the peculiarities that make this process much more challenging than a mere movement of data between SQL database instances. The process has to take into account a number of situations where the metadata records clash, or contain errors that have to be fixed on the fly, while still guaranteeing a high level of performance.

---
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The ATLAS Level-1 Trigger is the first stage of event selection for the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. In order to identify the interesting collisions events to be passed on to the next selection stage within a latency of less than 2.5 us, it is based on custom-built electronics. Signals from the Calorimeter and Muon Trigger System are combined in the Central Trigger Processor which processes the overall L1 Accept (L1A) decision. The Level-1 Trigger identifies event features such as missing transverse energy, candidate electrons, photons, jets and muons. This talk will present how the Level-1 Trigger System has performed with increasing LHC luminosity and discuss problems encountered during operations. We will also give an overview of the challenges and plans with respect to the increasingly demanding LHC running conditions.

---
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The ATLAS experiment at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has taken data with colliding beams at instantaneous luminosities of $2 \times 10^{33}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$. The LHC targets to deliver an integrated luminosity 5-fb in the run period 2011 at luminosities of up to $5 \times 10^{33}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$, which requires dedicated strategies to guard the highest physics output while reducing effectively the event rate.

The muon system is the largest sub-detector of the ATLAS experiment and has the capability to reconstruct muons in standalone mode, as well as in combination with the Inner Detector tracking systems. The L1 muon trigger system gets its input from fast muon trigger detectors. Fast sector logic boards select muon candidates, which are passed via an interface board to the central trigger processor and then to the High Level Trigger (HLT). The Muon HLT is purely software based and encompasses a level 2 trigger followed by an event filter for a staged trigger approach. It has access to the data of the precision muon detectors and other detector elements to refine the muon hypothesis.

The Muon HLT has successfully adapted to the changing environment of the low luminosity running of LHC in 2010 to the intensities encountered in 2011. The selection strategy has been optimized for the various physics analysis involving muons in the final state. This includes the use of isolation at the level 2 and event filter, combined trigger signatures with electron and jet trigger objects, and so-called full-scan triggers, which make use of the full event information to search for di-lepton signatures, seeded by single lepton objects.

This note reports about efficiency, resolution, and general performance of the muon trigger in the context of the physics goals of ATLAS.
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We detail recent changes to ROOT-based I/O within the ATLAS experiment. The ATLAS persistent event data model continues to make considerable use of a ROOT I/O backend through POOL persistency. Also ROOT is used directly in later stages of analysis that make use of a flat-ntuple based "D3PD" data-type. For POOL/ROOT persistent data, several improvements have been made including implementation of automatic basket optimisation, memberwise streaming, and changes to split and compression levels. Optimisations are also planned for the D3PD format. We present a full evaluation of the resulting performance improvements from these, including in the case of selected retrieval of events. We also evaluate ongoing changes internal to ROOT, in the ATLAS context, for both POOL and D3PD data. We report results not only from test systems, but also utilising new automated tests on real ATLAS production resources which employ a wide range of storage technologies.
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The ATLAS experiment at LHC relies on databases for detector online data-taking, storage and retrieval of configurations, calibrations and alignments, post data-taking analysis, file management over the grid, job submission and management, data replications to other computing centers, etc. The Oracle Relational Database Management System has been addressing the ATLAS database requirements to a great extent for many years. Several database clusters were deployed for the needs of the different applications. The data volume, complexity and demands from the users are increasing steadily with time. Nowadays about 20 TB of data are stored in the ATLAS Oracle databases at CERN (not including the index overhead), but the most impressive number is the hosted 260 database schemas (in the common case each schema is related to a dedicated client application with its own requirements). At the beginning of 2012 all ATLAS databases at CERN are upgraded to the newest Oracle version 11g Release 2. In order to make the ATLAS DB applications more reliable and performant we explored and evaluated the new 11g database features. In this work we present some of the Oracle 11g enhancements and typical ATLAS application use cases which suit best and the gain from the implemented changes.
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The ATLAS experiment has collected vast amounts of data with the arrival of the inverse-femtobarn era at the LHC. ATLAS has developed an intricate analysis model with several types of derived datasets, including their grid storage strategies, in order to make data from O(109) recorded events readily available to physicists for analysis. Several use cases have been considered in the ATLAS analysis model with a few distinct classes of analyses that need to look at various parts of the overall data. A rst class of analysis needs very detailed information in order to study detector and reconstruction performance, as well as performing physics analyses for non-standard scenarios. For this case, specialized Derived Event Summary Data (DESD) are produced at the Tier 0, right after the main reconstruction was performed. These DESDs contain only specic events and sometimes also very specic per-event content in order to keep their total size manageable. They are distributed on the grid in order to allow easy access for physicists. All other types of analysis could in principle be performed on the Analysis Object Data (AOD) which has a size of 150 kByte/event. It is generally considered the main data format for physics analysis in ATLAS. However, its still very large total size makes it unpractical in most cases to frequently process it. Thus, further size reduction is necessary. Derived AODs (DAOD) are produced from the AOD and distributed
on the grid with only events and content of interest to a specific class of physics analysis. These DAODs contain the full object structure of the AOD. The most commonly used data format for physics analysis is today a type of ROOT les known as D3PDs which contain only simple types and vectors of simple types for selected events, i.e. no ATLAS-specific software is needed to process them. Both DAODs and D3PDs can be produced centrally for individual analyses or whole analysis groups. They are stored on the grid using dedicated group-specific space quota, but fully available to the whole collaboration. In all cases, the selection criteria, luminosity bookkeeping, and other relevant information is stored inside the resulting les as meta-data.
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**The Alignment of the BESIII Drift Chamber Using Cosmic-ray Data**
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*Corresponding Author*: wulh@ihep.ac.cn

BESIII/BEPCCII is a major upgrade of the BESII experiment at the Beijing Electron-Positron Collider (BEPC) for studies of hadron spectroscopy and tau-charm physics. The BESIII detector adopts a small cell helium-based drift chamber (MDC) as the central tracking detector. The momentum resolution was deteriorated due to misalignment in the data taking. In order to improve the momentum resolution, a software alignment is necessary to reduce the effect of mechanical imperfection on the reconstruction. The BESIII alignment software was developed in the framework of the BESIII Offline Software System (BOSS). It was applied in the alignment of the drift chamber using cosmic-ray data successfully. The momentum resolution was improved significantly after the alignment. The report will show the alignment method. The alignment results will also be reported.
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Providing computer infrastructure to end-users in an efficient and user-friendly way was always a big challenge in the IT market. "Cloud computing" is an approach that addresses these issues and recently it has been gaining more and more popularity. A well designed Cloud Computing system gives elasticity in resources allocation and allows for efficient usage of computing infrastructure. The underlying virtualization technology and the self-service type of access are the two key features that make the software independent of the specific hardware and enable a significant decrease in
system administration effort.
The growing popularity of cloud computing led to the appearance of many open source systems offering cloud computing environments, such as Eucalyptus, OpenNebula, Nimbus or OpenStack. These solutions make it possible to construct a computing cloud in a relatively short time and do not require a deep understanding of virtualization techniques and network administration. The main drawback of using this type of toolkits is a difficulty in customization to special needs. A significant effort is needed to implement some non standard features.
The CC1 Project started in 2009. The proposed solution is based on Libvirt, a lower level virtualization toolkit. It provides a full set of VM management actions on a single node. For the top layer the PYTHON programming language was chosen as it ensures fast development environment (interpreter) and offers a number of useful modules. At present most of the required features are being implemented:

- custom web-based user interface,
- automatic creation of virtual clusters ("farms") with preconfigured batch system,
- groups of users with the ability to share resources,
- permanent virtual storage volumes that can be mounted to a VM,
- distributed structure – federation of clusters running as a uniform cloud,
- quota for user resources,
- monitoring and accounting system.

The CC1 system consists of two main layers. The top element of the system is called Cloud Manager (CLM). It receives calls from user interfaces (web browser based interface or EC2 interface) and passes commands to Cluster Managers (CMs). Cluster Manager, running on each individual cluster, handles all low-level operations required to control virtual machines.

The project is close to reach its first milestone. The production quality system (Private Cloud) will be made available to researchers of IFJ PAN at the beginning of 2012. The next step is to build federated systems with universities that expressed their interest in the project.

The CC1 system will be described and the experience from the firsts months of its usage will be reported.
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The CMS experiment at the LHC features a two-level trigger system. Events accepted by the first level trigger, at a maximum rate of 100 kHz, are read out by the Data Acquisition system (DAQ), and subsequently assembled in memory in a farm of computers running a software high-level trigger (HLT), which selects interesting events for offline storage and analysis at a rate of order few hundred Hz. The HLT algorithms consist of sequences of offline-style reconstruction and filtering modules, executed on a farm of 0(10000) CPU cores built from commodity hardware. Experience from the operation of the HLT system in the collider run 2010/2011 is reported. The current architecture of the CMS HLT, its integration with the CMS reconstruction framework and the CMS DAQ, are discussed in the light of future development. The possible short- and medium-term evolution of the HLT software infrastructure to support extensions of the HLT computing power, and to address remaining performance and maintenance issues, are discussed.
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The CMS workload management system
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CMS has started the process of rolling out a new workload management system. This system is currently used for reprocessing and monte carlo production with tests under way using it for user analysis.

It was decided to combine, as much as possible, the production/processing, analysis and T0 codebases so as to reduce duplicated functionality and make best use of limited developer and testing resources.

This system now includes central request submission and management (Request Manager); a task queue for parcelling up and distributing work (WorkQueue) and agents which process requests by interfacing with disparate batch and storage resources (WMAgent).
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The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is a CERN multi-purpose experiment that exploits the physics of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The Detector Control System (DCS) ensures a safe, correct and efficient experiment operation, contributing to the recording of high quality physics data. The DCS is programmed to automatically react to the LHC changes. CMS sub-detector’s bias voltages are set depending on the machine mode and particle beam conditions. A protection mechanism ensures that the sub-detectors are locked in a safe mode whenever a potentially dangerous situation exists. The system is supervised from the experiment control room by a single operator. A small set of screens summarizes the status of the detector from the approximately 6M monitored parameters. Using the experience of nearly two years of operation with beam the DCS automation software has been enhanced to increase the system efficiency. The automation allows now for configuration commands that can be used to automatically pre-configure hardware for given beam modes, decreasing the time the detector needs to get ready when reaching physics modes. The protection mechanism was also improved so that sub-detectors could define their own protection response algorithms allowing, for example, tolerating a small proportion of channels out of the configured safe limits. From the infrastructure point of view the DCS will be subject to big modifications in 2012. The current rack mounted control PCs will be exchanged by a redundant pair of DELL Blade systems. These blades are a high-density modular solution that incorporates servers and networking into a single chassis that provides shared power, cooling and management. This infrastructure modification will challenge the DCS software and hardware factorization capabilities since the SCADA systems running currently in individual nodes will be combined in single blades. The undergoing studies allowing for this migration together with the latest modifications are discussed in the paper.

Summary:

CMS Detector Control System is preparing a computing hardware infrastructure upgrade. This upgrade will provide CMS with a highly compact and redundant controls computing system. There is a big impact in the architecture of the SCADA systems and the challenges, solutions and undergoing studies are presented in the paper.
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DESY is one of the world-wide leading centers for research with particle accelerators, synchrotron light and astroparticles. DESY participates in LHC as a Tier-2 center, supports on-going analyzes of HERA data, is a leading partner for ILC, and runs the National Analysis Facility (NAF) for LHC and ILC in the framework of the Helmholtz Alliance, Physics at the Terascale. For the research with synchrotron light major new facilities are operated and built (FLASH, PETRA-III, and XFEL). DESY furthermore acts as Data-Tier1 centre for the Neutrino detector IceCube.

Established within the EGI-project DESY operates a Grid infrastructure which supports a number of virtual Organizations (VO), incl. ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb. Furthermore, DESY is the home for some
of HEP and non-HEP VOs, such as the HERA experiments and ILC as well as photon science communities. The support of the new astroparticle physics VOs IceCube and CTA is addressed.

As the global structure of the Grid offers huge resources which are perfect for batch-like computing, DESY has set up the National Analysis Facility (NAF) which complements the Grid to allow German HEP users for efficient data analysis. The Grid Infrastructure and the NAF are based on and coupled via the data which is distributed via the Grid.

We call the conjunction of Grid and NAF the DESY Grid centre.

In the contribution to CHEP2012 we will in depth discuss the conceptional and operational aspects of our multi-VO and multi-community Grid centre and present the system set-up. We will in particular focus on the interplay of Grid and NAF and present experiences of the operations.
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Since mid of 2010, the Scientific Computing department at DESY is operating a storage and data access evaluation laboratory, DESY Grid Lab, equipped with 256 CPU cores, and about 80 Tbytes of data distributed among 5 servers and interconnected via up to 10-GiGE links.

The system has been dimensioned to be equivalent to the size of a medium WLCG Tier 2 center to provide commonly exploitable results.

It is integrated in the WLCG Grid infrastructure and as such can execute standard LHC experiment jobs including the hammercloud framework.

During its 18 month of operation, results of data access performance evaluations, especially in the context of NFS 4.1/pNFS but not limited to that, have been presented at various conference and workshops.

The goal of this poster is to give a comprehensive summary the collected findings and to attract the attention of the storage expert community, as the DESY Grid Lab is open to everyone to evaluate the performance of their application(s) against various protocols provided by the Grid Lab environment.
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Scientific innovation continues to increase requirements for the computing and networking infrastructures of the world. Collaborative partners, instrumentation, storage, and processing facilities are often geographically and topologically separated, as is the case with LHC virtual organizations. These separations challenge the technology used to interconnect available resources, often delivered by Research and Education (R&E) networking providers, and leads to complications in the overall process of end-to-end data management.

Capacity and traffic management are key concerns of R&E network operators; a delicate balance is required to serve both long-lived, high capacity network flows, as well as more traditional end-user activities. The advent of dynamic circuit services, a technology that enables the creation of variable duration, guaranteed bandwidth networking channels, allows for the efficient use of common network infrastructures. These gains are seen particularly in locations where overall capacity is scarce compared to the (sustained peak) needs of user communities.

Related efforts, including those of the LHCOPN operations group and the emerging LHCONE project, may take advantage of available resources by designating specific network activities as a “high priority”, allowing reservation of dedicated bandwidth or optimizing for deadline scheduling and predictable delivery patterns.

This paper presents the DYNES instrument, an NSF funded cyberinfrastructure project designed to facilitate end-to-end dynamic circuit services. This combination of hardware and software innovation is being deployed across R&E networks in the United States at selected end-sites located on University Campuses. DYNES is peering with international efforts in other countries using similar solutions, and is increasing the reach of this emerging technology. This global data movement solution could be integrated into computing paradigms such as cloud and grid computing platforms, and through the use of APIs can be integrated into existing data movement software.

Summary:
A description and overview of a distributed virtual instrument for the dynamic creation of end-to-end circuits to support distributed scientific collaborations.
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Keeping track of the layout of the informatic resources in a big datacenter is a complex task.

DOCET is a database-based webtool designed and implemented at INFN. It aims at providing a uniform interface to manage and retrieve needed information about one or more datacentre, such as available hardware, software and their status.

Having a suitable application is however useless until most of the information about the centre are not inserted in the DOCET's database. Manually inserting all the information from scratch is an unfeasible task.

After describing DOCET’s high level architecture, its main features and current development track, we present and discuss the work done to populate the DOCET database for the INFN-T1 site by retrieving information from a heterogenous variety of authoritative sources, such as DNS, DHCP, Quattor host profiles, etc. We then describe the work being done to integrate DOCET with some common management operation, such as adding a newly installed host to DHCP and DNS, or creating a suitable Quattor profile template for it.

**The Database on Demand service**

**Author:** Ruben Domingo Gaspar Aparicio
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At CERN, and probably elsewhere, centralised Oracle-database services deliver high levels of service performance and reliability but are sometimes perceived as overly rigid and inflexible for initial application development. As a consequence a number of key database applications are running on user-managed MySQL database services. This is all very well when things are going well, but the user-managed database infrastructure rarely delivers the same service levels, most notably in terms of backup and backup verification, as the centrally managed services. This weakness in backend infrastructure could have major adverse consequences in the event of, for example, a hardware failure. To address these issues, CERN has recently been exploring the possibility of supporting a "Database on Demand" service. Such a service would deliver a simple and intuitive web interface to empower users to create and exploit database instances without having to worry about the "back-end" aspects of database management.

The presentation will cover
- the rich web application, based on J2EE, that has been developed to allow users to request, start up, shutdown, reconfigure, backup and restore databases;
- the provision of database monitoring information to users;
- how we intend to handle database and operating system upgrades;
- details of how we exploit virtualisation and storage technologies to minimise our management costs; and
- possible future directions—although we have focussed on MySQL during the development phase, the architecture has been designed to be database system agnostic.
Author: Sebastien Franz 1
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The ATLAS experiment is one of the multi-purpose experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), constructed to study elementary particle interactions in collisions of high-energy proton beams. Twelve different sub-detectors as well as the common experimental infrastructure are supervised by the Detector Control System (DCS). The DCS enables equipment supervision of all ATLAS sub-detectors by using a system of 140 server machines running the industrial SCADA product PVSS. This highly distributed system reads, processes and archives of the order of $10^6$ operational parameters. Higher level control system layers based on the CERN JCOP framework allow for automatic control procedures, efficient error recognition and handling, manage the communication with external control systems such as the LHC controls, and provide a synchronization mechanism with the ATLAS physics data acquisition system. A condition database is used to store the online parameters of the experiment and a subset of the parameters is replicated to an offline database for off-site access and as part of the physics data reconstruction. A configuration database is used to ease the mass parameterization of the detector. This contribution first describes the computing architecture which has been build and the software tools which are used to handle this complex and highly interconnected control system. Secondly, the experience gained during the first operation period of the LHC is given. And finally, the ongoing studies for future upgrades and the usage of new technology standards are presented.
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The Double Chooz reactor anti-neutrino experiment have developed a automatised system for data streaming from the detector site to the different nodes of data analysis in Europe, Japan and USA. The system both propagates and triggers the processing of data as it goes through low level data analysis. All operations (propagation and processing) are tracked file-wise in real time using DB (MySQL based technology). Web interfaces have been also developed to allow any member of the experiment (like data-taking shifters) to follow in real time the status and location of data as it streams to their final location where higher level data analysis starts.
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The Double Chooz reactor antineutrino experiment employs a network-distributed DAQ divided among a number of computing nodes on a Local Area Network. The Double Chooz Online Monitor Framework has been developed to provide short-timescale, real-time monitoring of multiple distributed DAQ subsystems and serve diagnostic information to multiple clients. Monitor information can be accessed via a Java GUI or a web-based interface implemented in HTML5 with Google Web Toolkit. An automatic email notification system has been developed. The Online Monitor Framework has been designed to be scalable to other experiments with similar network-distributed DAQ systems, with DAQ components implemented in multiple programming languages.
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The Double Chooz experiment searches for reactor neutrino oscillations at the Chooz nuclear power plant. A client/server model is used to coordinate actions among several online systems over TCP/IP sockets. A central run control server synchronizes data-taking among two independent data acquisition (DAQ) systems via a common communication protocol and state machine definition. Calibration subsystems are controlled by a calibration server which establishes a connection to one the DAQs. The data are written to buffer disks in the experimental hall and diagnostic information is generated using fast reconstructions. An automatic data transfer system tracks and manages the relocation of the data files to permanent, offsite storage. Various hardware-level and environmental information are monitored by a slow-control system. The DAQ, slow control, and data transfer systems send information to a centralized monitoring server from which diagnostic information can be visualized via a java-based graphical user interface. Since access to the experimental site is restricted, all systems have been designed to operate remotely and employ robust exception-handling techniques.
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The Double Chooz (DC) reactor anti-neutrino experiment consists of a neutrino detector and a large area Outer Veto detector. A custom data-acquisition (DAQ) system written in Ada language for all the sub-detector in the neutrino detector systems and a generic object oriented data acquisition system for the Outer Veto detector were developed. Generic object-oriented programming was also used to support several electronic systems to be readout using a simple interface for any new electronics to be added given its dedicated driver. The core electronics of the experiment is based on FADC electronics (500MHz sampling rate), therefore a data-reduction scheme has been implemented to reduce the data volume per trigger. A dynamic data-format was created to allow dynamic reduction of each trigger before data is written to disk. The decision is based on low level information that determines the relevance of each trigger. The DAQ is structured internally into two types of processors: several read-out processors reading and processing data at crate level and one event-builder processor collecting data from all crates and further processing data before writing into disk. An average rate of 40MB/s data output can be handled without dead-time. The Outer Veto DAQ uses a token-passing scheme to read out five daisy chains of multi-anode PMTs via five USB interfaces. The maximum rate that this system can handle is up to 40MB/s limited only by the USB2.0 throughput. A dynamic data reducer is implemented to reduce the amount of data written to disk. An object-oriented event builder processor was developed to collect the data from the multiple USB streams and merge them into a single data stream ordered in time. A separate object oriented code was developed to merge the information coming from the neutrino and Outer Veto DAQ in a single event based on time information.

The internal architecture and functioning of the Double Chooz DAQs as well as examples of performance and other capabilities will be described.

---
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A large experiment like ATLAS at LHC (CERN), with over three thousand members and a shift crew of 15 people running the experiment 24/7, needs an easy and reliable tool to gather all the information concerning the experiment development, installation, deployment and exploitation over its lifetime. With the increasing number of users and the accumulation of stored information since the experiment start-up, the electronic logbook actually in use, ATLOG, started to show its limitations in terms of speed and usability. Its monolithic architecture makes the maintenance and implementation of new functionality a hard-to-almost-impossible process. A new tool ELisA has been developed to replace the existing ATLOG. It is based on modern web technologies: the Spring framework using a Model-View-Controller architecture was chosen, thus helping building flexible and easy to maintain applications. The new tool implements all features of the old electronic logbook with increased performance and better graphics: it uses the same database back-end for portability reasons. In addition, several new requirements have been accommodated which could not be implemented in ATLOG. This paper describes the architecture, implementation and performance of ELisA, with particular emphasis on the choices which allowed to have a scalable and very fast system and on the aspects that could be re-used in different contexts to build a similar application.
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The Open Science Grid Operations (OSG) Team operates a distributed set of services and tools that enable the utilization of the OSG by several HEP projects. Without these services users of the OSG would not be able to run jobs, locate resources, obtain information about the status of systems or generally use the OSG. For this reason these services must be highly available. This paper describes the automated monitoring and notification systems used to diagnose and report problems. Described here are the means used by OSG Operations to monitor systems such as physical facilities, network operations, server health, service availability and software error events. Once detected, an error condition generates a message sent to, for example, Email, SMS, Twitter, an Instant Message Server, etc. The approach used to integrate these monitoring systems into a prioritized and configurable alarming mechanism is particularly emphasized. This system along with the ability to quickly restore interrupted services has allowed consistent operation of critical services with near 100% availability.
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The FairRoot framework is an object oriented simulation, reconstruction and data analysis framework based on ROOT. It includes core services for detector simulation and offline analysis. The project started as a software framework for the CBM experiment at GSI and later became the standard software for simulation, reconstruction and analysis for CBM, PANDA, RSB and ASYEOS at GSI/FAIR, as well as the MPD (NICA) at JINR, Russia. Technical design reports, detector studies and physics performance studies are carried out for FAIR experiments based on the FairRoot services. The framework delivers base classes which enable the users to construct their detectors and/or analysis tasks in a simple way, it also delivers some general functionality like track visualization. Parameter handling and data base connections are also handled by the framework. Beside of the the traditional services of an event processing framework, FairRoot deliver also the possibility to run some Tasks on GPU through FairCuda interface. A CMake-CDash building and monitoring system is also part of the FairRoot services. Time ordered simulations are meanwhile possible with FairRoot. In this contribution, the capabilities of the framework and usage of the different services by the experiments will be presented.
The Fermi-LAT Dataprocessing Pipeline
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The Data Handling Pipeline ("Pipeline") has been developed for the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope (Fermi) Large Area Telescope (LAT) which launched in June 2008. Since then it has been in use to completely automate the production of data quality monitoring quantities, reconstruction and routine analysis of all data received from the satellite and to deliver science products to the collaboration and the Fermi Science Support Center. In addition it receives heavy use in performing production MonteCarlo tasks. In daily use it receives a new data download every 3 hours and launches about 2000 jobs to process each download, typically completing the processing of the data before the next download arrives. The need for manual intervention has been reduced to less than <.01% of submitted jobs.

The Pipeline software is written almost entirely in Java and comprises several modules. The software comprises web-services that allow online monitoring and provides AIDA charts summarizing work flow aspects and performance information. The server supports communication with several batch systems such as LSF and BQS and recently also Sun Grid Engine and Condor. This is accomplished through dedicated JobControlDaemons that for Fermi are running at SLAC and the other computing site involved in this large scale framework, the Lyon computing center of IN2P3. While being different in the logic of a task, we evaluate a separate interface to the Dirac system in order to communicate with EGI sites to utilize Grid resources, using dedicated Grid optimized systems rather than developing our own.

More recently the pipeline and its associated data catalog have been generalized for use by other experiments, and are currently being used by the Enriched Xenon Observatory (EXO), Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS) experiments as well as for MonteCarlo simulations for the future Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA).
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Modern experiments search for extremely rare processes hidden in much larger background levels. As the experiment complexity and the accelerator backgrounds and luminosity increase we need increasingly complex and exclusive selections. We present the first prototype of a new Processing Unit, the core of the FastTracker processor for Atlas, whose computing power is such that a couple of hundreds of them will be able to reconstruct all the tracks with transverse momentum above 1 GeV in the ATLAS events up to Phase II instantaneous luminosities (5×10^34 cm^-2 s^-1) with an event input rate of 100 kHz and a latency below hundreds of microseconds. We plan extremely powerful, very compact and low consumption units for the far future, essential to increase efficiency and purity of the Level 2 selected samples through the intensive use of tracking. This strategy requires massive computing power to minimize the online execution time of complex tracking algorithms. The time consuming pattern recognition problem, generally referred to as the “combinatorial challenge”, is beat by the Associative Memory (AM) technology [2] exploiting parallelism to the maximum level: it compares the event to precalculated “expectations” or “patterns” (pattern matching) at once looking for candidate tracks called “roads”. This approach reduces to linear the typical exponential complexity of the CPU based algorithms. The problem is solved by the time data are loaded into the AM devices. We describe the board prototypes that face the very challenging aspects of the Processing Unit: a huge amount of detector clusters (“hits”) must be distributed at high rate with very large fan-out to all patterns (10 Millions of patterns will be located on 128 chips placed on a single board) and a huge amount of roads must be collected and sent back to the FTK post-patternrecognition functions. The Processing Unit consists of a 9U VME board, the AMBoard, controlled by an AUX card on the back of the crate. The AMBoard has a modular structure consisting of 4 mezzanines, the Local Associative Memory Banks (LAMB). Each LAMB contains 32 Associative Memory (AM) chips, 16 per side. The proto - AUX card provides hits on 8 buses for a total of 12 Gbits/sec to the AMBoard through 12 high frequency serial links and will sink the found roads trough other 16 high frequency serial links (24 Gbits/sec). A special P3 connector allows the communication between the front and rear boards placed on the same VME slot. A custom board profile has been studied and simulated at the CAD to guarantee a perfect board-to-board closure of the P3 connector without a backplane support in that region. A network of high speed serial links characterize the bus distribution on the AMBoard. The hit buses are fed to the four LAMBS and distributed to the 32 AM chips on the LAMB, through fanout chips. The LAMB realization has represented a significant technological challenge, due to the high density of chips allocated on both sides, and to the use of advanced packages and high frequency serial links. We report on the design and first tests of the Processing Unit.


The Geant4 Virtual Monte Carlo
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The Virtual Monte Carlo (VMC) provides the abstract interface into the Monte Carlo transport codes: GEANT3, Geant4 and FLUKA. The user VMC based application, independent from the specific Monte Carlo codes, can be then run with all three simulation programs. The VMC has been developed by the ALICE Offline Project and since then it draw attention in more experimental frameworks.

Since its first release in 2002, the implementation of the VMC for Geant4 (Geant4 VMC) is in continuous maintenance and development, driven by the evolution of Geant4 on one side and the requirements from users on the other side. In this presentation we will give an overview and the present status of this interface and report on new features. The performance evaluation and the time comparisons for equivalent Geant4 native and VMC test applications will be presented. The Geant4 multi-threading prototype (Geant4 MT) represents a new challenge. The study of a feasibility of the migration of Geant4 VMC to Geant4 MT will be also presented.

The Grid Enabled Mass Storage System (GEMMS): the Storage and Data management system used at the INFN Tier1 at CNAF.
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The storage solution currently used in production at the INFN Tier-1 at CNAF, is the result of several years of case studies, software development and tests. This solution, called the Grid Enabled Mass Storage System (GEMSS), is based on a custom integration between a fast and reliable parallel filesystem (IBM GPFS), with a complete integrated tape backend based on TIVOLI TSM Hierarchical storage management (HSM) and the Storage Resource Manager (StoRM), providing access to grid users through a standard SRM interface. Since the start of the operations of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), all the LHC experiments have been using GEMMS at CNAF for both the fast access to data on disk and the long-term tape archive. Moreover, during the last year, GEMSS has become the standard solution for all the other experiments hosted at CNAF, allowing the definitive consolidation of the data storage layer. Our choice has proved to be successful in the last two years of production with constant enhancements in the software releases, accurate monitoring of the data throughput and effective customizations to the end-user requests.

In this paper a brief description of the system is reported with a particular focus on the new improvements of the code and with detailed overview of the administration and monitoring tools. We also report all the solutions adopted in order to grant the maximum availability of the service in case of software and hardware failures and the latest optimization features within the data access process. Finally we include an overall report of the results obtained during the last years of activity from the experiment user perspective, which clearly shows the reliability and the high performance throughput that can be obtained using GEMMS.
Summary:

SUMMARY:
The presentation will focus on the last years improvements in the implementation of the complete Hierarchical Storage Management GEMSS system with a particular attention on the monitoring and optimization methods in the disk/tape access layers. The GEMSS primary components are described in a clear and understandable way with a particular attention in providing information on the interaction between the disk and tape layers. Detailed information will be provided on what we have learned during the last years of activity and all the system fixes and optimization that has been introduced in order to provide a stable, redundant and efficient service.

Also the reports of the last years of LHC and non-LHC experiment activity will be summarized for a clear view of the throughput and availability level obtained with the definitive choice of GEMSS as the storage solution at the INFN Tier-1 at CNAF.
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The H1 data preservation project (H1 Collaboration)
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The H1 data preservation project was started in 2009 as part of the global data preservation in high-energy physics (DPHEP) initiative. In order to retain the full potential for future improvements, the H1 collaboration aims for level 4 of the DPHEP recommendations, requiring the full simulation and reconstruction chain to be available for analysis. A major goal of the H1 project is therefore to provide secure, long-lived and validated access to the H1 data and analysis software, which is realised in collaboration with DESY-IT using virtualisation techniques. By implementing such a system, it is hoped that the lifetime of the unique HERA data will be extended, providing the possibility for novel analysis in the near future. Improvements may come from for example the development of new experimental techniques or the implementation of currently unavailable higher order Monte Carlo corrections. The preservation of data and software is performed alongside a consolidation programme of all (non-)digital documentation since the beginning of the H1 collaboration in the early 1980s. This presentation will introduce idea, structure and status of the H1 data preservation program.
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The HEPiX Virtualisation Working Group: Towards a “Grid of Clouds”

Author: Tony Cass¹
The HEPiX Virtualisation Working Group has sponsored the development of policies and technologies that permit Grid sites to safely instantiate remotely generated virtual machine images confident in the knowledge that they will be able to meet their obligations, most notably in terms of guaranteeing the accountability and traceability of any Grid Job activity at their site.

We will present the current status of the HEPiX Virtualisation Working Group technology and or links to related projects, notably StratusLab. We will also comment on the utility of our work in enabling a move from a Grid environment to a "Grid of Clouds" to provide a more responsive service to end users and reduce the service management load at participating sites.
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The HERMES data preservation project (HERMES Collaboration)
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We discuss the steps and efforts required to secure the continued analysis and data access for the HERMES experiment after the end of the active collaboration period. The model for such an activity has been developed within the framework of the DPHEP initiative in a close collaboration of HERA experiments and the DESY IT. For HERMES the preservation scheme foresees a possibility of full data production chain starting from the raw data, as well as MC productions using existing and future generators. In that scheme, the main analysis data format to preserve are microDSTs based on ADAMO tables wrapped in a special portability layer DAD. The necessary software packages are preserved and validated in a special virtual environment developed by the IT, to allow a flawless porting of the software to future OS and compiler libraries if need be. In parallel, reliable storage and access to relevant documentation is pursued. The lessons we learned from the past may help currently active collaborations to avoid the penalties that come for starting late.
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The IceCube Computing Infrastructure Model
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Besides the big LHC experiments a number of mid-size experiments is coming online which need to define new computing models to meet the demands on processing and storage requirements of those experiments. We present the hybrid computing model of IceCube which leverages GRID models with a more flexible direct user model as an example of a possible solution. In IceCube a central datacenter at UW-Madison servers as Tier-0 with a single Tier-1 datacenter at DESY Zeuthen. We describe
The setup of the IceCube computing infrastructure and report on our experience in successfully provisioning the IceCube computing needs.
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The Integration of CloudStack and OpenNebula with DIRAC
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The increasing availability of cloud resources is making the scientific community to consider a choice between Grid and Cloud. The DIRAC framework for distributed computing is an easy way to obtain resources from both systems.

In this paper we explain the integration of DIRAC with a two Open-source Cloud Managers, OpenNebula and CloudStack. They are computing tools to manage the complexity and heterogeneity of distributed data center infrastructures which allow to create virtual clusters on demand including public, private and hybrid clouds.

This approach requires to develop an extension to the previous DIRAC Virtual Manager Server, developed for Amazon EC2, allowing the connection with the cloud managers.

In the OpenNebula case, the development has been based on the CERN Virtual Machine image with appropriate contextualization, while in the case of CloudStack, the infrastructure has been kept more general allowing other Virtual Machine sources and operating systems.

In both cases, CernVM File System has been used to facilitate software distribution to the computing nodes. With the resulting infrastructure, users are allowed to use cloud resources transparently through a friendly interface like DIRAC Web Portal.

The main purpose of this integration is a system that can manage cloud and grid resources at the same time. Users from different communities do not need to care about the installation of the standard software that is available at the nodes, nor the operating system of the host machine which is transparent to the user. In this paper we analyse the overhead of the virtual layer, with some tests comparing the proposed approach with the existing Grid solution.
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The LCG/AA integration build system
The LCG Applications Area relies on regular integration testing of the provided software stack. In the past, regular builds have been provided using a system which has been changed and developed constantly adding new features like server-client communication, long-term history of results and a summary web interface using present-day web technologies.

However, the ad-hoc style of software development resulted in a setup that is hard to monitor, inflexible and difficult to expand.

The new version of the infrastructure is based on the Django Python framework, which allows for a structured and modular design, making it easy to plug in later additions. Transparency in the workflows and ease of monitoring has been one of the priorities in the design. Formerly missing functionality like e.g. on-demand builds or release triggering will support the transition to a more agile development process.

The LHCb Data Management System
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The LHCb Data Management System is based on the DIRAC Grid Community Solution. LHCBDirac provides extensions to the basic DMS such as a Bookkeeping System. Datasets are defined as sets of files corresponding to a given query in the Bookkeeping system. Datasets can be manipulated by CLI tools as well as by automatic transformations (removal, replication, processing). A dynamic handling of dataset replication is performed, based on disk space usage at the sites and dataset popularity. For custodial storage, an on-demand recall of files from tape is performed, driven by the requests of the jobs, including disk cache handling.

We shall describe all the tools that are available for Data Management, from handling of large datasets to basic tools for users as well as for monitoring the dynamic behaviour of LHCb Storage capacity.

Online Computing

The MICE Online Systems
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The Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment (MICE) is designed to test transverse cooling of a muon beam, demonstrating an important step along the path toward creating future high intensity muon beam facilities. Protons in the ISIS synchrotron impact a titanium target, producing pions which decay into muons that propagate through the beam line to the MICE cooling channel. Along the beam line, particle identification (PID) detectors, scintillating fiber tracking detectors, and beam diagnostic tools identify and measure individual muons moving through the cooling channel.

The MICE Online Systems encompass all tools; including hardware, software, and documentation, within the MLCR (MICE Local Control Room) that allow the experiment to efficiently record high quality data. Controls and Monitoring (C&M), Data Acquisition (DAQ), Online Monitoring and Reconstruction, Data Transfer, and Networking all fall under the Online Systems umbrella.

C&M controls all MICE systems including the target, conventional and superconducting magnets, detectors, and cooling channel components. Monitoring of environment and equipment function during data-taking is provided by the Alarm Handler, and the Archiver saves a record of all run conditions. C&M also provides an interface with the Configuration Database to retrieve pre-selected run configurations and to save new configurations.

The DAQ controls the taking and recording of all data in MICE, and must allow the collection of data for up to 600 muons in MICE during a 3 ms data acquisition gate. Equipment readout, event building, and the DAQ user interface software has been developed from the DATE package, originally from the ALICE experiment. Within the DAQ, the trigger system initiates the digitization of detector signals and controls the timing of the subsequent readout and local storage of data.

Online Monitoring provides an immediate, low-level diagnostic monitoring capability for all DAQ hardware. It displays DAQ performance and allows for individual channel-by-channel assessment of detector component behavior. Online Reconstruction and Data Quality provide real-time physics information during data-taking, immediate feedback to experimenters, and a first look at analysis quantities. It includes histograms filled during data-taking for checks of data quality, beam dynamics, and detector function and necessarily interfaces with the MICE DAQ and offline software. After each period of MICE running, all data and related histograms are transferred to remote storage on the GRID for later analysis.
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### The Memory of MICE, the Configuration Database
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The configuration database (CDB) is the memory of the Muon Ionisation Cooling Experiment (MICE). Its principle aim is to store temporal data associated with the running conditions of the experiment. These data can change on a per run basis (e.g. magnet currents, high voltages), or on long time scales (e.g. cabling, calibration, and geometry). These data are used throughout the life cycle of experiment, from running the experiment through to data analysis and reconstruction.

The CDB has expanded from its initial use to form an essential part of the MICE state machine as used by the controls and monitoring system. The state of MICE: off, testing, running, etc., dictates the possible states of a hierarchy of sub-systems. The CDB stores information about allowed combinations of states along with allowed settings for all controls for every state.

Master and slave CDBs have been set up in different parts of the site to increase resilience. Both machines have multiple mirrored pair raid arrays, with the data stored on one mirrored pair and the transaction logs stored on another mirrored pair of each machine. Off site backups of the data are also kept. Access to the CDB is via a Python API, which communicates with a WSDL interface.
provided by a web-service on the CDB. The priority is to ensure availability of the CDB to the control room systems. The master CDB is located in the control area where it is only used by the running experiment. In the event of the failure of the master, the slave can be promoted and the control room services can be switched to use the new master. Read only access to the CDB for data analysis and reconstruction is provided by the slave which has an up to the minute copy of the data.

MICE is a precision experiment, it is imperative that we minimize our systematic errors; the CDB will ensure reproducible and documented running conditions in a highly resilient manner. This information is crucial to the running of the experiment and understanding the experimental data.
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The Tile Calorimeter (TileCal), one of the ATLAS detectors, has four partitions, where each one contains 64 modules and each module has up to 48 PhotoMulTipliers (PMTs), totaling more than 10,000 electronic channels. The Monitoring and Calibration Web System (MCWS) supports data quality analyses at channels level. This application was developed to assess the detector status and verify its performance, presenting the problematic known channels list from the official database that stores the detector conditions data (COOL). The bad channels list guides the data quality validator during analyses in order to identify new problematic channels. Through the system, it is also possible to update the channels list directly in the COOL database. MCWS generates results, as etaphi plots and comparative tables with masked channels percentage, which concerns TileCal status, and it is accessible by all ATLAS collaboration. Annually, there is an intervention on LHC (Large Hadronic Collider) when the detector equipments (PMTs, motherboards, voltages and cables, for example) are fixed or replaced by new ones. When a channel needs to be repaired, the calibration constants stored into COOL database must be updated, otherwise they may negatively interfere in the data quality analyses. A MCWS functionality manages the calibration constants by updating their values in COOL database. The development team foresees an integration with the Tile detector control Web system (DCS) in order to automatically identify voltage problems, since the channels are fed by high voltage sources. The MCWS has been used by the Tile community since 2008, during the commissioning phase, and was upgraded to respect the ATLAS operation specifications.
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**The NOvA Data Acquisition System: A highly distributed, synchronized, continuous readout system for a long baseline neutrino experiment**
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The NOvA experiment at Fermi National Accelerator Lab, has been designed and optimized to perform a suite of measurements critical to our understanding of the neutrino’s properties, their oscillations and their interactions. NOvA presents a unique set of data acquisition and computing challenges due to the immense size of the detectors, the data volumes that are generated through the continuous digitization of the frontend systems, and the need to buffer the full data stream to allow for highly asynchronous triggering and extraction of physics events. These challenges are compounded by the stringent timing and synchronization requirements that are placed on the acquisition systems by the need to precisely correlate information between the accelerator complex and the remote detector locations.

The NOvA Data Acquisition system has been designed and built to meet these challenges. The system utilizes a highly modular, novel acquisition and event building scheme, which has been deployed on a large hierarchical organization of both custom and commodity computing. This system is coupled with highly optimized software and firmware to aggregate over 350,000 continuously sampled, readout channels into arbitrary length time windows, which are buffered in large compute farms for analysis. These windows allow the experiment to perform not only standard event-trigger based data analysis, but also permit non-traditional searches for macroscopic phenomena, such as core collapse supernova, whose time scales and event signatures are uncharacteristic of the ranges that are addressable by most high energy physics experiments.

In this paper we cover the overall design of the NOvA DAQ system and its capabilities. We present results from its initial deployment with our Near Detector in a surface configuration, and from its deployment on the first blocks of our far detector. We also discuss the planned upgrades to this system that expand its capabilities and allow the experiment to address other topics in high energy physics.

**Student? Enter 'yes'. See http://goo.gl/MVv53:**

**Summary:**

The NOvA collaboration describes the designs, capabilities and performance of their data acquisition and timing system. Emphasis is placed on the role of distributed acquisition systems for event building and the role of large CPU farms for data driven triggering. The challenges of performing absolute time synchronization across massive detectors and between remote sites are addressed.
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The NOvA experiment at Fermi National Accelerator Lab, uses a sophisticated timing distribution system to perform synchronization of more than 12,000 front end readout and data acquisition systems at both the near detector and accelerator complex located at Fermilab and at the far detector located 810km away at Ash River, MN. This global synchronization is performed to an absolute clock time with a system wide variation of less than 16ns, which allows for the direct comparisons of detector data with the accelerator beam spills. The system accomplishes this through the use of high precision GPS receivers, which are decoded by custom hardware to both determine the absolute wall clock times and propagate them to the readout systems. This custom hardware is able to perform detector wide calibrations for the paths to each frontend readout system that take into account the signal propagation and retransmission delays. The resulting system ensures that the electronics clock registers tick in perfect unison regardless of their position on the faces of the 220ft long, five story tall far detector. The paper will cover the details of the timing system, its characteristic and performance as demonstrated on the NOvA detectors. The paper will also describe the prospects for
The NOvA data acquisition groups presents the designs, capabilities and performance of a new system for performing timing and synchronization with the next generation of massive, distributed readouts for neutrino detectors. Results from the initial deployment of the system will be presented.
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NA61/SHINE (SHINE = SPS Heavy Ion and Neutrino Experiment) is an experiment at the CERN SPS using the upgraded NA49 hadron spectrometer. Among its physics goals are precise hadron production measurements for improving calculations of the neutrino beam flux in the T2K neutrino oscillation experiment as well as for more reliable simulations of cosmic-ray air showers. Moreover, p+p, p+Pb and nucleus+nucleus collisions will be studied extensively to allow for a study of the properties of the onset of deconfinement and search for the critical point of strongly interacting matter.

Currently NA61/SHINE uses the old NA49 software framework for reconstruction, simulation and data analysis. The core of this legacy framework was developed in the early 1990s. It is written in different programming languages (C, pgi-Fortran) and provides several concurrent data formats including obsolete parts in the data model.

In this contribution we will introduce the new software framework, called Shine, that is written in C++ and designed to comprize three principal parts: a collection of processing modules which can be assembled and sequenced by the user using XML, an event data model which contains all simulation and reconstruction information based on ROOT, and a detector description which provides data on the configuration and state of experiment. To assure a quick migration from to the Shine framework, wrappers were introduced that allow to run legacy code parts as modules in the new framework and we will present first results on the cross validation of the two frameworks.
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As it enters adolescence the Open Science Grid (OSG) is bringing a maturing fabric of Distributed High Throughput Computing (DHTC) services that supports an expanding HEP community to an increasingly diverse spectrum of domain scientists. Working closely with researchers on campuses throughout the US and in collaboration with national cyberinfrastructure initiatives, we transform their computing environment through new concepts, advanced tools and deep experience. We discuss examples of these including: the pilot-job overlay concepts and technologies now in use throughout OSG and delivering 1.4 Million CPU hours/day; the role of campus infrastructures built out from concepts of sharing across multiple local faculty clusters (made good use of already by many of the HEP Tier-2 sites in the US); the work towards the use of clouds and access to high throughput parallel (multi-core and GPU) compute resources; and the progress we are making towards meeting the data management and access needs of non-HEP communities with general tools derived from the experience of the parochial tools in HEP (integration of Globus Online, prototyping with IRODS, investigations into Wide Area Lustre).

We will also review our activities and experiences as HTC Service Provider to the recently awarded NSF XD XSEDE project, the evolution of the US NSF TeraGrid project, and how we are extending the reach of HTC through this activity to the increasingly broad national cyberinfrastructure. We believe that a coordinated view of the HPC and HTC resources in the US will further expand their impact on scientific discovery.
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The Pandora Software Development Kit for Particle Flow Calorimetry
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Pandora is a robust and efficient framework for developing and running pattern-recognition algorithms. It was designed to perform particle flow calorimetry, which requires many complex pattern-recognition techniques to reconstruct the paths of individual particles through fine granularity detectors. The Pandora C++ software development kit (SDK) consists of a single library and a number of carefully designed application programming interfaces (APIs). A client application can use the Pandora APIs to pass details of tracks and hits/cells to the Pandora framework, which then creates and manages named lists of self-describing objects. These objects can be accessed by Pandora algorithms, which perform the pattern-recognition reconstruction. Development with the Pandora SDK promotes the creation of small, re-usable algorithms containing just the kernel of a specific operation. The algorithms are configured via XML and can be nested to perform complex reconstruction tasks. As the algorithms only access the Pandora objects in a controlled manner, via the APIs, the framework can perform most book-keeping and memory-management operations. The Pandora SDK has been fully exploited in the implementation of PandoraPFA, which uses over 60 algorithms to provide the state of the art in particle flow calorimetry for ILC and CLIC.
The PhEDEx next-gen website
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PhEDEx is the data-transfer management solution written by CMS. It consists of agents running at each site, a website for presentation of information, and a web-based data-service for scripted access to information.

The website allows users to monitor the progress of data-transfers, the status of site agents and links between sites, and the overall status and behaviour of everything about PhEDEx. It also allows uses to make and approve requests for data-transfers and for deletion of data. It is the main point-of-entry for all users wishing to interact with PhEDEx.

For several years, the website has consisted of a single perl program with about 10K SLOC. This program has limited capabilities for exploring the data, with only coarse filtering capabilities and no context-sensitive awareness. Graphical information is presented as static images, generated on the server, with no interactivity. It is also not well connected to the rest of the PhEDEx codebase, since much of it was written before the data-service was developed. All this makes it hard to maintain and extend.

We are re-implementing the website to address these issues. The UI is being rewritten in Javascript, replacing most of the server-side code. We are using the YUI toolkit to provide advanced features and context-sensitive interaction, and will adopt a Javascript charting library for generating graphical representations client-side. This relieves the server of much of its load, and automatically improves server-side security. The Javascript components can be re-used in many ways, allowing custom pages to be developed for specific uses. In particular, standalone test-cases using small numbers of components make it easier to debug the Javascript than it is to debug a large server program.

Information about PhEDEx is accessed through the PhEDEx data-service, since direct SQL is not available from the clients browser. This provides consistent semantics with other, externally written monitoring tools, which already use the data-service. It also reduces redundancy in the code, yielding a simpler, consolidated codebase.
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A Grid is a geographically distributed environment with autonomous sites that share resources collaboratively. In this context, the main issue within a Grid is encouraging site to site interactions, increasing the trust, confidence and reliability of the sites to share resources. To achieve this, the trust concept is vital component in every service transaction, and needs to be applied in the allocation and scheduling of jobs within a set of heterogeneous and dynamically changing resources.

In order to select a more reliable service is necessary monitoring and managing the behavior of the sites and your resources to build the trust and reputation between sites, considering the previous knowledge of their performance. All of this, for better the efficiency and delivery more and better information of the resources' performance.

As the running of the grid system for ALICE experiment, the reliability and efficiency attracts more concerns for jobs management and data management in the grid environment. We propose a Reputation-Based Trust Model (RBTM) for AliEn2 as a decision support to improve the reliability and efficiency of the grid platform.

Due to the highly dynamic, unpredictable characteristic of grid environments and the complexity of services, the Trust Model should make trust decision dynamically. With this consideration, the architecture of RBTM mainly has three types of components: Evidence Gathering, Evidence Repository and the Trust Calculation Engine. Evidence Gathering is responsible for the discovering and gathering the evidences from AliEn2 and MonALISA. Any gathered evidence will be transferred to the Evidence Repository. The Evidence Repository is the storage for all the gathered evidence. The Trust Calculation Engine aims at analyzing the evidences retrieved from the Evidence Repository and calculate the trust value for each trustee with different algorithms. There are many ways to calculate a trustee’s reputation and the plug-in mechanisms are introduced to support as many algorithms as possible. The API is also provided to the applications or services for accessing the results of trust values.

The calculation of trust value in RBTM has three aspects: User Feedback, Basic Trust and Dynamic Trust. The trust value of the User Feedback is proposed by the users from their experiences with the grid system. The initial trust value is Basic Trust which is calculated from the resources contributed to the system). The trust value of Dynamic Trust is related with metrics which are collected during the running of the system.

In this paper, the Reputation-Based Trust Model for AliEn2 is introduced which can dynamically make trust decision in different situations. Finally we give the simulation results of our model and comparison with the related works.
The LHCb experiment is a spectrometer dedicated to the study of heavy flavor at the LHC. The rate of proton-proton collisions at the LHC is 15 MHz, but disk space limitations mean that only 3 kHz can be written to tape for offline processing. For this reason the LHCb data acquisition system – trigger – plays a key role in selecting signal events and rejecting background. In contrast to previous experiments at hadron colliders like for example CDF or D0, the bulk of the LHCb trigger is implemented in software and deployed on a farm of 20k parallel processing nodes. This system, called the High Level Trigger (HLT) is responsible for reducing the rate from the maximum at which the detector can be read out, 1.1 MHz, to the 3 kHz which can be processed offline, and has 20 ms in which to process and accept/reject each event. In order to minimize systematic uncertainties, the HLT was designed from the outset to reuse the offline reconstruction and selection code, and is based around multiple independent and redundant, selection algorithms, which make it possible to trigger efficiently even in the case that one of the detector subsystems fails. Because of specific LHC running conditions, the HLT had to cope with three times higher event multiplicities than it was designed for in 2010 and 2011. This contribution describes the software architecture of the HLT, focusing on the code optimization and commissioning effort which took place during 2010 and 2011 in order to enable LHCb to trigger efficiently in these unexpected running conditions, and the flexibility and robustness of the LHCb software framework which allowed this reoptimization to be performed in a timely manner. We demonstrate that the software architecture of the HLT, in particular the concepts of algorithm redundancy and independence, were crucial to enable LHCb to deliver its nominal trigger signal efficiency and background rejection rate in these unexpected conditions, and outline lessons for future trigger design in particle physics experiments.
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To configure data taking run the ATLAS systems and detectors store more than 150 MBytes of data acquisition related configuration information in OKS[1] XML files. The total number of the files exceeds 1300 and they are updated by many system experts. In the past from time to time after such updates we had experienced problems with configuring of a run caused by XML syntax errors or inconsistent state of files from overall ATLAS configuration point of view. It was not always possible to know who made a modification caused problem or how to go back to previous version of modified file.

Few years ago the special service for XML files addressing the issues has been implemented and deployed on ATLAS Point-1. It excludes direct write access to XML files stored in central database repository. Instead for an update the files are copied into user repository, validated after modifications and committed using CVS server. The server’s callback updates the central repository. Also, the CVS keeps track of all modifications allowing Web interface for browsing details of the modifications or restoring any previous version of files. The paper provides details of implementation and exploitation experience that maybe interesting for others using various files for configuration purposes.
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Messaging is seen as an attractive mechanism to simplify and extend several portions of the Grid middleware, from low level monitoring to experiments dashboards. The messaging service currently used by WLCG is operated by EGI and consists of four tightly coupled brokers running ActiveMQ and designed to host the Grid operational tools such as SAM.

This service is successfully being used by several Grid operational tools. To improve these services and widen the use of the technology we identified three core aspects that have to evolve: security, scalability and availability/reliability.

In this paper we describe the WLCG messaging service, its future and the technical solutions being put in place to address the anticipated needs while preserving backward compatibility for its current applications.

The WNoDeS Cache Manager, an efficient method to self-allocate virtual resources
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The WNoDeS software framework (http://web.infn.it/wnodes) uses virtualization technologies to provide access to a common pool of dynamically allocated computing resources. WNoDeS can process batch and interactive requests, in local, Grid and Cloud environments.

A problem of resource allocation in Cloud environments is the time it takes to actually allocate the resource and make it available to customers. WNoDeS, for its resource scheduling and allocation tasks, uses an underlying batch system. The time to allocate resources is therefore dictated by this batch system, by its configuration, and by site-specific peculiarities.

Interactive access to resources is supplied by WNoDeS in two ways: a Web-based application, and a command line interface, called the Virtual Interactive Pool (VIP). Both of them interact with a central component, the WNoDeS Cache Manager (CM), providing the actual resource allocation.

The CM, the topic of this poster, has been designed to speed up the allocation of virtual machines, be they requested via the Web-based application of via the command-line interface. The CM keeps a cache of ready-to-use virtual machines, matches them to user requirements and makes them readily available for consumption.

We will show how the adoption of the WNoDeS CM speeds up considerably resource allocation, thereby significantly improving user experience in the self-allocation of virtual nodes used for Cloud
computing, or for the self-instantiation of machine pools used, for example, for physics analysis. We will then show how the CM is being used in the WNoDeS installation at the INFN Tier-1 located in Bologna.
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We present the development and first experience of a new component (termed WorkQueue) in the CMS workload management system. This component provides a link between a global request system (Request Manager) and agents (WMAgents) which process requests at compute and storage resources (known as sites). These requests typically consist of creation or processing of a data sample (possibly terabytes in size).

Unlike the standard concept of a task queue, the WorkQueue does not contain fully resolved work units (known typically as jobs in HEP). This would require the WorkQueue to run computationally heavy algorithms that are better suited to run in the WMAgents. Instead the request specifies an algorithm that the WorkQueue uses to split the request into reasonable size chunks (known as elements). An advantage of performing lazy evaluation of an element is that expanding datasets can be accommodated by having job details resolved as late as possible.

The WorkQueue architecture consists of a global WorkQueue which obtains requests from the request system, expands them and forms an element ordering based on the request priority. Each WMAgent contains a local WorkQueue which buffers work close to the agent, this overcomes temporary unavailability of the global WorkQueue and reduces latency for an agent to begin processing. Elements are pulled from the global WorkQueue to the local WorkQueue and into the WMAgent based on the estimate of the amount of work within the element and the resources available to the agent.

WorkQueue is based on CouchDB, a document oriented no-sql database. WorkQueue uses the features of CouchDB (map/reduce views, bi-directional replication between distributed instances) to provide a scalable distributed system for managing large queues of work.

The project described here represents an improvement over the old approach to workload management in CMS which involved individual operators feeding requests into agents. This new approach allows for a system where individual WMAgents are transient and can be added or removed from the system as needed.
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Summary:

We present the development and first experience of a new component (termed WorkQueue) in the CMS workload management system. This component provides a link between a global request system
(Request Manager) and agents (WMAgents) which process requests at compute and storage resources (known as sites). These requests typically consist of creation or processing of a data sample (possibly terabytes in size).

WorkQueue is based on CouchDB, a document oriented no-sql database. WorkQueue uses the features of CouchDB (map/reduce views, bi-directional replication between distributed instances) to provide a scalable distributed system for managing large queues of work.

The project described here represents an improvement over the old approach to workload management in CMS which involved individual operators feeding requests into agents. This new approach allows for a system where individual WMAs are transient and can be added or removed from the system as needed.
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In this talk, we will explain how CERN digital library services have evolved to deal with the publication of the first results of the LHC. We will describe the workflow of the documents on CERN Document Server and the diverse constraints relative to this workflow. We will also give an overview on how the underlying software, Invenio, has been enriched to cope with special needs. In a second part, the impact in terms of user access to the publication of the experiments and to the multimedia material will be detailed. Finally, the talk will focus on how the institutional repository (CDS) is being linked to the HEP disciplinary archive (INSPIRE) in order to provide users with a central access point to reach LHC results.
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A project to allow long term access and physics analysis of ZEUS data (ZEUS data preservation) has been established in collaboration with the DESY-IT group. In the ZEUS approach the analysis model is based on the Common Ntuple project, under development since 2006. The real data and all presently available Monte Carlo samples are being preserved in a flat ROOT ntuple format. There is ongoing work to provide the ability to simulate new, additional Monte Carlo samples also in the future. The validation framework of such a scheme using virtualisation techniques is being explored. The goal is to validate the frozen ZEUS software against future changes in hardware and...
operating system. A cooperation between ZEUS, DESY-IT and the library was established for document digitisation and long-term preservation of collaboration web pages. Part of the ZEUS internal documentation has already been stored within the HEP documentation system INSPIRE. Existing digital documentation, needed to perform physics analysis also in the future, is being centralised and completed.
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Future "Intensity Frontier" experiments at Fermilab are likely to be conducted by smaller collaborations, with fewer scientists, than is the case for recent "Energy Frontier" experiments. *art* is an event-processing framework designed with the needs of such experiments in mind.

The authors have been involved with the design and implementation of frameworks for several experiments, including D0, BTeV, and CMS. Although many of these experiments’ requirements were the same, they shared little effort, and even less code. This resulted in significant duplication of development effort. The *art* framework project is intended to avoid such duplication of effort for the experiments planned, and under consideration, at Fermilab.

The *art* framework began as an evolution of the framework of the CMS experiment, and has since been heavily adapted for the needs of the intensity frontier experiments. Trade-offs have been made to simplify the code in order for it to be maintainable and usable by much smaller groups. The current users of *art* include mu2e, NOvA, g-2, and LArSoft (ArgoNeuT, MicroBooNE, LBNE-LAr).

The *art* framework relies upon a number of external products (e.g., the Boost C++ library and Root); these products are built by the *art* team and deployed through a simplified UPS package deployment system. The *art* framework is itself deployed via the same mechanism, and is treated by the experiments using it as just another external product upon which their code relies.

Because of the increasing importance of multi-core and many-core architectures, current development plans center around the migration of *art* to support parallel processing of independent events as well as to permit parallel processing within events.

Summary:

We describe the art framework, currently used by several planned and proposed Intensity Frontier experiments at Fermilab, and plans for its future development.
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OSG has been operating for a few years at UCSD a glideinWMS factory for several scientific communities, including CMS analysis, HCC and GLOW. This setup worked fine, but it had become a single point of failure. OSG thus recently added another instance at Indiana University, serving the same user communities. Similarly, CMS has been operating a glidein factory dedicated to reprocessing activities at Fermilab, with similar results. Recently, CMS decided to host another glidein factory at CERN, to increase the availability of the system, both for analysis, MC and reprocessing jobs. Given the large overlap between this new factory and the three factories in the US, and given that CMS represents a significant fraction of glideins going through the OSG factories, CMS and OSG formed a common operations team that operates all of the above factories. The reasoning behind this arrangement is that most operational issues stem from Grid-related problems, and are very similar for all the factory instances. Solving a problem in one instance thus very often solves the problem for all of them. This talk presents the operational experience of how we address both the social and technical issues of running multiple instances of a glideinWMS factory with operations staff spanning multiple time zones on two continents.
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Originally the ATLAS computing model assumed that the Tier2s of each of the 10 clouds keep on disk collectively at least one copy of all “active” AOD and DPD datasets. Evolution of ATLAS computing and data models requires changes in ATLAS Tier2s policy for the data replication, dynamic data caching and remote data access. Tier2 operations take place completely asynchronously with respect to data taking. Tier2s do simulation and user analysis. Large-scale reprocessing jobs on real data are at first taking place mostly at Tier1s but will progressively move to Tier2s as well. The availability of disk space at Tier2s is extremely important in the ATLAS computing model as it allows more data to be readily accessible for analysis jobs to all users, independently of their geographical location. The Tier2s disk space has been reserved for real, simulated, calibration and alignment, group, and user data. A buffer disk space
is needed for input and output data for simulations jobs. Tier2s are going to be used more efficiently. In this way Tier1s and Tier2s are becoming more equivalent for the network and the Hierarchy of Tier1, 2 is not longer so important. This talk will present the usage of Tier2s resources in different GRID activities, caching of data at Tier2s, and their role in the analysis in the new ATLAS computing model.
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Resources of large computer centers used in physics computing today, are optimised for the WLCG framework and reflect the typical data access footprint of reconstruction and analysis. A traditional Tier 1 centre like GridKa at KIT hosts thousands of hosts and many PetaBytes of disk and tape storage that is used mostly by a single community. The required size as well as the intrinsic difficulties that came with the deployment of a new infrastructure over the last ten years made it necessary to build a dedicated environment which has been optimised for a small number of middleware stacks. Although computing demands will grow during the lifetime of the LHC, the relative requirements, compared to the growth of hardware capabilities are diminishing. The hardware for computing in high energy physics will soon fit in a few racks, 4 TB disks and 128 core systems are at the horizon as is 100 Gbit networking and the economy of scale is no longer working for LHC computing. The next generation of dedicated clusters at Tier 1 sites will be of moderate size and could be integrated with environments that are build for fast rising computing consumers such as biology or climatology. This raises the question what characteristics of LHC computing and the attached middleware must be preserved or looked after in these hosted environments. GridKa at KIT, the German Tier1 WLCG centre is actively investigating the possibility to expand the use of its infrastructure beyond physics computing, currently its main task. Alternatively physics jobs may run at different environments at KIT or beyond. This is possible with the use of virtual machines and cloud computing, techniques that allow common environments as well as transparent job migration. Either way is a promising direction and may well lead to more efficient use of ever limited computing, storage and networking resources for example because it allows temporary grow-as-you need expansion of the compute and disk farms which can than be planned with less spare capacity. The presentation discusses the advantages and disadvantages of a shared computing environment at an LHC Tier 1 in technical as well as organisational sense, the changes to specific hard and software required to enable sharing and the steps to be taken at KIT to enable sharing of or with T1 resources.
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As the mainstream computing world has shifted from multi-core to many-core platforms, the situation for software developers has changed as well. With the numerous hardware and software
options available, choices balancing programmability and performance are becoming a significant challenge. The expanding multiplicative dimensions of performance offer a growing number of possibilities that need to be assessed and addressed on several levels of abstraction. This paper reviews the major tradeoffs forced upon the software domain by the changing landscape of parallel technologies – hardware and software alike. Recent developments, paradigms and techniques are considered with respect to their impact on the rather traditional HEP programming models. Other considerations addressed include aspects of efficiency and reasonably achievable targets for the parallelization of large scale HEP workloads.
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The Controls Middleware (CMW) project was launched over ten years ago. Its main goal was to unify middleware solutions used to operate CERN accelerator complex. A key part of the project, the equipment access library RDA, was based on CORBA, an unquestionable middleware standard at the time. RDA became an operational and critical part of the infrastructure, yet the demanding runtime environment revealed shortcomings of the system. Accumulation of fixes and workarounds led to unnecessary complexity. RDA became difficult to maintain and to extend. CORBA proved to be rather a cumbersome product than a panacea. Fortunately, many new transport frameworks appeared since then. They boasted a better design and supported concepts that made them easier to use. Willing to profit from the coming long LHC shutdown which will make it possible to update the operational software, the CMW team reviewed user requirements and in their terms investigated eventual CORBA substitutes. Evaluation of several market recognized products helped to identify three most-suitable middleware solutions: ZeroMQ, Ice and YAMI. This paper presents the prototyping process using the three libraries, its outcome and the influence of the chosen product on the internal implementation of the new RDA. Also, the new generic API and its strengths are presented. The article ends with an outline of the planned deployment process and explains how backward compatibility problems are addressed.
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The distributed NDGF Tier-1 and associated Nordugrid clusters are well integrated into the ATLAS computing model but follow a slightly different paradigm than other ATLAS resources. The current strategy does not divide the sites as in the commonly used hierarchical model, but rather treats them as a single storage endpoint and a pool of distributed computing nodes. The next generation ARC middleware with its several new technologies provides new possibilities in development of the ATLAS computing model, such as pilot jobs with pre-cached input files, automatic job migration between the sites, integration of remote sites without connected storage elements, and automatic brokering for jobs with non-standard resource requirements. ARC’s data transfer model provides an automatic way for the computing sites to participate in ATLAS’ global task management system without requiring centralised brokering or data transfer services. The powerful API combined with Python and Java bindings can easily be used to build new services for job control and data transfer. Integration of the ARC core into the EMI middleware provides a natural way to implement the new services using the ARC components.
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The ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN relies on a complex and highly distributed Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system to gather and select particle collision data at unprecedented energy and rates. The TDAQ is composed of three levels which reduces the event rate from the design bunch-crossing rate of 40 MHz to an average event recording rate of about 200 Hz.

The first part of this presentation will give an overview of the operational performance of the DAQ system during 2011 and the first months of data taking in 2012. It will describe how the flexibility inherent in the design of the system has be exploited to meet the changing needs of ATLAS data taking and in some cases push performance beyond the original design performance specification.

The experience accumulated in the ATLAS DAQ/HLT system operation during these years stimulated also interest to explore possible evolutions, despite the success of the current design. One attractive direction is to merge three systems - the second trigger level (L2), the Event Builder (EB), and the Event Filter (EF) - within a single homogeneous one in which each HLT node executes all the steps required by the trigger and data acquisition process. Each L1 event is assigned to an available HLT node which executes the L2 algorithms using a subset of the event data and, upon positive selection, builds the event, which is further processed by the EF algorithms. Appealing aspects of this design are: a simplification of the software architecture and of its configuration, a better exploitation of the computing resources, the caching of fragments already collected for L2 processing, the automated load balancing between L2 and EF selection steps, the sharing of code and services on HLT nodes.

Furthermore, the full treatment of the HLT selection on a single node allows more flexible approaches, for example “incremental event building” in which trigger algorithms progressively enlarge the size of the analysed region of interest, before requiring the building of the complete event.

To spot possible limitations of the new approach and to demonstrate the benefits out-lined above, a
A prototype has been implemented. The preliminary measurements are positive and further tests are scheduled for the next months.

Appealing aspects of this design are: a simplification of the software architecture and of its configuration, a better exploitation of the computing resources, the caching of fragments already collected for L2 processing, the automated load balancing between L2 and EF selection steps, the sharing of code and services on HLT nodes.

Furthermore, the full treatment of the HLT selection on a single node allows more flexible approaches, for example “incremental event building” in which trigger algorithms progressively enlarge the size of the analysed region of interest, before requiring the building of the complete event.

To spot possible limitations of the new approach and to demonstrate the benefits outlined above, a prototype has been implemented. The preliminary measurements are positive and further tests are scheduled for the next months. Their results are the subject of this paper.
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After two years of LHC data taking, processing and analysis and with numerous changes in computing technology, a number of aspects of the experiments’ computing as well as WLCG deployment and operations need to evolve. As part of the activities of the Experiment Support group in CERN’s IT department, and reinforced by effort from the EGI-InSPIRE project, we present work aimed at common solutions across all LHC experiments. Such solutions allow us not only to optimize development manpower but also offer lower long-term maintenance and support costs. The main areas cover Distributed Data Management, Data Analysis, Monitoring and the LCG Persistency Framework. Specific tools have been developed including the HammerCloud framework, automated services for data placement, data cleaning and data integrity (such as the data popularity service for CMS, the common Victor cleaning agent for ATLAS and CMS and tools for catalogue/storage consistency), the Dashboard Monitoring framework (job monitoring, data management monitoring, File Transfer monitoring) and the Site Status Board. This talk focuses primarily on the strategic aspects of providing such common solutions and how this relates to the overall goals of long-term sustainability and the relationship to the various WLCG Technical Evolution Groups.

**Summary:**

Common Solutions for the LHC experiments provided by the CERN Experiment Support group of the IT department
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In this paper we will describe primarily the experience of going through an EU procurement. We will describe what a PQQ (Pre-Qualification Questionaire) is and some of the requirements for vendors such as ITIL and PRINCE2 project management qualifications. We will describe how the technical part was written including requirements from the main users and the university logistic requirements to the importance of including the acceptance tests and what are considered valid acceptance tests.
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For more than a year, the ATLAS Western Tier 2 (WT2) at SLAC National Accelerator has been successfully operating a two tiered storage system based on Xrootd’s flexible cross-cluster data placement framework, the File Residency Manager. The architecture allows WT2 to provide both, high performance storage at the higher tier to ATLAS analysis jobs, as well as large, low cost disk capacity at the lower tier. Data automatically moves between the two storage tiers based on the needs of analysis jobs and is completely transparent to the jobs.
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The final step in a HEP data-processing chain is usually to reduce the data to a 'tuple' form which can be efficiently read by interactive analysis tools such as ROOT. Often, this is implemented independently by each group analyzing the data, leading to duplicated effort and needless divergence in the format of the reduced data. ATLAS has implemented a common toolkit for performing this processing step. By using tools from this package, physics analysis groups can produce tuples customized for a particular analysis but which are still consistent in format and vocabulary with those produced by other physics groups. The package is designed so that almost all the code is independent of the specific form used to store...
the tuple. The code that does depend on this is grouped into a set of small backend packages. While the ROOT backend is the most used, backends also exist for HDF5 and for specialized databases. By now, the majority of ATLAS analyses rely on this package, and it is an important contributor to the ability of ATLAS to rapidly analyze physics data.
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In the ATLAS experiment the collection, processing, selection and conveyance of event data from the detector front-end electronics to mass storage is performed by the ATLAS online farm consisting of more than 3000 PCs with various characteristics. To assure the correct and optimal working conditions the whole online system must be constantly monitored. The monitoring system should be able to check up to 100000 health parameters and provide alerts on a selected subset.

In this paper we present the assessment of a new monitoring and alerting system based on Icinga. This is an open source monitoring system derived from Nagios, granting backward compatibility with already known configurations, plugins and add-ons, while providing new features. We also report on the evaluation of different data gathering systems and visualization interfaces.
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The operation of the CMS computing system requires a complex monitoring system to cover all its aspects: central services, databases, the distributed computing infrastructure, production and analysis workflows, the global overview of the CMS computing activities and the related historical information. Several tools are available to provide this information, developed both inside and outside of the collaboration and often used in common with other experiments. Despite the fact that the current monitoring allowed CMS to successfully perform its computing operations, an evolution of the system is clearly required, to adapt to the recent changes in the data and workload management tools
and models and to address some shortcomings that make its usage less than optimal. Therefore, a recent and ongoing coordinated effort was started in CMS, aiming at improving the entire monitoring system by identifying its weaknesses and the new requirements from the stakeholders, rationalise and streamline existing components and drive future software development. This contribution gives a complete overview of the CMS monitoring system and a description of all the recent activities that have been started with the goal of providing a more integrated, modern and functional global monitoring system for computing operations.
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Towards higher reliability of CMS Computing Facilities
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The CMS experiment has adopted a computing system where resources are distributed worldwide in more than 50 sites. The operation of the system requires a stable and reliable behavior of the underlying infrastructure. CMS has established procedures to extensively test all relevant aspects of a site and their capability to sustain the various CMS computing workflows at the required scale. The Site Readiness monitoring infrastructure has been instrumental in understanding how the system as a whole was improving towards LHC operations, measuring the reliability of sites when running CMS activities, and providing sites with the information they need to solve eventual problems. This paper reviews the complete automation of the Site Readiness program, with the description of monitoring tools and their inclusion into the Site Status Board (SSB), the performance checks, the use of tools like HammerCloud, and the impact in improving the overall reliability of the Grid from the point of view of the CMS computing system. Based on these results, CMS automatically excludes sites to conduct workflows, in order to maximize workflows efficiencies. The performance against these tests seen at the sites during the first years of LHC running will be as well reviewed.
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Track Based Alignment of the ATLAS Inner Detector: Implementation and Performance
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The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is the world’s largest particle accelerator, which collides proton beams at an unprecedented centre of mass energy of 7 TeV.

ATLAS is a multipurpose experiment that records the products of the LHC collisions. In order to reconstruct the trajectories of charged particles produced in these collisions,
ATLAS is equipped with a tracking system (Inner Detector) built on two different technologies: silicon planar (pixel and microstrip) sensors and drift-tube based detectors. The goal of the Inner Detector alignment is to determine accurately the position and orientation of its sensors with a precision better than 10 micrometers, such the tracker performance is not degraded far beyond its intrinsic resolution. This requires the determination of over 700,000 degrees of freedom (DoF) with high accuracy.

The implementation of the track based alignment within the ATLAS software framework unifies different alignment approaches and allows the alignment of all tracking subsystems together. The alignment specific classes are directly linked with the track reconstruction software, which provides tools for computation of specific quantities (residuals, pulls, track derivatives, covariance matrices, ...). The detector specific classes inherit from a common base allowing for a unified definition of the alignment geometry.

As the alignment algorithms are based on minimization of the track-hit residuals, one has to solve a linear system with large number of DoF. The solving itself poses a real challenge as it involves inversion or diagonalization of a large matrix that may be dense. Fast solving algorithms as well as full diagonalization have been implemented to calculate the results for the alignment. The alignment software also has the ability to constrain the system either with constraints on the tracks (beam spot, primary vertex, momentum from the ATLAS muon system, E/p, ...) or constraints on the alignment corrections.

The alignment is executed on a run by run basis at the ATLAS calibration loop using the CERN Analysis Facility with ~200 CPUs running Scientific Linux CERN 5. For these purposes, two independent data streams are selected online by the event filter (at a 50 Hz rate). The first one consists of a collection of high momentum and isolated tracks. The second is a set of cosmic-ray tracks triggered during the LHC empty bunches. Detailed alignment runs on the GRID, where data corresponding to many data periods is analysed, allowing for thousands of CPU to be utilised simultaneously.

We will present an outline of the track based alignment approaches, their implementation within the ATLAS software framework and their performance when aligning the ATLAS detector.

Summary:

The alignment of the Inner Detector of ATLAS poses a real computing challenge. There are more than 700 thousand degrees of freedom to align with high accuracy. Therefore many millions of tracks are needed. Besides the computing resources are a key ingredient for the alignment procedure. The ATLAS ID alignment has been adapted to run on the GRID. Several thousand jobs are submitted in parallel to the ATLAS tier 2 centers. There the data is processed and the output is collected in form of alignment matrices and vectors, plus monitoring histograms. The whole alignment procedure is run iteratively till convergence is found. En each iteration, before solving the alignment, all the matrices and vector of individual jobs have to be added together. In order to obtain the alignment corrections one needs to solve a linear system with many thousands degrees of freedom. Thus the computing represents also a challenge. Fast matrix inversion with matrix conditioning and diagonalization of the full matrix are used. In the second case and in order to obtain sensible alignment corrections, on has to identify the singular and the near-singular modes of the alignment. The whole alignment chain can also be run quasi-online in the calibration loop, where alignment constants are required to be derived run by run. There is also a limit of 36 hours to obtain the corrections, prior the bulk processing starts.
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Track Reconstruction in Belle 2

Author: Moritz Nadler

Co-authors: Jakob Lettenbichler; Rudolf Fruhwirth
The Silicon Vertex Detector (SVD) of the Belle II experiment is a newly developed device with four measurement layers. The detector is designed to enable track reconstruction down to the lowest momenta possible, in order to significantly increase the effective data sample and the physics potential of the experiment. Both track finding and track fitting have to deal with these requirements. We describe the outline of the track finding procedure and details of the track fit. An important aspect of the latter is the correct treatment of material effects such as multiple Coulomb scattering and energy loss by ionization at very low particle energies. As the SVD is an ultra-light design, non-Gaussian tails in the multiple scattering distributions are non-negligible and have to be dealt with. We present results from a Deterministic Annealing Filter (DAF) and compare its performance to the baseline Kalman filter. Both methods are implemented using the GENFIT package. We describe the various modifications and improvements of GENFIT that are required for a successful application in the Belle II environment.
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Track and Vertex Reconstruction Strategies in the ATLAS Inner Detector in the High Multiplicity LHC Environment

Authors: Heather Gray¹, Simone Pagan Griso²
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The track and vertex reconstruction algorithms of the ATLAS Inner Detector have demonstrated excellent performance in the early data from the LHC. However, the rapidly increasing number of interactions per bunch crossing introduces new challenges both in computational aspects and physics performance. We will discuss the strategy adopted by ATLAS in response to this increasing multiplicity by balancing physics requirements with the available computing resources. In addition the performance of the track and vertex reconstruction algorithms in this challenging environment will be demonstrated.
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Track finding and fitting on GPUs, first steps toward a software trigger

Author: Mohammad Al-Turany¹
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The high data rates expected from the planned detectors at FAIR (CBM, PANDA) call for dedicated attention with respect to the computing power needed in online (e.g. High level event selection) and offline analysis. The graphics processor units (GPUs) have evolved into high performance co-processors that can be easily programmed with common high-level language such as C, Fortran and
C++. Todays GPUs greatly outpace CPUs in arithmetic performance and memory bandwidth, making them the ideal co-processor to accelerate a variety of data parallel applications. For the online processing (i.e: Software triggers and online event selections) GPUs are an attractive solution, online applications include high level processing which require floating point operations. However, the widely used FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) does not have such capabilities. The users have to program in the low-level hardware description language (HDL). GPUs, on the contrary, are programmable with high-level languages and meanwhile provide support even for double precision. An algorithm based upon conformal mapping and Hough transform was implemented on GPUs. The algorithm is tested with the PANDA central tracker simulated data. The results of the same algorithm are compared with CPU and FPGA implementations.
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Track finding in ATLAS using GPUs
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The reconstruction and simulation of collision events is a major task in modern HEP experiments involving several ten thousands of standard CPUs. On the other hand the graphics processors (GPUs) have become much more powerful and are by far outperforming the standard CPUs in terms of floating point operations due to their massive parallel approach. The usage of these GPUs could therefore significantly reduce the overall reconstruction time per event or allow for the usage of more sophisticated algorithms.

In this contribution the track finding in the ATLAS experiment will be used as an example on how the GPUs can be used in this context: both the seed finding as well as the Kalman filter show already a speed increase of one order of magnitude compared to the same implementation on a standard CPU. On the other hand the implementation on the GPU requires a change in the algorithmic flow to allow the code to work in the rather limited environment on the GPU in terms of memory, cache, and transfer speed from and to the GPU.
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Triggering on hadronic tau decays in ATLAS: algorithms and performance
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Hadronic tau decays play a crucial role in taking Standard Model measurements as well as in the search for physics beyond the Standard Model. However, hadronic tau decays are difficult to identify and trigger on due to their resemblance to QCD jets. Given the large production cross section of QCD
processes, designing and operating a trigger system with the capability to efficiently select hadronic tau decays, while maintaining the rate within the bandwidth limits, is a difficult challenge.

This contribution will summarize the algorithms and performance of the ATLAS tau trigger system during the 2011 data taking period. The use of resources and implementation of trigger algorithms in the ATLAS trigger architecture will be shown in detail. Moreover, comparisons of data and simulation results, studies of the correlation of the variable definitions at different trigger stages as well as efficiency versus rate analyses are the key elements to describe the performance of the tau trigger.

Finally, in light of the vast statistics collected in 2011, future prospects for triggering on hadronic tau decays in this exciting new period of increased instantaneous luminosity will be presented.

**Summary:**

Hadronic tau decays play a crucial role in taking Standard Model measurements as well as in the search for physics beyond the Standard Model. However, hadronic tau decays are difficult to identify and trigger on due to their resemblance to QCD jets. Given the large production cross section of QCD processes, designing and operating a trigger system with the capability to efficiently select hadronic tau decays, while maintaining the rate within the bandwidth limits, is a difficult challenge.

This contribution will summarize the algorithms and performance of the ATLAS tau trigger system during the 2011 data taking period. The use of resources and implementation of trigger algorithms in the ATLAS trigger architecture will be shown in detail. Moreover, comparisons of data and simulation results, studies of the correlation of the variable definitions at different trigger stages as well as efficiency versus rate analyses are the key elements to describe the performance of the tau trigger.

Finally, in light of the vast statistics collected in 2011, future prospects for triggering on hadronic tau decays in this exciting new period of increased instantaneous luminosity will be presented.

**Trying to Predict the Future - Resource Planning and Allocation in CMS**

**Author:** Peter Kreuzer

1 *RWTH Aachen*

**Corresponding Author:** peter.kreuzer@cern.ch

In the large LHC experiments the majority of computing resources are provided by the participating countries. These resource pledges account for more than three quarters of the total available computing. The experiments are asked to give indications of their requests three years in advance and to evolve these as the details and constraints become clearer. In this presentation we will discuss the resource planning techniques used in CMS to predict the computing resources several years in advance. We will discuss how we attempt to implement the activities of the computing model in spreadsheets and formulas to calculate the needs. We will talk about how those needs are reflected in the 2012 running and how the planned long shutdown of the LHC in 2013 and 2014 impact the planning process and the outcome. In the end we will speculate on the computing needs in the second major run of LHC.

**UK efforts to improve networking rates on WAN transfers**

**Authors:** Alessandra Forti1; Brian Davies2; Sam Skipsey3

1 *University of Manchester (GB)*
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3 *University of Glasgow / GridPP*
Corresponding Author: alessandra.forti@cern.ch

In this paper we will present the efforts carried out in the UK to fix the WAN transfers problem highlighted by the ATLAS sonar tests. We will present the work done at site level, the monitoring tools at local level on the machines (ifstat, tcpdump, netstat…), between sites (iperf) and at FTS level monitoring. We will describe the effort to setup a mini-mesh to simplify the sonar tests setup separating the FTS layer from the transport layer. We will present the improvements and optimizations carried out by sites on kernel parameters and bonding setup at machine and switch level the attempt to understand differences between sites rates despite similar setup and most of all the asymmetric traffic observed at some sites. We will also describe work on the FTS channel organisation and configuration that has been carried out in parallel and talk about the opportunity and plans to upgrade the site infrastructure to 10Gbps.
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The ATLAS Online farm is a non-homogeneous cluster of more than 3000 PCs which run the data acquisition, trigger and control of the ATLAS detector. The systems are configured and monitored by a combination of open-source tools, such as Quattor and Nagios, and tools developed in-house, such as ConfdB.

We report on the ongoing introduction of new provisioning and configuration tools, Puppet and ConfdB v2 which are more flexible and allow automation for previously uncovered needs, and on the upgrade and integration of the monitoring and alerting tools, including the interfacing of these with the TDAQ Shifter Assistant software and their integration with configuration tools.

We discuss the selection of the tools and the assessment of their functionality and performance, and how they enabled the introduction of virtualization for selected services.
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Upgrade of the CMS Event Builder

Authors: Alexander Flossdorf; Andre Georg Holzner; Andrea Petrucci; Andrei Cristian Spataru; Attila Racz; Aymeric Arnaud Dupont; Christian Deldicique; Christian Hartl; Christoph Paus; Christoph Schwick; Dennis Shpakov; Dominique Gigi; Emilio Meschi; Frank Glege; Frans Meijers; Gerry Bauer; Giovanni Polese; Hannes Sakulin; James Branson; Jeroen Hegeman; Jose Antonio Coarasa Perez; Konstanty Sumorok; Lorenzo Masetti; Luciano Orsini; Marc Dobson; Marco Pieri; Matteo Sani; Matthew Bowen; Michal Simon;
The Data Acquisition (DAQ) system of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment at CERN assembles events at a rate of 100 kHz, transporting event data at an aggregate throughput of 100 GB/s. By the time the LHC restarts after the 2013/14 shut-down, the current compute nodes and networking infrastructure will have reached the end of their lifetime. We are presenting design studies for an upgrade of the CMS event builder based on advanced networking technologies such as 10 Gb/s Ethernet. We report on tests and performance measurements with small-scale test setups.
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Using CernVM and EDGI to transparently use desktop resources for LHC related computation in a traditional data grid context

 Authors: Anders Waananen¹ ; Chrulle Soettrup²
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 Corresponding Authors: waananen@nbi.dk, christian.soettrup@cern.ch

Modern HEP related calculations have traditionally been beyond the capabilities of donated desktop machines, particularly because of complex deployment of the needed software. The popularization of efficient virtual machine technology and in particular the CernVM appliance, that allows for only the needed subset of the ATLAS software environment to be dynamically downloaded, has made such computation feasible.

We report on the results of integrating the ARC Grid Middleware and the EDGI infrastructure with Virtual Machine enabled BOINC for running ATLAS related computations on publicly donated desktop machines. The approach allows the user to transparently benefit from both private and public desktop grid resources as well as standard ARC based resources.
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Using Functional Languages and Declarative Programming to Analyze Large Datasets: LINQToROOT

Author: Gordon Watts
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Corresponding Author: gwatts@uw.edu

Modern HEP analysis requires multiple passes over large datasets. For example, one has to first reweight the jet energy spectrum in Monte Carlo to match data before you can make plots of any other jet related variable. This requires a pass over the Monte Carlo and the Data to derive the reweighting, and then another pass over the Monte Carlo to plot the variables you are really interested in. With most modern ROOT based tools this requires separate analysis loops for each pass, and script files to glue to the two analysis loops together. A prototype framework has been developed that uses the functional and declarative features of C# and LINQ to specify the analysis. The framework uses language tools to convert the analysis into C++ and runs ROOT or PROOF as a backend to get the results. This gives the analyzer the full power of a object-oriented programming language to put together the analysis and at the same time the speed of C++ for the analysis loop. The tool allows one to incorporate C++ algorithms written for ROOT by others. The code is mature enough to have been used in ATLAS analyses. The package is open source and available on the open source site Codeplex.

Summary:

A new approach to end-user analysis that tries to take advantage of modern (i.e. computer language research from the ’70s) and the already exiting infrastructure in HEP (i.e. ROOT).
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Using Hadoop File System and MapReduce in a small/medium Grid site
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Data storage and access represent the key of CPU-intensive and data-intensive high performance Grid computing. Hadoop is an open-source data processing framework that includes, fault-tolerant and scalable, distributed data processing model and execution environment, named MapReduce, and distributed file system, named Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS).

HDFS was deployed and tested within the Open Science Grid (OSG) middleware stack. Efforts have been taken to integrate HDFS with gLite middleware. We have tested the file system thoroughly in order to understand its scalability and fault-tolerance while dealing with small/medium site environment constraints. To benefit entirely from this file system, we made it working in conjunction with Hadoop Job scheduler to optimize the executions of the local physics analysis workflows. The performance of the analysis jobs which used such architecture seems to be promising, making it useful to follow up in the future.
Using Virtual Lustre Clients on the WAN for Analysis of Data from High Energy Experiments

Author: Dimitri Bourilkov
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We describe the work on creating system images of Lustre virtual clients in the ExTENCI project, using several virtual technologies (KVM, XEN, VMware). These virtual machines can be built at several levels, from a basic Linux installation (we use Scientific Linux 5 as an example), adding a Lustre client with Kerberos authentication, and up to complete clients including local or distributed (based on CernVM-FS) installations of the full CERN and project specific software stack for typical LHC experiments. The level, and size, of the images are determined by the users on demand. Various sites and individual users can just download and use them out of the box on Linux/UNIX, Windows and Mac OS X based hosts. We compare the performance of virtual clients with that of real physical systems for typical high energy physics applications like Monte Carlo simulations or analysis of data stored in ROOT trees.

Using Xrootd to Federate Regional Storage
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While the LHC data movement systems have demonstrated the ability to move data at the necessary throughput, we have identified two weaknesses: the latency for physicists to access data and the complexity of the tools involved. To address these, both ATLAS and CMS have begun to federate regional storage systems using Xrootd. Xrootd, referring to a protocol and implementation, allows us to provide data access to all disk-resident data from a single virtual endpoint. This "redirector" endpoint (which may actually be multiple physical hosts) discovers the actual location of the data and redirects the client to the appropriate site. The approach is particularly advantageous since typically the redirection requires much less than 500 milliseconds (bounded by network round trip time) and the Xrootd client is conveniently built into LHC physicist’s analysis tools.

Currently, there are three regional storage federations - a US ATLAS region, a European CMS region, and a US CMS region. The US ATLAS and US CMS regions include their respective Tier 1 and Tier 2 facilities, meaning a large percentage of experimental data is available via the federation. There are plans for federating storage globally and so studies of the peering between the regional federations is of particular interest.

From the base idea of federating storage behind an endpoint, the implementations and use cases diverge. For example, the CMS software framework is capable of efficiently processing data over high-latency data, so using the remote site directly is comparable to accessing local data. ATLAS’s processing model is currently less resilient to latency, and they are particularly focused on the physics n-tuple analysis use case; accordingly, the US ATLAS region relies more heavily on caching in the Xrootd server to provide data locality.

Both VOs use GSI security. ATLAS has developed a mapping of VOMS roles to specific filesystem authorizations, while CMS has developed callouts to the site’s mapping service. Each federation presents a global namespace to users. For ATLAS, the global-to-local mapping is based on a heuristic-based lookup from the site’s local file catalog, while CMS does the mapping based on translations given in a configuration file.

We will also cover the latest usage statistics and interesting use cases that have developed over the previous 18 months.
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Using Zoom Technologies To Display HEP Plots and Talks

Author: Gordon Watts

Corresponding Author: gwatts@uw.edu

Particle physics conferences and experiments generate a huge number of plots and presentations. It is impossible to keep up. A typical conference (like CHEP) will have 100’s of plots. A single analysis result from a major experiment will have almost 50 plots. Scanning a conference or sorting out what plots are new is almost a full time job. The advent of multi-core computing and advanced video cards means that we have more processor power available for visualization than any time in the past. This poster describes two related projects that take advantage of this to solve the viewing problem. The first, Collider Plots, has a backend that looks fro new plots released by ATLAS, CMS, CDF, and DZERO and organizes them by date, by experiment, and by subgroup for easy viewing and sorting. It maintains links back to associated conference notes and web pages with full result information.
The second project, Deep Conference, renders all the slides as a single large zoomable picture. In both cases, much like a web mapping program, details are revealed as you zoom in. In the case of Collider Plots the plots are stacked as histograms to give visual clues for the most recent updates and activity have occurred. Standard plug-in software for a browser allows a user to zoom in on a portion of the conference that looks interesting. As the user zooms further more and more details become visible, allowing the user to make a quick and cheap decision on whether to spend more time on a particular talk or series of plots. Both projects are available at http://deeptalk.phys.washington.edu. The poster discusses the implementation and use as well as cross platform performance and possible future directions. A demo will be shown.
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**VISPA@Web: A Server-Client-Based Graphical Development Environment for Physics Analyses**
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The Visual Physics Analysis (VISPA) project addresses the typical development cycle of (re-)designing, executing, and verifying an analysis. It presents an integrated graphical development environment for physics analyses, using the Physics eXtension Library (PXL) as underlying C++ analysis toolkit. Basic guidance to the project is given by the paradigms of object oriented programming, data flow management, and graphical representation. In this contribution we present extension of the project to make the physics analysis functionality accessible via a standard internet browser. Utilizing the server-client based approach avoids common requirements such as package installations or specialized computing resources on the client side. With the web browser being the only needed software, mobile devices like tablet computers or smartphones can now be used for physics analysis. New use cases like selected access to experiment data and analyses by the public are possible.
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**VM-based infrastructure for simulating different cluster and storage solutions used on ATLAS Tier-3 sites**
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**Validation of Geant4 Releases with distributed resources**

**Author:** Andrea Dotti
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In this paper we present the Geant4 validation and testing suite. The application is used to test any new Geant4 release. The simulation of a particularly demanding use-case (High Energy Physics calorimeters) is tested with different physics parameters. The suite is integrated with a job submission system that allows for the generation of high statistics data-sets on distributed resources. The analysis of the data is also integrated and tools to store and visualize the results are provided.

**Summary:**

The simulation of calorimeters is particularly demanding: it challenges all aspects of physics simulation (tracking in magnetic field, electromagnetic and hadronic interactions). The Geant4 collaboration publishes a new version of Geant4 every year containing refinements of physics models and improvements in computing performance. In addition to the public releases, monthly development releases are used to monitor the developments of physics modeling.

To efficiently test all Geant4 versions a testing suite has been developed. A simplified version of HEP calorimeter has been implemented with Geant4. All LHC calorimeters materials and technologies have been implemented. The most important variables for calorimetric measurements are reconstructed and recorded for later analysis.

To increase the statistics being produced with this application, the testing suite has been recently extended to be run on distributed resources, being batch or GRID resources. Software is distributed to remote sites via a novel FUSE-based file system (CernVM-FS). The configuration of jobs, their submission, monitoring and collection of results is fully automated and integrated with GRID tools (DIANE/GANGA). Analysis of produced data is also performed in an automatic way and the relevant results are stored in a database. A simple web-interface (DRUPAL) has been developed to retrieve the data and produce interactively the plots (ROOT) to compare the physics performance between models or between versions of Geant4.

The testing suite is an example of the integration of different tools and technologies used in the HEP community that allows small Virtual Organizations to effectively use GRID resources.
Virtualization of Grid Services

Author: Andreas Gellrich
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Virtualization techniques have become a key topic in computing in the last years. In the Grid, discussions on the virtualization of worker nodes is most prominent. Currently, concepts for the provenience and sharing of images are under debate. The virtualization of Grid servers though is already a common and successful practice.

At DESY, one of the largest WLCG Tier-2 centres world-wide and home of a number of global VOs, already half of the Grid services run on virtual machines. This approach helped to improve the reliability, redundancy, and efficiency of the Grid infrastructure.

In the contribution to CHEP 2012 we will describe our set-up with regard to the usage of virtualization techniques for Grid servers. We will discuss the choice of products, free and commercial ones, and their implications, and present findings and experiences of day-to-day operations.

Virtualizing A Large Cluster at Brookhaven

Authors: Christopher Hollowell1; Costin Caramarcu2; Tony Wong1; William Strecker-Kellogg1
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In this presentation we will address the development of a prototype virtualized worker node cluster, using Scientific Linux 6.x as a base OS, KVM for virtualization, and the Condor batch software to manage virtual machines. The discussion provides details on our experiences with building, configuring, and deploying the various components from bare metal, including the base OS, the virtualized OS images and the integration of batch services with the virtual machines.

We also discuss benefits and drawbacks of widespread deployment of virtualized clusters in support of private clouds in a distributed computing environment. We show that under certain computing models the visualization of worker nodes is of limited value.

Summary:

Worker node virtualization using Condor as a VM manager.

WHALE, a management tool for Tier-2 LCG sites
The LCG (Worldwide LHC Computing Grid) is a grid-based hierarchical computing distributed facility, composed of more than 140 computing centers, organized in 4 tiers, by size and offer of services. Every site, although independent for many technical choices, has to provide services with a well-defined set of interfaces. For this reason, different LCG sites need frequently to manage very similar situations, like jobs behaviour on the batch system, dataset transfers between sites, operating system and experiment software installation and configuration, monitoring of services.

In this context we created WHALE (WHALE Handles Administration in an LCG Environment), a software actually used at the T2_IT_Rome site, an LCG Tier-2 for the CMS experiment.

WHALE is a generic, site independent tool written in python: it allows administrator to interact in a uniform and coherent way with several subsystems using a high level syntax which hides specific commands.

The architecture of WHALE is based on the plugin concept and on the possibility of connecting the output of a plugin to the input of the next one, in a pipe-like system, giving the administrator the possibility of making complex functions by combining the simpler ones. The core of WHALE just handles the plugin orchestrations, while even the basic functions (e.g. the WHALE activity logging) are performed by plugins, giving the capability to tune and possibly modify every component of the system. WHALE already provides many plugins useful for a LCG site and some more for a Tier-2 of the CMS experiment, especially in the field of job management, dataset transfer and analysis of performance results and availability tests (e.g. Nagios tests, SAM tests). Thanks to its architecture and the provided plugins WHALE makes easy to perform tasks that, even if logically simple, are technically complex or tedious, like e.g. closing all the worker nodes with a job-failure rate greater than a given threshold. Finally, thanks to the centralization of the activities on a single point and to its logging functionalities, WHALE acts as a knowledge-base of the site and a handful tool to keep track of the activities at a given site. For this reason it also provides a tailored plugin to perform advanced searches in the activity log.
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WMSMonitor advancements in the EMI era
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In production Grid infrastructures deploying EMI (European Middleware Initiative) middleware release, the Workload Management System (WMS) is the service responsible for the distribution of user tasks to the remote computing resources. Monitoring the reliability of this service, the job lifecycle and the workflow pattern generated by different user communities is an important and challenging activity.

Initially designed to monitor and manage a distributed cluster of gLite WMS/LB (Logging and Bookkeeping) services, WMSMonitor has proved to be a useful and flexible tool for a variety of user categories. In fact, after asynchronously extracting information from all monitored instances, WMSMonitor re-aggregates it by different keys (WMS instance, Virtual Organization, User, etc.) providing insight both on services status and on their usage to service administrators, developers, advanced Grid users and performance testers. The positive feedback on WMSMonitor utilization from various production Grid sites pushed us to improve the tool to enhance its flexibility and scalability exploiting a new architecture. Moreover the tool has been made compliant to recent evolutions in the monitored services. We therefore present the new version of WMSMonitor which can monitor EMI WMS/LB services and shows an improved user interface allowing better report capabilities. Among main
novelties, we mention the collection of Job Submission Service (JSS) error type statistics and the adoption of ActiveMQ messaging system which now allows multiple data consumers to exploit collected information.

Finally, it is worth to mention that the implemented architecture and the exploitation of a messaging layer commonly adopted in EMI Grid applications make WMSMonitor a flexible tool that can be easily extended to monitor other Grid services.
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Web enabled data management with DPM & LFC
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The Disk Pool Manager (DPM) and LCG File Catalog (LFC) are two grid data management components currently used in production at more than 240 sites. Together with a set of grid client tools they give the users a unified view of their data, hiding most details concerning data location and access.

Recently we’ve put a lot of effort in developing a reliable and high performance HTTP/WebDAV frontend to both our grid catalog and storage components, exposing the existing functionality to users accessing the services via standard clients - e.g. web browsers, curl - present in all operating systems, giving users a simple and straigh-forward way of interaction. In addition, as other relevant grid storage components (like dCache) expose their data using the same protocol, for the first time we had the opportunity of attempting a unified view of all grid storage using HTTP.

We describe the mechanism used to integrate the grid catalog(s) with the multiple storage components - HTTP redirection -, including details on some assumptions made to allow integration with other implementations. We describe the way we hide the details regarding site availability or catalog inconsistencies, by switching the standard HTTP client automatically between multiple replicas. We also present measurements of access performance, and the relevant factors regarding replica selection - current throughput and load, geographic proximity, etc.

Finally, we report on some additional work done to have this system as a viable alternative to GridFTP, providing multi-stream transfers and exploiting some additional features of WebDAV to enable third party copies - essential for managing data movements between storage systems - with equivalent performance.
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Why Are Common Quality and Development Policies Needed?

Author: Maria Alandes Pradillo
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The EMI project is based on the collaboration of four major middleware projects in Europe, all already developing middleware products and having their pre-existing strategies for developing, releasing and controlling their software artefacts. In total, the EMI project is made up of about thirty development individual teams, called "Product Teams" in EMI. A Product Team is responsible for the entire lifecycle of specific products or small groups of tightly coupled products, including the development of test-suites to be peer reviewed within the overall certification process.

The Quality Assurance in EMI (European Middleware Initiative), as requested by the grid infrastructures and the EU funding agency, must support the teams in providing uniform releases and interoperable middleware distributions, with a common degree of verification and validation of the software and with metrics and objective criteria to compare product quality and evolution over time. In order to achieve these goals the QA team in EMI has defined and now it monitors the development work and release with a set of comprehensive policies covering all aspects of a software project such as packaging, configuration, documentation, certification, release management and testing.

This contribution will present with practical and useful examples the achievements, problems encountered and lessons learned in the definition, implementation and review of Quality Assurance and Development policies. It also describes how these policies have been implemented in the EMI project including the benefits and difficulties encountered by the developers in the project. The main value of this contribution is that all the policies explained are not depending on EMI or grid environments and can be used by any software project.
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Workload management in the EMI project
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The EU-funded project EMI, now at its second year, aims at providing a unified, high quality middleware distribution for e-Science communities. Several aspects about workload management over diverse distributed computing environments are being challenged by the EMI roadmap: enabling seamless access to both HTC and HPC computing services, implementing a commonly agreed framework for the execution of parallel computations and supporting interoperability models between Grids and Clouds. Besides, a rigorous requirements collection process, involving the WLCG and various NGIs across Europe, assures that the EMI stack is always committed to serving actual needs. With this background, the gLite Workload Management System (WMS), the metascheduler service delivered by EMI, is augmenting its functionality and scheduling models according to the aforementioned project roadmap and the numerous requirements collected over the first project year. This paper is about present and future work of the WMS in EMI, reporting on design changes, implementation choices and long-term vision.
XRootD client improvements
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The XRootD server framework is becoming increasingly popular in the HEP community and beyond due to its simplicity, scalability and capability to construct distributed storage federations. With the growing adoption and new use cases emerging, it has become clear that the XRootD client code has reached a stage, where a significant refactoring of the code base is necessary to remove, by now, unneeded functionality and further enhance scalability and maintainability. Areas of particular interest are consistent cache management and full support for multi-threading.

The cache support in ROOT has during the last year been re-implemented and generalized to leverage the application knowledge about future read locations lifting a consistent read-ahead strategy to the ROOT layer and thus making it available for all ROOT-supported protocols. This change allows to disable the XRootD-specific cache and read-ahead when XRootD is used from ROOT. Unfortunately, the current XRootD client design does not easily support this change, as the current cache is tightly coupled to the handling of asynchronous requests.

Also the current multi-threading support in the XRootD client is incomplete since file objects cannot be safely shared between multiple execution threads. Further the choice to use one thread per active socket limits scalability due to its resource consumption and makes it complex to synchronize parallel operations without the significant risk of dead-locks.

This contribution describes the developments that have been started in the XRootD project to address the above issues and presents some first scalability measurements obtained with the new client design.

Xrootd Monitoring for the CMS experiment
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During spring and summer 2011 CMS deployed Xrootd front-end servers on all US T1 and T2 sites. This allows for remote access to all experiment data and is used for user-analysis, visualization, running of jobs at T2s and T3s when data is not available at local sites, and as a fail-over mechanism for data-access in CMSSW jobs.

Monitoring of Xrootd infrastructure is implemented on three levels. On the first level, service and data availability checks are performed by Nagios probes. The second level uses Xrootd report stream;
a relatively simple stream processor is used to aggregate data from all sites and to feed the needed data into MonALISA service and further into MonALISA repository providing web interface and long-term storage. The third level uses detailed monitoring stream of Xrootd servers configured to include detailed information about users, opened files and individual data transfers. A custom application was developed in C++ to process this information and to, first, provide a real-time view of the system usage and, second, to store data into ROOT trees for detailed analysis. Detailed monitoring allows us to determine hot data-samples, to detect abuses of the system, including sub-optimal usage of the Xrootd protocol and ROOT tree-caching mechanism. Data from all three levels is also exported to CMS monitoring aggregators, Dashboard and Data Popularity Framework.
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The online event selection is crucial to reject most of the events containing uninteresting background collisions while preserving as much as possible the interesting physical signals. The b-jet selection is part of the trigger strategy of the ATLAS experiment and a set of dedicated triggers is in place from the beginning of the 2011 data-taking period and is contributing to keep the total bandwidth to an affordable rate. The b-jets acceptance is increased and the background reduced by lowering jet transverse energy thresholds at the first trigger level and applying b-tagging techniques at the subsequent levels. Different physics channels, especially topologies containing more than one b-jet where higher rejection factors are achieved, benefit from requesting this trigger to be fired. An overview of the status-of-art of the b-jet trigger menu and the performance on real data is presented in this contribution. Data-driven techniques to extract the online b-tagging efficiency and mis-tag rate, key ingredients for all analyses relying on such triggers, are also discussed and results presented.
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dCache, agile adoption of storage technology
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For over a decade, dCache has been synonymous with large-capacity, fault-tolerant storage using commodity hardware that supports seamless data migration to and from tape. Over that time, it has satisfied the requirements of various demanding scientific user communities to store their data, transfer it between sites and fast, site-local access.

When the dCache project started, the focus was on managing a relatively small disk cache in front of large tape archives. Over the project’s lifetime storage technology has changed. During this period,
technology changes have driven down the cost-per-GiB of harddisks. This resulted in a shift towards systems where the majority of data is stored on disk. More recently, the availability of Solid State Disks, while not yet a replacement for magnetic disks, offers an intriguing opportunity for significant performance improvement if they can be used intelligently within an existing system.

New technologies provide new opportunities and dCache user communities’ computing models are changing. The traditional data models, in which tape is used as an active storage, are being revised with tape adopting a more archival model. The symbiotic relationship between dCache and the end-users means that dCache is both driven by and facilitating these changes.

Recently, dCache introduced support for WebDAV and the NFS 4.1/pNFS protocols. This move away from bespoke protocols towards standards is the result of the availability of protocols that support large storage systems. dCache’s adoption of standards allows end-users to use their favourite desktop data-transfer clients or unmodified analysis software. This keeps dCache competitive with industry solutions.

Hadoop FS (HDFS) provides an easy-to-maintain backend storage that is showing promise as an easy-to-maintain storage system. dCache is adopting HDFS as an alternative to local filesystem storage. Since HDFS doesn’t offer file system semantics, integrating support into dCache provides some challenges. Once solved, this work will allow dCache integration with other storage technologies such as object stores and cloud storage.

We present a short summary of what dCache is providing in new long-term support release (the next “Golden Release”) and offers a glimpse into the future of dCache with the emerging storage technology.
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dCache: implementing a high-end NFSv4.1 service using a Java NIO framework
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dCache is a high performance scalable storage system widely used by HEP community. In addition to set of home grown protocols we also provide industry standard access mechanisms like WebDAV and NFSv4.1. This support places dCache as a direct competitor to commercial solutions. Nevertheless conforming to a protocol is not enough; our implementations must perform comparably or even better than commercial systems. To achieve this, dCache uses two high-end IO frameworks from well know application servers: GlassFish and JBoss.

This presentation describes how we implemented an rfc1831 and rfc2203 compliant ONC RPC (Sun RPC) service based on the Grizzly NIO framework, part of the GlassFish application server. This ONC RPC service is the key component of dCache’s NFSv4.1 implementation, but is independent of dCache and available for other projects. We will also show some details of dCache NFS v4.1 implementations, describe some of the Java NIO techniques used and, finally, present details of our performance evaluation.
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After about two years of data taking with the ATLAS detector manifold experience with the custom-developed trigger monitoring and reprocessing infrastructure could be collected.

The trigger monitoring can be roughly divided into online and offline monitoring. The online monitoring calculates and displays all rates at every level of the trigger and evaluates up to 3000 data quality histograms. The physics analysis relevant data quality information is being checked and recorded automatically. The offline trigger monitoring provides information depending of the physics motivated different trigger streams after a run has finished. Experts are checking the information being guided by the assessment of algorithms checking the current histograms with a reference. The experts are recording their assessment in a so-called data quality defects database which is being used to build a good run list of data good enough for physics analysis. In the first half of 2011 about three percent of all data had an intolerable defect resulting from the ATLAS trigger system.

To keep the percentage of data with defects low any changes of trigger algorithms or menus must be tested reliably. A recent run with a sufficient statistics (in the order of one million events) is being reprocessed to check that the changes do not introduce any unexpected side-effects. The current framework for the reprocessing is a GRID production system custom built for ATLAS requirements called PANDA [1]. The reprocessed datasets are being checked in the same offline trigger monitoring framework that is being used for the offline trigger data quality. It turned out, that the current system works very reliable and all potential problems could be faced.
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Multi-user pilot infrastructures provide significant advantages for the communities using them, but also create new security challenges.

With Grid authorization and mapping happening with the pilot credential only, final user identity is not properly addressed in the classic Grid paradigm.

In order to solve this problem, OSG and EGI have deployed glexec, a privileged executable on the worker nodes that allows for final user authorization and mapping from inside the pilot itself.

The glideinWMS instances deployed on OSG have been now using glexec on OSG sites for several years, and have started using it on EGI resources in the past year.
The user experience of using glexec has been mostly positive, although there are still some edge cases where things could be improved. This talk provides both the usage statistics as well as a description of the still remaining problems and the expected solutions.
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The hBrowse framework is a generic monitoring tool designed to meet the needs of various communities connected to grid computing. It is strongly configurable and easy to adjust and implement accordingly to a specific community needs. It’s a html/JavaScript client side application utilizing the latest web technologies to provide presentation layer to any hierarchical data structures. Each part of this software (dynamic tables, user selection etc.) is in fact a separate plugin which can be used separately from the main application. It was especially designed to meet the requirements of Atlas and CMS users as well as to use it as a bulked Ganga monitoring tool.

**Summary:**
The hBrowse Framework is a new kind of generic open source monitoring application. It’s a html/javascript client that can be combined with any kind of server as long as it can send json formatted data. Whole application can be setup using just one settings file.
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iSpy is a general-purpose event data and detector visualization program that was developed as an event display for the CMS experiment at the LHC and has seen use by the general public and teachers and students in the context of education and outreach.

Central to the iSpy design philosophy is ease of installation, use, and extensibility. The application itself uses the open-access packages Qt4 and Open Inventor and is distributed either as a fully-bound executable or a standard installer package: one can simply download and double-click to begin. Mac OSX, Linux, and Windows are supported. iSpy renders the standard 2D, 3D, and tabular views, and the architecture allows for a generic approach to production of new views and projections.
iSpy reads and displays data in the ig format: event information is written in compressed JSON format files designed for distribution over a network. This format is easily extensible and makes the iSpy client indifferent to the original input data source. The ig format is the one used for release of approved CMS data to the public.
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slic: Geant4 simulation program

As the complexity and resolution of particle detectors increases, the need for detailed simulation of the experimental setup also increases. Designing experiments requires efficient tools to simulate detector response and optimize the cost-benefit ratio for design options. We have developed efficient and flexible tools for detailed physics and detector response simulation which builds on the power of the Geant4 toolkit but frees the end user from any C++ coding. The primary goal has been to develop a software toolkit and computing infrastructure to allow physicists from universities and labs to quickly and easily contribute to detector design without requiring either coding expertise or experience with Geant4.

Geant4 is the de facto high-energy physics standard for simulating the interaction of particles with fields and materials. However, the end user is required to write their own C++ program, and the learning curve for setting up the detector geometry and defining sensitive elements and readout can be quite daunting. We have developed the Geant4-based detector simulation program, slic, which employs generic IO formats as well as a textual detector description. Extending the pure geometric capabilities of GDML, LCDD enables fields, regions, sensitive detector readout elements, etc. to be fully described at runtime using an xml file. We also describe how more complex geometries, such as those from CAD programs, can be seamlessly incorporated into the xml files. We provide executable programs for Windows, Mac OSX and Linux, allowing physicists to design detectors within minutes.

We present the architecture as well as the implementation for several candidate ILC, CLIC and Muon Collider detector designs. We also describe the implementation of a fixed target experiment (HPS at JLab) and a proton computed tomography (pCT) implementation, demonstrating both the flexibility and the power of the system.

org.lcsim: event reconstruction and analysis

Maximizing the physics performance of detectors being designed for the ILC, while remaining sensitive to cost constraints, requires a powerful, efficient, and flexible simulation, reconstruction and analysis environment to study the capabilities of a large number of different detector designs. The preparation of Letters Of Intent for the ILC involved the detailed study of...
dozens of detector options, layouts and readout technologies; the final physics benchmarking studies required the reconstruction and analysis of hundreds of millions of events.

We describe the Java-based software toolkit (org.lcsim) which was used for full event reconstruction and analysis. The components are fully modular and are available for tasks from digitization of tracking detector signals through to cluster finding, pattern recognition, track-fitting, calorimeter clustering, individual particle reconstruction, jet-finding, and analysis. The detector is defined by the same xml input files used for the detector response simulation, ensuring the simulation and reconstruction geometries are always commensurate by construction. We discuss the architecture as well as the performance.

In addition to the ILC LOI studies, we describe the use of the org.lcsim software at CERN for CLiC physics and detector studies which culminated in the successful completion of their CDR, its application for dual-readout crystal calorimeter detector R&D at Fermilab, and detector design and event reconstruction, including an online trigger, for the proposed “heavy photon” experiment HPS at JLAB.
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The Silicon Vertex Detector (SVD) of the Belle II experiment is a newly developed device with four measurement layers. Track finding in the SVD will be done both in conjunction with the Central Drift Chamber and in stand-alone mode. The reconstruction of very-low-momentum tracks in stand-alone mode is a big challenge, especially in view of the low redundancy and the large expected background. We describe two approaches for track finding in this domain, a cellular automaton and a combinatorial Kalman filter. Both methods are combined with a Hopfield network which finds an optimal subset of non-overlapping tracks. We present results on simulated data and compare the two methods in terms of efficiency, purity and speed.
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The ability to directly import CAD geometries into Geant4 is an often requested feature, despite the recognized limitations of the difficulty in accessing proprietary formats, the mismatch between level of detail in producing a part and simulating it, the often disparate approaches to parent-child relationships and the difficulty in maintaining or assigning material definitions to parts.

Geant4 provides a very rich library of basic geometrical shapes, often referred to as "primitives", plus the ability to define compound geometries via boolean operations. It is therefore capable of supporting extremely complex physical geometries composed of simple primitives. Most CAD systems also incorporate primitive volumes, but their definitions differ between programs and often do not map onto the Geant4 primitives, making the conversion difficult at best. However, one can also define a solid in Geant4 as a volume composed of surface facets. This G4TessellatedSolid can be composed of either triangular or quadrangular facets and therefore provides a mechanism for the programmatic importation of shapes and volumes defined in many CAD systems. In addition to CAD programs, there are very many 3D modeling programs which provide the user with convenient graphical user interfaces to create solid models. Usually aimed at gaming or rendering engines, these could be useful as a front end for a graphical geometry editor. Many output formats are supported, including tesselations. Furthermore, this approach provides a useful solution in cases where the objects are intrinsically irregular, such as biological phantoms.

The main impediment to the importation of CAD files into Geant4 has been their proprietary formats. Some existing solutions target recognized interchange formats such as STEP, but even these formats provide challenges, such as complicated file formats, possible loss of hierarchy or material association and little or no mapping to primitives. Thanks to the proliferation of rapid prototyping and additive manufacturing processes, the surface tessellation language (STL) format is the industrial standard for handling triangulated meshes and is ubiquitous as an export format for both CAD and other 3D modelling software. The format consists of a plain list of three dimensional corner point coordinates (vertex) and flat triangles (facet) with an associated normal vector, making it an ideal candidate for importation into Geant4.

In this talk, we present mesh2gdml, a solution which converts an STL file into a GDML file which can be imported directly into Geant4. The STL facets are translated directly into G4TriangularFacets which are used to create G4TessellatedSolids. Since there is no other structure in an STL file, one has to also solve the problem of creating "topology from a bucket of facets", which we have done. The one area requiring manual intervention is the assignment of material to the newly created solid or solids. Finally, one can either create a world volume from the bounding box of the volume(s) found in the STL file to use standalone within Geant4, or leave the resulting gdml file as individual volumes to aggregate or incorporate into a common world volume later.

In order to benchmark the performance of Geant4 using tesselated volumes, we have written code which allows the exportation of Geant4 geometries in STL format. This geometry is then reimported into Geant4 after being processed with mesh2gdml, allowing us to directly compare the CPU time difference between a geometry composed of primitives and tesselated solids. A side effect of this STL export is the ability to create a real 3D model of the Geant4 geometry on 3D printers. This enables rapid prototyping of parts, direct comparison of the modeled geometry to CAD geometry, communication with colleagues and outreach to the public.

Despite the inherent performance issues related to navigating through geometries composed of many individual facets and the requirement that material be assigned manually to volumes during the translation process, we believe the approach outlined in this talk provides access to a wider range of geometry inputs and will prove to be useful to a number of user communities.
INFN-CNAF is the central computing facility of INFN: it is the Italian Tier-1 for the experiments at LHC, but also one of the main Italian computing facilities of several other experiments such as BABAR, CDF, SuperB, Virgo, Argo, AMS, Pamela, MAGIC, Auger etc.

Currently there is an installed CPU capacity of 100,000 HS06, a net disk capacity of 9 PB and an equivalent amount of tape storage (these figures are going to be increased in the first half of 2012 respectively to 125,000 HS06, 12 PB and 18 PB).

More than 50,000 computing jobs are executed daily on the farm, managed by LSF, accessing the storage, managed by GPFS, with an aggregate bandwidth up to several GB/s. The access to the storage system from the farm is direct through the file protocol. The interconnection of the computing resources and the data storage is based on 10 Gbps technology.

The disk-servers and the storage systems are connected through a Storage Area Network allowing a complete flexibility and easiness of management; dedicated disk-servers are connected, also via the SAN, to the tape library.

The INFN Tier-1 is connected to the other centers via 3x10 Gbps links (to be upgraded next year), including the LHCOPN and to the LHCONE.

In this paper we show the main results of our center after 2 full years of run of LHC.

---
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The xGUS helpdesk template is aimed at NGIs, DCIs and user communities wanting to structure their user support and integrate it with the EGI support.

xGUS contains all basic helpdesk functionalities. It is hosted and maintained at KIT in Germany. Portal administrators from the client DCI or user community can customize the portal to their specific needs. Via web, they can edit the support units, variables which are used for the classification of tickets like 'Type of problem', 'VO' etc. and the hyperlinks to related web pages displayed on the portal.

The xGUS portal is a template framework for a helpdesk system. It is based on BMC Remedy ARS with an Oracle database for the tickets and a MySQL database for news and user administration. The portal contains various features needed to provide effective user support. Users can access the portal using their grid certificate imported into their browser or via login and password. They can submit tickets via a web form and classify their problem by setting e.g. a 'type of problem', an 'affected site' or a priority. The tickets get assigned to the appropriate support unit by the first level support. The responsible support unit gets informed via email about open tickets. The user can choose whether he wants to stay up to date about every step of process or only get notified once the problem is solved. Users and support staff can also use an email interface to add comments to the ticket. When replying to an email received from the helpdesk, the answer text is added to the ticket history.

Support staff can create relations between different tickets. If several tickets depend on the solution of another one, they can be marked as slaves. When the master ticket is solved, the solution is transferred to the slaves and they are solved automatically. If one ticket depends on the solution of several other tickets, these tickets are marked as children of this ticket. Only when all of the child tickets are solved, the parent ticket can be solved, too.

With the news module, which is included in the portal, events and news can be announced via the portal. Registered users can add tickets of their personal interest to their dashboard. Subscription to a ticket triggers email notifications about ticket updates for interested users who are not the submitter.

Tickets which can not be solved within the helpdesk instance, can be duplicated to GGUS, the EGI helpdesk. All changes which are made in GGUS are synchronized to the original ticket.

The xGUS instance is a tool to track and document problems. It can also be used to collect statistics on the problem solving process.

Based on the same technology, adjustments the interface between GGUS and xGUS can be made
quickly and efficiently. Clients need not care about technical details of their helpdesk system. All server related issues are handled at KIT, as well as the operation and maintenance of the helpdesk portal itself.

**Summary:**

With the xGUS framework DCIs and user communities have easy access to their own, independent helpdesk system with many helpful features. They can benefit of the experience gained over several years in the GGUS team instead of starting from scratch with a new helpdesk system. Their user support can be integrated into the existing and well-established structure with GGUS at the center. All problems described in the tickets are stored in databases as well as the steps that have been done to obtain a solution. Each helpdesk system becomes a problem database which can help to solve similar or related problems.

The helpdesk system gives project leaders and users the possibility to gain an overview of problems and to find out where improvements could be necessary.

xGUS offers a comfortable way for user communities, who need a user support infrastructure, to obtain an independent helpdesk portal which provides all necessary functionality to track and classify problems. It enables a quick and easy communication between the user and the support staff. Helpdesk administrators can customize the helpdesk to the specific needs of the community. They can set links on the portal which are helpful for users like documentations or other relevant web pages.

The use of xGUS guarantees a consistent user support infrastructure linked into the central support systems of the major grid infrastructures.